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Abstract :  textLooking at a large number of European local e-
government achievements involving interoperability between 
information systems, the authors analyse some key questions than the 
political and operational decision makers have to answers in order to 
lead such projects. Conclusions are the following:The region seems 
the main actor in Europe able to develop programme with a long or 
medium term strategic planning (5-10 years). Strategic choices have to 
be done between portal or platform approach, between centralised or 
decentralised architecture. It is necessary to have a close look at 
security and privacy issues at the beginning of the project, because 
they are linked with the future user audience of the e-services. 
Operational choices have also to be done concerning the balance 
between technological or organisational innovation; quick wins 
motivate administrations to develop interoperability between 
information systems; Business Process Rebuilding is a long path 
difficult to achieve; the audience of the services and the civil servant 
adaptation are the key success factors. As a conclusion the authors 
present how the TERREGOV solution could be change this actual 
state of the art. 

 

1 Introduction 
Taking the view that government services are offered by a number of administrations 
interacting one with each other and that local administrations often act as a front office to the 
Citizen, one of the main challenge of e-government is to make it possible for local 
administrations to become a channel for delivering online a large variety of services in a 
straightforward and transparent manner regardless of the administration(s) actually involved 
in providing those services. 
 
The involvement of several actors in the service delivery (national or local administrations, 
public agencies, non profit organisations, private service providers…) leads to develop 
technical interoperability between the different legacy systems and to improve cooperation 
between the different organisations. 
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Objectives and methodology 
 
This paper is an outcome of the socio –economic researches undertaken in the frame of the on 
going integrated IST project (IST-1-507749) TERRREGOV (Impact of e-Government on 
Territorial Government Services). It will present a cross analysis of 40 case studies of 
achieved services using interoperability between  territorial governments. 
 
This analysis will be first focused on the project sponsor point of view (strategic issues) : 
We will explore the questions addressed during the strategic positioning of the project by the 
sponsor:  

• Where is the good level for this project; the municipalities, the region, the state? 
• What will be the scope, the size of the project? 
• What will be the choice between a centralised vs. decentralised architecture? 
• What will be the choice concerning the transaction security? 

 
Then, the analysis will explore the questions addressed during the implementation of the 
project by the project manager (operational issues) : 

• What are the questions to ask at the starting point ? 
• How to be clear about the achievements expected ? 
• How to proceed at a technical, organisational or change management level ? 

 

2 Strategic issues 

2.1 Relevant level for decision making : critical size is needed 
Macro-economic context : the ability of each local actor to invest in e-Government solutions 
is constrained by its degree of autonomy and its financial resources, i.e. by the political and 
administrative organisation of its country. More important than the “static” administrative 
organisation are the patterns of collaboration between the different administrative levels 
(State, Regions, Provinces or Districts, Municipalities) which are very different from one 
country to another. E-Government solutions are more developed in countries where there is a 
clear cooperation between all the public actors and a common strategy in the field of e-
administration (Germany, Italy…). 
 
Micro-economic context : the investment costs needed for the development of interoperable e-
Government solutions are mostly too high for a municipality. In all the cases analysed the 
investment cost of a e-Government platform is of the order of at least € 1 million and can 
reach more than € 15 million. On average, public funding is about € 2 or 3 million. 
Furthermore, small municipalities do not have the finance and human resources to develop 
and manage complex IT solutions. 
The investment risk can only be taken by actors who : 

• have sufficient geographical influence (critical size) 
• can play a significant strategic planning role in order to coordinate national strategy 

and the local initiatives 
• have the financial resources and the know how to develop IT solutions 
• have the ability and the legitimacy to provide pooled solutions to local governments. 

In many countries, this role is played by a regional administration (Italy, Spain, Germany, 
Belgium).  



 

2.2 Scope of the project : long term vision and cooperation 
The development of interoperable e-Government solutions is a long and complex process. It 
supposes : 

• an IT infrastructure which allows the possibility of an efficient exchange of 
information between Administrations.  

• homogeneous equipment of all the actors involved  
• a significant number of end-users  

It supposes also the involvement of many actors (internal or external). It needs often a high 
level of investment and has many economic and organisational impacts.  
Therefore, such projects need a long term vision and a strategic planning.  
  
“Wall-On-Line” is the name given to the Walloon region electronic government project. Adopted in 
June 2001 by the Walloon government, this project is conducted under the authority of the Minister-
President. The overall objective of the Wall-on-Line project is to develop e-Government and 
implement the concept of a one-stop shop with multiple accesses, common to all authorities - 2004-
2009 regional policy declaration. (Interoperability project – Belgium) 
“The development of the project in the departments may seem slow as it took almost 10 years to be 
accomplished. Its success relies on constant efforts and perseverance, while adapting to local 
communities and partners’ pace. ” (VIRGIL – France) 
 

2.3 Main choices 
Portal or platform1 ? 
In several cases, service delivery is provided with a “portal” approach. The portal is well 
designed for information provision and data sharing. It aggregates content coming from 
various sources and allows the easy localisation of information delivery by use of co-branding 
solutions. It is also a good solution for a “one-stop shop” approach  improving vertical co-
operation. Nevertheless this solution needs significant investment supported by a single actor 
and an efficient networking of all the actors involved which conditions the quality and the 
updating of information.  
 
The main services provided on the Bremen Online Services portal are the following: 
- a one stop shop where the citizens can register in a secure way and with only one single form their 
new address 
- upload  administrative forms (civil status) with electronic signature, on line payment of taxes 
- a one stop shop where the students can manage all the university procedures (BOS – Germany) 
 
Some other initiatives are built with a  “platform” approach. The platform does not aim at 
centralising and dispatching the data  but provides common tools and common functionalities 
(security, data exchange mechanisms, electronic signature…) that allow the service delivery. 
In this configuration, local actors are directly responsible for service provision and have to 
coordinate their actions (technical and organisational interoperability).   
 
The InfoVille platform provides for free an operating model which includes : 
- hosting spaces for municipal portals, 

                                                 
1 The distinction between portal and platform is useful to compare two different orientations : front office 
orientation (portal) vs. back office orientation (platform) …  even if a portal is always built on a technical 
platform. 



- a module for technical management,  
- a module for administrative management, 
- web tools that enables local actors to publish web contents and services (InfoVille – Spain) 
 
Architecture of service provision 
There are two generic models used to implement e-services which involve different 
administrations. 

• the use of a platform, linked with each actor of the service provision, which manages 
the service and act as front office for the end-user (centralised organisation). 

• the use of a platform which provides some technical common functionalities to 
different administrations which remain independent and responsible for the service 
provision (decentralised organisation). 

The case studies show that the centralised architecture model is the rule, the decentralised the 
exception.  

• Most of the national or regional platforms observed are centralised and link the 
municipal governments in ASP mode (or with XML flows). This architecture is easier 
to implement because it does not need significant investment or internal reorganisation 
in the local governments. The financial and technical effort is done by the regional (or 
national) actor. Local governments have only to adapt and link their IT systems to the 
central platform. 

• Nevertheless the increasing maturity of local governments in the field of IC 
technologies and the political willingness to respect the autonomy of each local actor 
has lead to the adoption of a more decentralised architecture. Decentralisation of data 
management also meets the needs of an electronic administration which respects the 
privacy rights of the citizens. 

 
Security issues 
Ensuring security and protecting privacy are crucial issues for the development of e-
Government. It is obvious that the end user will not use electronic procedures instead of paper 
forms if its transactions with the public administration are not managed in a secure and 
trustworthy way. 
The case studies show clearly that the key concept is scalability. 

• because the majority of administrative transactions do not need a high level of security 
• because secure procedures are expensive, difficult to implement and not always well 

accepted by the end user, as shown by the German examples 
 
Privacy issues 
Although an European Directive harmonizes the different national legislative frameworks, 
differences remain that concern : 

• data interchange  between public administrations (limited or without any restriction) 
• personal identifier (unique personal number vs. several identifiers) 

The solution has to be adapted to each national context, i.e. to be flexible enough in order to 
comply with national laws 
 

3 Operational issues 

3.1 Starting point : technical or organisational innovation ? 
e-Government is not primarily about the technology, but technology is, of course, the enabler, 
and technological changes constitute an important driver and opener of new opportunities. 



Nevertheless, it is possible to develop interoperability mostly from an organisational 
perspective, as shown by the following example : 
 
POINT COM’ is a public service office designed as a unique resource to deal with the various queries 
expressed by the public and which direct the end-user to the appropriate public organisations. This 
kind of service needs however : 
- a mediation agent able to manage the diversity and the complexity of the cases 
- an in-depth reorganisation of the administrations and a strong coordination between them in order to    
give in real time appropriate answers to the questions asked. 
This project was built without any technical innovation (Point Com’ – France) 
 

3.2 Results and achievements : cost savings or improvement of the quality of service ? 
Although rationalisation of expenditure is a major goal of public administrations, public 
actors are not as much concerned by financial aspects as private companies. In the public 
sector, introduction of e-Government solutions is seen more as an opportunity to improve the 
quality of service delivery than to cut down expenses.  
 
Management of school transportation (Belgium) 
The implementation thanks to the TIC allowed simplification, for the schools and the other actors, of 
the filling in of the application through " intelligent " forms available on the Internet site of the school 
Transportation Department. It allowed a double saving of time: saving of time in the transmission of 
the file and in its encoding by the administration. Finally, all the actors use the same information 
system, the monitoring of the progress of the files has been found to have been greatly simplified.  
The advantages noted by all the actors are the following : speed of file management, clarity, coherence 
and completeness of the application, global view on the school transportation system. 
 
On the contrary, the project management by a private actor leads to a better economic 
visibility. 
 
KMD is a private company in charge of the NetCitizen portal . KMD considers NetCitizen as a long-
term investment of strategic importance. An effect of this is that the economic success criterion is tied 
to NetCitizen and the amount of related business that it will create. So far KMD have had to invest a 
lot in technology, competence development and marketing in order to build a successful portal that has 
been accepted by public and private actors as well as citizens (NetCitizen – Denmark) 
 

3.3 Management of change 
Business process rebuilding 
Business process rebuilding is necessary to implement e-Government applications and 
requires a partial or full integration of the back-offices involved in the service provision. It 
also entails a re-definition of the jobs of many civil servants. Many actors consider that the 
main benefit and cost savings of introduction of e-Government services will be obtained with 
in-depth internal reorganisation as shown by several projects in the Nordic countries. 
 
“In order to estimate possible rationalisation effects of the services that are designed and offered KMD 
conducts business process analysis on all processes in the administration that implement the services. 
This has allowed KMD them to specify what benefits that could be gained. The most common result 
of these analyses is that the technology in itself may give 20% of a given saving while the redesign of 
organisational processes provides the remaining 80% of the saving” (NetCitizen - DK). 
 



However, bureaucratic inertia, resistance to change impose to IT teams in charge of the 
implementation of e-Government services a progressive approach : civil servants will not 
accept to change dramatically the way they do their jobs without a clear vision of the added 
value of the technical innovation (win-win strategy). Therefore, it is necessary to carry out 
impact studies and processes analysis in order to implement major structural changes. Those 
studies will facilitate negotiations with the actors involved in the service provision and 
increase the acceptability of technical and organisational changes. 
 
Human Resources issues 
The move to an electronic interoperable administration is a long process. The case studies 
analysis confirms the clear preference for a pragmatic approach :  “to enrich the old practices 
with the new ones, to give an active identity to the user, to smoothly change the social 
equilibrium of the organisation”.  
The analysis points to three main conclusions 
- Strengthening of existing collaborations in order to create new ones : interoperability 

(vertical or horizontal co-operation) is easier to implement when the actors are used to 
collaborating. Even then, it takes time. 

- Collaboration more than imposition : "things change naturally and it is not necessary to 
inflict them. Changes impact the heart of organizations, practices and culture. This can 
only be done gradually ". 

- Training : project implementation, in almost all the cases analysed, is based on extensive 
training sessions. Training in this implementation process is essential. Training 
contributes to cultural change, to the knowledge transfer, to enable civil servants to use 
the technology.  

 
FHH management team is very careful to support change management within the regional 
administration. It put a KM platform into service, open to the whole administrative staff - 30.000 civil 
servants (Hamburg Gateway - Germany) 
 

4 How TERREGOV solutions answer to these key questions? 
For the decision makers TERREGOV solution could change the landscape described above 

• TERREGOV solution offers a Service-oriented Architecture that proposes to wrap 
existing information systems into Web Services to make them interoperable. As a 
result a high degree of organisational autonomy is supported by the TERREGOV 
platform and the question of the relevant level of decision could be asked in a different 
way. Responsibilities could be shared in a different way. 

• The length of strategic planning to obtain significant results on the field could be 
reduced with the  TERREGOV solution capacity to build flexible e-procedure 

• TERREGOV as a platform solution dedicated to interoperability will not act as a 
information system integrator but will allow loosely IS coupling  

 



Integration Interoperability 
Participant systems are assimilated in a larger 
whole 

Participant systems remain independent and 
autonomous 

Systems must conform to a specific way of 
doing things 

Systems may share information without strict 
standards of conformance 

Connections (physical and logical) are brittle Connections (physical and logical) are loosely 
coupled 

Rules are programmed in custom code, 
functions or scripts 

Roles are modelled in schemas, domain 
models, and mappings 

Standard vocabularies are encouraged Local data vocabularies are encouraged 
 

• For security and privacy issues TERREGOV solution could select relevant e-
procedure in a flexible way respecting the diversity of constraints 

•  
•  
• Semantic facilities embedded in the TERREGOV solution could facilitate the 

organisational integration by fostering Knowledge management driven model 
• Collaborative tools embedded in the TERREGOV solution could facilitate the change 

management process. 
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Abstract :  The present paper explores a specific aspect of 
eGovernment interoperability, the control of eProcedures involving 
multiple government agencies. It is based on work performed in the 
frame of the IST Project Terregov – “Impact of eGovernment 
interoperability on territorial governments”. This project had to face 
two seemingly mutually exclusive constraints : the necessity of a 
centralized control of the eProcedures, and the impossibility of using a 
centralized flow of data. This paper explores some of the reasons 
behind these constraints, the architecture we built in order to integrate 
them, as well as some additional benefits. 

 

1 Introduction 
 
eGovernment interoperability is a key technological instrument for offering public services 
that are cross-organisational, cross-level, transparent, integrated, secure, decentralised and 
available anywhere at anytime. It finds its roots in the citizen/service re-orientation taking 
place in public administrations all over Europe and is driving the development of 
eGovernment services.  
In fact eGovernment is not just the electronic version of traditional administration but 
represents an opportunity to deliver better services to citizens and businesses, effective and 
more efficient. The electronic implementation of such re-designed processes, called 
eProcedures in this paper, thus implies major organisational changes in government 
processes and in inter-operations between administrations. This means in particular the 
redefinition of the value chain for each specific service, with the clarification of the roles and 
responsibilities of each actor (decision power, legal responsibility, interface to the 
citizens, …).  
 
The present paper explores a specific aspect of eGovernment interoperability, the control of 
eProcedures involving multiple government agencies. It is based on work performed in the 
frame of the IST Project Terregov – “Impact of eGovernment interoperability on territorial 
governments”. 
 



This project, Terregov, aims at providing a framework for supporting the implementation of 
eProcedures that typically require the involvement of several administrative agencies or 
organizations; interoperability is at the heart of Terregov : it focuses on services provided by 
local and regional-level administrative agencies and organizations, and on the interactions that 
must happen between them. Terregov supports eProcedures that are targeted both to agencies 
and to citizen (although it is likely that most citizen-oriented eProcedures will actually be 
started by civil servants with whom the citizen will be interacting in an agency or an 
organization) 
 

2 Background : a Service Oriented Architecture 
 
Even with a regional or local scope only, Terregov needs to interact with many agencies, each 
one having its own peculiarities, its own legacy systems, its own specific structure, etc. It is 
unrealistic to expect all agencies to eliminate their current system, in order to use a new global 
cross-agency system, imposed from “the outside”. The aim of Terregov is certainly not to 
replace the existing systems within agencies, but to allow them to interoperate. Locally, 
Terregov will interact with each agency’s legacy system. In order to communicate between 
agencies, the approach we have chosen is to base Terregov on a Service Oriented 
Architecture, and to present the agencies’ services as Web Services : each service an agency 
wants to allow access to within the Terregov framework will be exposed as a Web Service by 
this agency. In the course of eProcedures, these agencies’ Web Services will be called in a 
specific order depending on each specific eProcedure definition. 
Within an agency, some of the Web Services will sit on top of existing services, provided by 
the legacy system (“legacy” from Terregov’s point of view, of course) and will essentially 
wrap them, providing the same service to the outside, but through a Web Service interface; 
some other Web Services will offer Terregov-dedicated services, which make sense only in 
the frame of Terregov (we will describe one such service later in this paper : the Data Access 
Module).  
 

3 Centralized flow control, Monitoring and Ownership 
 
To make the following discussion more clear, let’s take a simple example of a procedure :  
 
A citizen goes to the city hall, meets with a civil servant, and makes a request, which involves 
the civil servant to fill in a specific form. The form describing the citizen request must then be 
processed by another agency, which we will call Agency B. Agency B checks the request, 
performs some task related to this request, updates its own records, etc. Then, another agency, 
which we will call Agency C, is required to process the request, update its records, etc., and 
finally send some notification back to the originating city hall, which can in turn inform the 
citizen about the request’s outcome.  
 
Even such a simple and mostly linear scenario raises an essential issue, when we consider 
how it can be supported by an interoperability framework like Terregov1 : the issue of 
distributed vs. centralized flow control of the eProcedures.  

                                                 
1 Note that this paper does not address the specific issue of electronic data exchange. Procedures that involve 
multiple agencies require a certain amount of data to be exchanged between these agencies. Today, these data are 
typically exchanged manually : a paper form is filled in an agency and sent to another one, either by mail or by 



After the city hall civil servant is finished filling in the form for the citizen, this form must be 
sent to Agency B. Today, this form sending is typically handled by the city hall itself. Later, 
when Agency B is finished with processing the request, the request must be forwarded to 
Agency C, and this forwarding is typically handled within Agency B. Finally, when Agency C 
is finished with the request, the city hall must be notified. Again this notification is sent by 
Agency C itself. The important point here is that each agency transition is determined and 
performed locally, i.e. within the agencies themselves. This actually makes the global 
procedure itself virtual.  
The procedure can usually be described at once, i.e. globally (for instance, we just described a 
procedure earlier in this section); however, it is not implemented globally. Note that we are 
not speaking here of the internal steps that an agency must perform in order to process a 
request – such steps are obviously local to each agency – but we are focusing on the inter-
agency transition steps, which are described at the procedure-level (i.e. they are the steps 
described in the procedure itself : the procedure description does not usually include the 
smaller steps that are internal to each agency; typically, the sequence of steps that happen 
inside an agency, such as the sequence of operations that occur within Agency B when it has 
to process the citizen’s request, appear as one atomic step in the global procedure 
description). 
Of course, these local transitions are deriving from the global procedure definition, and each 
civil servant in each agency can probably refer to this definition in order to know what to do 
next, but there is usually no global entity that controls the actual unrolling of the whole 
procedure. We can make a parallel with a typical Web-based application, usually comprised 
of many pages, in which the (server-side) code included within each page knows which other 
page it should send its data to. Even though a global procedure is “followed”, this global 
procedure as an entity exists only on paper and in the documentation of this application, and 
its implementation is distributed all across the code included in the pages : here again each 
decision on what to do next is local.  
One important question is : when we move from manual procedures to eProcedures, do we 
want to keep this local advancement scheme, or do we want to offer an explicit support for 
globally/centrally controlled procedures ?  
 
Let’s describe an alternative : in a centrally controlled eProcedure scheme, an agency, once 
finished with its local processing of a request, instead of calling the “next” agency, would 
simply return the control to a central component, responsible for calling the next agency. 
Such a component would act as an “eProcedure engine”, running the eProcedures from start to 
finish. 
The following diagram shows the difference in the control flow between the two schemes : 

 
Distributed flow control scheme : 
 

0) initiate request
1) fill-in form

7) inform citizen

3) perform task X 5) perform task Y
City Hall Agency B Agency C

2) perform task X ! 4) perform task Y !

6) notification  
                                                                                                                                                         
fax, and the data obtained from this form is read and manually re-typed in the second agency. An interoperability 
framework that aims at providing electronic data exchange to replace these manual exchanges must address 
numerous issues (such as the interconnection with legacy systems, guaranteeing the meaning of the exchanged 
data across agencies, etc). An important part of the Terregov project is devoted to these issues, but they are out 
of the scope of this paper. 



 
 

Centralized flow control scheme : 
 

2) fill-in form
8) inform citizen

4) perform task X 6) perform task Y
City Hall Agency B Agency C

eProcedure engine

0) initiate
eProcedure

Specific
eProcedure

1) fill-in form !
3) perform task X ! 5) perform task Y !

7) notification

 
 
 

Note that in the distributed flow control scheme diagram, all the transition steps (2, 4 and 6) 
are not really correctly named : for instance, step 2 should be called “perform task X, and 
make the procedure progress after that !” (each transition steps in the diagram correspond to a 
call to a Web Service in the target agency) 
However, in the centralized control flow scheme diagram, the calls are correctly named : they 
perform what their name says, and nothing else. Once the task is finished, they return control 
to the eProcedure engine (see the dashed arrows accompanying the transition steps) 
 
If the experience gained during the recent years of Web-based application development can be 
of any help for our eProcedures environment, the answer to the previous question should be a 
resounding “Yes, we do want a centralized flow control scheme !” 
 
Here are some of the most compelling reasons for using a centralized control flow for the 
eProcedures :  

• Understanding : when the flow control is distributed across all the pages, it is almost 
invisible from the code only. One has usually to mentally rebuild the flow of the 
eProcedure from all the services’ source to understand the entire application, in order 
to be able to debug it. This issue is much worse with eProcedures than with Web-
based applications, since with eProcedures, the code is scattered over several agencies 
services, whereas with a Web-based application, most of the pages are physically 
stored on one server only. On the other hand, with a centralized scheme, the procedure 
is implemented as it is described globally. 

• Level clarity : with a distributed control flow scheme, eProcedure-level steps (which 
services of which agency must be called in which order) and intra-agency steps (with 
which operations an agency actually implements a service) are mixed behind a unique 
Web-Service interface. Even if, internally, the separation is made explicit, this is not 
visible from the outside of the Web Services (hence the remark about Web Service 
naming in the diagram above) 

• Reuse : with a distributed control flow scheme, the eProcedure’s logic lies within the 
agencies, and at least part of the agencies' services code is dedicated to the eProcedure 
logic (in the worst case, the code implementing the eProcedure logic and the code 
implementing the agency-service can be hopelessly intertwined). In order to reuse an 
agency service in another eProcedure, the eProcedure-logic part of the service’s code 
would have to be modified, to take into account the possibility of being part of two 



different eProcedures. This type of modification becomes more and more complex 
with each additional eProcedure the service has to be a part of. 

• Updating and debugging : with a distributed control flow scheme, updating is 
difficult, because when the eProcedure control flow has to be modified, the 
modification is often spread across several services, themselves spread across several 
agencies. Debugging and testing are also made difficult, because each service must be 
tested in the context of each eProcedure it belongs to. Unit tests are insufficient.  

 
In addition, the potential impossibility of accessing the code of a service within a given 
agency, thus making a change in a eProcedure impossible, prevents us from relying on a 
distributed control flow scheme for the eProcedures. 
 
As a result, an eProcedure, in Terregov, is similar to a Business Process, defining explicitly 
the sequence of which services must be called in which agencies, where each service returns 
control after having completed its task. Note that the example presented earlier is very simple, 
and involves only a linear sequence. Real life eProcedures include more complex control 
flow, with loops, branches, choices, etc. In addition, note that most services in agencies may 
take a very long time to answer, and that most the interactions between the eProcedure engine 
and the agency services will happen in an asynchronous way2. 
 
Using a centralized control flow scheme for running the eProcedures brings two very positive 
points, especially important in the area of eGovernment : eProcedure monitoring and 
ownership.  
 

3.1.1 Monitoring 
 
In order to actually run an eProcedure, the eProcedure engine, which is at the heart of our 
centralized control flow scheme, must keeping track of which calls to which services of which 
agencies to perform, must actually perform these calls, and must handle the return of these 
services’ calls. As obvious as is may seem, this implies that the eProcedure engine has to 
know where in a running eProcedure we currently are, and which services we are currently 
waiting for. This information is very important, because it can serve as the basis for 
eProcedure monitoring, which consists precisely in giving information to a user about which 
step the eProcedure has reached, and which agencies we are currently waiting for.  
Both the explicit description of an eProcedure, and the ability to monitor its current 
advancement state bring very valuable visibility and transparency to the entire system. This is 
especially important for the citizen at the origin of the procedure (such information will 
mostly be relayed to the citizen by the civil servant that helped the citizen in the first place). 
The citizen can obtain information about the advancement of the procedure relevant to him, 
can know whether it is stalled or not, can “see” it advance. Such transparency is very 
important in bringing confidence about the entire system. 
 
Most steps of an eProcedure consist in a call to a Web Service, within an agency, and from 
the eProcedure engine’s point of view, these calls are considered atomic. This means that the 
eProcedure does not care whether the service called is itself implemented as a single or as 
many steps. The engine only knows the service interface, and calls it as a single step. 

                                                 
2 Note that here, “returning control” means “send an asynchronous message, informing that the processing is 
finished”. 



This implies that from a monitoring point of view, the eProcedure engine cannot give finer-
grained information about the state of advancement of an eProcedure. However, such finer-
grained information could be very useful, for several reasons :  

- in Terregov, eProcedures are themselves are exposed as Web Services (by the 
eProcedure engine). This means that a step in an eProcedure can be another entire 
eProcedure, potentially very complex and involving many agencies, or even involving 
others nested eProcedures. The steps inside this nested eProcedure could be easily 
monitored as well, provided that the eProcedure engine is able to detect this nesting 
and take it into account. 

- when an agency’s service takes a very long time to answer, or stalls, it is very 
interesting to know if why, and if there is something that can be done about it. Even 
without detailing all the internal steps necessary to the agency’s service completion, 
some major milestone steps could be described by the agency service itself. For 
instance, the service could inform that the request has been taken into account, or that 
it is waiting for someone to handle it, or that it is waiting for some other agency to 
complete some task, etc. Such information can be consolidated with the monitoring 
information that the eProcedure engine is able to determine itself, and give to the 
citizen a rather precise information about the advancement of his request. Even though 
this seems contradictory with the atomicity of a Web Service call, this makes sense in 
the context of monitoring. Of course, nothing prevents an agency to implement their 
service in a way that they remain absolutely “opaque” to the caller, not reporting any 
internal milestone completion. 

 

4) perform task X

Agency BeProcedure engine

Specific
eProcedure

3) perform task X !

4.1) notif: Milestone X1 reached

4.2) notif: Milestone X5 reached

4.3) notif: Task X finished

 
 
 

3.1.2 Ownership 
 
One issue of high importance in the field of eGovernment is procedure ownership and 
responsibility. At any time, the person at the origin of an eProcedure (a civil servant, on 
behalf of a citizen) should be able to know what is the status of the eProcedure, in other 
words, who is responsible for its next step(s).  
The eProcedure engine is responsible for performing the calls to the agencies, synchronizing 
these calls, and keeping track of the global completion of the eProcedure. However, the 
eProcedure engine cannot be held responsible for each step’s completion : the agency 
answering each call is responsible for it. In other words, the eProcedure engine knows who is 
responsible (and keeps track of it), but each agency is responsible for each step’s completion. 
At the time an agency is responsible for a step’s completion, it can be considered as the owner 
of the eProcedure (even though at the higher level, the eProcedure itself is running on an 
engine which is not located in the agency) 
In the area of eGovernment, the notion of ownership should be made explicit. This enforces 
responsibility, and by using the monitoring information the eProcedure engine exposes,  a 
civil servant or a citizen is able to know explicitly who is currently responsible for the case.  



The notion of ownership we describe here is easy to understand in the case where one and 
only one call to an agency service is currently pending : this agency is the owner of the 
eProcedure. However, in the case of an eProcedure making “parallel” calls to several 
agencies, ownership is less clear : can we have several owners for a single eProcedure ? This 
issues needs to be explored further. The case of nested eProcedures deserves careful attention 
as well : can we have nested owners for a single eProcedure ? 
 

4 The impossibility of centralized data flow 
 
The previous discussion introduced the importance of running the eProcedures in a 
centralized fashion, and introduced the eProcedure engine, the component responsible for 
running these procedures. However, the very existence of such a centralized component, as 
useful as it is from a flow control point of view, raises a serious issue in the area of 
eGovernment, regarding data flow : the flow of data, especially citizen private data, is very 
constrained. In particular, for privacy reasons, for security reasons, and sometimes for legal 
reasons, data cannot be allowed to flow through any third party agency or organization. In 
Terregov, the eProcedure engine must be considered third party : even though Terregov does 
not impose a physical location for the eProcedure engine, it is a component that has a given 
physical location, and we must consider that in some cases (or even most cases), it will 
resides outside agencies that must exchange data. This implies that data cannot flow through 
the eProcedure engine.  
Coming back to our example, let’s assume that Agency C needs some data generated by 
Agency B. In the decentralized current “manual” situation, Agency B simply sends the data to 
Agency C, by mail or by fax. However, with the centrally controlled eProcedure approach, 
Agency B does not contact directly Agency C : Agency B returns control to the eProcedure 
engine, which then calls Agency C. However, Agency B simply cannot give its data to the 
eProcedure engine, relying on the latter to forward them to Agency C. This is simply 
forbidden : 
 
 

4) perform task X,
generating dataX

6) perform task Y using
received dataX

Agency B Agency C

eProcedure engine

Specific
eProcedure

3) perform task X ! 5) perform task Y(dataX) !
4.1) task X finished

(dataX) !

 
 

FORBIDDEN SCENARIO : dataX is not allowed to go through the eProcedure engine. 
 
Since data is only allowed to flow directly from an agency to another one, we must provide a 
support for this direct flow, even though we want to maintain a centralized eProcedure engine. 
Here is Terregov’s solution to this issue : once Agency B is finished with its processing of the 
request, and before returning control to the eProcedure engine, it stores locally the data it 



would have otherwise sent back. Later, when Agency C is given control for performing its 
task, Agency C requests the data from Agency B and obtains it directly. In order for Agency 
C to be able to request and obtain the data it needs, Agency B gives to the eProcedure engine 
a “pointer” to a specific Web Service – exposed by Agency B – which Agency C can call to 
actually get the data3. This Web Service, specific to Terregov, is called the Data Access 
Module : 
 

4) perform task X,
generating dataX

4.1) store locally dataX
9) perform task Y using

dataX

Agency B Agency C

eProcedure engine

Specific
eProcedure

3) perform task X !
5) perform task Y(AgencyB/

DataAccess/dataX) !

Temporary
Storage

4.1) task X finished
(AgencyB/

DataAccess/dataX) !

Data Access
Module (WS)

6) get(dataX) !

7) get(dataX)

8) return dataX

 
 
This way, the control flow remains centralized, but actual data flow is directly from agency to 
agency (step 8). In other words, instead of having data flowing through the eProcedure 
engine, only a reference to this data is passed, effectively maintaining privacy. The security 
and privacy is enforced by the fact that when it receives a request to from Agency C to get 
dataX, the Data Access Module in Agency B checks the identity of Agency C (through a PKI-
based electronic signature), and, based on a locally defined policy, it can filter out from the 
data it returns all the data Agency C is not allowed to obtain.  
 
An interesting possibility offered by this two-step data passing mechanism is the possibility of 
performing “lazy data processing” :  in some cases, instead of actually performing task X at 
step 4, Agency B could simply return control immediately to the eProcedure engine, and 
delay the performance of task X until Agency C (or any other agency) actually calls to get the 
data. Of course, the “pointer” to the Data Access Module given back by agency B to the 
eProcedure engine would be slightly different from the first case, and it would indeed mean 
something different : instead of returning a reference to data, Agency B would return a 
reference to a promise of data. However, the caller could not detect the difference. With this 
lazy processing scheme, the processing in Agency B would happen only in the case where it is 
actually required. This could save some processing time, in the case where we can’t know in 
advance this processing will be needed or not; this brings a simple and direct support to on-
demand processing. The important point to keep in mind here is that the eProcedure needs not 
                                                 
3 Technically, the end point of the service in Agency B is returned, along with the parameter values that allow to 
find the correct specific data. 



to be changed, as the order of the steps in the eProcedure is the same in both bases : request 
Agency B to perform task X, and then request Agency C to perform task Y. The fact that task 
X is actually performed in time after task Y is a function of the definition of task X itself as 
an on-demand task, not of the eProcedure description. Such a flexibility could not be 
supported with such simplicity and elegance by a distributed eProcedure control flow.  

5 Conclusion 
 
The separation between a centralized control flow and the peer-to-peer data flow implemented 
in the Terregov project brings the benefits of a high control of the eProcedure advancements 
and their monitoring, while providing support for maintaining privacy, and permitting fine-
grained security checks at the agency-level. The apparent added complexity in the number 
and details of the interactions between agencies is largely compensated by the ease of creation 
and deployment of eProcedures, by the new possibilities of easily implementing on-demand 
processing within the agencies, and by the transparency the centralized control flow allows to 
brings to the citizen. 
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Abstract :  We first identify the overall goals for future e-government 
in order to derive the engineering goals for future IT solutions. This is 
done with reference to classical production theories. Then we analyse 
in some detail the nature of the particular challenges and risks, which 
one has to deal with in developing IT solutions for international e-
government. Finally we depict the design principles for such solutions 
as we provide recommendations how to organise the R&D process.   

1 Introduction : 
 
This paper is based on our research in two EU IST projects (FASME 2000 – 2001 and 
eMayor 2004 – 2006) and our R&D-cooperation with SAKD Germany within an GAI project, 
plus on further research with highly complex real-world scenarios. The question, which we 
are trying to answer, is: “How can we successfully deal with the problem, that for a typical 
cross-border G2C and G2G solutions, we have to deal with heterogeneity an all levels: 
ontologies, laws, processes, administrative cultures, citzens’ expectations, and technology?” 
How can we achieve interoperability on all levels at the same time?”  
 
The answer requires an understanding of challenges, requirements, and the basic, overall 
structure of a holistic IT solution for cross-organizational e-government. Once this has been 
achieved, we can draw up a concept for the engineering process, which tries to minimize risks 
for the cardinal aims of development projects for cross-organizational, even cross-border, e-
government solutions. The complexity of the problem has been examplified in [Oostveen 
2001]. Some basic principles how to achieve a solution have been depicted in [Riedl 2001]. 
Unforthunately, the deliverables of the eMayor project have not yet published for the public, 
and the concepts of the « Integrierte Vorgangsbearbeitung » developed at SAKD Germany are 
not publicly available. 

2 R&D  
One of main goals for contemporary R&D on e-government is to achieve an architectural 
understanding, how the traditional organisational constraints to the optimisation of 
“production” in public administration can be removed – or rather dissolved – with the help of 
IT. Thereby, production is understood to comprise all productive activities, in particular all 
services to the citizens and the enterprises as well as the procurement of information to 
political decision-making processes. IT enables to remove geographical and time constraints 
for information access and information validation, and thus it paves the way for an 
optimisation of production in the public sector.  



2.1 Vision of the Future 
We envision a future public administration, in which the best qualified experts and 
organisations may provide a service. Thereby, we assume that the quality will be defined in 
terms of both fundamental and pragmatic yardsticks, ranging from ethics over legal principles 
to management heuristics, the eventual selection of the “best” always following bounded 
rationality. The major part of the existing constraints for the allocation of service execution 
tasks will cease to exist, when the relevant data and data processing functions are 
transparently accessible for everyone, as long as her role entitles her to access them. This will 
not eliminate the difficulties in selecting the right person or organisation for a particular role 
or task, but it may dispunge many geographical constraints and constraints from 
organisational history. For example, on the one hand the local assignment of tasks will only 
be preferential or mandatory, when the knowledge of local affairs and characters is important 
to guarantee the quality of decisions to be taken, while on the other hand, the cooperation 
across distances and an unrestricted access to central information makes it possible to assign 
more decision competence to local agencies. In addition, monitoring capabilities will 
introduce an easily controllable transparency, which may help to evaluate and improve the 
quality of public administration (although it may also be misused to replace a common sense 
judgement of the quality of work by a number-centric judgement.) At the far out cutting edge 
of this development, most services can be outsourced either to the citizen herself or to an 
NGO representing a community of knowledge workers, while the knowledge about what is 
happening in the public sector will be transparently available for democratic decision-making. 

2.2 Current State of Affairs and Future Change 
Until now, a strong and defensive organisational structure with a complex assignment of tasks 
and insurmountable boundaries between organisational units hinders such an unconstrained 
assignment of roles and tasks. The term “silo structure” is often used in order to describe the 
resulting problems for administrative processes involving more than one government agency. 
However, similar problems may already exists within one and the same government unit 
leading to high response times for the citizen, high costs for the administration, and weak 
exploitation of information hidden in the system for the political decision making.  
 
A redesign of the public sector from a purely organisational perspective might address all 
these problems, but it bears poor prospects. Since a major part of the organisational 
boundaries is rooted in the difficulties of earlier centuries to access or validate information, 
the key to a successful redesign of public administration is the development of an IT 
architecture, which enables us to eliminate the physical data and communication access 
problems. Such an IT architecture creates new affordances for civil servants as well as an 
incredible potential for cost-savings. It sets free a lot of resources and obliterates the pressure 
on the public sector, and thus, it could be the motor for change. 

2.3 R&D-Goals 
In order to nurture change, R&D on e-government should provide three types of results 
• Architectural blueprints for sustainable government application integration (GAI) and 

government-to-government (G2G) cooperation 
• Architectural blueprints for global digital identity, i.e. for an identity management by the 

individual interacting with a heterogeneous world and for an identity management by 
government agencies which accommodates controlling and security tasks with privacy 
protection 

• Engineering processes and methods to build GAI, G2G, and globally usable identity 
management solutions 



Indeed IT architectures are at the heart of future solutions for a redesign of public 
administration as they describe functional and non-functional properties of the information 
processing, but they have to embedded in a multi-disciplinary context of usage requirements 
and constraints. This is of particular importance as well as highly challenging as long as an 
international homogenisation of public administrations is politically not feasible  
 
While holistic GAI and G2G architectures are needed for the pursuit of optimisation goals, 
architectures for digital identity management are needed in order to guarantee the scalability 
of solutions, which requires the decoupling of identity handling and service execution. 
Furthermore, due to the multi-disciplinary nature of the design tasks, which have to fulfil 
multi-disciplinary requirements, traditional engineering approaches are likely to fail, as a 
common language for the cooperation across disciplinary boundaries is missing. Therefore, 
we need a blueprint for a trans-disciplinary engineering process, too, consisting of a process 
structure and quality achievement and control methods. 
 
Apart from the partially monolithic nature of legacy systems, and apart from the scattered 
distribution of data throughout the system, the key challenges for all the architectural 
blueprints stem from the high heterogeneity of all architectural ingredients, as well as from 
the unforeseeable change of the architectural context.  One primary goal of GAI and G2G 
solutions is to automatically provide administrative transactions with the data they need – that 
is also with the quality needed – in such a way that the privacy of citizens is not illegally 
violated. The first requires a transfer of information across physical, logical, and 
organisational boundaries, while the latter implies that the citizen is able to control all that 
transfer of her personal data between different administrative contexts, which is another 
reason why identity management independent of service architectures is critical. IT architects 
designing blueprints for both have to be aware that both cultural, social, and political 
environments as well as the laws change – the latter including data protection laws in general 
and interpretations of what an administrative context is in particular. A sustainable IT 
architecture has to be adaptable to these changes, which may lead to more or less challenging 
functional requirements and more or less stringent constraints on the actual, digital data 
provisioning. These changes both cannot be foreseen and have to be anticipated in the 
architectural design. 
 
Note that all those benefits usually mentioned upon a discussion of the potential future 
benefits of e-government – such as process optimisation, or improved output controlling – 
will nearly straightforwardly result from an effective and efficient, lawful provisioning of data 
– or rather trustworthy meaningful information – to the administrative transaction processing 
as depicted above. Therefore, it is recommendable to restrict the research goals to that 
provisioning and to omit anything more ambitious. The resulting problems are complex 
enough and should not be overloaded with further complexity. 
 
We would like to mention that other primary, but less important, goals for GAI and G2G are 
• Support for the direct G2G communication via the Internet – either agent to agent or 

within groups of decision makers, and either synchronously or asynchronously 
• Sharing of functionality among different agencies, both governmental and business, in 

order to reduce the overall costs arising in the public sector 
The first should be well integrated with solutions for information provisioning, but causes 
security and interoperability challenges of its own, as existing communication protocols are 
technically not interoperable, while human communication structures are organisationally and 



culturally not interoperable. We shall not discuss them here. The second is a classical EAI 
goal, with some possible subtleties, which shall not be discussed here either. 

3 Challenges 

3.1 Optimisation 
There are three classical production theories: transformation theory, flow theory, and 
customer value theory, each of which implies characteristic optimisation concepts ([Koskela 
2000], chapters 3 – 5). As e-government promises the delivery of one-stop-services to the 
citizens, it focuses on the third theory, while GAI and G2G focus on the second, namely the 
elimination of redundant data acquisition and data storage. Unfortunately, constraints arising 
from data protection and public law as well as the heterogeneity of ontologies, processes, and 
services in different public administrations severely limit the potential for an elimination of 
redundancy. Within a particular national government domain, we may apply techniques from 
EAI, subject to the named restrictions, part of which should be negotiable as they stem from 
abstract legal definitions, which were formulated without the knowledge of IT capabilities. 
However, beyond national boundaries simple EAI techniques are obviously impossible: We 
rather need B2B-like integration techniques there.  
 
The main goal of IT optimisation is to create an IT infrastructure, which is centred upon the 
optimal support for execution of administrative transactions, and which creates logically 
equivalent support for any transaction throughout the system. In other words, we want to 
build a pseudo-homogeneous government infrastructure for the execution of administrative 
transactions on top of a highly and multiply heterogeneous legacy infrastructure. The 
infrastructure has to provide – either a priori or on the fly upon availability – the necessary 
validated information to actual execution process, and it has to provide – a posteriori, possibly 
earlier than the total completion of the transaction – documentation functionality including a 
routing of the documentation to its destination. Furthermore, in some cases it has to guarantee 
the partial anonymisation of the documentation. Obviously, a priori information provision and 
a posteriori documentation should be carried automatically whenever possible, but care has to 
be taken that neither the privacy nor the civil rights of the concerned citizen are violated.  
 
The infrastructure should be a middle-ware like platform, which can be implemented with 
every legacy system without a change of ontologies and processes used so far, and only 
requiring a minor change of law. It should support a simple accounting of services and it 
should provide flexible transparency, based on a clear meta-transparency. Putting it very 
simply, the infrastructure must not require a critical change of existing systems, it should be 
embeddable into all existing systems, and it should hide the differences and incompatibilities 
of remote systems from the local transaction service execution. 
 
Since one-to-one mappings between administrative domains do not scale to European-wide 
solutions, we have to build a virtual, globally shared, information transfer space, which can be 
understood as a global government integration broker ([Juric 2001], chapter 2). By its very 
nature, this broker will only work for a very restricted information domain, for which cross-
border, cross-organisational, information transfer is achievable. Thus the depicted government 
infrastructure will have to rely primarily on local integration of data-sources, unless major 
changes of the political system in Europe lead to a revolutionary homogenisation of public 
administration. 



3.2 Architecture 
We have argued, that we need blueprints for integration architectures. But, what, after all is an 
IT  architecture? Intuition may be taken from construction and the fine art. On the one hand, 
we have an outside perspective and an inner functonality of an e-government architecture, on 
the other hand, it should exhibit integritas, consonantia, and architectural claritas, whereby 
the last means that it generalizes to much more functionality than that planned or foreseen 
during the design phase. The outside perspective relates to the fact that an e-government 
portal represents the state and that it provides a conceptual model for the public space. The 
inner functionality provides services for the citizens and work-space for the civil servants. 
Clearly, these perspectives depend on each other. From these observations we may also 
deduce a separation into IT functionality, including non-functional properties, and 
governmental context.  
 
What distinguishes IT solutions in public administration from those in business is the far 
reaching consequence of the outer perspective, that is the trust and confidence it supports or it 
destroys. Furthermore, the interplay of complex is more rich than in business, and thus a good 
IT architecture for GAI and G2G is harder to design than one for EAI and B2B, and it 
requires a documentation with respect to more contexts as well as a validation against a richer 
set of scenarios. However, something comparable to a pseudo-homogeneous IT infrastructure 
has not even been built in e-business yet. 
 
Like in ordinary EAI, the first step towards an integration architecture is the development of a 
top-down view, and the next steps are bottom up: system integration – data-level integration – 
application interface integration – business method integration – presentation integration 
([Juric2001], chapters 1 & 2). Other than in EAI, the support from the top-management is not 
good enough to guarantee practical success, but the commitment of all top-managements from 
all involved government agencies is necessary. Due to the high independence of single 
agencies and due to the lack of shared goals, this commitment is hard to achieve. In addition, 
we equally need the support from a critical part of the civil servants, because it is them who 
own the organisational knowledge and we are less free to reinvent that organisational 
knowledge than in business due to the constraints from public law and the impact on society 
as a whole.   
 
Furthermore, the lawfulness of each single transfer of personal data from one administrative 
context to another has to be validated with obvious consequences on the integration of 
databases. In fact, policy enforcement becomes a new and critical task of GAI architectures 
and G2G platforms. It requires the explicit formulation of policy rule base including heuristic 
how to deal with contradictory policies, which is one the celebrated core competences of 
publication administrations. Monitored, distributed human exception handling may help to 
further develop that rule-base during its lifecycle, but to the best of or knowledge no such 
solution has ever been implemented in practice so far.   

3.3 Double Complexity & Typical Risks 
In order to develop the depicted infrastructure, we have to deal with a high heterogeneity on 
most (if not all) levels of the architectural design: ontologies, law, data, applications, 
processes, services, user expectations, etc. In addition, we have to deal with requirements, 
constraints, and tools from different disciplines: law, management science, political science, 
sociology, psychology, economics, applied mathematics, etc. By its very nature the 
architectural solution will consist of non-interoperable perspectives drawn up by experts from 
different, incompatible disciplines. And each of the perspectives will have to integrate non-



interoperable parts, none of which are static in the long run, nor are they clear in the eyes of 
the different stakeholders. Thus we have to deal with a double complexity, to which 
competing stakeholder interests and permanent change add further challenging dynamics. 
Resulting Risks are higher than in e-business projects.  
 
The main risks for an R&D project developing a government infrastructure as depicted above 
are the following anti-patterns 
• No integritas: the top-down view, which is a precondition for any successful integration 

project, is only defined vaguely, systems workloads is only defined by way of examples, 
system boundaries are unclear, and as a consequence, involved experts do not really know 
what they are developing – in some cases, after the completion of an R&D project, its 
members are not even able to name the cardinal aims of the targeted solution 

• No consonantia: the different perspectives fall apart, they do not form a consistent IT 
architecture, as they do not relate to each other – this may even hold for actual IT 
components, if the top-down view failed, but the possible failure of the interplay of 
disciplinary perspectives is more critical 

• No unplanned sustainability: the system is optimised for some selected processes and 
services and does not generalise – as a consequence, the infrastructure is not sustainable  

• IT-focussed design: only IT design methods are used, user-friendliness is widely and the 
design of affordances is completely ignored, technical work-flows are implemented and 
traditional knowledge from paper-based work is ignored – as a consequence ghost 
problems arise, while true concerns of citizens are ignored, and the overall architecture is 
highly complex and does not help to optimise production as it lacks a simple conceptual 
model: if it works nevertheless, performance is likely to be disastrous once it has to handle 
more than a toy example 

• Generic design: this elaborated form of IT-focused design tries to develop solutions for 
any application scenario within a wide range, it creates architectural structure by abstract 
logical IT reasoning without any understanding of the application contexts and its 
particular challenges – usually it scales to global usability, but does not work for a single 
application scenario, and usually every part of it perfectly makes sense, but their sum 
doesn’t 

• Technology-independent design: this other elaborated form of IT-focused design tries to 
develop solutions, which can be implemented with any framework, it works well during 
the top-down design phase, but it is likely to fail for the detailed design: technological 
capabilities of existing frameworks are ignored with obvious implications  

• Security by comparison: the system is more secure than its paper counter-part if it is 
evaluated with respect to traditional security risks, but its newly created risks resulting 
from the integration of information and computing resources are ignored 

 
The first two risks result straightforwardly from the doubly high complexity, but the others 
are related to it, too. A lack of anticipation of the future, namely the analogon of the 
unplanned add on to claritas in the fine arts, may destroy the value of an error-free 
architectural design. Reductions to IT or generalisations from IT are admissible but in practice 
their consequences are often disastrous.  The same holds for unduly projections to non-digital 
counterparts. 

3.4 Key challenge 
Due to the dominant role of national tradition in Law, we will have to deal with incompatible 
legal constraints for a long time. There is also little hope to standardise processes, which 
follow local tradition and culture, but there is some hope to standardise services, because 



these are defined by the very nature of the public sector, although in general not all of them 
are implemented in a country. A standardised set of services would be very helpful for GAI 
and it may be used to develop a road-map for future R&D as well as for accompagnying 
measures towards a convergence of European administration.  However, this does not really 
help us with G2G integration.   
 
The key challenge for GAI and G2G is semantic data integration. Semantic data integration is 
both necessary and nearly sufficient, because data transfer may be achieved in several ways, 
e.g. by exporting document services as Web services, and more elaborated redesign of public 
administration may be built on top of data integration. Within a national administrative 
domain semantic data integration is a hard but feasible task, across national borders it is the 
limiting barrier for a cost-effective real time implementation of one-stop e-government. As we 
have implicitly indicated above, a one-to-one mapping of ontologies in different regions 
would not scale, and thus the integration broker needs its own ontology for information 
transfer, which acts as a boundary-object-like intermediary for the transfer of data between 
different agencies using different ontologies. Although it is pretty unclear hoe such a virtual 
ontology for European-wide data exchange may be developed, for the rest of the paper we 
shall assume that for some integration domain the definition an intermediary ontology is 
possible, which allows for an inter-organisational information transfer. 

4 Solution 
We shall now shortly sketch the basic principles for developing high quality blueprints 
blueprints and for implementing low risk development processes. 

4.1 Architectural Solutions 
Any implementable architectural blueprint has to accept political reality and it must not 
produce any unnecessary tight coupling through IT. It has to avoid typical lock-ins for 
growing solutions, such as a binding of identity to services, mandatory synchronisation, 
centralised control, etc. In particular, it should be based on the following principles 
• Conservation principle: It must be possible to integrate existing systems into the G2G 

solutions without altering them – this is a political conditio sine qua non, although in 
general a GAI-minded redesign of existing systems will be worth the foort 

• Administrative transaction processing at the center: The system’s conceptual model 
should be based on a universal model for the support of the administrative transaction 
processing, which supports the execution of classified administrative services – this helps 
to streamline design activities and it tremendously helps to achieve scalability without 
necessarily violating the conservation principle 

• Separated identity management: Globally usable digital representatives securely act in 
effigy of the citizen and the civil servant as trustworthy customers of digital services, for 
which purpose they are able to select the personal data the citizen wants to reveal – this 
avoids an implicit coupling of services through identity data and it is both necessary and 
sufficient to guarantee the citizen’s privacy rights on the level of the application protocols  

• Localisation of information : The system does not handle personal data of citizens on a 
global scale ; instead it imitates traditional information processing in the public sector as it 
handles documents with statements about the local validity of well-defined personal data 
at a given time and at a given location – this avoids a synchronisation lock-in, and in 
particular it improves failure tolerance and performance 

• Decentralisation of activity: Workflows for one-stop e-government services are loosely 
coupled based on the client/server paradigm. Logically, it can be realized with document 
transfer via a well-structured virtual information transfer space, which decentralises the 



integration of legacy systems – this avoids a centralisation lock-in, and in particular an 
aggregation of legal contradictions within policy enforcement 

 
The core components for the implementation of G2G solutions beyond GAI within an 
administrative domain will be document services, which enable that some administrative 
transaction processing is not only provided with necessary, locally accessible data, but also 
with remote information, which is encoded according to the virtual ontology of the integration 
broker and packaged into a digital document, which provides context information. 

4.2 Engineering Process 
The ISO reference model for open distributed processing, RM-ODP [ISO/IEC 14753], 
suggests to proceed in five steps, in each of which a design viewpoint is developed: the 
enterprise viewpoint, the information viewpoint, the computational viewpoint, the engineering 
viewpoint, and the technology viewpoint. It has been suggested by the German SAGA 
standard to use that reference model for the development of e-government solutions. 
However, care has to be taken that the developed IT architecture is not covered by a resulting 
huge amount of design, that the pieces of the design fit together, and that the user interaction 
is well supported by the rest of the architecture. Comparing the approach with the typical EAI 
approach, it becomes apparent that the enterprise view corresponding to the top down 
approach is of critical importance, and that there is some danger that process integration and 
presentation level integration could not get enough attention. Based on a clear understanding 
of the above design principles, the first may be only a minor danger, but the latter will always 
be critical for the user acceptance. Furthermore, in a multi-disciplinary design team, non-IT-
experts are likely to struggle hard with the oo-minded nature of RM-ODP. 
 
We recommend to perform several redesigns of the architecture before it is implemented, 
based on a sequence of development scenarios. From the very beginning, the chosen scenarios 
should be as complex as needed for the final outcome, and each of the scenarios should be 
based on a real world context, which can be easily understood by all team members. The 
shared real world knowledge will support a convergence of views of experts from different 
disciplines, while the high complexity will reveal the necessity to develop a holistic 
architecture, which is more than just a software architecture. Since law is a critical constraint 
for e-government solutions, the scenarios should be chosen that complimentary areas of law 
are “covered”.  
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Abstract:  The focus of ICTE-PAN is the establishment of an 
advanced e-Government Groupware platform, based on open source 
software that offers practical solutions to European Public 
Administrations for modelling complex business processes. It supports 
the following core tasks: a) collaboration activities among 
workgroups; b) Capturing, re-designing and fully automating existing 
governmental processes; c) Supporting Group Decision making 
through e.g. the use of the threaded discussions paradigm; and d) 
Providing interoperability with heterogeneous PA applications and 
back-office systems through a wide array of tools and interfaces.  

 

1 Introduction 
e-Government is currently targeting at realising the necessary infrastructure for offering 

citizens and enterprises the capability to perform electronically their transactions with the 
Public Administration (e.g. declarations, applications, etc.), through the electronic provision 
of the necessary public services over the Internet [3], [4]. The technological innovation in this 
respect is unfortunately limited to the preparation of ‘virtual public agencies’ through Public 
Administration portals [5], following European (or other, federal) directives or successful 
projects in the area of other countries for providing services required to complete the 
transactions with the Public Sector of a particular life event. Such services in reality are 
offered and managed by several different Public Organisations [6], [7]. Therefore, the 
successful provision of such services depends on the organisation of the collaboration among 



the responsible agencies that participate in the chain of business processes that comprises each 
service. 

However, the technological innovation potential for reforming and modernising Public 
Administrations is much larger [5], and has only to a small extent been exploited [8], [4], [9]. 
Therefore, the notion of e-Government should be extended, exploiting to a much larger degree 
the potential technology is providing. In this respect, following standards and common 
frameworks for the development and operation of the supporting infrastructure is essential, in 
order to sustain interoperability among the various technological platform and data formats, 
which are used. Therefore, e-Government should be directed not only towards the provision 
of electronic transactions and services, but also towards the coverage of higher and critical 
functions of Public Administration [10], [4], comprising: 

• Group collaboration and group working among Public Administration workgroups 
that participate in common business processes. 

• Management of Public Administration business processes (capturing, modelling, re-
designing and implementing). 

• Group decision-making, concerning difficult and complex social problems, or granting 
licenses and permissions with high social impact, etc. 

• Addressing interoperability issues among the infrastructures that support different 
Public Authorities in various countries. 

 

2 Background 
 

The ICTE-PAN project from where the platform resulted has been selected by the 
European Commission as the e-Government R&D project of the month (August 2004). The 
project deals with the conceptualisation and realisation of an advanced Collaboration 
Environment and the development of a process modelling methodology for Public 
Administrations (PAs). The project resulted in three distinct Open-Source Software 
applications and one methodology, outlined in the following paragraphs. 

Specifically, the modelling methodology follows the Workflow Management Coalition 
(WfMC) [1] specifications/standards and offers to the Public Authorities the capability to 
model and describe in detail all the necessary parameters of their business processes in a 
machine-readable format, subsequently also allowing the modelling of multi-participant 
collaborative activities. The resulting process description is then used for automating the 
configuration and customisation of the core e-Government platform modules. 

Furthermore, the Dynamic Model Generator (DMG) constitutes a Workflow Process 
design desktop application, used for the modelling, parameterisation and deployment of PA 
Processes, using a dedicated workflow engine, embedded in the e-Government collaboration 
platform. DMG applies the XML Processing Description Language (XPDL) standard and the 
Workflow Management Coalition specifications, hence offering a common (thus 
interoperable) exchange format for transferring workflow process definitions among diverse 
systems. 

MERMIG Collaboration Platform constitutes the core of the implemented system and is 
used to specifically provide collaborative functionalities for e-Government operations. Apart 
from basic services such as document management, asynchronous and synchronous 
communication means (forum, email, chat and search engines) and the Decision Support 
Module, it also provides the appropriate tools to manage and execute workflow process 
descriptions, which are created through DMG (or any workflow modeller that complies with 
the WfMC standard) and imported to the platform, using the embedded workflow engine. 



Furthermore, the platform is entirely configurable and customisable through a complete set of 
administration services (access profiling and rights, etc.). 

The seamlessly integrated Web Content Management Tool (WCM) is a web-based 
application that provides tools and support for advanced Portal and Content management 
operations. Its functionality spans from portal structure creation and content population to 
efficient portal deployment and operation. 

 

3 Technical background – Innovation 
 
The ICTE-PAN e-Government platform has been designed and developed in order to add 
value to the expectations and contemporary requirements of Public Administration 
employees, aiming at establishing an efficient public administration. Its functionality and the 
provided software tools were specifically designed to empower the European Public Sector in 
adapting to the rapidly changing working practices through the utilisation of innovative 
technologies and systems that facilitate the effective collaboration and transaction within and 
between Public Administrations. The innovative aspects of the e-Government platform 
comprise: 
 

• A specific design to support e-Government collaboration environments by automating 
complex bureaucratic processes. 

• Software development and business process modelling based on User requirements 
that were collected from more than 1000 individual interviews with Public sector key-
personnel. The requirements collection was carried out, following the Unified 
Modelling Language (UML) standard methodology. 

• MERMIG, which is an advanced and secure e–Government platform, capable of 
supporting collaborative Public Administration business network workflows and 
simulating different interaction scenarios aiming at any European Public 
Administration. EU e-Government recommendations, Public Sector best practices and 
standards (such as the Dublin Core Metadata Initiative – DCMI [11]) were also 
considered as supporting requirements during its design. 

• The incorporation of the experience, which the private organisation that realised 
ICTE-PAN had acquired in delivering e-Government platforms, such as CIRCA, 
which constitutes a standard groupware software platform within the European 
Commission. 

• Support for currently existing collaboration / communication procedures and practices 
within Public Administrations and building blocks of currently operating software 
platforms for guaranteeing platform interoperability. 

• Synchronous and asynchronous collaboration, decision-making support, modelling 
and execution of organisational workflows / processes. 

• A wide spectrum of native / generic e-Government functionalities, providing the tools 
and meta-tools that facilitate the creation of new functionalities for users with standard 
experience in Internet technologies. 

 
The ICTE-PAN e-Government platform is based on MERMIG and provides a 

parameterisable and configurable Open Source Software platform for creating and 
maintaining web-enabled collaboration environments for public administrations, capable of 
supporting a wide range of Public Administration operations, including complex workflow 
processes. Such collaboration environments, created and operated through the platform, offer 



public officers a wide range of services to carry out their daily tasks, interface with multiple 
legacy systems, enable synchronous and asynchronous communications, archiving and 
document managing, as well as, redesigning and automating their existing business processes. 
The workflow module of the e-Government platform accommodates hierarchical 
organisational structures and allows administrators to control the flow of data for each 
process. 

It is evident that the unique e-Government platform is specifically designed for addressing 
the needs of the contemporary Public Administrations and enterprises with dispersed offices 
and mobile users. It furthermore represents the essence of EUROPEAN DYNAMICS’ long 
experience in building e-Government applications and services for the European Public 
sector. Furthermore, the platform’s design was based on user requirements that were 
systematically collected during a two-year campaign from Public Administration key-
personnel from 10 Member States. Extensions and enhancements of any magnitude, including 
Distributed Project Management of Public Administration projects features, can be easily 
deployed, without altering the underlying infrastructure. In fact, the immense space that exists 
between the real business needs and the underlying infrastructure is reduced by deploying any 
“new business idea” on the collaboration platform. 

From the technological perspective, ICTE-PAN is using state of the art technologies and 
is based on the Open Source Software framework, in order to guarantee openness, scalability, 
expandability and interoperability with existing Public Administration software platforms and 
it is distributed by following the MPL licence. 

 

4 ICTE-PAN Modelling Techniques [5] 
 
4.1 Public Administration Operation Modelling Integrated Methodology 
 

In the context of ICTE-PAN, a methodology for modelling collaborative operations in 
Public Administration, named Public Administration Operation Modelling Integrated 
Methodology (PA-OMIM), was developed for supporting the organisation and management of 
the aforementioned Collaboration Environments for Public Administrations. The objective of 
this methodology is to support: 

• The description and understanding of Public Administration business processes, in 
which several actors (civil servant personnel / departments / Authorities) are involved, 
by building the "AS-IS" models. These models constitute a snapshot of the business 
processes as they are followed and executed at this moment in Public Administrations. 

• Re-designing of these processes, so as to become more efficient and effective, with the 
support of ICTE-PAN Platform and its provided tools, by building their corresponding 
"TO-BE" models. These models, similarly to the “AS-IS” models, constitute the 
business processes that will be applied in the Public Administration to address the 
needs discussed in section 1 of the current paper. 

• Specifying the requirements for the configuration and customisation of the ICTE-PAN 
platform, in order to support particular Public Administration business processes and 
to fulfil their particular requirements, based on the corresponding "TO-BE" models. 

 
In order to achieve the above objectives the PA-OMIM methodology combines ideas from 

Business Process Redesign (BPR) and Information Systems Development (ISD); it focuses on 
the domain of the Public Sector, with an emphasis on collaborative processes and activities. 



The methodology consists of two components: the PA-OMIM Redesign Method and the 
PA-OMIM Modelling Language. The PA-OMIM Redesign Method consists of the following 
seven stages: 

1. Definition. 
2. Project Initiation. 
3. Diagnosis. 
4. Redesign. 
5. Requirements Specification and Environment Design. 
6. Implementation. 
7. Evaluation. 

 
4.2 PA-OMIM Modelling Language 
 

In the above context the PA-OMIM Modelling Language has been developed to be 
used in stages 3, 4 and 5 with two aims:  
 

• to model and redesign collaborative processes in Public Administrations  
• to support the configuration and customization of the ICTE-PAN system, in con-

junction with the PA-OMIM Redesign Method. 
 

The PA-OMIM Modelling Language is a graph-structured language. It is based on the 
XML Process Definition Language (XPDL) of the Workflow Management Coalition [1], [12]. 
It has an intuitive format that enables model building and understanding by non-experts, and 
also a comprehensive but effective notation that allows the modelling of the most complex 
business processes. A multi-view approach has been adopted, in order to include in the 
models all the significant elements and associations among them. These views comprise: 

 
1. Environment View 
2. Process View 
3. Organisation View 
4. Resource View 
5. Information View 

 
In the ‘Process View’ we can build models of processes consisting of both Single-Person 

Activities and Collaborative Activities (CAs) or only of Collaborative Activities. It should be 
emphasised that these views are self-contained and the methodology implementers may 
choose to build models following only a part or all of them. The views however, are 
complementary to each other and direct connections exist that link the views together: an 
element of one view, e.g. an activity in the Process View, may be linked to an element of an-
other view, e.g. an organisation unit or a person in the Organisation View, responsible for 
implementing (or participating in) the activity, therefore the implementation of all the views is 
strongly recommended. 

  
4.3 Ontology 
 

There is a big variety of business process types in the Public Administration 
(especially regarding Collaborative Activities), which differ in the kinds of elements 
contributed by the participants, and the kinds of associations allowed among them. Therefore, 
it is necessary during the definition of the activities of a collaborative process in the Process 
View, to define the kinds of elements, which can be contributed by the participants of each 



Collaborative Activity and also the kinds of associations which are allowed to be made among 
these elements. Based on these definitions, the ICTE-PAN Platform for each case creates the 
appropriate electronic environment for the execution of this (business process) activity. 

In order to support the above definitions, an Ontology is required for the domains of 
Public Administration (e.g. for policies and programmes development, monitoring and 
evaluation, and also Public Administration decision-making, etc.) consisting of the main 
concepts used in these domains and their associations. Such an Ontology was developed, 
based on the relevant research literature in this area [13], [14], [15], [16], [17], on the analysis 
of the pilots of ICTE-PAN Project and in general of the Public Administrations of the four 
participating countries, and also on the general experience of the members of the project team 
in these domains. 

By using this Ontology we can easily define the nature of each activity, through the 
selection of a small subset of the kinds of elements and associations of the Ontology (usually 
3-4 kinds of elements and 5-6 kinds of associations from the whole Ontology) to be allowed 
in this collaborative activity. In this way, a high level of flexibility and adaptability to 
particular collaborative process requirements can be achieved, and a large variety of business 
process and their associated activity types of the Public Administration can be supported. 

 

5 The Pilots 
 

Four pilot implementations of ICTE-PAN e-Government platform have been realised in 
four European Member States respectively, to assess its effectiveness in realising complex 
governmental processes and demonstrate the wide spectrum of the already available tools and 
functionalities that are provided by the platform under actual conditions. The Member States 
that realised the respective pilots are Denmark, Germany, Italy and Greece, with the 
participation of local Public Authorities. The following paragraphs present the overview of 
each pilot, the Actors who are involved, the Goals of the pilot and the governmental Key 
Activities that are addressed. 
 

5.1 Denmark 
Denmark involved the Ministry of Environment and Energy, which coordinates 

activities at national and international level, comprising research, monitoring, consultancy and 
dissemination of information in the areas of nature management, agriculture and forestry and 
industrial society. EIONET (European Environment Information and Observation Network) is 
the Web Platform supporting the operation of the European Environment Agency (EEA).  

The Danish Pilot case is the ‘Review Process of Documents in EIONET‘, which is a 
process partially automated within EIONET, and currently supported by CIRCA groupware 
platform. Documents to be reviewed are stored on a central CIRCA server, which also 
provides a service for dispatching requests and notifications to National Experts (reviewers) 
and review initiators through email. At this moment, the reporting procedure is supported by 
the CIRCA LDAP directory service that provides the necessary information to review 
initiators, for selecting the recipients of each request for review. The department of the 
Ministry adopted the e-Government collaboration platform to improve the current document 
review process within EIONET, which combines a very complex procedure to organise and 
manage the review. The process was re-engineered taking into account issues such as 
compliance validation of the review request with the policy of each Member State, the 
correctness of the process implementation, the definition of the different activities that 



comprise the workflow of the review, etc. By restructuring and supporting the process through 
the platform, the document review within EIONET evolved towards a simpler and at the same 
time more effective implementation. 
Actors: Members of the EIONET (EEA, National Focal Points and National Reference 
Centres, National Experts) 
Goals: Minimise complexity, reduce workload on national reviewers. 
Key Activities: Document Management, Versioning Control, Directory Services, Workflow. 
 

5.2 Germany 
The Ministry of Environment of the Lower Saxony government in Germany, 

participated through a department responsible for the German Environmental Data Catalogue 
(UDK), a database system for cataloguing environmental information resources. The Ministry 
defined a Pilot case that aims at developing a Web-based editor and quality assurance service 
for the German Environmental Data Catalogue (UDK), a database system for cataloguing 
environmental information resources. The UDK is a meta-information system recording 
information about all governmental environmental data sources in Lower Saxony. It provides 
information on the "Who, Where and What” of environmental data.  

Typical UDK data objects are e.g. environment-related projects, specialised tasks and 
programs, as well as emission value records or industrial facility licensing documents. Each 
German state maintains its own UDK database, which are all integrated in the federal search 
engine www-UDK (http://www.umweltdatenkatalog.de).  

The pilot built on developing a web-based database editor for the UDK database. This 
was embedded in a common Webspace with FAQ and forum functionalities, and was 
integrated into quality assurance workflows. 
Actors: UDK authors (per thematic group), UDK states supervisor. 
Goals: A recent evaluation on the database content uncovered serious problems with the data 
quality of the Lower Saxony catalogue. In particular following problems were revealed: 
 

• Inhomogeneous hierarchical structure and granularity of objects. 
• Inhomogeneous usage, detail and quality of object values.  
• Long updating cycles for all objects. 
• Different actuality requirements of objects are not taken into account.  
 
Reasons of these problems were located in the decentralised data maintenance without 

centralised steering or help – the absence of a “competence centre” – and the discontinuous 
data maintenance. The pilot therefore aims at improving the abovementioned situation by 
providing technical and organisational means such as: 

• Annotation of UDK Objects with an expiration date that will enable automatic 
updating requests. 

• Enhancement of editing procedure by adding quality assurance steps. Modified objects 
should be able to be reviewed before their deployment to the database. 

• Creation of a common space for UDK authors (Forums, FAQ and Articles 
functionality). 

• Database access through Internet tools and Services. 
Key Activities: Within the context of the Pilot there was the need to develop various 
automated activities based on information and communication technology, such as an 
advanced UDK database management system, annotation of UDK Objects with an expiration 
date, enhancement of editing procedure by adding quality assurance steps, creation of a 
common space for UDK authors (Forums, FAQ, Articles), database access through Internet 



tools and Services, data storage, workflow, electronic record management, etc. to support the 
government of the state of Lower Saxony. 
 

5.3 Italy 
Provincia di Genova is one of the four provinces of the Regione Liguria. It is 

constituted of 67 Communes and 8 Mountain Consortia. Existing legislation establishes 
Provincia di Genova as a local institution located between the Regione Liguria and the 
Commune, with as main duty to take care of the provincial community interests, enhancing, at 
the same time, its development. Regione Liguria has assigned to Provincia di Genova 
administrative with responsibilities, concerning the areas between its Communes and the 
fields of the entire provincial area. 

The pilot project of the Italian Provincia di Genova was realised by the Tenders and 
Contracts Department. This Department works as an operating unit supporting all internal 
structures that have to enter into a contract namely: 
 

• Offer advice on contractual draft. 
• Conduct introductory and following administrative activity to the contract drawing up. 
• Prepare and manage the selection procedure (competitive tendering). 

 
The Provincia di Genova survey aimed at analysing the first and third of the afore-

mentioned functions, as they are the basic elements of the tendering procedure. The Pilot 
process commences when the internal customer (Order giving Department – OGD) asks the 
Tender department (TD) to initiate a tendering procedure, in order to obtain supplies, services 
or works. The (complex) tendering procedure is strictly regulated by national and European 
laws since there are specific European rules for Public Works, Supplying and Services 
Contracts. The basic principle governing the awarding of contracts is competitive tendering. 
The purpose is twofold: 

 
• To ensure the transparency of operations and 
• To obtain the desired quality of services, supplies or works at the best possible price. 

 
Actors: Applicants, officers from the Tender and Contract Department 
Goals:  

• A faster and safer compilation of the documents that have to be issued during the 
different phases of the process and the ability to check the progress of the procedures 
through an effective document management tool. 

• Document storage, archiving and version control for contracts and transactions 
logging.  

• Generation of an online accreditation workflow system. This will also update a 
database containing personal data of suppliers, as well as information about the 
general and qualification requirements. 

Key Activities: Within the context of the Pilot, there was the need to support a number of 
document management and workflow activities in the context of e-Procurement operations for 
public administrations. 
 

5.4 Greece 
The University of Aegean is a highly location-distributed University participating from 

Greece. It has its administrative headquarters located on Samos island and has 16 



Departments, located in 5 different Aegean islands. This geographical distribution creates 
numerous practical difficulties concerning: 
 

• Central management and coordination of activities distributed in many islands; 
• Action planning, problem solving, decision making and evaluation of actions, in cases 

where many units distributed in many islands are involved; 
• Exchange of experience and knowledge among islands. 

 
One of these distributed activities is the Network of the Career Offices. The core role of 

the Career Office can be characterised as boundary management: helping students to manage 
the choices and transitions they need to make when completing their studies in order to 
proceed effectively to the next stage of their life. In this direction the core activities of the 
Career Office of the University are to: 

 
a) Provide Career Information (on Employment, Postgraduate Studies, Scholarships): 

Maintain a career information system, which is continuously updated from various 
sources (e.g. press, websites, etc.), and open access to the academic community. 

b) Offer Guidance through events: through particular events (with highly experienced 
speakers from the business world, from universities, from embassies, etc.), the Career 
Office provides educational, vocational and careers guidance to the students. 

c) Maintain a lifelong communication with the graduates (alumni model): this model 
uses the alumni of the University as a source of feedback on the studies offered by the 
University concerning their relevance to employment. 

 
The pilot was implemented, realising the four most important activities of the Career Offices: 
Activity 1: Students Career Advice. 
Activity 2: Survey about Graduates Career Progress. 
Activity 3: Organization of Events. 
Activity 4: Activities Planning, Monitoring and Evaluation. 
 
Actors: Career Offices, students, academic staff, employers (specialised labour markets) and 
other departments of the University, other Universities and the Public Administration in 
general. 
Goals: The pilot developed an environment for supporting all the required forms of remote 
collaboration between the 5 Career Offices of the University. The platform will provide a 
complete environment covering all their collaboration needs. 
Key Activities: Cooperative problem solving and decision support with the participation of 
geographically dispersed Career Offices. 

 

6 Conclusions 
 
The ICTE-PAN e-Government platform was presented in the previous sections, focusing 

on its core modules and the provided functionality related to the needs of modern Public 
Administrations for group collaboration, business process modelling and the support of higher 
level functions. ICTE-PAN is based on an extension of the classical Groupware and 
Workflow Model. For the achievement of a high level of flexibility and adaptability to the 
contemporary business process requirements and public service provision, specific 
technological solutions and modelling techniques were used and further enhanced. The 



assessment of the four pilots that were implemented to Administrations of Greece, Italy, 
Denmark and Germany, provided very successful results that led to the continuation of the 
research ICTE-PAN project in terms of further enhancements and applications within Public 
Administrations. This allowed further research and modifications to be carried out, to cover 
weaknesses and to enhance the strengths of the platform, which were revealed during the 
project lifecycle. 
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Abstract :As established by National Law 276/03 in Employment and 
Labour Market affairs the main objective of the Biagi Reform1 is the 
development of a trasparent and more efficient labour market. To do 
this entails the implementation of the so called Borsa Continua 
Nazionale del Lavoro (National Labour Stock Exchange), which  is a 
national e-gov service delivered through interoperable systems 
working at different geographical levels both with administrative 
bodies, across administrative boundaries and with the private sector. 
Borsa Lavoro Lombardia is the first of the above mentioned 
interoperable systems. Implemented and managed by the Regional 
Employment Agency of Lombardy, it is an integrated-access system 
providing employment,  training and education services in Lombardy.  

 

1 Introduction  

1.1 Underlying principles 
 
1.1.1 Definition and objectives 
Borsa Lavoro Lombardia (BLL) is an integrated access system which is primarily built on two 
main principles: the INTEGRATION of all the existing information systems working on the 
labour market and the exchange and share of INFORMATION inside a ruled model. 
The project aims to set a service model that is meant to offer job opportunities to citizens and 
candidates to companies by empowering and making work together both private and public 
actors of the labour market.  
Thanks to this network the users can have free, transparent and seamless access to 
information and services concerning education, training and employment. 
The main aims of the project are as follows: 

• Empowering the role of all the players acting in the labour market, be they public or 
private, profit or non-profit 

• Improving service efficiency mostly addressed to job matching issues 

                                                 
1 The Biagi Reform aims to achieve a higher flexibility in Italian labour market. Laws actually in force, 
regarding both public and private employment services, are revised so to reinforce the private ones, 
by abolishing restrictions, in order to increase efficacy in job matching in labour market  
A wider range of labour contracts are introduced by allowing forms up to now prohibited or by defining 
new ones. The discipline regarding labour contracts different by permanent ones is revised so to 
enhance their diffusion, while discouraging improper utilization. Through this higher flexibility the 
labour market in Italy should allow better performances in creating new jobs. 
http://www.welfare.gov.it/RiformaBiagi/default.htm?baseChannel=LeggeBiagi&actualChannel=. 
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• Improving service quality by providing transparent information stored into databases 
• Providing analysis and statistics environment to check continuously the phenomena of 

real life, to give correct information to the decision-makers 
• Speeding up and simplification of the administrative public procedures 

 
1.1.2 Context and Governance 
In order to reach the above mentioned aims BLL has developed a specific software 
architecture system to all the players involved such as: institutions at regional and local levels, 
employment agencies, private recruiters, temporary work agencies,  training and learning 
centres, corporate, chambers of commerce and other national institutions. It, together with 
new administrative processes, paves the way to the implementation and achievement of 
higher policy objectives.  
As far as labour market is concerned, the ultimate goal of the Reform is to make job matching 
more flexible and more effective. To favour this process, the new ICT technology is 
complementary to a more general action, where the players should meet and cooperate by 
coordinating efforts in developing the services.  
By joining up synergies and linking up private and public actors BLL aims to achieve a 
significant increase in efficiency and lower the cost of operations.   
Interoperability makes job matching and the search for information about education, training 
and employment quicker, at a lower cost and with more flexibility to adapt to new 
requirements. This will bring public administration closer to citizens and enterprises and will 
deliver agreed rules on standards and processes. 
 
 
 

2 The Web Portal: www.borsalavorolombardia.net  
 
2.1 Description 
Through BLL the user can have access to several informative and interactive areas, which can 
help him find information about three main subjects: employment, education and training. 
Furthermore, it is not only a key vehicle for the exchange of information and data, but also it 
allows direct interaction between citizens and companies. In this context, the role of the 
public administration is to define agreements on the roles, duties and responsibilities of all 
parties and let them interact. 
The main areas are the following: 
 Employment Area 

This is the heart of the Borsalavorolombardia portal. 
From this area you can access the employment market where you can check the job vacancies 
posted by companies on the portal in real time. A list of the most requested profiles is always 
available on the portal, linked to the most important and useful information for job seekers. 
This area is interlinked to the training and education area, so that once the user looks at the 
description of a particular profession he has a direct link to the training course available in 
Lombardy.  
 Personal Area 

It allows citizens, companies and operators to access BorsaLavoroLombardia services. 
For citizens seeking jobs, for example, the personal area allows guided CV insertion and easy 
access to information about the labour market.  
Users can therefore receive job offers suited to their profiles, carry out a search, contact 
companies and candidate himself to an available position, activate or deactivate the chosen 
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services. This interaction is direct, job matching occurs directly and the user is alerted via 
email or a message displayed in his personal internal area.  
 Training and Education area 

It boasts a wide range of information about all training courses organised by public and 
private organizations and taking place in Lombardy.  
 The Community 

It offers services such as an area for personal opinion, discussion, questions and requests for 
information. Registered users can also avail of a newsletter and instant messaging, as a direct 
communication channel with the call centre. 
 The “Formalavoro Magazine” 

Among the informative tools adopted, Borsa Lavoro Lombardia created a fortnightly on line 
magazine: “Formalavoro” allows all users to receive updates, comments, interviews on 
current training or employment issues.  
 

2.2 Target Users: available services 
BLL addresses and links up the following users, who are therefore the players involved and 
acting in the labour market at different levels: 
• Job seekers 
• Public and private job agencies 
• Governmental bodies (Ministry of Labour, Regions, Provinces, Trade unions) 
• Training and learning centres 
 

2.2.1 Job Seekers 
Job seekers can access all services by previous registration to the portal. Therefore, every user 
is given an ID and password. This allows not only to control users’ access but also to portray 
their profiles, helping the improvement of the portal usability.   
Job Seekers can: 
• Manage CV: insert, modify, delete one’s own CV 
• See CV Status: once the user gives permission to the publication of his CV he 

automatically gives companies the right to browse his/her profile. Furthermore the job 
seeker can receive notice of how many times the CV has been seen.  

• Similar profiles matching: besides searching inserted vacancies the user can freely surf the 
portal. Search criteria can be: Professional profile, Vacancies, Learning opportunities. 

 

2.2.2 Public and private job agencies/Training and learning centres 
They are given the same services which are delivered to Job Seekers and Companies. They 
need to register and have their ID and password. They have one more functionality which is: 
• Matching offer /demand 
• Matching offer/ CV 
• Matching CV/ Learning opportunities 
 
2.2.3 Companies 
All companies can register and freely insert their vacancies. In particular companies can:  
• Manage offers: insert, modify, and delete a job offer. 
• See Offer Status: once the offer is being accepted by the Job Seeker the company is able 

to get his personal details directly from the portal. Therefore the company can contact the 
Job Seeker. 
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• Similar Profile Matching: through algorithms the system is automatically able to carry out 
direct matching between the inserted vacancies and curricula. This makes feedback of 
availability possible. 

• Free Search: beyond searches based on inserted  vacancies, a company is able to carry out 
free searches.  The searches can indifferently be made within all data banks stored in the 
portal. Search criteria can be: Professional profile, Jobs offers, Learning opportunities. 

 

2.3 Access points to the integrated system of BLL 
Issues such as digital divide, social-economic disparities between regions and groups of 
citizens are addressed thanks to a multi-channel approach.2 
The access points of the system are three and are going to grow. The main technological tool, 
described above, is the web portal www.borsalavorolombardia.net and the complementary 
call centre. Moreover, there is an interactive TV service, launched in September 2004, which 
allows the users unable to have an internet connection, to have access to specific services. The 
local kiosks are then another gateway to BLL services and are located all over Lombardy 
reaching the effort to give everyone the opportunity to benefit from BLL. 
This combination of the use of advanced ICTs, especially the internet, together with the 
enhanced provision of information and interactive services accessible over different channels 
guarantees a unified access, the merging of local systems and private systems into a shared 
network, the exchange of information from and to the integrated system present in the labour 
market and functional links to other regional and international bodies. 
The Portal and Call Centre3 represent an integrated access system that enriches the traditional 
way users have access to the services. 
The portal is an innovative access way to offer services that is supported by the Call Centre 
which guarantees the services’ fruition to those users who can’t use internet. 
 
2.3.1 Local kiosks 
The local and territorial network is made up of several kiosks which are spread all over 
Lombardy. This ensures that BLL creates equal opportunities for all citizens, whatever their 
level of education or knowledge of ICTs and no matter what size of firm or organization is 
concerned. This local network boasting front office services is made up of private and public 
employment agencies and bodies that are usually financed by local or national institutions for 
the provision of labour services to the citizens. These categories are to be seen like 
information points, not like bodies delivering services.  
To become member of the network the agency or body needs to sign an agreement with 
Agenzia Regionale per il Lavoro (Lombardy Region) and guarantees that all its operator will 
receive a proper training course. Furthermore, the kiosks need to show logos of BLL and 
guarantee internet connection. 
 
2.3.2 Interactive TV service  
Borsalavorolombardia is also available through an interactive TV service (Teletext 
technology), which displays personalised information, that can be easily read through the 
remote control TV switch. It offers a job search service too4 By contacting the call centre the 
user can insert his CV in the database and make the matching process start. The day after, at 

                                                 
2 This is particularly important because of the peculiar fragmentation of the Italian territory, Not only 
disparities between North and South, but  also within each region.  
3 The Call Centre is a free dial service covering not only Lombardy but all Italian regions. 
4 BLL is available both on public TV channel, whose name is Televideo, and on the main private TV 
network, called Mediavideo.  
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an agreed time, the user can have access to a personal page of the TV service where all the 
vacancies matching his profile are displayed.  This personal page can be displayed only for 20 
minutes. After that the user can directly contact the company which has posted the vacancy of 
his interest.  
 
 
 

3 Interoperability 
 
3.1 Portal architecture 
One of the most important Portal’s goal is to allow the search of curricula and job offers both 
in the portal’s data bases and in those of the main operating actors of the labour market which 
are linked to the portal itself. 
The interoperability subsystem gives shape to an infrastructure allowing the information 
exchange between distributed data bases. 
This method leaves the competence of the information to the entity that possesses them 
without therefore resorting to inopportune and complex data replications.    
Because of the strong heterogeneity of the platforms used by the actors, the technology used 
for the realization of back-end functionalities involves Web-Services. 
The services’ interfaces description follows therefore WSDL and UDDI specifications. 
The web portal architecture is based on four subsystems: 
• Storing subsystem : data bases containing information regarding job matching and the 

procedures for the managing of the inserted data refer to this system  
• Content management subsystem: it is the visible web portal interface provided to any 

registered users. Authorised users can interface to this subsystem in order to update by 
themselves specific information areas of the portal. 

• Interoperability subsystem: it allows communication between the web portal and the 
other systems used by different actors. In this case the flow information regards both 
administrative issues and job matching functionalities. 

• Security and Profile subsystem: this module supplies an infrastructure for the 
authentication and the recording of any user connected to the portal. 

Besides the web portal is a source of information for the regional Data warehouse used either 
for management control or for Informative data bases that contain statistics on the labour 
market.   
The interoperability subsystem has the delicate task to allow the information exchange and 
the interaction between the portal and many other informative systems about all actors that 
have been involved on the territory.  The interoperability system must be as less invasive as 
possible such to allow the integration with the existing technologies. This occurs in order to 
avoid strong impacts on the existing information systems.  The proposed solution is consistent 
with the paradigm of Application Integration established by the Public Administration 
guidelines, based on the platform-independent Web Services model. 
The Italian Government establishes precise guidelines about the way of exchanging 
information, how they must interact and how to protect data transfer from one domain to the 
other. 
The cooperation among applications is based on: 
Organization Domains: domain is the sum of ICT resources and policies of one specific 
organization. 
Domain Port: application components including one or more ports, divided according to the 
technology or the interaction model. 
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Application Port 
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Interactions’ Models:  they are divided in two fundamental types: 
• Service demand  
• Event alert 
e-Gov Envelope:  the whole technologies, data models and all the principles of security for 
the exchange of the information between the domains. 
A Domain is the sum of all hardware and software resources, which are under the jurisdiction 
of one specific organization or agency: the national network consists of a collection of 
Domains. 
Every accredited Agency is seen as an independent domain both from a technological and 
functional point of view.  This prevents the central system (BLL) from influencing the 
technological choices and management rules of the agencies. 
BLL obliges agencies to adhere to a communication standard protocol to put and get 
information over the network using an additional component called Domain Port, which 
connects physically all the domains. 
 

3.1.1 Interactional model 
The exchange of information among different domains can occur in two distinguished 
modalities: 
• Synchronous:  the Delegated Port sends its request and waits for the answer of the 

Application Port of the receiving domain. 
• Asynchronous:  the Delegated Port sends its request and it does not wait for the answer 

of the Application Port.  The answer will be sent later using a message queuing system.  
The main difference between the synchronous and asynchronous interaction modality is that 
in the first case the system will wait for the answer while in the second case the reply will be 
received later. 
The asynchronous modality can be symmetrical and asymmetric. 
◊ Symmetrical:  the answer is sent by the called Domain to the requesting domain, when 

the answer has been fully composed 
◊ Asymmetric:  the  asking domain should contact again the requesting domain in order to 

verify if the answer has been processed.  
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The mainly used interaction modality in the web portal interoperability system of the 
Lombardy Region for the exchange of the information among different domains is the 
asynchronous symmetrical one. 
The asynchronous interaction allows to employ Queuing services and to guarantee remarkable 
performances also when there are a high number of requests. 
The planned Domain Port allows however to satisfy both interaction models according to the 
typology of service. 
 

3.2 Interoperability: linking up Provinces – Sistema Integrato Servizi per l’Impiego 
[SINTESI] e-Government Plan  

The project is the development of a job administrative system at provincial level and the 
necessary modules to the interconnection with the regional and national informative system.  
The plan pursues two lines of main action: first of all it stretches to the services efficiency and 
quality improvement for the employment through the adoption of adequate and standardized 
instruments and technologies to regional level; on the other hand it stretches to the 
improvement and the implementation of new services for the citizens and the enterprises. 
Sintesi guarantees the integrated access to information and to those services dealing with the 
labour market and to all the Province’s managerial activities about employment.   
In this context Sintesi, thanks to the interoperability, allows the integration of national 
systems, first of all the Borsa Nazionale.  The interoperability gives the possibility to transfer 
information about Identifying Card (Personal Details) and the workers’ Professional details to 
the provincial, regional and national systems, the Obligatory Communications of the 
enterprises and information about occupational chances.  The interoperability system is 
developed through the regional portals. To such purpose Sintesi provides connection of all 
Employment centres to a regional system. 
 

3.3 Interoperability: Borsa Continua Nazionale del Lavoro (BCNL)  
BCNL is an open system of job matching between supply and offer, according to the 
community guidelines, to favour greater efficiency and transparency of the labour market. 
Through this instrument, accessible from any point of the net, citizens, workers, job seekers, 
employers can decide to freely get in touch and to choose the offered services. The 
informative system is based on a net of regional nodes, and is fed with information  freely 
inserted  by private or public operators, by workers and by companies. 
 

3.4 Interoperability:  links to the European labour market 
In addition to what is being set at regional and national level, BLL aims to address the 
European dimension in order to let European e-Gov services interact. This is the reason why 
interoperability with the portal for European Employment Services (EURES)5 has been taken 
into consideration. The increase of mobility across borders both for citizens and enterprises 
asks for e-Gov services that go beyond borders. Interoperability is key to the share of 
information and databases at European level. 6  

                                                 
5 http://europa.eu.int/eures  
6 This adopted principle is consistent with the Ministerial Declaration issued at the European e-
Government conference in Como, Italy in July 2003, co-organised by the Italian Presidency of the 
European Council and the European Commission, recognised that interoperability is central to the 
development of pan-European e-Government Services. e-Government Conference 2003, 7-8 July 
2003, Villa Erba, Como (Italy). 
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Thanks to European nodes potential employers can have access to labour CV’s of those 
people interested in obtaining a position abroad. 
The system guarantees to companies, interested in investing in other EU countries, the access 
to structured and always updated labour market data coming from every management control 
information system of the European network. 
The web portal contributes to the creation of a distributed Databases, implemented and 
accessible through different European nodes, containing the effective normative and useful 
information about labour, training and education systems of the countries that join the 
network. It therefore allows young people and employees to access training opportunities 
information available in the EU countries. 
 
 
 

4 Findings of the testing phase 
Borsa Lavoro Lombardia was launched in March 2004 and since its implementation it has had 
a great success. The activation of the web portal has been supported by an advertising 
campaign comprising print, outdoor, online and TV advertising elements. 
The data below show that BLL has been filling a shared position in the labour market, a 
position acknowledged by citizens, companies and job agencies. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Most users age 27 to 35 years, this means that young people are more keen to use ICTs than 
people aged 40 and above. The spread of the local kiosks and the development of the 
advertising campaign have modified this trend. There is no big difference in the gender of the 
users. 
An analysis of all companies’ profiles stored in the interactive databases shows that most of 
them are Small and Medium Enterprises and mostly belongs to the industrial sector.  
Most of the job seekers who called the Call Centre are women (54%) and over 50 years old. 
50% of the people calling is unemployed, this confirms that BLL has been considered as an 
important gateway to job opportunities.  
 
 
 
5. Future Steps 
In order to create and share a service model dedicated to the labour market BLL aims to 
involve as many players as possible, letting them be part of the interoperable network. 
The future steps planned for Borsalavorolombardia affects the three different geographical 
and institutional levels: the national and European developments. 
As for the national perspective, BLL thanks to the forthcoming interlink to other Regions, will 
pave the way to the implementation of the National Labour Exchange (Borsa Continua 
Nazionale del Lavoro). It will boast a wide range of information, but moreover the stored data 

Users:       42.152 
Companies:      1.569 
Recruiters:      101 
Contact points/local kiosks:   Milan - Como – Brescia- Bergamo
Vacancies:     11.124 
Visits:       110.000 per month 
Origin :     30% outside Lombardy 
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will increase, giving citizens and companies more and more chances to find a job or a proper 
candidate.  
At regional level BLL will be empowered and enriched with other databases. Staff mobility 
lists will be added to the portal, together with a special list of high profiles such as managers 
who have lost their job. A special area will be devoted to all traineeship opportunities 
available in Lombardy. Finally, a precious list of non-EU citizens in search of a job in 
Lombardy will be created in order to open to cross-border users, but moreover to implement 
policy in an effective and timely manner (administrative burden and costs will decrease).  
By Spring 2005 the implementation and complete activation of the provincial network will 
occur. This will make BLL interoperable with all the databases stored at local level. 
Another goal of 2005 is to make BLL interoperable with another EU State or a candidate 
country. This can occur following two different paths: simply connecting BLL to a similar 
informative system working in the selected State or providing technical support for the 
development and implementation of technologies able to make the system’s dialogue.  
 
 
 
6. Conclusions 
Borsa Lavoro Lombardia has been working to reach high-level policy objectives and making 
efforts to deliver efficient services to citizens and companies. These objectives can be realised 
by making use of opportunities provided by ICTs and this is the reason why BLL should be 
considered as an on-going project always looking for interesting inputs and hints.  
A precious resource for the development of the portal is the share of best-practices coming 
from abroad and the exchange of know-how that could be tailored to the peculiar Italian 
background. Partner search is therefore not only a future goal, but a key element for the 
improvement of all services delivered by BLL and by the future Borsa Continua Nazionale 
del Lavoro. 
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Abstract :  One-Ipswich is an initiative that is people and community 
led, and where the drivers are the needs of the community. 
Technology was not used for its own sake, but only where 
appropriate, and to support the aims of the project. 

 

1 Introduction  
Ipswich is located in the south east of England, one of the wealthier regions of the UK, and 
receives little in the way of central government funding for new initiatives.  
 
Tight funding means that Ipswich Borough Council, the lead partner in the One-Ipswich 
community website project, tempers its approach to new initiatives accordingly to: 
 

• Focus on the real need for any new potential project  
• Partner where they can, to save budget and resource  
• Start small and cheaply, by prototyping a project if possible, recognising that the 

technology may need to change if the project succeeds 
 
Ipswich Borough Council has used this approach with success in previous initiatives, such as 
leisure bookings, e-voting, IDTV, and so on. Due to previous success, this strategy was also 
used in the One-Ipswich community website project, and affected the choices made, as 
indicated in the sections which follow. 
 

2 Project aims and objectives 
One Ipswich (www.one-ipswich.com) has been established with an overall aim to identify and 
delivery local priorities through partnership working and, most importantly, to “provide 
opportunities for people and communities to take part in decision that affect them”. One-
Ipswich’s Community Strategy is based on five key priority themes with underlying 
principles, which have been agreed through extensive consultation. These are Culture & 
Learning, Crime & Disorder, Environment & Transport, Economy & Regeneration, Health & 
Well-being, underpinned by the principle of Access & Fairness for all. 
 

http://www.one-ipswich.com/


Although the Lead authority was Ipswich Borough Council, the One-Ipswich project brought 
together numerous non-local authority partners, such as Connexions Suffolk, Department for 
Work and Pensions, Employment Agency, Environment Agency, Ipswich and Suffolk 
Council for Racial Equality, Ipswich Arts Association. Ipswich Council for Voluntary 
Service, Ipswich Hospital NHS Trust, Ipswich Partnership, Ipswich Primary Care Trust, 
Ipswich Society, Suffolk Chamber of Commerce, Suffolk College, Suffolk Constabulary, 
Suffolk Learning and Skills Council, Suffolk Learning Partnership.  
 

2.1 Objectives 
The main objective of the project is to create a community website that will : 
 

• Support the goals of the One-Ipswich community in delivering more effective, joined 
up services 

• Support the goals of the 5 community forums. The community website will enable 
members of isolated and/or deprived communities to participate in and feel a part of 
the greater community 

• Engage the community in participating in the goals of e-government, using a 
grassroots approach of consultation and participation. 

 
Other objectives of the project include: 
 

• Assisting residents and other interested groups in creating a picture of their local 
communities to encourage community strength  

• Ensuring the community website is designed for use by those with special needs.  
• Ensuring the community website is widely available to those in deprived and/or 

remote rural areas  
• Avoiding unnecessary duplication between organisations and identifying gaps in 

information and understanding  
• Maximising awareness and availability of existing sources of data  
• Developing a project that acts a spur for further joint-working and partnership 

development 
 
All of the One-Ipswich partners have been involved in the scoping of community website 
project, either through the initial one-to-one interviews conducted during the design & review 
stages of the project, or at the launch event on the 3rd of March 2004, or post launch through 
using the website as a communications channel to the local Ipswich community.  
 

2.2 Key benefits 
The overall aim of One-Ipswich, and the community website, was to “provide opportunities 
for people and communities to take part in decisions that affect them”. Hence, improving 
communications, encouraging active participations, and bridging the digital divide are key 
benefits for this project.  
 

2.3 Measuring success 
The success of the One-Ipswich project can be measured through tangible and intangible 
measures, both from the partners and from the community itself. Ongoing take up is promoted 
via a number of channels, including the Ipswich Council for Voluntary Services website 



community editors, through ongoing usage of the website for surveys and consultations, 
through ongoing promotions of the website on local buses, and through the ongoing work of 
the area forums.  
 

2.4 Sustainability 
It is expected that this effort will be self-sustaining through the active participation of the 
voluntary sector providing website editorial support and funding via the provision of 
sponsorship and advertising opportunities on the website.  
 
It was identified that the involvement and buy-in of all stakeholders at an early stage has led 
to the successful implementation of the project. However, while it is important to consider all 
stakeholders at an early stage, it is important to solicit a continuing commitment of support 
from those same stakeholders for the community project to make a sustainable and lasting 
impact on the future of the community. 

3 Interoperability issues 

3.1 Organisational/human interoperability issues 
Organisational and human interoperability issues were significant in the One-Ipswich project, 
and were a known risk right from project initiation. In order to minimise the risk of these 
issues, 30% of the budget was allocated to consultation with partners and the community, so 
that potential problems could be dealt with up front. 

3.1.1 Organisational interoperability issues 
For many years the partner organisations involved had maintained their own data, building 
complex repositories for everything, ranging from personnel details to the holdings of a large 
museum. Access to this information had generally been restricted, with a wall of paperwork 
and bureaucracy separating the information from those who might wish to use it.  
The One-Ipswich website needed to be able to access information from a wide variety of 
partners, many of whom had never interacted significantly before. It was critical to work in 
consultation with these organisations, to explain the value of sharing this information between 
them.  
 
It was also important to achieve partner buy-in to the One-Ipswich project, so a series of 
consultation workshops were held, to determine the needs of the community, and test the 
validity of the ideas proposed for the project. This was a critical success factor for the project, 
as the partners had to be heavily involved for the project to succeed. The workshops 
specifically targeted a number of partners, including local authority departments, voluntary 
organisations and so on. All workshops discussed how a community website might be used, 
who would benefit and how, how to improve accessibility, and so on. 
 

3.1.2 Human interoperability issues 
In addition to the organisational challenges, there were also significant issues bottom-up, i.e. 
with the individuals within the community themselves. Many community members had been 
involved in previous initiatives and were unsure how this project would be of benefit to them. 
 
It was key that the community would not only use the site, but would commit to keeping their 
own local information up to date – most content providers will not be expert users, and they 



also may be very busy. So, just as important as organisational buy-in was to get the 
community involved. 
 
Methods used to ensure organisational/human interoperability included: 
 

• Consult with partners and the community to ascertain their needs and achieve buy-in 
• Ensure that the technology chosen meets the needs of partners and the community, 

such that: 
• The system used to add content to the site was easy to use for novice PC users, and 

that it can be used from any PC anywhere 
• The system requires little or no training, as content providers are bound to change over 

time 
 

3.2 Technical interoperability issues 
In the past, integrating data from the very many different locations and organisations often 
had to be done manually, by translating and re-keying data from hard copy, and from 
incompatible systems.  
 
In addition, many organisations already had their own websites, and were concerned that their 
information on the One-Ipswich community website would be difficult to update. They did 
not want a system that was complex and difficult to use. 
 
It was also critical to adhere to standards for communication, representation, storage and 
accessibility, such as the World Wide Web Consortium and Bobby. 
 
Lastly, it was important that technology was used as a means to an end, and only when 
relevant. The key issue was not the technology and what it can do. It was the needs of 
communities and how the technology can be used strategically to meet those needs.  
 
Methods used to ensure technical interoperability included: 
 

• Use standard interfaces. In the One-Ipswich project, information was imported via a 
simple CSV extract from other organisations. Post-prototype, an XML interface could 
be used. The use of standard interfaces meant that as the website grows and extends, 
other information can easily be accommodated. The use of standard technologies in 
the system also helps to ensure Bobby and W3C approval.  

• Use a content management system. To ease content addition and editing, it was 
important to hold the content in a content management system, so that updates could 
be made to centrally held information regardless of the user’s physical location. 
Hence, for the One-Ipswich project a content management system (CMS) with a 
browser interface for editing content was used.  

• Use relevant technology. It was critical to the success of the project to utilise tools 
that were simple to learn, as training groups with disparate skills and in a variety of 
locations would be difficult and expensive. A technically adept but hard-to-use CMS 
would not suit the users involved in this project, so a CMS with a training time of 15-
30 minutes was selected, and a Flash training course also provided. 

 



3.3 Semantic interoperability issues 
In the first phase of One-Ipswich, semantic interoperability was not a significant issue, as the 
site is currently small and not networked to wider organisations. Hence, in phase 1, “friendly 
metadata”, specific to the communities and organisations involved, was used. This friendly 
metadata allows users to accurately search the site for information in a way that has meaning 
to them. 
 
In a future phase, it is envisaged the site will be a part of the larger One-Suffolk portal. At this 
point, it is likely that information such as jobs and events will be shared across the county, so 
that the Dublin Core standard will be used.  
 
The important consideration is that this need for extensibility was understood at the start of 
the project, and so the system selected supports both “friendly metadata” and the Dublin Core. 
 

3.4 Solving interoperability issues - example 
An example of successful resolution of an organisational/technical interoperability issue in 
this project revolved around the wide variety of GIS systems that existed in the partnership. 
The partners used a variety of statistical models, but could not form an overall picture because 
the systems couldn’t share data, making it impossible to compare data for strategic planning. 
 
As part of this project, owners of the systems agreed a common standard for reading and 
export, so that they could share the data in the Partners area of the One-Ipswich website. 
 
This meant that partners could do better strategic planning as a group for the first time. As one 
example, schools, the police authority, and the NHS used a multi-agency approach to attack 
antisocial behaviour by using their combined data to identify hot spots of deprivation in 
Ipswich, then working together to solve major local problems such as vandalism, truancy and 
poor health.  
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Abstract:  The enlargement of the European Union will lead to a 
higher number of cross-national curriculum vitas of European citizens. 
Thus, the complexity of public administration interaction across 
Europe will rise. To ensure that this interaction does not become a 
barrier to European citizens’ mobility, public administrations need to 
support E-Government in an informational, communicational and 
transactional stage, but above all in an integration stage. The 
interaction of processes from public services needs to be integrated in 
an interoperable infrastructure. Such a solution was developed in the 
EU project “InfoCitizen” on a conceptual and technical level. The 
solution was proven to be working in scenario simulating a real 
curriculum vitae of a mobile European citizen. 

 

1 E-Government: The third stage 
The modernization of government services is one of the major objectives of the European 
Union. The eEurope 2005 Action Plan therefore proposes a set of actions, especially the 
creation and the establishment of interactive and interoperable public services [1].  
 Using E-Government offers new possibilities to public administrations (PA) of 
governments, regions and municipalities to bring public services to citizens and businesses in 
a more comfortable manner. For instance information technologies allow the electronic inter-
connection of public administrations [3]. 
 However, the multitude of individual initiatives has led to massive solutions not 
compatible with each other. In the long term harmonisation will enable easy interconnection 
and interaction between European public administrations (EPAs). Entire programs of public 
initiatives are dedicated to the effort of harmonisation. While these programs contribute to an 
electronic harmonisation an intermediate midterm solution for interoperability between public 
administrations is required to make the interconnection between EPAs possible. 
 The project “InfoCitizen”, funded by the European Commission under the 5th Research 
Framework Program, developed an architecture for interoperability between EPAs. The 
specification and execution of interoperability was not limited to system integration, but 
covered the whole lifecycle of interactions of organisations, public services, business 
processes and of course application systems. InfoCitizen started in September 2001 for the 
duration of 24 months with the participation of eleven organisations coming from five 
different EU-countries. 



2 Integrated public services 
E-Government is considered as support of public service processes through Information 
Technology (IT) [2]. There are many possibilities to enhance public services by improved 
information exchange. Through Internet or Intranets, multiple forms of decision making, 
business processing or simple communication will change the interaction with public ad-
ministrations [4]. Nevertheless, the degree of support for E-Government in public 
administrations strongly depends on its realization, mainly measured by the four stages 
Information, Communication, Transaction and Integration. However even today, the number 
of governments providing transactional features is very low and thus they underperform in the 
most valuable stage of Integration: 

 
Figure 1 No. of countries providing interactive and transactional features [5] 

The gap is even more significant when looking at the cross-country dimension. Transnational 
public services in Europe, i.e. those that cross the borders of the member states, are poorly, if 
at all, developed [6]. Therefore, pan-European interoperability between EPAs has to be 
fostered. Thus, there is the need for integration of citizens and businesses into public 
administration processes as well as the integration of different public services. The citizens 
and businesses can influence the execution of public services without having to know the way 
public services work and are processed. Consequently, full electronic support is required, 
covering all public services and the according processes. 
 The InfoCitizen Project aimed at improving the process interoperability – both at the 
organisational and system levels – for facilitating structured information exchange and 
sharing amongst European Public Administrations. It achieved this by 
1. designing and establishing a common, open and extensible European information 

architecture, the InfoCitizen European Architecture, that specifies organization-, process- 
and system interoperability, applicable for all EPAs and that has been tested in 
representative public administration segments among the participating EU countries, 

2. developing a distributed, decentralized, internet-based framework of standard-software 
components, the InfoCitizen Framework solution, building on emerging technologies (e. 
g. software agents, middleware, xml, Web Services) and acting as a pan-European IT 
interoperability infrastructure for EPAs, that support the InfoCitizen European 
Architecture created.  

3. deploying it in a demonstration network of administrative sites, while also a pan-European 
integration exercise has been set up. 



3 Methodology 
In order to realise true pan-European public service integration the processes need to be 
integrated [7] without changes to the local services and their frameworks themselves. 
Regulations and laws define the way services have to be provided. Solely small changes in the 
process interfaces will enable integration without the need to change the process itself. This is 
the only way to integrate services through integration of processes in the medium-term and 
does not hinder future long-term harmonisation. 
 Looking at the relation between single public administrative organisational units, e.g., 
departments or public authorities, it becomes apparent that they are only little or not at all 
integrated. A single standalone process (e.g., wedding) directly triggers several other 
processes (e.g., marriage certificate, civil status, etc.), though. The interaction between the 
PAs is almost invariably accomplished using paper-based transports like postal mail or the 
citizen himself. Thus, this can lead to a loss or a inconsistency of information and documents. 
Apart from that, this way implies a loss of time and resources for the citizen.  
 The approach of integrated and transparent public services is to adapt the initiation of a 
process in such manner that the customer only has to request the service he/she directly needs 
and that all other related public services are automatically triggered transparently. 
Integrated means that a public service process is capable to start another related public ser-
vice process, which is needed to provide the public service initially required by the customer. 
Transparent means that a public service process step which is not essential to the customer is 
decoupled from him/her and thus it is no longer his duty to carry out the process. 
 Public services related to an initial public service, regardless if it is preliminary or 
downstream to it, can be characterised according to the classic supply-demand scheme. A 
process requires information (demander) and another process can provide the required in-
formation (supplier). An initial service can be supplier or demander accordingly: 
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Figure 2: Non-integrated and integrated public services 

1. If an initial service acts as a demander, it requires information from other services. Since 
the knowledge on the required information only appears when the service is re-quested, 
the initial service must dynamically request the information. Therefore the ser-vice uses a 
pull-strategy. 

2. In the role of a supplier the initial service has the potential to forward information. That 
information was created during the processing and can be forwarded to related down-
stream public service processes. As the downstream public services do not keep track of 
the changes made by the initial service, it is up to the initial service to proactivly bring the 
information to the downstream services. This is called the push-strategy. 

 The first major outcome of the InfoCitizen Project, a generic interoperability information 
architecture, called the InfoCitizen European Architecture, supports these strategies. It 



describes the relations and specifications for information exchange between EPAs, i.e., the 
inter-PA interaction. The major requirements that were addressed with this architecture are 
the support and description of the two key goals of the user needs, namely [8]: 
transparent public service provision to the European citizen, 
multi-agent / multi-country setting of public service provision. 
 The InfoCitizen European Architecture will conduct electronic transactions in multi-agent 
settings/multi-country settings in a manner transparent to the European citizen. The structure 
of the InfoCitizen European Architecture has been developed according to the phases of the 
implementation process and is composed of three “partial architectures”, each of them 
designed in order to solve a specific problem space at its level: 
1. Conceptual architecture – defining the business processes, information objects and basic 

interoperability mechanisms by abstract models. To cover all different aspects that need to 
be described, it was necessary to use a set of different, originally incompatible modelling 
languages and methodologies (UML, ARIS, AUML, FIPA and the SAP reference models) 
and to adapt them both to satisfy the requirements of complete specifications and to 
convert them into a coherent overall methodology.  

2. Technical architecture – this is a technology-independent description of the ICT; this 
description includes as little design decisions as possible and attempts to avoid any 
restrictions imposed by implementation technologies. The technical architecture follows 
the logic of the conceptual architecture in terms of service provision processes, service 
interaction and data structures, i.e. it is the “translation” of the conceptual architecture in a 
technical environment [9]. 

3. System architecture – a description of the system “as-to-be-built” referring to its actual 
components as imposed by the selected technologies and incorporating design decisions 
regarding centralization/distribution, information representation formalisms, and other 
issues. The system architecture provides guidelines for the implementation of the final 
prototype and imposes the technology to be used. 

4 InfoCitizen Framework Technology 
 In order to guarantee a wide adaptability and to avoid monolithic software constructs, the 
project decided to develop an open framework comprising four generic and fundamental 
software components linked via Web Service technology. The distinction of different 
component roles was introduced in the technical architecture and was realised in a concrete 
setting in the system architecture. The main differentiation is made in central and distributed 
parts of the framework. The InfoCitizen framework is composed of the Service Supply 
Components, each on top of a corresponding legacy system at a local installation, the unique 
Services Repository, the Interoperable Agent and finally the Front End System. Figure 3 
shows the structure of the InfoCitizen Software Framework. 
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4.1 Service Supply Component Framework (SSCF) 
The Service Supply Component Framework specifies how to develop components (Services 
Supply Components) that enclose PA systems and provide their services to the InfoCitizen 
Interoperability Platform. A Service Supply Component instance is a particular Web Service, 
compliant to the WSDL standard with SOAP1.1 binding on HTTP. A SSC can be developed 
with any programming language and deployed on any platform supporting the SOAP and 
WSDL standards. However particular support is provided to develop Java based SSCs. An 
SSC Deployment Tool (SDT) is given to assist the administrator in all SSCs life-time 
operations: from their creation and customisation to their deployment and installation. Three 
generic and customisable SSCs are given both to exemplify the development of SSCs and to 
permit accessing a large number of legacy systems. The JDBC-SCC allows a software agent 
(developed with Java, Visual Basic, C or any other language that supports SOAP) to access 
every JDBC compliant database. The JCA-SCC allows a software agent to access any 
software system that is compliant with the Java Connector Architecture (JCA) v. 2.0 through 
the Common Client Interface. This standard has been specified from the Java Community to 
allow vendors to make their products accessible from any J2EE compliant platform. The 
CDL-SSC enables access to PA documents stored in a legacy database through the Common 
Document Language defined by ICEA. This allows defining a map-ping between the XML 
model of PA documents (described through the Common Document Language) and any 
relational schemata of a legacy databases. 

4.2 InfoCitizen Interoperability Platform (IIP) 
The InfoCitizen Interoperability Platform (IIP, also referred to as ICIP) is the middleware that 
resides between the user Front-end and the Service Supply Components (SSC). It plans, 
controls and executes the information exchange. Using the emerging agent-technology 
enables the platform to efficiently search for, retrieve and distribute documents. By this EPAs 
are connected to the InfoCitizen platform to interact with each other, hence to be integrated. 
This is achieved by a combination of an Interoperable Agent and a Services Repository. 
 The core consists in an agent-based interoperability platform supporting distributed 
computing using the communications capability of agents. It simplifies the implementation of 
multi-agent systems through a middleware. The communication between machines is 
supported using standard SOAP. The agent platform can be distributed across machines and 
configuration, which can even be changed at run-time. It is controlled via a remote general 
user interface. Four main modules comprise the platform: 
Interoperable Agent: the central element within the IIP; its mission is to combine a set of 
atomic services provided by Service Supply Components into high-level operations per-
formed as transactions. It can be accessed from the outside using both synchronous and 
asynchronous SOAP interfaces. 
Services Repository: the database of InfoCitizen service description; it includes information 
for services, locations, extraction services, documents and document types. The service in-
formation is decentrally set up and updated by the EPA responsible for this specific service. 
When searching for an appropriate service, the Interoperability agent queries and analyses the 
data of the services repository and finally locates the specific service.[10] 
Repository Admin: web front-end for repository data administration. Allows the usual 
operations for business object definitions: list, add, delete, and modify. 
Extraction Service: defines a mapping between data in two different documents. It is used to 
copy data back and forth from and between different inputs and outputs. 



4.3 InfoCitizen Front-End System (IFES) 
The front-End System satisfies user needs regarding usability and process support. Based on 
internet-technologies, it is a multi-lingual customisable information portal solution that 
interfaces between the user and the InfoCitizen platform. 
 The primary objective of the Front-End System is to hide the underlying intricate infra-
structure from the end user, who perceives it in a black box manner. At the same time it co-
operates seamlessly with the Interoperable Agent that runs the length and breadth of the 
whole distributed information system. Moreover, the Front-End System provides a different 
range of functionalities and options in proportion with the rights of users of different 
categories. Furthermore it is fully customisable in terms of language and graphical 
representation morphology, so the installation and development of local up to national 
platforms for local public administration authorities can be done in an easy, user-friendly, fast 
and productive manner. 

4.4 InfoCitizen Common Document Language 
The description of information exchanged through the InfoCitizen system is one of the most 
crucial aspects of designing an interoperability architecture. At the moment, the information 
representation in the different EPAs is very heterogeneous, so there is a need for standardised 
information exchange. All documents that might be exchanged by participating EPAs should 
follow a sort of common language that is understood by the network peers. The generic 
document concept used in the Dublin Core Model builds the basic concept for the Common 
Document Language. It structures data and meta-data of all documents exchanged and 
establishes the general rules for document exchange. On the technical level, it is necessary to 
define the syntax and the semantics of the common document language using a data 
dictionary in order to derive an XML-scheme for the system level specification. 
 The Common Document Language described within the technical architecture provides a 
technology independent design for the generalised InfoCitizen document. This standardised 
language is an extendable basis for the handling of exchanged information between EPAs. To 
realise the standardisation of the transferred data on the level of the system architecture, a 
technology must be chosen, that is widely accepted as a standard but at the same time is 
capable of dealing with the domain under consideration. XML can fulfil these requirements, 
because on the one hand, it is accepted and on the other hand, it is extensible to match the 
particular needs in PAs. On the basis of XML-schemes three basic document types –
certificates, applications and notifications – were defined. They contain simple and complex 
types marked as mandatory or optional. These document specifications are stored in the 
repository of the IIP. 

5 Four-country Interoperability Demonstration 
In order to evaluate the potentials of this development, it was necessary to apply the concepts 
and to deploy the technology within real environments. Thus, it was aimed to substantiate the 
conceptual and architectural aspects of pan-European E-Government interoperability within a 
demonstrator, namely the InfoCitizen showcases. Moreover, this enabled the verification of 
the practical capabilities of the proposed solution. The pan-European demonstration is based 
on a complex and real-life scenario and covers four European municipalities and prefectures 
from Germany, Spain, Italy and Greece. It defines, presents and evaluates the essential 
interoperability that the InfoCitizen Framework should provide to support A2A collaboration. 
The scenario has been constructed as a macro-process that consists of simpler processes. The 
purpose of the composition of the scenario is to cover a large amount of cases and to verify 
and evaluate the interoperability of the system. The final goal is the scenario to lead to a pan-
European Scenario that would include cultural and legislative particularities of the EU 



countries in order for the final framework to meet the real need of the PA organisations that 
will constitute the InfoCitizen PA organisation network. 
 The deployment and customising of the generic components of the Software Frame-work 
enabled practical experiences of the InfoCitizen solution on real use-cases. The scenario has 
provided an appropriate test-bed to check the viability of the InfoCitizen model with real PAs. 
In brief the pan-European scenario evolves the following PA organisations that are 
responsible for providing public services either directly for an EU citizen or for an-other EPA: 
In the whole scenario the Municipality of Schmelz (Germany) has to provide four different 
services. Schmelz will provide certificates of residence, deliver birth certificates, provide civil 
status certificates and certify citizen’s citizenship as a German. A special problem was 
recognised during the detailed requirements analysis: Birth certificates are kept as paper 
documents without a persistent electronic representation in Schmelz. Therefore an 
asynchronous mode was introduced in InfoCitizen to handle partially or fully paper-based 
documents (offline-data-support). 
The demonstrator in the Municipality of Tres Cantos (Spain) implements an interoperable 
census service. The service implies a workflow relating to the census process (registration/ 
deregistration of a citizen in/from the census registry), which uses some other services offered 
by other municipalities, with the objective of requesting from the citizen the least amount of 
paper documentation possible and to minimize the citizens’ presence in the administration.  
The Italian Showcase of the Municipality of Colleferro (Italy) aims to apply the InfoCitizen 
platform to automate and integrate fundamental services provided by the Municipality of 
Colleferro at a pan-European level: Change of residence from other countries to Colleferro 
and the Marriage in Colleferro between Italian and foreign people. Moreover, the 
Municipality is also involved to provide information required by services initiated by other 
PAs, for example issuing the birth certificate of a citizen. 
The Prefecture of Thessaloniki (Greece) showcase is based on the adoption application 
process. The process of applying for an adoption is rather complex and requires a large set of 
documents that can be issued from different PA organisations. InfoCitizen aims to facilitate 
this process in order to retrieve all the documents necessary to submit the application. 

6 Results and Business Benefits 
The InfoCitizen solution provides the possibility for each EPA to offer their services 
electronically in the InfoCitizen Network. It can manage and use its services (e.g. delivery of 
birth or residence certificates) with the same front-end with which it can request electronic 
services from and provide their services to other public administrations within the network. 
Any public administration can be interconnected interoperable to public administrations, be 
they within the same municipality, the same region, the same country, or across Europe.  
 One of the main results is the extensibility and easiness of integration. With the use of the 
above mentioned technologies there is no need for the employees of the EPAs to be firm in 
depth with the details of the solution by the use of common internet tools. 
 Currently, efforts are being made to bring the InfoCitizen solution to the market. The 
demonstrator can be - and is being – developed into a product. Thanks to the extensibility of 
the solution the system can be implemented progressively. Nevertheless, the more EPAs join 
the InfoCitizen Network, the higher the overall benefit. Thus, large scale promotion needs to 
be done on a European level. 
 The technologies chosen- more specifically the platform independent and the web ser-vice 
technologies- were suitable to develop a solution according to the above mentioned objectives 
and to achieve the latter. Furthermore, the experience of the project showed that extensibility 
and the support of partially paper-based processes are mandatory requirements for the 



implementation of a pan-European interoperable infrastructure. Finally, the result of the 
project is the need for easy implementation and well documented environment components. 
 EPA customers – citizens or businesses – profit from the integration of service delivery 
with InfoCitizen. There is no longer the need for the customer to go from one public ad-
ministration to the other and to carry out the transportation of documents. One public ser-vice 
is delivered and immediately executed where it is requested. Preliminary and down-stream 
public services are executed automatically in the back office leading to transparency for the 
citizens and businesses. 
 EPAs profit from the participation to the InfoCitizen Network due to a reduction of ser-
vice execution costs. Fewer breaches between Medias increase the speed and quality of ser-
vice provision. 

7 Conclusions 
The InfoCitizen System solves the issue of interconnecting EPAs with interoperability. It 
overcomes the previous hurdle of harmonisation. Not making it useless, but rather 
empowering it with a set of solutions allowing a progressive integration of public 
administration legacy systems and thus, the integrative provision of public services. 
 Further research can be done for the integration of business services to the public ser-vices 
provided by the InfoCitizen Network. It would make the use of the InfoCitizen solution even 
more attractive. A multi-channel portal directly accessible to citizens and businesses and its 
related research issues could also be deepened. 
 Although integrated and transparent public services are only a milestone on the 
participation level of E-Government, it yet shows the potentials and possibilities that are 
related to it. The open and extensible framework proposed by the InfoCitizen project, to 
network public administrations on a pan-European level, will reduce administrative borders in 
Europe. 
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Abstract:  The research presented in this paper has been undertaken 
in the context of the Intelcities project of the 6th framework 
Information Society Technologies programme of the European 
Commission. The main objective of Intelcities is to create a new and 
innovative set of interoperable, interactive, citywide on-line e-
government applications and services, to meet the future needs of both 
citizens and businesses. This paper presents the e-City Platform, an 
integrated information system for cities based on OSS principles, and 
illustrates it through a working prototype for the delivery of ‘joined-
up’ e-administration city services. 

1 Introduction 
The work and activities presented in this paper have been undertaken in the context of the 6th 
framework Information Society Technologies research programme of the European 
Commission. A major integrated project, the Intelcities initiative, has been launched in 
January 2004 within the “networked businesses and governments” area. The main objective of 
this project is to create a new and innovative set of interoperable e-government services to 
meet the needs of both citizens and businesses, providing interactive citywide on-line 
applications and services for users that will make all aspects of “what is going-on” in the city 
available to all. The aim is to help achieve the EU policy goal of the “Knowledge Society” by 
2010 through new forms of electronic governance of cities and greater social inclusion 
through enhanced access to services by citizens and businesses. 
 
Intelcities is addressing the research and development of an integrated information system for 
cities based on OSS1 principles – known as the e-City Platform or e-CP. This is to integrate 
the complete range of current and developing day-to-day e-government and city management 
services with new e-planning and urban regeneration services addressing the city of 
tomorrow.  
 
The project is structured around three groups of interrelated activities: 

1. ICT research and innovation with a focus on integration and interoperability issues; 
2. Prototype studies, including development and demonstration activities within cities; 
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3. Change management, including knowledge management, capacity building and e-
governance development and innovation. 

 
This paper more specifically concentrates on the first two activities. It illustrates the 
integration and interoperability dimension of the e-CP through a working prototype for the 
delivery of enhanced e-administration services. 
 
The paper first introduces the concept of enhanced city service, a transformation in the 
delivery of public services leading to user-centred, highly accessible, seamlessly integrated, 
transactional services. It then details the methodology for the development of the e-CP 
leading to the definition and presentation of its conceptual architecture. The concepts and 
technical components of the platform architecture have been carefully designed independently 
of any technology implementation in order to allow as much as possible replacement of a 
functional module or technology by another and the reuse of existing OSS. 
 
As an illustration, the paper places the e-CP in context through one of Intelcities’ 
demonstrators dedicated to employment and professional training and developed at the 
request of the cities of Marseille and Nice (France). The development process of an 
innovative employment and training service that uses the e-CP to deliver enhanced services is 
presented and commented. 

2 The concept of enhanced city service 
Throughout Europe, the modernisation of public services through the adoption of information 
and communication technologies is in motion. There are, all around us, evidences of a 
universal shift toward modern online public services (e-services). This phenomenon is 
reflected by a global consensus and remarkable results obtained at all levels of government in 
Europe (see the “eEurope 2005 Mid-term Review” published on February 2004). 
 
The introduced concept of enhanced city service refers to a new generation of local online 
public services that are to be one-stop, “end-up” or “joined-up” services. The objective is to 
allow the city’s inhabitants to access and deal with interactive and transactional global 
services that are not only information services but genuine and complete procedures. The 
development of such services especially imply a partnership of the main stakeholders 
providing basic services and contents that will be aggregated and syndicated within the 
enhanced service. An ambient, enhanced service is:  

o a service that can be delivered on different types of devices, in particular "democratic" 
devices such as mobile phones, televisions, kiosks and PCs (Accessibility dimension); 

o a transactional service (bi-directional exchange of data), and not just the provision of 
information, in order to provide the ability, for citizens, to get meaningful answers to 
their requests (Interaction dimension);  

o requiring several providers to collaborate and integrate their services to deliver a 
global, comprehensive answer to a particular query (the one-stop city shop) 
(Integration dimension). 

 
The relevance, dynamism and power of local e-governance is characterised by the ability for 
cities to rapidly deploy resources and mobilize critical mass partnerships. This is a key 
requirement to achieve integrated e-government and multi-platform access, supporting a move 
to a demand-driven approach that emphasises service delivery, end-user value for all and 
“functionality”. In the context of this paper, two important objectives of the Intelcities 
research are emphasized: 



o Help cities modernise the delivery of public local services by providing them with a 
framework and platform that supports the integration of legacy systems (the city’s and 
its partners’) as well as the adoption of reusable components and services. 

o Propose a “vertically” integrated set of public services, i.e. one that involves national, 
regional and local government services, a decentralised approach to e-government that 
emphasizes the local dimension so as to be closer to citizens’ needs, more human and 
interconnected with the city planning activities.  

  

3 The e-CP: principles, architecture and main components 
The nature of the Intelcities project and the large number of stakeholders involved in the 
development of its components requires a solid strategy for managing the different e-
Governance services available to the end-users from the participating cities along with the 
issues of integration and interoperability of legacy systems communicating through the e-CP. 
This situation also presents an important concern in terms of the integration of the different 
applications since these applications are independently developed by these cities. We first 
describe the methodology followed to design the e-CP Architecture and secondly, present an 
overview of this architecture and its main underlying mechanisms. 

3.1 Development methodology 
In order to tackle the above mentioned objectives and to establish a long lasting 
communication platform, an Enterprise Architecture (EA) approach was considered to 
develop what we call the “e-CP Architecture”. This section briefly introduces the consecutive 
steps and methodologies used to define the e-CP Architecture. This includes the presentation 
of a Business Reference Model showing the processes, interactions and business objects 
captured from the analysis of the e-Governance domain, and presents the development of the 
three Architectural Components forming the complete e-CP Architecture: the Conceptual, 
Technical and System Architectures: 

• The Conceptual architecture analyses the e-Governance domain in order to identify the 
business reference models in terms of processes, interactions, business objects, etc. 

• The Technical architecture analyses the e-Services developed in the context of 
Intelcities in order to identify the technical needs in terms of interoperability. It 
defines the structure of the platform, independently of the technology chosen; and 

• The System architecture applies technology to the technical needs in order to define 
the overall architecture. This way, technological limitations can be identified, as well 
as their consequences on the entire architecture. 

 
The three aforementioned architecture layers are included in the development process of the 
platform as shown in Fig. 1 below: 
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Figure 1: Development process of the e-CP 

In order to define a high-quality architecture, we took advantage of the Rational Unified 
Process methodology (RUP), currently used in the business domain. The reason for choosing 



RUP is that it covers the entire development process lifecycle and enables high quality 
software product. RUP is a Use-Case-driven methodology, architecture centric and 
incremental which facilitates the use of the Unified Modelling Language “UML” in an 
effective way. The use of RUP is believed to help defining an architecture which should cover 
all the requirements expressed by the users. 

3.2 Scope and objectives of the e-CP 
One of the first steps in the EA framework is the analysis of the business domain, in our case, 
e-Governance. The diagram below introduces the business object model of the e-Governance 
domain and shows the essential concepts and their relationships. 
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Figure 2: Business Object Model diagram 

These concepts are: 
• User uses Access device as a support to interact directly with e-Governance services in 

order to access information. The list of Access device is not exhaustive and devices 
such as Variable Message Signs for traffic information or PDA should also be 
addressed in the project. 

• Real time is the information relative to day-to-day life. 
• Statistic represents information such as demography, crimes, etc. 
• Inter-governmental is the information used internally by the administration. 
• Business process represents processes of the governance domain that manage 

Information. It includes passport renewal, tax declaration, etc. 
• e-Service represents e-Governance service. It supports Business process in order to 

improve the activities of public sector organisation and manages Information. e-
Services are provided by City. 

 
The technical objectives we want to achieve with the e-CP when implementing the 
aforementioned concepts are double: integration and interoperability. 

1. Integration of legacy and new city services, to allow these systems to be more focused 
on the business issues by relying on offered facilities for infrastructure management ;  

2. Interoperability between these city services, to allow them to share their functional 
capabilities and datasets in order to define new services with more added value. 

 



When following these objectives, we have to pay attention to the heterogeneity of the services 
which range from simple transmission of electronic forms to real-time communications for 
traffic management and interaction with 3D datasets. We present hereafter a distributed 
architecture that tackles such goals. 

3.3 The e-CP architecture 
Analysis of e-Governance concepts within Intelcities, together with the requirements of 
citizens and cities has lead to the adoption of a distributed architecture as shown below. 

3.3.1 Conceptual Architecture 
This distributed architecture uses an n-tier decomposition which can be seen as follow: 
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Figure 3: the e-CP conceptual architecture 

At the bottom of the figure, the back-end services to be developed are represented. They can 
either be services developed within the e-CP framework or city legacy systems. They 
encompass the business and data layers of city services. At the top, the front-end layer allows 
users to interact with the system through different devices while the application layer 
encompasses the communication mechanism with the middleware of the platform. The e-CP 
core is the set of infrastructure services that provides transversal medium or low-level features 
required in ICT systems like security, transactions, network communications, benchmarking, 
etc. It can be broken down into the following elements: 
 

• Kernel services : session and service management ; 
• Low-level services: platform administration and monitoring services like 

authentication or data encryption). 
 
The two main advantages for adopting such an architecture are : 



1. Client layers (front-end and back-end layers) can access common infrastructure 
services which decrease the complexity of these clients. This is the integration goal of 
the e-CP. 

2. Back-end services can communicate through a common mechanism to build more 
complex city applications. This is the interoperability goal of the e-CP. 

 
The architecture underlying mechanisms (session management, service proxy, security, etc.), 
have been designed independently of the implementation, in order to get a stable conceptual 
architecture even if the techniques and the technologies used for the implementation change 
during the Intelcities project(s) : alpha and beta releases, pre-product, product.  

3.3.2 Technical Architecture 
We present here the main techniques that have been mapped onto the afore mentioned e-CP 
concepts. The key modules for achieving the above mentioned integration and interoperability 
goals are located in the e-CP core, inside the Kernel  box on Figure 3. So we explain hereafter 
the role of these software components, what is their added value, and how they are used with 
a typical example of front-end connection to back-end service. 
 
To begin, let us explain what we call Service and Client inside e-CP context. The Service role 
represents a software component able to handle Client requests for accessing shared 
operations and procedures (i.e. business logic) and indirectly the data. The available public 
methods are defined in the API of the Service. In our conceptual architecture on Figure 3, this 
role is fulfilled by back-end services. The Client role represents a software component 
requesting a Service through the e-CP core. Any application that wants to interact with 
Services must implement such a component. In our conceptual architecture, this role is either 
fulfilled by front-end applications or back-end services. 

3.3.2.1 Service Proxy 
The e-CP core is based on a key concept, which is called Service Proxy. This mechanism 
allows injecting transversal low-level features when the Client requests the Service. 
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Figure 4: The Service Proxy concept 

The Service Proxy is part of the e-CP core and is a way to wrap a Service interface (API) in 
order to inject transversal low-level features when invoking the Service (e.g. security checks, 
load-balancing). This way, Clients can request Service public methods transparently through 
the Service Proxy, as well as they would directly request the real Service. This mechanism is a 
way to add features to Services without being intrusive in the Service itself which is essential 
to deal with legacy systems. The Service can run remotely without being integrated physically 
into the e-CP. The Service Proxy is generated inside the e-CP core during the deployment 
process of a Service. 



3.3.2.2 Session Management 
In order to request a Service, a Client (i.e. a back-end service or front-end application) will 
have to open a Client Session. This session will be created only once for the first request. 
Opening a Client Session doesn’t require authentication. The same session will be used until 
the disconnection of the Client or if the session timeout delay has expired. This way, the e-CP 
core will always identify the Client that makes a given request. Some Service methods may 
require a user identity in parameter for processes dependant of the user identity. Before 
invoking such a method, Client will have to open a User Session through a Client Session 
after providing valid user credentials. After validating the credentials, the User Session is 
created and associated with the corresponding user identity. Finally, Client will be able to 
give a valid User Session in parameter of the Service methods that require a user identity. 

3.3.2.3 Service Localisation 
The service localisation concept is the way Clients will be able to locate the Service Proxy 
associated with the wanted Service. The component Service Proxy Registry will associate 
Service identification information (e.g. name, description etc.) with corresponding Service 
Proxy. A Client get a reference on a Service Proxy in order to request a Service. The Client 
requests the Service Proxy Registry with identification information on the wanted Service. 
From this request, the Service Proxy Registry is able to provide the corresponding Service 
Proxy reference. For a better understanding of how these techniques are chained together, 
Figure 5 shows a scenario of a front-end application connecting and communicating with a 
back-end service via the e-CP core: 
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Figure 5: Connection scenario with the e-CP 

1. The front-end application requests the core to open a session. This includes exchange 
of information such as the service security policy and other hints (e.g. benchmark 
requirements). 

2. The session management module establishes a connection with the front-end 
application.  



3. The front-end application requests for back-end service initialisation. 
4. The service proxy registry localises the concerned back-end service, establishes the 

connection with it and returns service proxy reference to the front-end application. 
5. The front-end application communicates with the back-end service via the service 

proxy, the service proxy being in charge of wrapping transparently needed features 
(data encryption, load balancing, etc.) to the communications. 

3.4 What’s next? 
In order to succeed in the development of the e-Governance platform for cities, we have 
defined a high-quality architecture that analyse the e-Governance domain and we provided a 
technical solution. In the alpha release, the kernel of the platform makes use of Corba 
middleware for infrastructure services communication but also for the communication with 
clients at back-end and front-end. The main advantage of such technology is to have 
implementations available for a wide choice of languages such as C++, Java or ADA whereas 
other middleware are constrained to one implementation or platform (e.g. J2EE with Java). 
The Intelcities ecosystem spans from e-administration transactions to interactive 3D 
visualisation requests which, even if they all do not pass through the middleware, require 
efficient communications.  
At this stage of development, we have presented an alpha release of the e-CP that is currently 
being integrated by several cities. This integration will allow implementing simple business 
use cases to validate the proof of concept. In the next release, features below will be 
implemented or, at least investigated allowing cities to deploy their services onto more 
complex cases, including legacy systems. 

• Security (authentication, ACL) with generic profiles authentication, “pluggable” user 
management system and access control to services. Thereby, e-Administration 
services will rely on the platform's built-in mechanisms for Users and Roles 
management, authentication, access control, etc. 

• 2-Phase Commit distributed transactions: they will be included to a provide e-
Administration with advanced transactional features, like online job submission, etc. 

• Integration to existing frameworks and technologies: the e-CP requires technologies 
that already exist or are under investigation, like Aspect Oriented Programming, Code 
Generation techniques and Declarative Services. Even more, the concept itself is very 
close to existing Component Technologies like Entreprise Java Beans or CORBA 
Component Model. During its future development, the e-CP should rely on these 
“base bricks” where needed instead of competing with it. 

• Techniques like load-balancing, clustering, replication, and quality of service are not 
yet investigated. Of course, the e-CP relies on standard middleware so it can be 
extended to include these features. This work is planned for the final e-CP 
specification release. 

4 The e-CP demonstration: the employment and training service 

4.1 Demonstration scope 
The demonstrator aims at validating intra-service processes as well as eCP integration 
mechanisms. It should allow the testing of the Use Cases and processes specified by the cities, 
as well as make the proof of concept for already specified integration features and low-level 
services in the platform.  



4.2 Scenario 
The demonstrator supports the process of providing information to citizens on employment 
and training opportunities. The scenario goes in 2 steps: The person looking for a training 
programme will fill an electronic form that details his or her situation (age, current 
qualification, financial requirements, etc.). The system will return the opportunities and public 
assistance that apply to him or her together with the list all available training programmes. 
The job search follows the same pattern. 

4.3 Prototype architecture 
The e-CP relies on a fully modular, multi-tier, service-oriented architecture, as explained 
above. This demonstrator shows integration of the so called INTELCITIES “e-Admin” back-
end service into the e-CP Core, as well as the invocation of this service via a web interface. 
 
Figure 6 below shows the overall architecture of the prototype application. On this figure, one 
will notice the “regular” three tiers (Presentation Layer, Business Layer and Resource Layer), 
as well as the additional “e-CP Layer” that provides transversal, infrastructure-level features. 
Let's have a closer look to this architecture: 
 

• The “back-end” groups Resource, Business and e-CP layers. Its role is to encapsulate 
the “service” and to provide it to clients. Each back-end tier handles part of this role 
as described in the following sections. 

• Resources Layer; Employment and Training data are at the moment stored into and 
retrieved from a single Relational Database Management System (MySQL). In a 
second step, the service should include various employment and training data sources. 
It could also include geographic, transport or economic data. 

• This Business Logic layer encapsulates business logic that can be executed through 
method invocations on the service. It relies on the Resource Layer to manipulate 
Employment and Training data, compute it, and provide consistent answers to the 
client's requests. On the technical point of view, business logic is encapsulated in 
regular Java classes, and exposed to clients through a CORBA Façade. The IDL 
interface describes available business methods. 

 
This e-CP Layer is where the e-CP comes into scene, to handle all transversal features in the 
application as a whole. The e-CP imposes to clients to request service invocation to the 
platform itself, so that it can perform transversal tasks when needed (security checks, 
transaction management). The concept of “Service Proxy” allows the e-CP to define 
additional behaviours and “decorate” the service itself in order to control its invocation. This 
is very close to the Aspect Oriented Programming paradigms, applied to distributed, 
heterogeneous city services. Eventually, the user (Front-end) can interact with the service by 
filling in forms and browsing results via a regular web-based application based on J2EE and 
Struts. This application is a Client of the e-CP: Struts Actions, Servlets and JSPs in this 
application make use of the back-end service through the e-CP Layer in a transparent fashion. 



Figure 6: Prototype architecture 

5 Conclusion 
New forms of electronic governance are at an experimental stage today throughout Europe, 
with the underlying objective of ensuring that all the applications and services can be made to 
work together in a seamless and interoperable manner. Intelcities is a major initiative in this 
field, with the specific ambition to develop an open information-integrated system (the so-
called e-CP) that will ensure the interoperability between new e-Government services and 
their integration with legacy systems, as well as the handing of all low-level features (e.g. 
security, transactions, etc.). One of the business fields2 targeted by the Intelcities project is e-
administration, and more precisely the provision of joined-up city services, whose objective is 
to develop “ambient intelligence” in cities for the benefits of all citizens. Especially, this 
paper has introduced to this new kind of services, that should lead for citizens to accessing 
interactive and transactional global services – and that are indeed not only information 
services, but genuine and complete procedures, to be based on further commitment and 
agreement among various different bodies providing basic services and content that will be 
aggregated / syndicated within some enhanced service. This paper has presented the 
groundings to future works for generalisation and full deployment, under a Pan-European 
perspective, of a new generation of ambient, interactive on-line City services. 

                                                 
2 Other considered business fields are: e-Inclusion and e-Participation, e-Mobility and e-Transport, e-Land-Use, 
and e-Regeneration and urban planning. 
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Abstract : In government organizations, it is common the existence of 
legacy system with the objective to preserve the functionalities and 
public investments made during many years, mainly within mainframe 
based architectures. With the evolution of the business rules and 
technology, arises the need to develop new functionalities and to 
integrate them with legacy systems and data. This paper approaches 
this problem by proposing a model of Legacy System Integration and 
Application Gateway Architecture. A case study of this architecture is 
presented with an implementation of an application gateway in an 
electronic government context. 

1 Introduction 
Throughout the years, all different instances of government have been developing 
autonomous Information Systems targeted to specific public administration domains. Large 
investments where made in the creation and in the evolution of these systems, due to the need 
to adjust them to a changing business rule environment as well as the technological infra-
structure upgrade needed for its operation and administration.  
Nowadays, we observe a sharp increase in the demand for more and more services 
integration, which requires information flow between existing processes between the 
government and the society as a whole, as well as intra-government. This situation imposes 
the need, to all levels and instances of government, to integrate their different information 
systems. In the case of legacy system, many difficulties arise because several of these systems 
where based upon proprietary architectures, especially those developed for Mainframes. 
A common characteristic of government legacy information systems is the large amount of 
data that they process and store, developed with procedural languages, operating huge 
quantities of data stored on non-relations DB, and running in large mainframe computers. It’s 
not rare the necessity to integrate such systems with Web applications, or even with other 
information systems running in different computational platforms. Certainly, this is not a 
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trivial task, condemning that many electronic government legacy systems are not available for 
widespread usage. 
The usage of middleware, such as MQ-Series, CORBA, COM+/NET allow for the generation 
of environments that facilitate the interoperability of these systems, but a government 
institution may not always rely on the availability of such solutions due to the high acquisition 
costs and complexity of usage, demanding, then, a medium to long range planning, which 
may sometimes be in conflict with the necessity for immediate evolution of such systems. 
Therefore, it must be emphasized the need for works that allow the migration of these systems 
to an open architecture, based on the following principles: 

• Consider the existence of different application domains; 
• Be flexible enough, as to allow for different government organizations to establish 

local strategies for adjustment of the systems, mainly towards the preservation of the 
investments already made and to the maintenance of the existing services in regular 
operation. 

The objective of this work is to present an Application Gateway Architecture that considers 
the requirements previously stated, and to present a case study of the architecture, by means 
of an Application Gateway developed for the São Paulo State Finance Department (Brazil), 
that interacts with the São Paulo State Taxpayer’s System, hosted in a Mainframe. 
The sections of this article attempts to characterize the problem of accessing legacy systems, 
then present a study a Application Gateway architecture that incorporates the aforementioned 
requirements, and after presents a case study of an implementation of this architecture. At the 
end, the results obtained with the implementation, and the conclusions about this work are 
presented. 

2 Related works: characterization of Application Gateway 
Using the classification proposed by [Widerman97] for the phases of information system 
evolution within its life cycle, the problem of providing Web access to the functionality of 
legacy systems can be characterized as “modernization”, as it deals with changes more 
substantive than those required by regular small interventions to support business rules 
evolution, but it is not a replacement of the current system – on the opposite, it tries to 
preserve as much as possible the functionality offered by the legacy system. The diagram in 
figure 1 illustrates this [Comella-Dorda 2000]. 

Figure 1.  Information system evolution life cycle [Comella-Dorda 2000] 

Depending on how much it is necessary to understand the legacy system code, a 
modernization can be characterized as “white box”, when direct interaction with the 
implemented functions is required, or “black box”, when this interaction happens only 
indirectly, through the system’s input and output interface system [Widerman 97]. 



[Comella- Dorda2000], in a survey about modern approaches for system modernization, 
considers modernization under three aspects: 

a) User interface modernization, with the purpose of providing access to legacy 
systems through a more modern interface (for example, graphical user interface 
(GUI), web interface (html), implemented usually by means of a “screen 
scrapping” technique; 

b) Data modernization, to allow that new systems implemented using incompatible 
technologies may access data managed basically in the legacy system environment. 
This happens by the means of Database Gateway Integration, using techniques of 
Distributed Databases [Correa, 2002], and of connectivity tools such as ODBC and 
JDBC; 

c) Functional or logic modernization, to embed directly the implemented business 
logic, with direct access to functions. CGI (Common Gateway Interface) 
Integration, Object oriented wrapping, as in CORBA, and Component Oriented 
Wrapping, as is DNA, CORBA 3, and EJB (Enterprise Java Beans) (Fremantle, 
2002).  

The approach adopted in this article cannot be exactly classified in any one of these categories 
because, as can be seen in the following section, the requirements considered for system 
evolution were very restrictive and could be only obtained by the implementation of new 
business rules by means of encapsulation of several legacy system transactions, composing a 
new unique transaction in the extension of the modernized system. 

3 Requirements to Access the Government Legacy Systems 
Under the viewpoint of information systems, it is possible to establish a diagnostic based on 
the analysis made of the São Paulo State Treasure Secretary systems, that is valid for many 
government institutions that are undergoing a modernization process. 
There were identified many transactional systems, related to specific public administration 
functional areas, like Register, Tributary and Financial Administration, Payroll, Legal 
Documents Print Control, and so on; as well as new systems under development that integrate 
in a unique process several areas, like New Company Opening and Taxpayer Infraction 
Management through the WEB. Analyzing these systems, it is possible to classify them as 
follows:  

• Autonomous and Heterogeneous legacy systems: in a broad view, the legacy systems 
are of self-contained, development over different technologies and using distinct 
computational platforms; 

• Demands for new systems: originated from new business rules, as well by technology 
evolution necessity, or even by the need to automate manual processes;  

• Legacy applications reengineering: evolution of several legacy applications demanded 
by technological changes, since they no longer match the new functional requirements. 

Considering the necessity of services and information exchange between the systems, it is 
possible to define a simple Systems Integration Conceptual Model to allow for the 
technological heterogeneity and independence from legacy applications, in an shared and 
distributed application environment, and that could make easier to access to the legacy 
systems from the new applications. The model must possess the following characteristics: 

• Use mature technologies and available tools; 
• Be flexible to accommodate several technologies, allowing the evolution of the 

system, 
• Preference for open tools supported by many software suppliers. 



The Systems Integration Conceptual Model proposed in this work, has the objective to 
establish the fundamentals of Application Gateway Architecture, described in item 4. The 
concepts of this model are (see Fig. 2): 

• Domain: represents a system or a remote database (local or external government unit), 
• Application Gateway: each domain define the services to be offered, which are 

implemented in the Application Gateways (“Wrappers”), 
• Client Proxy: each client implements a proxy in its own domain to concentrate the 

requests for application gateways services; 
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Figure 2: Elements of System Integration Conceptual Model. 

 
The Application Gateway has the objective to allow the access to the services and information 
from a Legacy Systems Domain, owned by the government unit, isolating the data access 
logic used by Legacy Systems from the others corporation applications. This characteristic 
allows for the independent evolution of the legacy systems independently and isolated from 
other client applications. 
It is necessary to say that the proposed Gateway Model doesn’t define any especial business 
service, as these are identified accordingly to the legacy application domain, but there are 
some non-functional requirements of the services to be considered, like: 

• Secure access to the legacy applications: the gateway has to consider the security 
mapping mechanism between different domains; 

• Access performance to the Legacy Services: considering that the systems are in 
different computational platforms, it is possible to have excess of demand of the 
legacy services, impacting the desired performance. So it is necessary to establish 
parameters of service quality to restrict the number of requests as to guarantee the 
desired performance. 

Is necessary to emphasize the importance of a simplified initial model for legacy system 
integration, because it can be by the Software Engineers during the process of development, 
as well as by the Business Analysts that are defining the integration between different 
domains and will support the definition the following requirements: 

• What information and services that the client application need to access, the access 
profiles, the volume and source of the information; 

• Data valid: what is the valid of the accessed data (volatile), 
• Performance: identification of response time required to the Application Gateway in 

response to the client application. 
Based on the requirements identified above, we can propose a Application Gateway 
Architecture that implements the Integration System Information Model. 

4 Application Gateway Architecture 
This section presents the Architecture of the Application Gateway that supports connectivity 
features to legacy applications. 



As an initial requirement in the project, the Gateway must be designed to respond several 
requests from Applications simultaneously, through the Proxies, providing a transparent and 
distributed access to several resources. These resources are: 

• Several types of databases, located on different servers or Mainframes; 
• Legacy systems or applications, running on different operating systems. 

There is another functionality of the gateway that concerns the quality of the provided 
services, as follows: 

• Execution priority for a call performed to connecting layer, based on service and user 
identification; 

• Synchronous or asynchronous service execution; 
• Transaction atomicity, that is, while the execution has not been done completed (all 

operations), the transaction has not was not been executed; 
• Data consistency on distributed databases; 
• Configuration options for error handling, and reactions to low system resources. 

It is opportune to add that the proposed Gateway Architecture resulted from the decision to 
use a n-layers model in opposition to the traditional client/server model. The architecture 
reflects the data distribution and the need to obtain certain quality parameters to the 
operations, executed on several environments. 
Three layers were stated to the Gateway Architecture, as showed on Figure 3. 
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Service Operation Location and Response Treatment
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Execution of Operations 

Figure 3: Architecture layers of the Application Gateway. 
i) Layer A: 
The Layer A is responsible for accepting the requested service and to manage several clients’ 
requests, comprising the higher-level interface service treatment. This layer manages a service 
queue to be processed, implementing priority polices using the quality of service parameters. 
Besides the treatment of service requests, this level also implements the how the service will 
be handled, either synchronous or asynchronous, as defined in configuration parameters for 
the service.  
ii) Layer B: 
The layer B is responsible for locating the requested service and primitives operations that 
compose the service. Each primitive operation has a specific process that manages the 
primitive that could correspond a Mainframe transaction or a to a DBMS (Data Base 
Management System) operation. This layer is responsible for some functions of quality of 
service like: 

• Transactional atomicity of service execution; 
• Resource management for primitives operation execution;  
• Data consistency in distributed databases; 
• Primitive operations error treatment. 

iii) Layer C: 
The layer C is responsible for primitive operation execution. The primitive operation receives 
a request from layer B and returns the results of the operation. These primitives operation can 
be: 

• Stored procedures of DBMS, activated by methods like ODBC, JDBC, etc. 



• Access to mainframe applications, thought the screen interfaces using HLLAPI (High 
Level Language Application Program Interface), using communications primitives 
like APPC (Advanced Program to Program Communication), or other middleware like 
MQ-Series; 

• Data transfer process, to access the information in remote domains, building a 
database cache. 

Examples of use of this architecture are illustrated by two use cases depicted bellow. In Fig. 4, 
there is a sequence of operations related to access to a transaction in legacy system hosted in a 
mainframe. Fig. 5 depicts a typical use case for access to a DBMS.  
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Figure 4 Use case to access a mainframe transaction 
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Figure 5: Use case to access a DBMS. 

It is important to be noted that this architecture defines services to be implemented by the 
Application Gateway. Depending on the technology adopted in the unit of government, part of 
these services could be implemented directly and the operational environment available, in 
which the application gateway runs, could supply part. For example, considering that there is 
a middleware that support part of these services, like connection management and primitive 
localization, so the Gateway could be using this tool, and implementing only the services that 
are not available. 

5 Case study of the proposed architecture 
In what follows, it is presented a case study of this architecture, as implemented to access a 
mainframe legacy system. Figure 6 describes the used technologies. 
In accordance with the proposed architecture for the case study, it can be seen that any 
application to be developed for Internet can access the application gateway services using the 
available proxies (DLL, in MS-Windows® environment and shared libraries, in unix-like 



environments). To extend the existing solution to other computational platforms, one must 
only develop the proxy for the specific environment, which is much simpler than the 
application gateway.  
 

Application Gateway Mainframe  Application 

 

 

 

 

Proxy 

Access Method: 
On line (SNA) EHLLAPI, APPC 
Batch: File Transfer  

Access Method: 
TCP/IP: Socket

Figure 6: Case study of the proposed architecture 

It must be observed that, depending on the quality of services requested by the application, the 
application gateway may select either the on-line access method or the mainframe batch 
execution of the requested service 
In what follows, the actual implementation of the study case will be detailed following the 
Figure 7. 
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Figure 7. Case study of the implemented architecture. 
 
The proxies are implemented by APIs (Application Program Interface) that access the 
Application Gateway. The API defines a set of parameters that are interpreted by the 
Application Gateway. For example, consider an application that handles taxpayers’ data, 
where the service for inclusion of a new taxpayer requires access to a legacy system, through 
the Application Gateway. The parameters sent to the Gateway are: 

• Taxpayer data; 
• Quality of service: either synchronous or asynchronous; 
• Requested operation: which service is being requested. In the case of the example, 

requested the inclusion of a new taxpayer 
It must be pointed out that the technique available to access the mainframe is the HLLAPI, 
and therefore it is necessary to handle the user interface screens of that legacy application. 
The representation of the mainframe interface screens, that indicates to the Gateway the path 
to follow to execute the service, is parameterized in a text input file named Events of Business 



Services in Fig. 7. As this information is parameterized, it is relatively easy to maintain and 
evolve the gateway whenever the mainframe interface screens change, without the need to 
change the gateway code. 

6 Conclusions 
It is important to consider the use of Application Gateways in Electronic Government 
Information Systems Architectures, given the existence of legacy systems and the necessity to 
preserve previous investments and to maintain operational the functionality managed by these 
systems.  
This work discusses an Integration Model for Legacy Systems and Application Gateway 
Architecture, based on the proposed model, with the objective to contribute to works related 
to the Electronic Government System Integration. 
The proposed architecture can be implemented based on middleware solutions such as 
CORBA or MQ-Series, or using connectivity tools available natively in the operation 
environment to access the mainframe, relational databases, or even using TCP/IP technology. 
The case study presented in this work shows a possible implementation of the architecture 
integrating government Information systems throughout different platforms and different 
application domains, based on Mainframes and web distributed applications. 
A possible extension of this work is to incorporate SOA (Service Oriented Architectures) 
concepts  (Papazoglou & Georgakopoulos, 2003) to the legacy system integration model, and 
elements from Web Services Architecture to the Application Gateway. 
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Abstract :  The “processo civile telematico” project (which in English 
can be translated into On-line Civil Trial), developed by the Italian 
Ministry of Justice, aims to increase the availability of on-line services 
building a two-way data and document interchange and application 
interoperability between all the external users (lawyers, expert 
witnesses,…), all the Courts’ internal users (clerks, judges,…) and all 
the public administrations involved in civil cases, implementing a 
high-security PKI architecture and adopting state-of-the-art technical 
standards, according to the recently available Italian laws. 

 

1 Main objectives 
The system is intended to enable external users (lawyers, expert witnesses,…) to: 
• create, digitally sign and transmit their own legal acts to the defined Court, through a 

high-security encrypted connection, receiving the official timestamp by the Central 
System and the digital receipt of acceptance by the Court;  

• receive notifications from the Court at their certified e-mail addresses;  
• get full access to the information and the electronic acts, regarding their own civil cases, 

with a wide range of searching criteria, information retrieval functions and conceptual 
searches. 

The system is intended to enable judges, groups of judges and their staff, to: 
• manage and plan duties, activities and documents related to the proceedings assigned; 
• create, digitally sign and transmit decisions, building a local jurisprudence database; 
• analyze proceedings’ and documents’ data (OLAP).. 
The main objective for office clerks is the automatic insertion and upgrade of proceedings 
avoiding manual data-entry and enabling automatic delivering of official notifications to 
external users. 

The Organizational Goals to be pursued are the following: 
• Time saving, for judges and office clerks, and improvement of their Case Management- 

related professional skills with enforcing of their professional capabilities in case 
management. 

• Time and money saving for external users. Useless trips to near or far-away Courts and 
queues at several front-offices will be avoided, and a better employment of all human 
resources will be made available. 

• Substitution of physical front-offices and traditional paper-based access to files and 
sentences. 
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• Creation of a comprehensive knowledge system, through sophisticated data-mining and 
knowledge management technologies, whose sources are the structured and file databases 
maintained in every Court. 

• Improved monitoring and data analysis will thus be made possible, and the overall 
organization of the local Courts will be in its turn improved 

• Cultural development, inside the Court, of a service-oriented approach towards external 
users, characterized by increased operational transparency and workload monitoring.    

Moreover: 
• Private citizens and private industries will be able to access local jurisprudence;   
• Financing institutes and banks will be able to easily access insolvency status information. 

The system is fully functional from the technological point of view, and is now being tested in 
seven pilot sites: Bari, Bergamo, Bologna, Catania, Genova, Lamezia Terme and  Padova. 

2 System architecture 
Everything follows is defined in the so-called “technical rules”, formally a ministerial decree, 
issued in October 2004.  
The Civil Domain system is called SICI (Italian acronym for Sistema Informatico Civile, 
which in English can be translated into Civil IT System”) and is defined as the subsystem of 
all the resources through which the Justice Administration manages the Civil Trial. 
The local courts are then part of the SICI, and are interconnected through the RUPA (Italian 
acronym for “Rete Unitaria della Pubblica Amministrazione”, which in English can be 
translated into “Public Administration Unified Network”). 
Allowed to the systems are all the users of the previously available services, and can be 
external users (lawyers, expert witnesses) or internal users (judges, office clerks,…). 
The whole system’s schema is shown in this picture: 

 

2.1 Point of Access 
The Point of Access is the technical structure which provides external users with access – 
after strong authentication – to the on-line services of the PCT, which are mainly: 



• web access to case information and files, through information searching and reading, both 
on structured data and on documents, based upon individual authorizations; 

• document transmission (sending and receiving); 
• unique certified e-mail address, guaranteeing legal certainty of transmission and receipt 

for all sent and received messages; 
• preservation of all the messages for 5 years; 
• management of the e-mail directory of all its users. 
The Point of Access is an external structure, not part of the SICI, and can be activated by a 
single Lawyers’ Council, a public entity or a private entity; in this last case, some reliability 
and financial prerequisites are needed. 
Minimum quality of service together with adequate logical and physical security policies have 
to be enforced by the Point of Access;  everything is detailed in compulsory documents 
(operative manual and security plan) that have to be maintained across time and kept 
downloadable.  The Ministry of Justice can make inspections in order to check that everything 
is correctly deployed.  
All external users have to choose a specific Point of Access and  register to it, according to a 
formal registration procedure. Once a user is registered, the Point of Access provides him 
with a certified e-mail address, which is the legal (and unique) address for all the official 
messages sent from the Courts or other users.  
To get access to the on-line services, the individual users must have been previously 
authenticated and (if a lawyer) certified by the Point of Access.  

2.1.1 Authentication 
Authentication is needed in order to identify the external user and to enable the on-line 
services available though the Point of Access. The Point of Access is also responsible for this 
procedure. 
Technically, authentication requirements must follow the CNS technical rules. CNS is an 
Italian acronym for Carta Nazionale dei Servizi (which can be translated into “National 
Personal Card for On-line services”). These rules basically state that authentication, in order 
to be valid, must use a smart-card (or another secure cryptographic token), containing an 
X.509 certificate, protected by a personal identification number (PIN). 
After this operation, a mutual secured channel (using SSL3 protocol) is created over Internet 
between the browser of the user and the Point of Access.    

2.1.2 Certification of lawyers 
It is defined as the procedure needed to assure the user is a fully qualified lawyer. 
This operation is based upon the data contained in the local user directory. These information 
are updated with the data coming from each local Lawyers’ Council, which also 
communicates the status of the single lawyer. 
In case the Point of Access is not held by a Lawyer Council, this operation is done by the 
Central System.   

2.2 Central System 
The Central System is the technical structure which basically connects the SICI to the external 
Points of Access. 
This connection is secured since it’s established a dedicated encrypted channel (mutual server 
authentication, using SSL3 protocol).  



Its main duties are: 
• delivering of documents and information to the correct receiver (external user or Court); 
• returning of the official timestamp to the sender for every legal document transmitted; 
• archiving of anything forwarded; 
• being a secure proxy for web access; 
• holding a central user directory, in order to provide each court the official e-mail address 

of each user. 
As said before, in case the Point of Access is not held by a Lawyer Council, the Central 
System provides certification of lawyers.  

2.3 Local system 
The Local System is the technical structure, located in every local Court, which provides – 
through web services architecture – the interactions to all the application services both to 
external and to internal users. 
Its main duties are: 
• Checking and automatic acceptance of the documents received; 
• Tracking and logging of all operations; 
• managing of the electronic filing system; 
• sending of notifications and communication to external and internal users; 
• antivirus control on in-coming and out-coming documents; 
• encryption of out-coming documents, when needed; 
• providing back-end services for web access (the front-end is located on the Point of 

Access). 
It’s actually the application server, the middle tier (for all PCT services) both for external and 
internal application. 
The following picture illustrates the interaction between the local system and the internal 
applications available to internal users and to external users; the latter ones can get web access 
through “totems” installed in the local Court. 

 

All the connections between local systems and the central system are secured using SSL3. 



3 Software instruments for the end-users 

3.1 For the external user 

3.1.1 Document writing 
The “external user’s console” is a Microsoft Word embedded software application containing 
all the functionalities needed to: 
• define and create a legal act: after the choice from one of the available models and 

automatic insertion of pre-defined text (according to the chosen model), the software 
allows the user to directly complete the document using Word and automatically 
transforms it to XML, according to DTD defined by the Ministry of Justice; 

• create and digitally sign the envelope: an automatic procedure builds the envelope, 
according to the technical requirements, adding the attachments, which can be only file in 
these formats: pdf, rtf, txt, jpg, gif, tiff, xml, thus not containing active elements, such as 
macros or variable fields; 

• encrypt the envelope using the receiving Court’s public key: for this purpose, 3DES 
algorithm is used. 

This software has been developed by the Ministry of Justice for experimental purposes only: 
through all the available specifications and technical details, software houses will be allowed 
to build their own applications. 

3.1.2 Document transmission to the Court 
Once the encrypted envelope is ready, it can be transmitted to the Court; the related flow is 
illustrated in the following activity diagram: 

 

• After the external user has transmitted (typically uploaded) the encrypted envelope to be 
sent, the Point of Access operates some controls (especially antivirus) and forwards it to 
the Central System, using SMTP (asynchronous) protocol; 

• Once it has checked the envelope, the Central System sends a message – containing the 
official timestamp – to the Point of Access, which replies with a delivery status 
notification to certify it has correctly received it,  

• the Central System establishes an http/SOAP (synchronous) connection with the local 
system corresponding to the Court indicated in a particular field (not encrypted) of the 
envelope and sends it (deposit);  the central system also files the encrypted envelope as is; 



• the local system decrypts and verifies the in-coming envelope; many checks have to be 
done before updating the systems and inserting the documents in the filing system 
(document repository);  in case no problem occurs, the local system sends a result 
message to the central system, which forwards it to the point of access.   

3.1.3 Web access 
PolisWeb is the subsystem which allows web access to all accessible information stored into 
the Courts’ databases, both structured data and documents. 
PolisWeb’s front-end is located into the Point of Access while the back-end services are part 
of the local system; front-end and back-end interact using http/SOAP protocol.  PolisWeb’s 
front-end is also located into the Court in order to provide web access through “totems”. 
PolisWeb’s most appreciated functions are: 
• personal agenda, based on the events occurred to the proceedings; various time parameters 

are settable as search criteria; 
• viewing of documents related to the accessible proceedings or as result of full-text search; 

the system owns advanced information retrieval and conceptual search capabilities; 
• request for original signed documents (which the system sends to the certified mailbox);  

3.1.4 Messages from the Court 
The Point of Access enables the user to receive messages and official documents in its own 
certified mailbox. 
The Court’s local system automatically sends notifying messages to the external users, 
uploading an envelope to the central system; this system, using the outbox related to the 
sending Court, creates and sends a mail message to the certified mailbox of the receiver, after 
finding the address into the users directory. 
The receiver’s Point of Access replies with a receipt to the central system, which forwards it 
to the local system, in order to file it for any legal use. 
A geographic prospective is shown in the following picture: 

 



3.2 For the judge 
The “judge’s console” is a software instrument that allows: 
• searching and managing of all the assigned proceedings; 
• managing of a personal and/ or group (section) agenda, and planning of all magistrate’s 

duties and activities; 
• viewing and editing of all electronic files; 
• defining and creating a legal act (typically decisions): similarly to the external user, it’s a 

Microsoft Word embedded application which, after the choice from one of the available 
models and automatic insertion of pre-defined text (according to the chosen model), 
enables the judge (or his staff personnel) to complete the document directly using Word 
and, once done, to automatically transform it to XML, according to the pre-defined DTD 
structure; 

• digitally signing and transmitting the decisions; 
• analyzing proceedings’ and documents’ data (OLAP). 
Most of the “judge’s console” functionalities are also available from outside the Court 
(typically for home-work) using an external secure connection (though the Point of Access 
specifically developed for this use by the Ministry of Justice) 

3.3 For the office clerk 
The office clerks use the proceedings’ work-flow management system for their duties. 
Besides, specifically for this project, the application provides a checking environment and 
manual activities (if needed) for in-coming and out-coming documents and messages. 

4 Technologies and standards adopted 
All documents and messages sent between internal and external users are XML files.  
If needed, attachments can be encoded in portable formats: pdf, .rtf, .txt, .jpg, .gif, .tiff.   
XSL-FO is adopted in order to accomplish XML formatting needs. 
For digital signature, cryptography and web authentication, and in order to accomplish 
interoperability issues, PKCS are the standards adopted. 
All the asynchronous flows (involving document transmissions between external and internal 
users) use the SMTP protocol.  
For multiple file transmissions (e.g. legal act and its attachments), the encrypted envelopes are 
built using S-MIME. 
For synchronous flows, HTTP/SOAP is the protocol adopted: then all the systems implement 
a state-of-the-art standard web-service architecture.   

Very important benefits from this infrastructure have been achieved: 
• internal interoperability between different operating systems: the Central System adopts 

Microsoft Windows, Exchange and BizTalk, while the Local Systems, server side, adopt 
LINUX and Jboss; 

• full interoperability with other external organizations and Public Administrations. 

For web access, PolisWeb front-end, located on the Point of Access, invokes the back-end 
web-services located on the Local Systems; this means that each Point of Access can develop 
specific e-services for its users, instead of using PolisWeb; in any case, its web pages are fully 
compliant with the WAI standards. 



5 Interoperability with other Public Administrations 
In terms of Inter-agencies eGovernment services, an experimentation is now taking place 
between the local Court and the Italian Ministry of Economics (Agency for Tax Incomes) 
regarding registration of sentences (RTAG project), which now are manually delivered. 
The flow is shown in the following picture: 

 

In synthesis: 
• Once ready, the file of the act is digitally signed by the judge and the office clerk and sent 

by the local system to the Agency through the central system, using certified mail; 
• the amount to be paid, confirmed by the Agency, together with the payment ID is sent 

back to the local system and immediately notified to the lawyer (via certified mail); 
• after the payment of the tax is done, the Court is automatically notified by the Agency and 

a confirmation message is sent to the lawyer..  

Other similar Inter-agencies eGovernment services are under design, such as information 
interchange with the town Registry Office (e.g. to automatically update the marital status of a 
person) or the real estates registry office.  

_______________ 

The former version of PolisWeb, which since almost two years gives many lawyers intranet 
and internet access to basic information, being the “ancestor” of the PCT project, has been a 
finalist at eEurope Awards 2003. 
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Abstract :  ETHICS – Electronic Tender Handling, Information & 
Communications System -  was developed jointly by the Danish 
National Procurement Agency (SKI) and the IBM Business Partner, 
[inno:vasion]. Since 2003 the solution has been fully operational and 
covers all aspects of public tendering according to the EU Directives. 
Due to its multi-linguistic capabilities and adherence to international 
standards, this solution is now being offered to similar organisations 
in other countries in a joint effort with IBM. This paper covers  
technical aspects of the solution, the experiences in Denmark and 
from the pilot tenders run by the Portuguese Government.  

1 Introduction : 

National Procurement Ltd. Denmark (SKI) is owned by the Ministry of Finance and the 
National Association of Local Authorities, Denmark. SKI’s mission is to co-ordinate procure- 
ment, perform tenders, and negotiate a framework for contracts on behalf of all Danish Public 
agencies according to the EU Directives on Public Procurement. 
 
Since 1995 SKI together with the IBM Business Partner [inno:vasion] has developed and 
implemented ETHICS, an electronic tendering solution which has trimmed workflows, proce-
dures and the size and complexity of the organisation involved in this process. The system has 
been fully operational since last year and covers planning, drafting and publication of tenders, 
management of all associated processes, issuing and running online tenders in a secure way 
using the newest collaboration technology and digital certificates; and also assisting in the 
final decision and award process as well as supporting team rooms for external specialists, 
advisors and users. 
 
The impact of the solution in SKI has brought about fundamental changes:  
 
Productivity has more than doubled, so that twice as many tenders are being run annually 
using the same number of staff. 
Quality and transparency has improved with the effect that there have been no complaints 
or legal claims raised by vendors 
The standardisation of the knowledge base used in running the organisation has meant that 
despite a staff turnover of 50% over the last 4 years, new staff have adapted to the system 
easily and there have been no delays or disruptions to services. 
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In 2003 ETHICS was nominated as one of the top 5 solutions for the eEurope contest on best 
practices in eGovernment. It was the only tendering/eProcurement solution in Europe to 
achieve this.  Since 2004 SKI and [inno:vasion] has entered an agreement with IBM to market 
and service ETHICS on a global scale. Through this co-operation IBM Portugal has success-
fully tested ETHICS for 2 major tenders with the Portuguese Government and the Portuguese 
Ministry of Justice. A number of current cases are currently under evaluation around the 
World. 

During the presentation we will make a brief demonstration on how to create an on line public 
tender using standard documents and forms from SIMAP. 

2 Background 

 In the public sector goods and services represent considerable expenses in the total budget. If 
public procurement is done with care, a lot of money can be saved. However, the buying 
process has become increasingly complex. New tender and competition regulations are being 
issued constantly and increasing demands for documented quality, price, delivery, and 
environmental and energy controls. 
 
National Procurement/SKI has a great commercial expertise in the many terms and conditions 
that complicate public procurement. We create an obvious benefit to society by ensuring that 
the almost 20,000 public buyers do not buy a pig in a poke, and avoid using time and efforts 
on making the same investigations, evaluations and negotiations. National Procurement was 
established with the defined goal to secure the public sector savings and benefits through 
better prices, safer purchases and more efficient working processes. 
 
We want to be leading within the development of framework agreements with suppliers who 
sell goods and services to the public sector. Our background is a great commercial expertise 
in procurement as well as know-how on the special buying conditions characterising the pro-
cedures for public decision-makers. SKI aims at being a strong partner to all public buyers as 
well as suppliers to the public sector and offer experienced and skilled acting. 
 
In order to achieve these goals, SKI has constantly endeavoured to trim the organisation and 
exploit technological offerings where it makes sense. When in 1995 the organisation was first 
faced with the task of making a framework for all governmental purchase of PC’s and PC 
equipment for 3 years, the traditional way of doing public tenders almost brought the organ-
sation to it’s knees: 36 Vendors answered by delivering more than 30,000 pages for 
evaluation of very different quality, stressing the manual decision process. 
 
This experience started the search for better ways of doing things. After 2 years the first 
version of the tendering solution was implemented with the following short term objectives: 
 
1. It should be able to work with the existing office system selected to minimize training and 
conversion. 
2. It should be possible to manage a number of concurrent tenders and check status. 
3. It should provide buyers/specialists with all existing knowledge and documents available 
from earlier tenders. 
 
In order to standardize questionnaires and criteria: 
 



1. It should be possible to receive bids from vendors and extract answers for input into a 
decision process. 
2. It should be an open, transparent process following the EU directive to the letter. 
3. The vendors should realize that an effort was being made to simplify as much as possible. 
4. Fair and open process, no complaints or legal issues with vendors (or end users/buyers). 
5. The end users, buyers in the govt. agencies, should be able to influence the decision 
process. 
 
When implementation started, further aspects were added. The long-term objectives of using 
the ETHICS – Electronic Tender Handling & Information Communications System - 
approach should be: 
 
To support the Danish Governments drive towards eGovernment, - particularly within   
eProcurement. 
To support the EU eGovernment initiatives.  
Implement secure on-line tendering using the EU directive on digital certificates. 
Leverage contacts and linkage with initiatives for on-line procurement in local government as 
well as on the national level.  
 

3 Implementing ETHICS 

When the initial development was started, it was stated that the ease-of-use of the system also 
meant that the training program needed to bring the buyers/consultants as well as the 
managers on to the system had to be limited. The first version of the system was developed 
and presented in 1998, and following a demonstration and a half day introduction, the 
employers accepted the system and used it. The incremental implementation model proved 
successful, and the same experience was realized when the Online secure tender room was 
first opened to vendors for participation during a SW bid in the autumn of 2002: Only a few 
email questions and everybody was on board, even if the use of digital certificates at that 
point was completely new to all participants. 
 
Only when we started to launch the online tender modules did we realize that it would be 
worthwhile for our peer organisations to study our approach and best-of-breed solution, and 
so we decided to go for more publicity. In this respect we were helped by the EU-sponsored 
analysis on eProcurement systems in place in Europe, that was performed in the spring of 
2002 and which pointed towards ETHICS as one if not the only one of it’s kind in Europe. 
Later in May we were invited to New York to present the experiences of ETHICS to a large 
community from a number of countries under the World Bank leadership. Since we signed an 
agreement with IBM to assist us in marketing the solution internationally, we have had a 
number of visitors from various countries and many are at this moment evaluating how they 
should start pilots. 
 
The reorganizing of the back office is a must in most cases, like in ours, where the major 
benefit of mapping out procedures and processes is to build on the strength of the employees 
and extract the best available local knowledge and get rid of individual ways that may not be 
very helpful to colleagues nor very productive qualitatively or quantitatively. During the 
implementation phase we tested each step separately, first simply publishing information on 
the web, then making it possible to download diskettes with questionnaires, and then taking 
the final step and opening up the Online, web-based tenders.  



 
We believe the solution is extremely innovative, it was one of the very first to demonstrate 
clearly the use of PKI in practice, it is the first to demonstrate use of secure virtual team 
rooms, it is one of the first to demonstrate how Intelligent assessment tools can be used to 
reduce the complexities of the decision process and one of the first to solve the problem of 
multilingual support. Managing eGovernment implementation the way we managed the 
implementation of ETHICS is clearly also of interest outside the narrow scope of eProcure-
ment. 
 
ETHICS helps to coordinate the tenders between different levels of government and between 
agencies. The requirements collection phase and the market research phase make it possible to 
share the knowledge with key users or user groups before starting to draft the call for tender. 
Directly and indirectly ETHICS helps towards removal of barriers to pan-European procure-
ment services, partly because of standardizing the EU directive in an easy-to-use way, partly 
because the communication/publishing of tenders are made automatically, and partly because 
of the multilingual possibilities offered. This will help attract vendors to major bids across the 
old borders of Europe. By implementing ETHICS, the role of the buyers/specialists in the 
organisation has become much more visible, and delegation of authority has led to job enrich-
ment for these specialists. This has, on the other side, also led to the point where some of the 
former, traditionally oriented public servants preferred to step down, as their job content 
changed considerably. This is a challenge and a careful balance has to be demonstrated by 
management.  
 
Risk management is of course of great importance when working with major bids, some of 
which are very strategic and all of which are very visible. Even if Denmark has a very fine 
reputation of no fraud and a transparent administration, it is the key decision point for the 
success of any tendering system that it is completely transparent in all aspects, that decision 
criteria are clearly published and clearly and demonstrably used in the evaluation based on the 
original input from the vendors. Since the introduction of the first tender based on diskettes & 
templates, we have had no complaints from any vendor, as results and reason for results in all 
cases could be clearly demonstrated. This has further increased the belief in a well managed, 
neutral and efficient organisation.  
 

4 Technology 

The ETHICS solution was developed over a period of five years as a result of a very produc-
tive co-operation between the technical specialists, a small IT service company called 
[inno:vasion], the specialists in SKI and the experts in the various fields of procurement. The 
assistance of and review by the Danish official legal advisor was built into the final solution. 
The combination of skills and the commitment by SKI management as well as the SKI Board, 
was also an extremely positive factor, as it enabled management and developer to discuss 
possible changes in procedures and traditions, leading to a business process redesign that went 
hand in hand with the systems implementation. Thus the system is designed to fulfil needs of 
management, specialists, end users, vendors as well as controllers and auditors. This makes 
the ETHICS solution quite unique. 
 
The ICT platform selected was centred around the IBM Lotus/Domino solution, as it 
contained a lot of the required basic functionalities for different views across multiple data-
bases, support for workflows as well as for locking and protecting data, using encryption 



where needed, and also because Domino has the capabilities of producing a webservice both 
for intranet users and for external internet users through adequate firewalls. In the case of SKI 
the organisation was already using Microsoft outlook for normal document handling, emails, 
letters etc., and the standard documents produced in this way were easily transferred to the 
databases controlled by Domino. The internal users simply open a browser window to access 
ETHICS. This means that no special hardware requirements are put on the workstations as 
long as they are equipped with java enabled browsers. 
 
A short summary of the technology deployed in ETHICS: 
 
Open standards used wherever possible. The ETHICS core system can be run on NT, on 
Linux or other platforms supporting Domino. The clients only need to have a browser that 
supports Java, so in effect anybody can log on to ETHICS.  
 
Multiple access points still have too be available for some tenders, where it will not be 
possible to maintain the requirement that all vendors will access ETHICS online. In most 
relevant tenders we aim at enforcing the use of the Internet as a requirement. For disabled 
persons the ETHICS system, although with an excellent graphical interface, can also be 
operated by blind people using audio feedback. 
 
Scalability: The system is highly scalable, it only depends on how many hardware servers you 
want to install in any cluster. The intranet solution is likewise capable of supporting instal-
lations with several 100 buyers. 
 
Open Access tools: The multilingual part most especially, has been tested extensively, and all 
menus, tables, standard information are table driven, which means that the choice of language 
in your browser will invoke which table set should be shown. In this way even multilinguistic 
organisations (in Belgium for instance) will be able to use the same system. Translation of the 
basic document, however, is outside the scope of ETHICS. 
 
Open Source based solutions are deployed using Tomcat and Apache, both extremely well 
known in the Open Source Community. 
 
Through SKI's technology partner [inno:vasion] and the relationship with IBM, ETHICS is 
also positioned for the new generation of Workplace software and webservices environment 
in a Service Oriented Architecture (SOA). ETHICS can also be invoked as a so-called portlet 
in a Websphere portal environment. 
 
Successful use of PKI was first tested in the autumn of 2002. This was a necessary feature to 
secure the communication between the individual vendor and the procurement agency during 
the tender, and also for the vendor to sign the proposal and send it in an encrypted version to 
the SKI tender box. Even if the system is designed to standard EU PKI implementation, local 
differences in implementation can be handled through minor modifications of the plug in 
needed for signing and for encryption. For special tenders, where participants’ identity needs 
to be kept anonymous to SKI and the evaluation team, an independent third party may act as a 
registration authority and issue the tender specific key that needs to be associated with each 
vendor. 
 
It has constantly been advocated by the SKI management, that as much as possible should be 
based on standard software, so the balance between customized/turnkey solutions and 



standard solutions seems to offer best opportunities for constantly adapting the system to 
newest developments, including open source. The use of standard components like Lotus 
Quickplace, a standard Lotus tool for establishing and organising virtual meeting rooms, the 
use of Adobe/PDF (Portable Data Format) was chosen as a standard for the tool that has been 
developed for creative creation of questionnaires. The use of standard components to extract 
data and secure conversion to open formats, such as XML, HTML is also of great importance.  
 
It has been a critical design point from the beginning to ensure the confidentiality of the 
Vendors material and data. This has led to our strong recommendation, that the vendor does 
not fill in any questionnaires while he is on line, but downloads the questionnaires, completes 
them and audits them within the confines of his own intranet, and finally protects them by 
signing and encrypting the proposal before uploading. Once the proposals are uploaded, they 
are kept locked until the deadline, when the tender box closes for outside access and opens for 
named officers, responsible for handling and evaluating. From then on, the answers cannot be 
changed, and all actions are logged. All personnel related information is subject to the Danish 
law of Data protection and logged and audited accordingly. The website itself is protected 
using the newest technology for firewall protection and access management using the Lotus 
secure system. 
 

5 Benefits from using ETHICS 

The practical, directly measurable results and impact at SKI of using ETHICS can be sum-
marized in this way: 
 
Productivity more than doubled as a result of implementing ETHICS: in 1996 20 major 
tenders were managed by a staff of 9 specialists and 20 admin employees. In 2004, 45 major 
tenders were handled and more than 80 ongoing frame contracts covering more than 2 billion 
individual articles/line items of different products or services. The tenders for frame contracts 
cover all sorts of goods and services, from complicated management consulting services, 
integrated office systems, telephony services for the public sector from mobile, fixed net to IP 
telephony, furniture, oil, travel, automobiles, food and beverages, stationary, paper … 

Growth in turnover has reached more than 36% year over year since 1998 indicating 
increasingly happy customers (the 8500 public agencies buying on the SKI negotiated 
contracts) 
 
No complaints or legal issues with vendors since 1998. This is not only a soft quality 
measure, but definitely also a significant financial benefit, as the costs and business damage 
incurred if any complaints had been made, could have been quite substantial. Quite apart from 
the cost that would occur in most countries, where it is common practice to stop the 
procurement process from taking place if any vendor complains. 
 
ETHICS has proved that it is preserving and re-using the organizational know-how in a very 
productive way: During the last 4 years, 50% of the staff has been changed without any 
disruptions or delays in plans. 
 
Among the qualitative improvement we should mention: 
 
Easier involvement of end users/potential buyers as advisors early in the planning process. 



The closer we get to correct understanding of requirements, the easier it is to concentrate on 
strategic items and the more business and thus savings will be generated from the contracts 
negotiated. 
 
More efficient use of experts in the evaluation phase as well. The use of group/collaboration 
oriented technologies makes it easy to demonstrate real differences in scoring and pinpointing 
significant differentiators between offerings. 
 
Efficient management control system avoids delays, secures quality of process and adherence 
to EU regulations. 
 
Demonstrated use of digital certificates and electronic security is helping to break down 
barriers in attitude among private vendors competing for public orders. This again is helping 
to increase the internal competitiveness of the vendors, that have participated in SKI tenders.  
 
By following the EU regulations strictly, SKI has demonstrated to other countries the value of 
an open and transparent procurement policy as well as a role model for on line tendering and 
publication of awards. 
 
The staffs’ working conditions have improved and are still improving based on the re-use of 
intelligence, legal conditions, questionnaires and other supporting document. 
 

6 Lessons learned - Conclusions 

The visibility of the ETHICS solution is now increasing dramatically since it has been 
presented in 2003 not only to the World Bank constituency and at the EU-conference on best 
practices for eGovernment in Como, Italy, but also in major meetings in IPPA , announced 
through global marketing activity by IBM, Lotus and business partners, but also because of 
active participation in the dissemination process by key officers in IAPSO, The UN Inter-
national procurement Agency located in Copenhagen. Since last year, more than 70 major 
demonstrations have been performed and approximately 200 additional country organisations, 
regional authorities or individual authorities have heard about ETHICS. 
 
In May 2003 the ETHICS solution was invited as one of the key items at the annual Lotus 
Government Global Forum in Stockholm May 4-7 for 400 key government officials from 
around the Globe. The solution has been  installed at the IBM Government Demo Centre in 
Berlin since January 2004 and more than 10 countries/organisations are currently (February 
2005) evaluating ETHICS. 

Since 2003 ETHICS was also offered as a service to organisations in Denmark that wanted to 
develop and run their own tenders on the system without support from the SKI staff of 
specialists. This was the case for a major public tender on Document Management systems 
performed by the Danish National Association of Municipalities in the autumn of 2003, and 
during 2004 for 2 major health related bids on Electronic patient Journals. In these cases the 
county association of Denmark and a large Danish County used ETHICS as a tool to specify 
decision criteria, issue on line tenders and evaluating responses using the ETHICS methodo-
logy. In all these cases the feed back was extremely positive and the users claimed they had 
reached decisions much faster and more efficiently than they had expected and clearly com-
pared to traditional processes. 



During the autumn of 2004 IBM Portugal together with the UMIC organisation in Portugal, 
(UMIC is responsible for executing the eGovernment action plans for the country) signed an 
agreement to run up to 5 major tenders on ETHICS. At this point the first was concluded 
successfully by the Ministry of Justice, Portugal, in December, and the second tender is now 
in it’s final phase. Especially the second tender is a major, complex tender for computer 
equipment covering a lot of different brands and functions. Like similar Danish bids, this will 
typically involve approximately a hundred vendors and we believe more than 500.000 pages 
of responses.  

The lessons learned especially in Portugal was that a critical walk-through of the existing 
processes and a thorough dialogue with legal experts ended with the result that ETHICS 
procedures and methods were in complete compliance with Portuguese legislation – and that a 
special Portuguese opening procedure was possible to follow – even in an on line environ-
ment.  

The Portuguese case proves that it is indeed easy and straight forward to make the necessary 
translation in very limited time, and that the investment in education of the specialists, buyers 
and technical administrators, could be fulfilled within a few weeks.  
The key learning points are that the ETHICS solution is a highly transferable solution that can 
be adapted directly to all European countries following the EU directive and supporting also 
local deviations in use of the Public Key Infrastructure with minor adaptation costs. Due to its 
support for multiple languages, it may be well suited especially for candidate countries that 
want to encourage international participation in tenders for their infrastructure. But also for all 
countries that have to adhere to the WTO regulations for fair and open public procurement 
may benefit – especially also because the use of ETHICS’ language facilities will ensure 
international participation in the tenders.  

Currently we are handling requests from many countries also in the third World, where 
compliance with open and transparent behaviour is mandatory to obtain international finan-
cing. Apart from national procurement organisation we have found a major interest for the 
project in large organisations like the Defence, Police, Social Security, Healthcare - where 
clear regulations and transparency prevails, and we have also found interest to apply the 
solution in an ASP application service provider environment, where a number of small 
communities/cities could benefit from the imbedded skills without having to hire expensive 
consultants or specialists. 
 
As such we believe that this kind of tendering will be a necessary first step towards creating 
value-chain integrated public procurement eMarkets on an international scale 
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Abstract : The service portal Tyoelake.fi provides, within the 
decentralised earnings-related pension scheme, a uniform interface for 
electronic communication with the insured.  

The following services are available at the current time: General 
information relating to pensions, age-profiled advice service for all 
stages in life, a one-to-one advice service and a service whereby an 
identified client can check his or her contracts of employment and 
own employment details included in the registers and make any 
corrections. 

eEurope Awards is a certificate, which can be used by the best public-
sector Internet services in 2003. In the category “Better Life for 
European Citizens”, the web service Tyoelake.fi was ranked among 
the five best.  

1 Introduction  
The reasons for developing the web service Tyoelake.fi can be found in the development of 
the population trend in Finland. The large numbers of citizens born after the Second World 
War are approaching the age when the personal interest in pension matters increases. There 
has therefore been a wish to direct part of the increasing demand towards electronic self-
service. At the same time, there has been a wish to also give people, others than those 
approaching retirement age, a chance to receive information about their pension accrued in 
the course of their work and to follow matters relating to their own pension benefits. This can 
be seen as promoting the mobility of labour both in Finland and outside the Finnish borders. 
 
At the beginning of 2001, the Finnish Centre for Pensions and all the authorised pension 
providers of the decentralised Finnish statutory earnings-related pension scheme agreed on 
creating a common service portal for the insured. At the same time, longer-term development 
policies were drawn up and the contents of the first version as well as the timetable for the 
publication were decided on. For organising the building of the service a permanent course of 
action, which creates continuity for the development, was also agreed on. The web service 
Tyoelake.fi was opened in December 2002.  
 
The most difficult question in planning the service was the manner of authentication. As a 
solution, a separate password and user identifier would have been difficult administratively 
and also inconvenient for the user, because one does not check one’s registered data on a daily 



basis. The electronic identification card, which was introduced in Finland in 1999, had not 
become popular and does not thus guarantee a sufficient number of potential clients. For this 
reason the authentication procedures of the largest Finnish banks were adopted as 
authentication solutions, in which case the number of potential clients would increase to 
millions. At the same time, the basis for implementing a single log-in for the web services of 
the earnings-related pension scheme was created, in which case the insured can easily move 
from one web site to another after identifying himself or herself. This and a few functional 
improvements of Tyoelake.fi were introduced in Tyoelake.fi version 2 in January 2004. 
 
The fact that the use of codes for online banking, which was successfully implemented in the 
Tyoelake.fi service, is being planned for the services for the general public provided by other 
producers of large open web services should be attributed to the positive consequences of the 
Tyoelake.fi project. In February 2003, the National Board of Taxes, the Social Insurance 
Institution and the Ministry of Labour concluded an agreement on the matter, which led to 
introduction of these parties’ common authentication system during the spring 2004. 
 
 

2 The pension portal Tyoelake.fi 
The web service comprises an extensive and informative web site, which is open to everyone 
and contains information about the earnings-related pension scheme, and an individual service 
intended for identified insured persons. The open service and the text version made for the 
visually handicapped are trilingual, which further extends the number of users.  
 
The course of action of the uniform portal is however not centralised, but it is based on 
directing the insured to the services provided by their own authorised pension providers. 
Matters are then handled in a competent, accurate and fast way, because this is a key business 
activity for the pension provider. 
 
Some of the individual services offered by the portal Tyoelake.fi are also available to web 
services of the authorised pension providers. The authorised pension providers can use the 
corresponding data in their other advisory service, they may shape the service they provide 
according to their own web site content and decide themselves how they deal with 
information that is freely available and with that requiring authentication to gain access.  
 
 

2.1 Open services 
The following services are available for all: 

 distribution of general information, grouping of contents shown in the navigation bar 
all the time  

 age-profiled advisory service for different stages of life, as alternative to the 
aforementioned 

 pension glossary, free text search function and links in texts 
 open advisory service 

 
The web site has been built to be trilingual, in which case the contents are available in the 
national languages, Finnish and Swedish, as well as in English. Since the web site is in three 
languages, it is made available to all potential users. In practice, working in Finland 



presupposes that the person has knowledge of one of the languages above. The extensive 
range of languages also meets the needs of the labour force moving in and out of the country. 
 
Tyoelake.fi contains almost 700 pages including all pages in different languages, from which 
about 300 handles information in the open service and 370 information in the pension 
glossary. There is for example essential information about pension reforms in the service in 
good time before the reform enters into force.  Among other things an alphabetical table of 
changes to the pension scheme as of 1 January 2005 has proved to be very popular. The 
pension glossary between Finnish, Swedish and English provides to-the-point explanations of 
difficult pension terminology. It is possible to search separate words in the search function 
and access the glossary over links in the texts.   
 
The feedback and the questions that the users have asked about pension benefits in the open 
advisory service are transmitted by electronic mail to the Finnish Centre for Pensions or to 
any pension provider according to the users’ own choice. 
 

2.2 Individual services 
The following individual services are available for identified insured: 

 checking one’s own contracts of employment and periods of self-employment 
included in the registers and making possible corrections 

 individual advisory service 
 the insured’s connection to the services of his or her own pension provider 

 
It was clear right from the start that the new pension portal should include individual services 
in addition to information contents. The individual services can be offered only by using 
reliable means of identifying the client, and they are available in the national languages. The 
service improves the insured’s opportunity to check whether his or her own data included in 
the registers are correct and to receive individual information about his or her pension. This 
strengthens the confidence in statutory pension provision and social rights, and gives the 
insured a more secure basis for planning his or her future. 
 
The employment record contains private-sector contracts of employment including data on the 
pensionable wage as well as public-sector contracts of employment. Basic information about 
all the earnings-related pension benefits, i.e. private-sector employees’ pensions as well as 
state employees’ and other employees’ pensions, has been compiled in the Tyoelake.fi web 
service. 
 
The feedback and the questions that the users have asked about pension benefits are 
transmitted by electronic mail. For the administration of the feedback and the questions, a 
course of action utilising the current decentralised service network has been created. By 
means of this course of action the service is directed to the party who is able to clarify the 
matter in the best possible way.  
 
The earnings record in the registers of the earnings-related pension scheme is made visible to 
the identified insured and he or she can check the correctness of the data. For further 
information the insured can proceed to the services provided by his or her own authorised 
pension provider or turn to the Finnish Centre for Pensions. The insured is directed to his or 
her own authorised pension provider for individual and personal advice, when it is the best 
way to serve the insured. 



 
The authentication solution in the portal Tyoelake.fi  is something remarkable and new in 
eGovernment services. The introduction of the authentication service of monetary institutions 
is a unique solution both in Finland and internationally. The employment registers of the 
Finnish Centre for Pensions contain, among other things, data on all the contracts of 
employment in Finland over a period of 40 years needed for the calculation of pension 
accrual. 
 
There are several means of authentication in the open service. The insured may use a card 
with PKI technology. The card contains the Population Register Centre’s certificate. The 
other possibility is to use the authentication technology of one’s own Internet bank, in which 
case the bank verifies the identity of the client. Online banking is in extensive use throughout 
Finland, and consequently the service already reaches approximately 80 per cent of the 
working population, i.e. the target group. 
 
 

3 Administration 
More than 50 authorised pension providers administer the Finnish statutory earnings-related 
pension scheme. It is important for them to develop the service provided to their own insured, 
but the service interface for the insured to gain access to the integrated earnings-related 
pension scheme should not be too diverse. When building and further developing the new web 
site, the insured’s point of view has been put first. The cooperation in creating the service has 
from the beginning been channelled to the Finnish Centre for Pensions’ responsibility. 
 
The largest difficulties in planning and building the developing projects are related to the 
huge number of parties involved. The implementation has also from the beginning been 
carried out in good cooperation with the Data Protection Ombudsman and other authorities. 
 
The development and maintenance of the web service and cooperation projects are managed 
by a committee, which approves the development policies of the service, the contents and the 
costs of the implementation. The members of the committee represent parties responsible for 
private-sector, state and local government pensions while the chairman and the development 
manager come from the Finnish Centre for Pensions. The costs are shared between the 
participants in proportion to the insured wage bills, because they best approximate the number 
of potential users of the service. Each party approves its own share of the budget in its 
administrative bodies. 
 
There has all the time been a wish to minimise changes to the current service processes and 
the effects on the personnel. The advisory service related to the portal is decentralised to 
existing organisations. All the parties have been trained and are capable of adopting coherent 
courses of action. The development of the courses of action is maintained by regular meetings 
of the advisers’ cooperation group. 
 
The services improve also in the customer advising. In the future, it is not enough that one 
pension provider does its job properly. The whole system must also function properly. The 
pension providers and the Finnish Centre for Pensions have to improve their expertise on the 
whole legislation on earnings-related pensions. 
 



4 Pension reforms 
At the beginning of 2005, the earnings-related pensions underwent the largest reform in their 
40-year history. The pension reform applies to every new pension that starts after the reform 
has entered into force. The entitlement criteria for an earnings-related pension and the rules 
for calculating the pension changed at the beginning of 2005. Among other changes, the 
retirement age became flexible. It is possible to retire on an old-age pension according to 
one's own choice between the ages of 63 and 68. The aim of the reform is to encourage people 
to continue working and cope with their work better and longer than at present. The reform is 
very generous towards those who continue working.  
 
Facts about calculating the pension 

• The basis for the earnings-related pension is the annual earnings. The old way of 
calculating the pension separately for each employment contract is not continued. 

• The new calculation mode encourages continued participation in working life as the 
accrual rate increases with age. From the age of 18 a pension accrues at a rate of 1.5 
per cent on the annual earnings and from the age of 53 at a rate of 1.9 per cent. 
Between the ages of 63 and 68 the annual accrual rate is 4.5 per cent. However, 
persons who have reached the age of 53 pay a pension contribution which is about 30 
per cent higher than that of younger age groups.  

• Unpaid periods due to childbirth or other factors do not cause interruptions in the 
pension accrual. 

• For earnings-related pension provision it is important what kind of coefficients are 
used to adjust wages and salaries. A coefficient that emphasises the wage development 
ensures that wages and salaries earned at a young age will maintain their value. 

 
Besides the 2005 reform there will be another reform in 2007, in which many laws regarding 
pension matters will be combined into one. A life expectancy coefficient will be introduced in 
2009. The increase in average life expectancy by one year will increase pension expenditure 
by approximately five per cent. The aim is to limit the growth in pension expenditure by 
introducing a life expectancy coefficient as of 2010. The coefficient is calculated annually on 
the basis of the most recent five-year statistics provided by Statistics Finland. The life 
expectancy coefficient ties the retirement age automatically to the change in life expectancy. 
The coefficient will be determined for the first time in 2009 when it will receive the value 1. 
If life expectancy increases after this, the coefficient will decrease. Correspondingly, if life 
expectancy decreases, the coefficient will increase. 
 

5 Future objectives 

5.1 Short-term objectives 
In the short term the need for information caused by the increasing retirement rates in the near 
future and the considerable pension reforms can better be satisfied by making use of 
electronic services. In Finland, the use of information networks and the utilisation rates of  
web services provided by banks are first-rate in an international comparison. Thus, the target 
group of the service can also be reached in practice.  
 
User feedback of the service has been very positive. On average the amount of visitors has 
increased about 60 per cent in 2004 compared with 2003. The number of visitors to the 
Tyoelake.fi service varies between 900 and 1800 a day in 2004 (the amount of visitors has 



increased especially in the autumn 2004). Most of the visitors use the services that require 
authentication.  
 
The hopes placed on the utilisation rate have come true. The portal Tyoelake.fi brings the 
services of the earnings-related pension scheme within the reach of the entire population 
better than before. Utilising a general information network serves the needs of the mobile 
labour force since the service is available irrespective of time and place. 
 

5.2 Long-term objectives 
The long-term objective of developing the service is to create, within the decentralised 
earnings-related pension scheme, a uniform interface for the electronic communication of the 
insured. The preliminary development policies for future versions were already drawn up at 
the initial stage of building the service portal. However, integration of the service into the 
processes of pension providers is not reasonable before the standardization of processes of 
pension providers is done.  
 
The following services for the insured would be available on the Internet via the same portal: 

 receiving a pension estimate (prestudy will be done during 2005, the service would be 
available 2007-2008),  

 filing a pension application electronically  
 
The success of the service has created good opportunities for further development. The 
planning of the next stages has been ongoing since the beginning of 2003. The objective is an 
online pension application service and the connection of it to the processes of the 
investigating institutions. By means of the authentication solution, opportunities have arisen 
for creating controlled electronic processes also for pension applications. 
 
Persons with low earnings-related pensions are also entitled to a national pension, which is 
decided by the Social Insurance Institution. Old-age pension applications will be the first ones 
that can be filled in and sent to the investigating institutions via the service at the beginning of 
2006. It will be possible for the insured to apply for both the national pension and the 
statutory earnings-related pension in the same new service, just as he or she can do today on 
one paper application. Cooperation to enable single log on, between the different 
authentication systems which the pension scheme and the Social Insurance Institution use, has 
started. Cooperation with the private and the public sector and the Social Insurance Institution 
has become closer in these development activities.  
 
The pension application is directed to the last pension provider. The principle of the last 
pension provider means that the pension provider where a person’s last employment contract 
or period of self-employment was insured before retirement awards and pays the whole 
earnings-related pension. Possible further clarifications need to be sent only to one place. 
Confirming the withholding of taxes can be done at one go. If the pension recipient’s situation 
changes, he or she only needs to contact one pension provider. The pension is also paid to the 
bank account all at once, not in doses. 
 

6 The use of information technology resources 
Combining open, authentication and individual service into a uniform and functional entity 
has been the greatest challenge of the implementation. Integrating the traditional mainframe 



environment based on batch runs with the network environment introduced new skill 
requirements, among other things, and required coordination of action of different network 
operation centres.  
 
Knowledge of the pension industry, web technology skills as well as an ability to integrate 
business needs and the possibilities offered by technology are required of those developing 
the service. Carrying out the projects has also been challenging as for the management and 
coordination of different groups of pension providers as well as multiple suppliers. 

6.1 Baselines of technical solutions 
The technical environment has been made to fulfill the following requirements : 

- Data can be saved in a central database (DB2) or in a SQL Server database. 
- Solution has to be based on Microsoft DNA architecture.  
- Compatibility of different platforms of multiple suppliers has to be granted. 
- Data communications with pension providers has to work in all different situations. 
- Data communication uses the message standard of the Finnish Centre for Pensions. 
- Data security requirements are extremely high. 
- Usability requirement is decided case by case. 
- XML is used in the internal structure. 

 
The general solutions made for the service support the principles mentioned above : 

- The structure of the service is based on Microsoft DNA architecture (ASP, COM+).  
- The environment in use is the duplex Internet Information Servers (IIS).  
- Data communication between web services and mainframe is handled by the COM 

Transaction Integrator (COMTI) component in the Host Integration Server (HIS 
2000).  

- The status of the user interface is mantained by VS Session session management 
system, which saves this information in a local MS-SQL-Server database.  

- The TMH Report Management System is used for printouts. It has been implemented 
by the TMH PrintWare.  

- The company TietoEnator administers the IT devices and their functioning. 
 

6.2 Open service publication system 
The open service is based on the DynaGen publication system (content management and 
publishing platform), which is a product based on Microsoft architecture implemented by 
Quartal Oy. By means of this product, the information officers and other employees can easily 
maintain the contents without the help of the technical personnel.  
 
The main user interface of the service is the web site www.tyoelake.fi. 
 

6.3 Pages requiring authentication  
Personal data and individual services supplied to users are based on the central registers in the 
mainframe environment of the Finnish Centre for Pensions and have been implemented by a 
uniform architecture together with other web applications of the Finnish Centre for Pensions. 
These have been implemented by TKP Tieto Oy. 
 
Part of the individual services offered by the portal Tyoelake.fi can also be used within 
internet services of the authorised pension providers. Both Tyoelake.fi and  the internet 

http://www.tyoelake.fi/


services of the pension providers use common connections to the central data base, TMH 
printing system, authentication system and SQL Server database server.  
 
The service call in Tyoelake.fi is transmitted  as a XML message to the COM Transaction 
Integrator (COMTI) component, which  transforms data into APPC messages. Tyoelake.fi 
uses mainframe services by IMS transactions via the Host Integration Server.  
 

6.4 Authentication system 
A common authentication service for the earnings-related pension scheme has been built for 
the submission of personal data. The authentication service is based on PKI technology.  
 
In the authentication service the person can use, as an authentication tool, an identification 
card provided with the Population Register Centre’s certificate or codes for online banking 
offered by a Finnish bank. The authentication includes finding a person’s personal 
identification code either from the Population Register Centre’s service or from the Internet 
bank. An agreement has been concluded with the banks according to which they are not 
entitled to store the service users’ data. For the service, the earnings-related pension scheme 
pays the banks the price agreed on. 
 
The authentication service is located outside the Tyoelake.fi system. The authentication 
service is based on Java technology. 
 

6.5 Data security 
Personal data is only given to an identified user. The exchange of personal data has been 
protected by SSL encryption. The e-mail messages between the organisations offering the 
service are sent through the VPN network. The replies to the questions asked by the users are 
sent through open e-mail, but the e-mail messages only include general information as 
personal data is sent by letter to the address stored in the population information system. 
 
In the data transfer between the portal Tyoelake.fi and the authorised pension providers, the 
parties are identified by means of server certificates. Every search for personal data leaves a 
record in the log database. 
 

6.6 Further demands from the online pension application system 
Development of an online pension application system creates further requirements for the 
technical environment: 

- The user interface will be done with Microsoft .NET architecture. 
- Data communication will use the SOAP protocol with XML messages. 
- Host connections and pension application data transfer to different computer systems 

of pension providers will be done through an integration broker.  
- Pension providers will receive pension application data by the WebServices.  
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Abstract: This paper seeks to broadly introduce the concept 
of Service Oriented Architecture and to encourage the debate 
about i) its utility for realising trusted, interoperable, pan-
European egovernment services and ii) whether Europe might 
not be better to more aggressively pursue work on defining 
messages and contracts to better achieve interoperability. 

1 Introduction 
At the EGOV 20041 conference two generally accepted barriers to broader 
deployment of interoperable egovernment solutions were semantic interoperability 
and trust management. A prevalent view was that to move forward (in either area) 
required substantial investments most particularly in centralised infrastructure. 
Within the European context an additional problem was the need to interoperate 
across member states, each of which may have different systems and policies. 
There was some discussion of architectural issues, for example Bellman and Rausch2 
examined the Federal Enterprise Architecture Framework and Figueiredo et al3 
examined the benefits of model driven architecture (MDA), however there was an 
absence of material on Service Oriented Architecture or service orientation as a 
concept. 
This paper examines how adoption of service oriented concepts, particularly message 
passing and contract based exchanges, can support the delivery of pan-European 
interoperable egovernment services. I argue that Service Oriented Architecture 
provides a possible means of moving forward on both the semantic interoperability 
and trust management fronts and identify areas where more research could help to 
achieve this. 
This paper seeks only to broadly introduce the concept of Service Oriented 
Architecture and does not seek to replicate the depth of design advice or definition 
available readily elsewhere. Instead I seek to encourage the debate about i) its utility 
for realising trusted, interoperable, pan-European egovernment services and ii) 
whether Europe might not be better to more aggressively pursue work on defining 
messages and contracts to better achieve interoperability as current steps to promote 
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3 R Traunmüller (Ed.) : EGov 2004, LNCS 3183, pp260-265, 2004.  
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interoperability might actually be largely unnecessary with a service oriented 
approach.  

2 Architecture & Service Orientation  

2.1 Architecture 
The definition of an architecture used in ANSI/IEEE Std 1471-2000is: "the 
fundamental organization of a system, embodied in its components, their relationships 
to each other and the environment, and the principles governing its design and 
evolution."  

2.2 Service Orientation 
One can think of service orientation as an approach that views systems as being 
comprised of service providers, and that these service providers expose their 
capabilities through published interfaces. 

1. Loose Coupling  
To interact with a service it is generally sufficient to know only the specification of 
this interface. The details of how the service is actually delivered are thus abstracted 
from the user who instead relies upon a contract that specifies the service being 
delivered. This separation between the interface and the implementation is 
fundamental to the service model. 

2.3 The Tenets of Service Orientation 
Microsoft4 has identified four design principles or “tenets” of service orientation:  

 Tenet 1: Boundaries Are Explicit. Services interact through explicit message 
passing behind the boundaries. We make no assumptions on the space behind 
the service boundaries. Crossing service boundaries can be costly (for 
example, you may need to span geography, trust boundaries, or execution 
environments). We explicitly opt in to service invocation, by formally passing 
defined messages between services. The explicit boundaries allow us to 
formally express implementation independent interaction — we can be 
agnostic to platform, middleware or coding language choices used to 
implement other services.  

 Tenet 2: Services Are Autonomous. Services behave reasonably as 
independent entities. We make no assumptions on the space between the 
service boundaries. There is no presiding authority in a service-oriented 
environment. Services are independently deployed, versioned and managed. 
The topology in which a service executes can and will evolve. The service 
should expect that peer services can and will fail and that it can and will 
received malformed or malicious messages. Services should be built not to 
fail, using (for example) redundancy and failover techniques.  

 Tenet 3: Services Share Schema and Contract, Not Class. Services interact 
solely on their expression of structures using schema and behaviours using 
contract. The service’s contract describes the structure of messages and 
ordering constraints over messages. The formality of the expression allows 
machine verification of incoming messages, which allows us to protect the 
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service’s integrity. Contracts and schema must remain stable over time, so 
building them flexibly (for example, through use of xsd:any in schema) is 
important.  

 Tenet 4: Service Compatibility Is Based on Policy. Both service providers 
and service consumers will have policies — operational requirements — for 
interactions across boundaries. A simple example of provider side policy is 
that a service may require that the invoker have a valid account with the 
service provider. From the consumer side, an organization may require that 
service invocations across the Internet be encrypted, so it will only use 
services that offer the capability of bidirectional security-enhanced data 
exchanges. Services express their capabilities and requirements in terms of a 
machine-readable policy expression. Policy assertions are identified by a 
stable, globally unique name. Individual policy assertions are opaque to the 
system at large; services must simply be able to satisfy each other’s policy 
requirements.  

Communications at the boundary of your service should support the above tenets. 
These tenets require a formal expression of schema, contract and policy between 
participating services in the service-oriented environment. While ad hoc mechanisms 
can be developed for expressing the boundaries of services, such mechanisms are 
limited to the scope of influence of the inventor. For example, if you develop a system 
that expresses schema and contract in a manner which is recognizable only in your 
department, you will have prevented your service from ever being usable outside of 
your department.  Millard5 found “a clear and strong link between reorganizing 
government back-offices and the electronic public services experienced by users”. 
The strategies he identifies are all consistent with the adoption of a Service Oriented 
Architecture, and indeed would be made substantially easier to achieve. 

To fully realize the benefits of service orientation, the expression of the service 
boundary must be as broadly adopted and interoperable as possible. The industry has 
clearly chosen WS-* protocols propagated in SOAP messages as the interoperability 
standard for services. Service orientation practically applied requires Web services, 
SOAP messages and use of the WS-* protocols.  

3 Service Oriented Architecture 
Service oriented architecture maps the capabilities and interfaces of services so that 
they can be orchestrated into processes. Such a process will itself be a service and will 
therefore expose its own capabilities through a published interface thus providing a 
level of abstraction over its constituent sub-services. 

3.1 Composability, Orchestration & Abstraction 
Humans rely on abstraction to reduce complexity. Existing governmental and 
business processes all abstract services from the various departments and orchestrate 
them together to produce meaningful work – one department will not worry about 
how another organizes their internal operations, instead relying on definitions of 
input, output and service level agreement. Service oriented architecture parallels this 
approach and is therefore particularly suited to the development and delivery of pan-
European interoperable egovernment services. 
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Service oriented architecture provides an important means of simplifying complex 
processes through service abstractions in distributed systems architecture. Services are 
often said to be composable, i.e. they can be aggregated to produce more complex 
services. The composition may use workflow techniques through a process called 
orchestration, or may be “hand-stitched”. Verginadis et al6 have documented the 
advantages of using recurring workflow blocks in modelling egovernment service 
provision. 

Choreography can guarantee interoperability. 

Services are sometimes thought of as having “fractal dimension” as a result of this 
property that composed services are themselves abstracted to a new service. The 
important point is that the level of complexity being managed appears the same 
despite the scale, (in egovernment terms we might think of local, departmental, 
ministry, central government, EU for example). I would suggest that the problems 
identified by Leenes & Svensson7 result when this is not the case.  

3.2 Extensibility 
In just the same way that a single implementation of a service is hidden from the user 
as described above, so too may multiple implementations - the service can be 
versioned to support revisions in process, such as when tax rules change with a 
budget, or to support different rules for pension contributions for nationals, resident 
workers etc. 

A service may, and typically will, support multiple message versions and Messages 
themselves remain compatible. The service may even be totally refactored, whereby 
its internal operation is redesigned or rewritten but the interfaces are preserved.  

3.3 Contracts 
A contract is a specification of the way the consumer and provider of a service will 
interact. It specifies the format of the request to, and response from, the service. A 
service contract may have a set of prerequisites that typically incorporate satisfactory 
authentication and authorisation. The contract may also specify quality of service 
(QoS) levels or SLAs (Service Level Agreements) such as the amount of time it takes 
to execute a service method, guarantee of service etc. 
Contracts can be thought of as defining the allowed sequence and format of messages 
exchanged amongst services. 

3.4 Messages 
A service is a program that communicates by exchanging messages. Put another way, 
a service is a unit of application logic whose interface is defined purely by the 
messages it will accept and send.  

Message passing as a means of loosely coupling systems to promote interoperability 
is not a new concept. Many will be familiar with an organisation called SWIFT8, 
however not everyone is aware of the volume of SWIFT traffic – trusted, 
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interoperable transactions that cross both organisational and national boundaries. In 
2004 some 1,514,420,0799 messages were passed across SWIFT’s FIN10 network in 
Europe alone:- 

• SWIFT defines the format and semantics of the messages 
• SWIFT operates a PKI and certifies members 
• SWIFT does not mandate which core business systems a member should use, 

or how a bank should organise its internal processes and operations. 
• SWIFT does require members to operate a common process for handling 

SWIFT messages though, and provides the training, accreditation and support 
to achieve this. 

This example of successful delivery of loosely coupled interoperable pan-European 
banking transactions based on the transfer of defined messages can and should inform 
the current development in Europe around interoperable e-Government services. 
In the emerging service oriented architecture model composed of web services 
specifications such as XML, XSD, WSDL, UDDI, WS-* (WS-Security and WS-
Policy) are used to deliver :- 

• A standard syntax in which information from all systems could be 
unambiguously expressed 

• Standard semantic models so that organizations could express their business 
practices in a consistent language 

• Standard protocols so that information could be passed across boundaries 
between operating environments and between organizations 

• A standard means for binding behaviour to business documents 

4 Trust 
Microsoft regards Trustworthy Computing as more than simply security. In order for 
egovernment services to be regarded as trustworthy they will also have to be 
consistent, reliable, transparent, and respect the citizen’s privacy. 
Whilst this poses challenges for individual services, there seems to be little prospect 
of achieving consistency across egovernment systems delivering services throughout 
Europe unless something broadly similar to the service oriented concepts discussed 
are adopted. 
Regarding both authentication and authorisation as common aspects of a pan 
European eGovernment service oriented architecture, and adopting emerging aspect 
oriented techniques offers, in the authors opinion, sufficient grounds to expect that 
progress will be made here too. As discussed earlier, such common aspects would 
then be bound in the contract specification as pre-requisites for the orchestration to 
proceed. 
Existing investments in PKI would allow messages between administrations to be 
trusted much as SWIFT does already. This would then allow new and novel 
approaches to the enrolment of citizens and subsequent authorisation of egovernment 
transactions.  
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Common standards will be required for auditing, records management and 
disposition, and change management. Again the author sees hope in the success of 
SWIFT – if the EU sought to fulfil some of the functions for egovernment services 
that SWIFT fulfils for interbank services then perhaps progress here can also be swift. 

5 Impact on design and delivery of egovernment services in Europe 
It is possible to envisage a pan-European trusted interoperable egovernment service 
infrastructure that delivers interconnected loosely coupled, coarse-grained services 
through use of such a Service-Oriented Architecture approach. 
To move towards this it is necessary, in the author’s view, for a more service oriented 
view of egovernment services to be adopted than is currently the case.  
Nadhan identified11 (and discusses solutions to) the following eight areas that 
typically present challenges when deploying SOA:- 

1. Service identification. What is a service? What is the business functionality to 
be provided by a given service? What is the optimal granularity of the service?  

2. Service location. Where should a service be located within the enterprise?  
3. Service domain definition. How should services be grouped together into 

logical domains?  
4. Service packaging. How is existing functionality within legacy mainframe 

systems to be re-engineered or wrapped into reusable services?  
5. Service orchestration. How are composite services to be orchestrated?  
6. Service routing. How are requests from service consumers to be routed to the 

appropriate service and/or service domain?  
7. Service governance. How will the enterprise exercise governance processes to 

administer and maintain services?  
8. Service messaging standards adoption. How will the enterprise adopt a given 

standard consistently? 
Progressing in these areas will bring the goal of interoperable pan-European 
egovernment services considerably closer to realization. 

6 Conclusion 
This paper has proposed that a service oriented approach would make the realisation 
of pan-European, interoperable and trusted e-government services substantially easier.  
A parallel was drawn with the SWIFT network in the world of banking, and a set of 
areas for future work was identified. 
An egovernment service would then be generally implemented as a discoverable 
software entity that interacts with applications and other services through a loosely 
coupled (often asynchronous), message-based communication model.  
 
I opened this paper by stating that I hoped to encourage the debate about whether 
current steps to promote interoperability might actually be largely unnecessary with a 
service oriented approach, and whether Europe might not benefit from a more 
aggressive pursuit of the work needed to define messages and contracts to better 
achieve interoperability in egovernment services. I hope that the arguments laid out 
encourage such a debate and welcome comments. 
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Abstract: In a context of different administrations procedures integration and 
distributed responsibilities, the capacity of interaction between different agencies 
regardless of in home nomenclature or language would be a must. Semantic 
Interoperability Technologies will allow this kind of multicultural environments by 
the fact of standardising the concepts under a business area and after that, 
providing definitions based on these concepts for the different procedures provided 
for all the entities on the system. Once all the procedures on a system are defined 
according to these standardised concepts, automatic search based on concepts 
would be a take off point for enabling non supervised information systems 
interaction and automatic service discovery. 
 
On this article we will put the focus on providing an extended overview about 
semantic interoperability technologies from the relying concepts to practical 
experiences which are going on. After providing the overall technological picture, 
the focus will be granted to semantically enabled web services as one of the most 
promising approaches to allow the final deployment of these technologies as key 
enablers of agencies integration. Finally a pragmatic overview will be provided 
through the presentation of typical use cases and the description of practical 
experiences coming both from the research and enterprise world. Closing the 
article, a conclusions section would be provided showing current advantages and 
weaknesses of semantic technologies. 



1 Introduction 
Public services within the European countries are demanding increasingly more 
interconnections among them nowadays. Integration and distributed responsibilities of the 
agencies involved in the government administrations are required very intensively. 
The variety of environments to be interconnected and different types and standards of the 
information make the integration of heterogeneous administration procedures a complex task. 
Besides, automatic search processes would be a key feature to allow sharing the common 
knowledge and services among the interconnected communities. 
Semantic Technologies provide a solution to implement the described environments. In this 
paper, we will focus on providing an overview of interoperability applied to semantic 
technologies and some practical experiences implemented within European projects. 
 
In the context of public services, the tendency is to move towards a more distributed and 
interconnected process environment. The new term eGovernment, short for electronic 
government, includes this way of proceeding and implementing public services. 
eGovernment uses the information and communication technology in public administrations 
combined with organisational changes and new skills in order to improve public services and 
democratic processes and strengthen support to public policies. The potential of eGovernment 
goes far beyond the early achievements of online public services[1]. 
 
The reorganization, modernization and reinvention of government means inter-linking the 
existing systems to benefit from the exchange of information. Different departments and 
remote institutions involved will be able to work in a transparent manner.  
 
 
 
The standardization of the information and services are represented based on concepts which 
are used by searches to discover services automatically. 
This approach is known as interoperability among the systems in an eGovernment 
environment. It also concerns organisational issues, such as co-ordinating processes that span 
not only intra-organisational boundaries, but also co-operate with partner organisations that 
may well have different internal organisation and operations. 
Interoperability has been carried out within the European Union by the development of the 
frameworks and practical experiences applied to public services. These frameworks require 
data import / export procedures which respect both the integrity of the data and the structure 
of the exchanged documents, as well as secure procedures such us identity proof, authenticity 
proof and certification’s procedure. Security is highlighted as an important issue to take into 
account when deploying these frameworks. 
 
The eGovernment solutions are widely supported by Web Services as a way for agencies, 
other governments, businesses and citizens to make queries and discover the interoperable 
information available in their systems. 
A Web service is implemented as an application that exposes a function accessible using Web 
technology that adheres to Web services standards. This is a significant feature since Web 
services are developed for and deployed onto any platform using any programming language. 
In practical terms, Web services can announce themselves across the Internet and expose their 
functionality to other applications. 



There is a strong momentum to bring Web services technology into the mainstream of 
network computing. They are seen as fuelling the next major wave of e-business growth and 
process efficiencies.  
Web services appear to become more widely adopted in coming years, allowing much broader 
integration. Increasingly, developers will require automated systems for service discovery, 
enabling further Web services interaction with even less human effort. 
 
However, the traditional web services solutions encounter some problems such as information 
overload and poor content aggregation. The fundamental roots to these problems are the lack 
of semantic definitions in individual systems, the lack of semantic integration between data, 
and the lack of semantic interoperability across disparate systems. 
Semantic technologies appear in this context to extend beyond the capabilities of the current 
Web and existing information technologies, enabling more effective collaborations and 
interconnection among systems. eGovernment benefits from these approach when 
interconnecting the agencies and discover their services in a transparent manner. Service 
requests are responded by search processes, conceptual frameworks and performing 
intelligent reasoning. 
 

2 Semantic Technologies 
Semantic technologies provide a very innovative implementation for eGovernment solutions 
to solve the necessities within public services to exchange and interoperate among the 
different agencies regardless their location or nature of their information. Semantics add the 
key feature to standardise the information as concepts and to enable the automatic service 
discovery. Information is given explicit meaning, making it easier for machines to 
automatically process and integrate information available on the Web. 
The difficulty in ensuring flexible discovery and service initiation, as well as operational use 
of information exchanged with Web services, has led to incorporate semantic technologies to 
the traditional web. 
The Semantic Web is an extension of the current World Wide Web, not a separate set of new 
and distinct websites. It builds on the current Web adding further capabilities by defining 
machine-processable data and relationship standards along with richer semantic associations. 
Building a Semantic Web is the next phase of the current web and adheres the semantic 
benefits to the already broadly used web services. 
Figure1 bellow shows a conceptual stack for the Semantic Web, illustrating how semantic 
technologies can be added to extend the capabilities of the current web. 
 



 
Figure 1: Semantic Web Conceptual Stack 

The implementation of the semantic web is supported by semantic technologies which are 
capable of representing, acquiring and utilizing the knowledge. 
When representing knowledge in semantic web, an ontology is used to describe and represent 
the interrelationships of the information. An ontology adds semantic features to the traditional 
information available in the web. 
Moving from traditional web to semantic web is supported by a number of available tools to 
automate the process of adding knowledge and incorporating semantic descriptors from the 
defined ontology to the existing web services. Additional information can also be inferred by 
agents using the semantics defined. 
 
In Feb 2004, The World Wide Web Consortium released the Resource Description 
Framework (RDF) and the OWL Web Ontology Language (OWL) as W3C 
Recommendations. RDF is used to represent information and to exchange knowledge in the 
Web. OWL is used to publish and share sets of terms called ontologies, supporting advanced 
Web search, software agents and knowledge management. 
 
RDF, Resource Description Framework, is used to describe any Internet resource such as a 
Web site and its content. An RDF description (referred as metadata) can include the authors 
of the resource, date of creation or updating, the organization of the pages on a site, key words 
for search engine data collection, subject categories, etc 
OWL, Web Ontology Language, is a markup language that enables ontology sharing via the 
Web.  
Ontologies are used by people, databases, and applications that need to share domain 
information. Ontologies include computer-usable definitions of basic concepts in the domain 
and the relationships among them. They encode knowledge in a domain and also knowledge 
that spans domains. In this way, they make that knowledge can be reusable. 
An ontology is formed by a set of concepts, their attributes and relationship among them, 
describing knowledge about a specific domain, and being intelligently shared between people, 
databases and applications. 
Following is an example of an ontology which is defined in a XML file with owl extension: 
 
<?xml version="1.0" ?>  
<rdf:RDF  



xmlns="http://osm.cs.byu.edu/CS652s04/ontologies/OWL/carads.owl#" 
xmlns:carads="http://osm.cs.byu.edu/CS652s04/ontologies/OWL/carads.owl#" 
xml:base="http://osm.cs.byu.edu/CS652s04/ontologies/OWL/carads.owl#" 
xmlns:example="http://osm.cs.byu.edu/CS652s04/ontologies/annotatedPages/carSrch1_semweb.html#"  
xmlns:owl="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#"  
xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"  
xmlns:rdfs="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#" xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#">
<owl:Ontology rdf:about="">
<rdfs:comment>OWL ontology example </rdfs:comment>  
<rdfs:label>Car Advistisement Ontology</rdfs:label>  
</owl:Ontology>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="CarAds">

<rdfs:label xml:lang="en">CarAds</rdfs:label>  
<rdfs:subClassOf>

<owl:Restriction>
<owl:onProperty rdf:resource="#hasMake" />  
<owl:minCardinality 
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#nonNegativeInteger">0</owl:minCardinality>  
</owl:Restriction>

</rdfs:subClassOf> 
</owl:Class> 

… 
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="featureValue"> 

 <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Feature" />  
 <rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string" />  

</owl:DatatypeProperty> 
<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="hasMake"> 

 <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#FunctionalProperty" />  
 <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#CarAds" />  
 <rdfs:range rdf:resource="#Make" />  

</owl:ObjectProperty> 
<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="featureFor"> 

 <owl:inverseOf rdf:resource="#hasFeature" />  
</owl:ObjectProperty> 
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="carAdsValue"> 

 <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#CarAds" />  
 <rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string" />  

</owl:DatatypeProperty> 

… 
<CarAds rdf:ID="CarAdsIns1"> 

<carAdsValue 
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string">001</carAdsValue>  

 </CarAds> 
</rdf:RDF> 

… 
The ontology expresses the domain knowledge in the form of concepts which are defined by 
classes (owl:Class tags); subclasses which define the hierarchy and relationships of these 
concepts (owl:subClassOf tags); attributes of the concepts which are defined by properties 
(owl:DatatypeProperty, owl:ObjectProperty tags) and instances of the classes, which are the 
actual information values (CarAdsIns1 in the example above). 
 
In the context of web services, Web Ontology Language (OWL) led to the definition of 
another standard to cater for the web services requirements. The standard is called OWL-S. 
OWL-S supplies a core set of markup language constructs for describing the properties and 
capabilities of their Web Services in unambiguous, computer-interpretable form. OWL-S 
markup of Web services will facilitate the automation of Web service tasks including 
automated Web service discovery, execution, interoperation, composition and execution 
monitoring. Following the layered approach to markup language development, the current 
version of OWL-S builds on top of W3C’s standard OWL. 
OWL-S enables declarative advertisements of service properties and capabilities that can be 
used for automatic service discovery. It can also perform automatic invocation of a web 
service by a computer program or agent, given only a declarative description of that service. 



There is an API that includes the semantics of the arguments to be specified when executing 
the web services, and the semantics of that is returned in messages when the services succeed 
or fail. 
OWL-S also allows automatic web service composition and interoperation of web services to 
perform some complex task, given a high-level description of an objective. It provides 
declarative specifications of the prerequisites and consequences of application of individual 
services , and a language for describing service compositions and data flow interactions. 
The description of a web service in OWL-S consists of the following layers: 

− a Profile, which tells "what the service does",  
− a Process Model, which tells "how the service works",  
− and a Grounding, which tells "how to access the service". 

Following the layered approach to markup language development, the current version of 
OWL-S builds on top of OWL. The following example gives the upper part of the ontology 
with the concepts of service, profile, process and grounding. 
 
<!-- Service --> 
<owl:Class rdf:ID="Service"> 
  <rdfs:label>Service</rdfs:label> 
  <rdfs:comment>See comments above</rdfs:comment> 
</owl:Class> 
 
<!-- Service Profile --> 
<owl:Class rdf:ID="ServiceProfile"> 
  <rdfs:label>ServiceProfile</rdfs:label> 
  <rdfs:comment>See comments above</rdfs:comment> 
</owl:Class> 
 
<!-- Service Model --> 
<owl:Class rdf:ID="ServiceModel"> 
  <rdfs:label>ServiceModel</rdfs:label> 
  <rdfs:comment>See comments above</rdfs:comment> 
</owl:Class> 
 
<!-- Service Grounding --> 
<owl:Class rdf:ID="ServiceGrounding"> 
  <rdfs:label>ServiceGrounding</rdfs:label> 
  <rdfs:comment>See comments above</rdfs:comment> 
</owl:Class> 

 
Each of the classes defined in this top layer are defined in 3 different .owl files following the 
owl standards: 
− Service.owl: sets all the properties of the service <owl:ObjectProperty> 
− Profile.owl: definition of the Profile class. Details of the service are specified, such as, 

service profile, service name, contact,  text description, contact information, functionality 
description (hasParameter, HasInput, hasOutput , hasPrecondition, hasResult), profile 
attributes (serviceParameter, serviceCategory) … 

− Process.owl: process parameter Class with details such as participants, inputs, outputs, 
preconditions and results. 

− Grounding.owl: grounding instances and definitions for grounding (protocol and 
message formats, serialization, transport, and addressing). 

3 Applications in eGovernment 
Web services are the most chosen implementation in the eGovernment context. Several 
European projects are in progress providing solutions to implement the administration 
procedures and interaction with citizens.  



The European project SWAD (Europe or Semantic Web Advances Development in Europe) 
aims to highlight practical examples of where real value can be added to the Web through the 
Semantic Web. SWAD provides real examples of how the Semantic Web can address 
problems in areas such as: sitemaps, news channel syndication ; thesauri, classification, topic 
maps; calendaring, scheduling, collaboration; annotations, quality ratings, shared bookmarks; 
Dublin Core for simple resource discovery; Web service description and discovery; trust and 
rights management ; and how to mix all these together. 
 
Following is a description of some of the projects being developed in this context: 
• Integrate an Open System City Platform: it provides interactive city-wide online 

applications and services for users that make all aspects of what is “going on” in the city 
available to everyone ([11] Intelcities). 

• Enable local governments to manage their policies in a transparent and trustable way 
through an actual evaluation of services performance and of citizens satisfaction and 
expectations ([12] Qualeg). 

• Ontology-based methodology/platform for facilitating consistent composition, 
reconfiguration and evolution of eGovernment services ([13] Ontogov). 

• Open, secure, interoperable and cost effective eGovernment platform for municipal 
eGovernment applications ([14] Emayor). 

 

3.1 TERREGOV 
The TERREGOV project is an European Union funded project which aim is to enable local 
governments to deliver online services, specially in the Social Care environment, in a 
straightforward and transparent manner regardless of the administrations actually involved in 
providing those services. 
Semantic enrichment of web services is the philosophy developed by TERREGOV in which 
web services and plain text documents are described using an ontology. Such an ontology 
provides a language-independent mechanism to support the automatic discovery of an answer 
to a citizen’s request regardless of administrations or organization. A constraint is that all 
information exchanged has to be achieved through the translation of data into the unique 
ontology for TERREGOV and always based on semantic knowledge of information in 
accordance with rules for interconnectivity and dynamic discovery. 
Access to web services could be transparent but with restrictions because of the different 
legislative constraints and authorization limits in the different administrations involved. 
 
TERREGOV´s requirements include the use of standards for implementing web services; 
use of ontologies for structuring knowledge, allowing to describe web services 
unambiguously, implementing human-machine interfaces, indexing and retrieving 
information; use of natural language processing for automating partially the ontology 
developments and improving the human-machine dialogs. 
Overall, the goal of the project is to deliver services in a transparent manner. 
 
The TERREGOV solution provides ontologies used for organizing the relevant knowledge, 
and indirectly driving the business processes. They will be useful in different tasks, namely: 
(i) structuring knowledge for knowledge management, leading to the enrichment of web 
services meta-data with semantic descriptors; (ii) driving Human-Machine dialogs; (iii) 
semantic indexing/retrieval of text and documents. 
 



The implementation of the project takes place in different European pilots in which 
administrations in the context of social care are involved. 
The most expected use case of TERREGOV is that a civil servant, point of contact between 
citizen and public administration, is asked about a problem. In order to solve it and to report 
the solution to the citizen, the civil servant, through the use of TERREGOV solution, can 
collaborate with other civil servants and experts to get hints; get access to the specific 
knowledge base, and search for information; discover the best service for the specific citizen’s 
case and invoke the execution of the selected service and monitor its execution. 
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Figure 2: Terregov project: environment diagram 

The citizen can call on a range of services helped by an administrative agent or civil servant to 
make requests to public services. With search tools based on a semantic approach and natural 
language, the civil servant or the citizen will be able to call e-procedures at a local, county, 
regional or national level. 
Each administration is responsible for defining the web services it wants to offer. The 
functionalities include first, the dynamic discovery of the Web Service using semantic 
description and searching. Second, an interface that allows electronic registration and entry of 
citizen’s data. This interface will have complete tools like an electronic agenda for notes and 
appointments, an email connection service with other civil servants for information exchange, 
automatic printing of documents or automatic generation of letters for citizens and connection 
with database systems. Third, the storage of information. 
A registry of citizens’ personal data and their completed requests are stored in databases. 
Then the TERREGOV web service will automatically offer a specialized referent based on a 
citizen’s own criteria and will update the citizen’s record. The file is stored in the database 
and the file is sent electronically to a buffer zone. Storing the queries made to the system 
could help TERREGOV in learning about the efficiency of requests, optimum indexing of 
web services and strengths/weaknesses of connection among administrations. The answer is 
generated through the steps, defined in workflows, that are needed to get a dynamic discovery 
of services. 
 
TERREGOV adopts the principles of a service oriented architecture (SOA) based on 
interoperable components with dynamic support for finding services. The idea is strengthened 
by the fact that information, services and administrations are spread over several information 
systems. The architecture contains a set of collaborative tools for eGovernment web services 
semantically enriched. 
The solution is built on a multi-layer approach where citizens from any location and using 
different languages can access the services. This view is in line with the Clearing House 



approach, where a global server providing different applications over a common back-office 
is used to solve interoperability and semantic problems. 
The figure bellow illustrates the functional architecture used in TERREGOV. 
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Figure 3: Terregov´s functional architecture 

The Frond End layer is composed of different applications demanded from the system. The 
platform is potentially extensible to enable later integration of new applications. 
A set of pilot applications and a community of practice are defined as well as an additional 
administration interface. 
The Back Office layer is the internal group of subjacent technical modules. It integrates all the 
infrastructure required in order to operate on top of different organizations offering different 
services, information structures and languages. 
The technological modules deal with the interoperability issues. Intelligent agents implement 
mechanisms to dynamically select web services to be invoked according to performance 
indicators and to integrate semantic negotiation technology. 
Besides, there is a Web Services Semantic Binder module to enable enriching web services in 
the registry with semantic descriptions from ontologies. These can come from various sources 
and fusion tools will merge them to make them compatible. 
 
Finally, it is worth highligting the fact that TERREGOV is potentially an important step 
towards the next generation of Internet-based interoperables services enriched with semantic 
descriptions. Up to now, most services offered no semantic description of their input, outputs, 
or of how to use them. The use of ontologies to describe various aspects of the services will 
permit to make explicit these descriptions, and allow for computer-based interoperability 
within eGovernment environments. 
 

4 Conclusions 
From this study one can infer that web services and ontologies have very little in common. 
Indeed, approaches and formalisms are very different. Web services are developed within the 
web technology and are grounded on a firm XML basis. Ontologies were developed in the 
field of artificial intelligence and use more esoteric formalisms. However, ontologies are 
beginning to migrate towards the web environment. In addition, web services lack a semantic 



layer despite the existence of meta-data, which makes web services and ontologies 
complementary. Efforts are being produced to match semantic approaches with web services 
techniques. It can be also concluded the existence of a number of available open source tools 
in each domain. Since the field of semantic description and enrichment of Web Services is 
rather recent, knowledge about this approach is not yet widespread, and there are very few 
applications already deployed that use such semantic information. 
Semantic solutions in the eGovernment domain are being implemented in slow progress 
evolving along with the advance in semantic technologies. 
 
Practical experiences show difficulties to standardise the structure of the public 
administrations involved in the eGovernment interoperability. Efforts should be put during the 
first stages of the implementation of the solutions to define the structures as abstract as 
possible. There are also legislative constraints and authorization barriers that should not be 
discarded to be able to access the web services in a transparent manner. 
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Abstract : This document examines how information can be made 
interoperable by organising the concepts and data models within a 
community of interest or domain, and by serializing these concepts 
inside a discovery mechanism like a metadata registry. Highly 
structured types of documents can be assembled and validated directly 
from models generated from registry artifacts. Unstructured 
documents can use descriptive metadata that references from this same 
foundation of registry concepts. This creates a single source for both 
data models and metadata vocabularies within a domain. These 
domain-specific registries can be linked across lines of business and 
communities of interest. The data models and relationships within 
them can be mapped to one another, enabling the bridging of data 
models. Finally, Intelligent Documents that can convey both 
structured and unstructured content can act as a data exchange and 
presentation platform for a wide range of content types. 

 

1 Information Interoperability 
There have always been challenges to sharing information. Before the computer, language 
differences, as well as differences in language meanings, were the greatest barrier to 
information exchange. To truly understand any element of information, you need to 
understand how it relates to a particular scope or context. If I were to send a message that 
contained the statement: "I was at the bank this afternoon", does this mean that I visited a 
financial institution, or that I was down by the river? Which afternoon was "this afternoon"? 
Information needs context to clarify its meaning. Context-specific terminologies can specify 
concepts within communities of practice and lines of business. Interoperable information 
needs to have both defined syntax and context. 
 
As a human, one can make logical inferences about information based on the stored 
knowledge relationships in my brain. A computer application doesn't have this luxury. 
Without implicit context, a computer application doesn't know a "Bank" as a financial 
institution, an embankment, the tilt of an aircraft, or any of half-dozen other homonyms. In 
computer applications, context is typically applicable only within a single application, 
business process, or specific data type. For computers to meaningfully share information, 
context rules must be firmly established. 
 



2 Doesn't XML Enable Interoperability Between Systems? 
XML was widely heralded as the answer to interoperability issues. Unfortunately, XML by 
itself does nothing beyond establish a common framework for data. It solves only the most 
basic issues of what format the data syntax and serialisation will take. Supplemental 
specifications such as XML Schema can define and validate more complex logical data 
structures and types. It is still left up to the individual implementers to define their own XML 
vocabularies. This flexibility is both a strength and a weakness. It allows for the development 
of meaningful XML taxonomies for any domain, but it does nothing to resolve concepts 
across these domains. For example, any given implementer's serialisation of a concept like 
"color" is arbitrary within their scope. 
 Figure 1 – Describing the Same Concept with Different XML: 
 
1. <Color>Red</Color> 
 
2.  <Color>#FF0000</Color> 
 
3. <Color> 
 <Red>255</Red><Green>0</Green><Blue>0</Blue> 
    </Color> 
 
4. <色>赤い</色> 
 
 
While XML Schema datatypes and Namespaces can separate concepts from different 
vocabularies, they don't really offer any way to provide any intrinsic meaning for information. 
A document created by one application may (and often does) have data that could be 
effectively used by another system, but without an explicit mapping of one XML data model 
to another, the information can not cross the divide. 
 

3 Focused XML Standards Development 
Many communities of interest have developed XML standards to define the information they 
use and exchange. Standards development groups like MISMO and ACORD have developed 
data models and XML Schemas for the mortgage banking and insurance sectors. 
UN/CEFACT and OASIS have fostered the development of a number of general and 
specialised XML standards. Government agencies have begun to serialise their data models in 
XML. 
 
The great benefit of this process is that the experts in a particular subject matter - the people 
who best understand their data and processes - are cooperating to define their data models and 
XML vocabularies. Organisations within a community of interest are able to exchange XML 
messages based on their industry standard with a great degree of interoperability. However, 
the problems with this approach start to appear when you look at interoperability beyond a 
specific scope. For example, law enforcement groups need a data model for the concept of a 
person. Postal services also use names in the context of locating their customers. In the course 
of an investigation, law enforcement officers may need to draw on information from external 
sources. How does data get from the postal XML for the definition of a “CustomerInfo” to the 
law enforcement XML for “SuspectData”? 
 
 



 Figure 2 – Stovepipe Standards 
 
• A Postal Data Model 
<CustomerInfo> 
 <ResidentName>Ed</ ResidentName > 
 <ResidentAddress>125 Main Street</ ResidentAddress > 
</CustomerInfo > 
 
• A Law Enforcement Data Model 
<SuspectData> 
 <LegalName>Ed</LegalName > 
 <HomeAddress>125 Main Street</HomeAddress> 
</SuspectData> 
 
 
Many of the same concepts, terms, and values are going to be re-used in different contexts by 
different groups. Data model harmonisation is difficult enough within one community, it's 
nearly impossible across many. The problem starts to look like “stove-pipe” standards. 
Industry standard XML vocabularies seem to have solved issues within their domains, but 
have simply pushed the interoperability issues from a system-to-system level to the line-of-
business and industry level, and too a greater level of complexity. How can we move past this 
without compromising the requirements of each community? The compatible concepts in 
these data models need to be relatable at a higher level. 
 

4 Organising Information 
By organising concepts, we can create logical relationships about them. This means that by 
providing a very precise meaning to information, it can be found and used by many systems, 
not just those designed specifically around it. 
 
There are two distinct methodologies for information modeling - Contextual and Non-
contextual. Contextual modeling assumes that the meaning of the information contained in a 
document is established by the nature of the document. The format that a "Purchase Order" 
document takes might vary, but its context is firmly established. Contextual modeling can be 
reflected by hierarchal data models serialized in an XML Schema. Contextual data models are 
very efficient within a known scope, and for fixed transactions involving structured data (i.e. 
purchase orders and shipping documents). 
 
Figure 3 – Contextual Modeling 
 

 
 
 
Non-contextual modeling is much more flexible. It can be used to describe much more 
complex concept relationships. Where contextual modeling is based on hierarchies, non-
contextual modeling is largely based on associations. Non-contextual models can describe 



logical relationships beyond class/subclass/instance and can provide information context 
beyond the scope of a particular document type. Non-contextual models are often used for 
metadata vocabularies and can be serialized in RDF XML. Unfortunately RDF statements are 
not as easily machine-processable as hierarchal XML. RDF also has several different 
serialization possibilities, making it somewhat difficult to automatically validate with many 
XML tools. 
 
Figure 4 – Non-Contextual Modeling 
 

 
 
Both contextual and non-contextual models are necessary to effectively deal with the full 
range of possible information types. Fortunately, we can encompass them all within the scope 
of an ontology. Ontologies are knowledge representation tools that capture concepts and the 
relationships among them. Relationships to other concepts are what provide meaning to any 
particular concept. Relationships in ontologies can be both hierarchal and associative, 
allowing the serialization of both contextual and non-contextual data models. An ontology can 
contain the types of contextual structures represented by XML schema, as well as the non-
contextual relationships of RDF statements. 
 
Ontologies are intrinsically extensible. Since they are based on associations, separate 
ontologies for different domains can be combined without adversely affecting one another in 
the process. Different government agencies, law enforcement and military organizations, 
banking, real-estate, insurance, publishing, imaging, and construction organizations in 
different countries each have different data and metadata models. Information needs to be 
able to flow between all of these groups, but directly harmonizing data models among these 
communities would be extraordinarily difficult. Representing these information concepts in an 
ontology is the first step to creating interoperability across domains. 
 

5 From Ontology to Registry 
How can the people and systems that work with information benefit from an ontology? By 
itself, the expression of any ontology (usually in OWL [Web Ontology Language]) is a 
framework. The concepts stored in an ontology need to be made programmatically available 
to the applications that process information. This allows these applications to find, assemble, 
manage, and process the information intelligently, based on the common conceptual 
framework. An ebXML Registry (ebXMLR) is a business tool for storing and organizing 
information about objects, classifications, and relationships. It stores metadata about objects 
(or "artifacts"). Registries can be used to serialize the ontology relationships for use by 
applications. ebXML Registries can also be federated. Registry federation means that two or 
more registries function as a single entity. Federation enables cross-domain relationships to be 



established between the ontologies of multiple communities of interest. 
 
Figure 5 – Serializing an Ontology in an ebXML Registry 
 

 
 
The framework of the ebXML registry is the Registry Information Model (RIM). The RIM is 
a set of extensible metadata associations that can be used to categorize classes and objects and 
the relationships among them. These associations can be among any objects - XML Schemas, 
Core Components, code lists, web service descriptions, or any other artifact. The RIM 
provides a basic set of associations, but can be extended to include any of the relationships of 
an OWL ontology. 
 
Applications can use the registry as a discovery mechanism. They can build, deconstruct, and 
process data structures based on registry metadata relationships. The registry provides the 
programming and reference interface to an application or developer seeking to create 
interoperable content or to map information between applications or domains. For example, 
XML Schemas for building structured documents can be dynamically assembled, and XML 
instances can be dynamically validated using the registry. RDF statements can also be built 
from the registry concepts. Information can pass from contextual to non-contextual data 
models since they share a single reference in the embedded ontology framework. Cross-
domain XML vocabularies become transparent through their associations at the ontology 
level. Larger pieces of data can be re-used without custom mapping between concepts. 
 

6 Information Structures 
How are the relationships in a registry used to create interoperable documents? First, we need 
to look at how information is structured at a very basic level. In a computing context, 
information is typically contained in files and documents. A document can be a word 
processor file or a spreadsheet, a database or XML file, an image or multimedia clip, or a 
combination of multiple formats. Document types can be characterized by levels of structure. 
 
Highly structured documents typically use rigorously specified data-types. For example - a 
"Date" field in a structured document can be expected to contain a calendar date in a very 
specific format (like DDMMYYYY). Structured data can be found in database-type 



applications and electronic forms. It can be definitively categorized and searched, and it has a 
high level of machine-readability. 
 
While structured information is ideal for interaction with and among computers, much of the 
data that people interact with lacks the formal rigidity of forms and databases. Images and 
multimedia files are particularly free from any logical interpretation other than that of a 
(human) viewer. Machine processing of the information in unstructured documents is 
difficult. Computers can store and render images and video clips, but the content in those files 
can not be intelligently searched, sorted, or categorized. Fortunately, even the most 
unstructured document types have some clues - a title, filename, or location within a file 
hierarchy that can provide some rudimentary description of a document. And increasingly, 
unstructured documents have some categorization or metadata attached to them, making it not 
"Unstructured" but actually more "Semi-structured" information. 
 
Figure 6 – Levels of Relative Information Structure 
 

 
 
Semi-structured information provides some description or structure for unstructured content. 
Semi-structured data can be anything from a document or image with embedded metadata to a 
video clip stored in a content management system or a logically tagged eBook. Metadata can 
be as simple as a document creation date, author, or other document-level data, or as 
comprehensive as an index, logical tagging, or object-level metadata. 
 

7 Structured Data - ebXML Core Components and XML Schema 
The OASIS ebXML Core Components Technical Specification (CCTS) provides "A way to 
identify, capture and maximize the re-use of business information to support and enhance 
information interoperability across multiple business situations." The Core Components 
approach provides a means of developing XML-based vocabularies that can be cleanly 
mapped to other CCTS-based vocabularies by de-constructing data into syntax and context-
neutral atomic elements. By developing their individual XML vocabularies using the CCTS, 
communities of interest can build data models that will be more seamlessly interoperable at a 
higher level. Mapping between CCTS-based vocabularies requires less manual harmonization 
and lends itself better to automation. 
 
Core Components are context-neutral. A context mechanism is used to qualify CCs for a 
specific purpose, allowing them to be refined and customized for the needs of different 
domains. It's both this separation and association of context to data elements that facilitates 
better interoperability between Core Components-based vocabularies. From our previous 
example: A law enforcement XML vocabulary may contain a <SuspectInfo> with properties 
like <LegalName> and <HomeAddress>. A postal XML vocabulary may contain an 



<CustomerInfo>, with properties like <ResidentName> and <ResidentAddress>. Both of 
these vocabularies might meet the specific needs of their communities, but bridging between 
them will require mapping each element and concept directly. In contrast, if they were 
developed with CCTS, they would use common elements for the data and structures of their 
<SuspectInfo> and <CustomerInfo> concepts. Functionally and logically, they are identical. 
Industry specific context allows these models to meet the needs of their domains, but they are 
readily interoperable because they share the same foundations. 
 
Figure 7 – Core Components 
 

 
 
Core components have one more advantage when it comes to interoperability. They are 
designed to be used with an ebXML registry. By deriving industry data models from an 
ontology and serializing them with Core Components in federated ebXML Registries, 
communities of interest can provide for a very high level of interoperability between similar 
concepts in different domains without the need for comprehensive data-mapping or 
middleware. 
 
However, not all data and documents are able to benefit from directly from CCTS methods. 
Unstructured data is as critical as its structured counterpart in business and government, yet 
can not be readily interpreted into something like XML Schema. Any system for providing 
information interoperability needs to address all types of information - structured, 
unstructured, and anywhere between. Fortunately, using ontologies and metadata registries as 
a foundation for structured data models has also given us a means of interoperating with less-
structured documents. 
 

8 Unstructured Data - Organization for Semi-structured Documents 
A similar interoperability mechanism is needed for unstructured documents. It's actually much 
simpler. Since OWL is an RDF-based language for defining ontologies, the ontology-driven 
relationships in a registry are built on the properties and associations of the RDF statements in 
OWL. The resulting extended Registry Information Model is a direct reflection of the RDF 
statements from the ontology. RDF metadata vocabularies can be derived from the ontology 
concepts in the registry and referenced by instance documents to bring meaning to their 



content. In this way, the same concepts in the registry that are used to assemble schemas for 
structured documents are used to build and associate RDF metadata vocabularies for semi-
structured documents. Applications that can reference and extract this metadata are able to 
make more intelligent searches, accelerate workflows, re-use information, and provide 
intelligent content analysis. 
 
Figure 8 – Defining Different Levels of Structure 
 

 
 

9 The Last Mile of Interoperability 
The final step in information interoperability is to provide universal access to all types of 
content. We have established methods for creating and understanding interoperable data and 
metadata, but how do we ensure that users across domains have access to data and documents 
from different applications, platforms, and different specialized XML vocabularies? 
 
Organizations including Adobe, Xerox PARC, Forrester Research, and the META Group 
have individually begun to refine the concept of Intelligent Documents. Intelligent Documents 
“…blend structured and unstructured content, processing information, are independent of the 
system by which they were created, support high fidelity multimodal imaging, offer security 
and rights management, and support document and object-level metadata.” 
 
Compatibility with both XML and RDF is required. Document portability, consistency, and 
rich content need to be addressed. Rich content and proprietary and/or binary spreadsheets 
and word processing files, images, multimedia and CAD-type drawings need to be supported. 
Intelligent Documents need to be both machine and human readable, and support both highly 
structured and rich semi-structured content. 
 
PDF is an Intelligent Document format that meets all of these requirements. PDF can convey 
both structured and unstructured information. It can contain and render embedded XML data 
from any Schema, and it can be wrapped in XML (through the XDP specification) and 
presented in XML (using the XFA specification). For metadata, PDF supports an RDF subset 
through Adobe’s XMP. The PDF v1.6, XDP, XFA, and XMP specifications are all publicly 
available. Adobe publishes and maintains the PDF format and its XML extensions, and there 
are hundreds of third-party developers and thousands of applications built on them. There are 
also several existing and emerging ISO standards based on PDF (PDF/X, PDF/A, PDF/E, 
PDF/Access). PDF files can contain rich content from multiple applications. They have 



multimedia and accessibility support, as well as comprehensive security and rights 
management features. The PDF client - the Adobe Reader - is freely distributed and available 
on all major operating systems and platforms. 
 
PDF can support structured data from any XML schema, and it can act as a platform for 
structured XML data generated from concepts in an ontology-based ebXML registry. PDF 
forms can be used for XML data collection and exchange. Their self-contained nature means 
that they can pass beyond the borders of enterprise applications, yet retain their content, 
authenticity, and security. PDF also works exceptionally well with semi-structured data and 
rich content. PDF files can capture exact content from any application, and they can contain 
RDF-based XMP document and object metadata. Unstructured content can be organized and 
tagged with PDF to add structure and accessibility. PDF rich content support includes audio, 
video, 3D, CAD drawings. Virtually any type of content can be precisely and accurately 
represented in PDF, and it can convey the structured and semi-structured concepts derived 
from an underlying ontology. 
 
Figure 9 – Information Interoperability 
 

 
 
 
By using PDF as a universal document format, the concepts and relationships that provide 
intelligent structure to data, metadata, and content are preserved and conveyed beyond the 
scope and domain of the originating systems. Different communities of interest can exchange 
PDF documents that contain the data and metadata concepts contained in their ontologies. 



Federated registries ensure that the domain-specific relationships among concepts found in the 
documents are interoperable with those of each registry in the federation, and each 
community or organization that participates. 
 

10 Conclusion 
Let us look at how this type of model could work with an existing standard. UN eDocs is a 
standards initiative managed by UN/CEFACT. The goal of eDocs is to provide an open 
standard for electronic shipping and trade documents. The specifications include a data 
model, XML schemas, paper/eForm layout rules, code lists, and web services. For 
governments and shipping-related companies to fully benefit from the eDocs standards, these 
groups would need map their existing data models and systems to the eDocs data 
specifications when producing trade documents. 
 
Recently, the UN eDocs XML standards have been re-engineered with CCTS methods. There 
is now the potential to manage the eDocs standards with an ebXML registry, allowing eDocs 
implementers to map other line-of-business standards to eDocs through registry associations. 
Companies ordering goods will be able to submit eDocs-based purchase orders from their 
enterprise systems. Shippers and trade facilitators can automatically populate their own 
internal forms and data systems from the same information. Customs agencies will be able to 
rapidly gather highly accurate data and intelligently verify shipments. Regulators and 
inspectors can easily access and collate trade data. Financial institutions in different countries 
can securely exchange and verify letters of credit and bills of lading without exchanging paper 
documents. Law enforcement groups will be able to use data from multiple sources to quickly 
track and locate suspicious items. Non-eDocs file attachments can take advantage of registry 
concepts to generate accurate and context-specific metadata. 
 
All of these functions - ordering, purchasing, shipping, customs, financial, and security - 
involve data and documents crossing between domains with different standards. By using 
intelligent documents and a universal client, the barriers to implementing integrated electronic 
solutions for small and medium organizations are greatly reduced. Even those groups that 
would still need paper will have the advantage of a consistent rendering in the same 
document. An Intelligent Document PDF with embedded eDocs XML will become usable by 
any person or system. The PDF can be viewed by anyone with the Adobe Reader, and the data 
in it can be extracted and used by any systems using an eDocs registry to map their own data 
models and vocabularies. 
 
Many of the concepts in this document actually align with the direction of emerging semantic 
web technologies. The ebXML registry specification is moving toward support for the import 
of OWL ontologies. RDF support is advancing into the mainstream with implementations like 
RSS and Adobe's XMP. CCTS is being used in XML vocabularies from RosettaNet and UBL. 
What's proposed here is a convergence of several of these already accepted paths to 
interoperability. These practices can be implemented in the normal development of 
community and industry standards. 
 
Many tangible benefits can be realized from these methods well in advance of large-scale 
cross-domain interoperability. Even at the agency/ministry level within government, metadata 
registries can provide a re-usable way to cross lines of business and XML vocabularies. 
Robust and meaningful document metadata can provide even a single organization with vastly 
improved access to information. PDF files containing both structured XML and rich content 



can provide a common interface to all types of information. Ontology-driven data modeling 
can help groups develop information models that protect against rapid obsolescence. The 
short term benefits of these technologies are immediately evident, and the long term potential 
or true information interoperability is incredible. 
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Abstract: In this paper we have identified all possible hurdles and 
obstacles in finding a Pan European interoperable electronic identity 
management solution. We have also given a brief overview of the 
existing electronic identity projects. This paper examines technical, 
social and political issues that are to be considered before we can reach 
such an interoperable solution. 
 

1. Introduction: 
 

In European Union, member states (MS) are working hard for the formation of an information 
society. MS are working for developing modern public services and a dynamic environment 
for e-business through widespread availability of broadband access and a secure information 
infrastructure. A hot issue related to the information society is the electronic identification and 
authentication of citizens through the use of electronic identity (e-ID). The definition of e-ID 
as given by the Electronic Identity White Paper is "A smart card based token, containing 
private keys and corresponding public key certificates. Optionally, the card may also 
incorporate a visual identity document" [1]. The use of e-ID is not only limited to e-
government (e-Gov) but also encompass e-Payment, e-Healthcare and e-Transport etc. In the 
future, an e-ID can be used to vote or declare your taxes via the Internet, act as a travel 
document, a health insurance card or a purse for securely paying online, and more. Such an e-
ID will also offer the option of electronic signature (e-Sig) which is equivalent to handwritten 
signature according to the Electronic Signature Directive (e-sig)  [2]. 

The electronic identity in Europe was first introduced in 1999 when Finland 
introduced its first e-ID card. Since then several MS started similar projects. Italy issued its 
first e-ID card in March 2001- the Carta d'Identità Electtronicà, while Belgium started the 
distribution of e-IDs in April 2003  [3]. In Sweden more than 100,000 cards have been issued 
so far, the infrastructure, however is mainly provided by private sector  [4]. In less than three 
years Estonia has equipped 45% of its population with e-ID cards. In year 2005, Austria is 
planning to roll out the medical insurance cards which will also work as e-ID card. Further, its 
banking sector will also incorporate the e-ID functionality in their bank cards in the same 
year. Although e-ID cards have been rolled out in some MS and few others are planning to 
follow suit, one can observe that interoperability (IOP) of the e-ID has not been given due 
importance while developing individual systems. Thus a citizen can no longer use his e-ID 
card for identification, authentication and e-sig with government and private sector as soon as 
he enters another MS which is also a part of EU. This happens mainly because the electronic 
identification system in one MS does not recognize the e-ID issued by another MS. Further, 
as noted in report  [5] the lack of IOP, both at national and cross-border level, is a big obstacle 
for market acceptance and the proliferation of electronic signatures. It has resulted in many

* The work described in this paper has been partially funded by the Higher Education Commission (HEC), Pakistan. 
 



isolated ‘islands’ of electronic signature application, where certificates from only one 
Certification Authority (CA) can be used for an application. 

Various organizations across Europe are making efforts to solve this issue of IOP at 
political, legal and technological fronts. EUCLID (European initiative for a Citizen digital ID 
solution), eEpoch, eESC (eEurope Smart Card Initiative), PRIME (Privacy and Identity 
Management for Europe) and GUIDE are the main organizations working in this domain  [6]. 
In addition to these projects, the EESSI (European Electronic Signature Standardisation 
Initiative) was launched in 1998 to identify technical requirements and provide related 
standards. 

In the past several studies have also been carried out, from different perspectives, to 
determine the factors important for bringing about such an interoperable system  [5] [7] [12] [5] . 
However, such studies highlighted one or the other issue but were deficient in bringing the 
broad picture into light. It is important that for MS who already have introduced e-ID and 
those who are in the process, the obstacles hindering the way of an IOP solution should be 
obvious so that a thorough methodology may be adopted to address this issue. Therefore, in 
this paper we identity all the obstacles hindering the way towards having a Pan European 
interoperable electronic identity management system. This paper will help the MS who 
already have their e-ID systems and now are looking at the IOP issues. It will also help the 
MS who are in the initial stages of their e-ID project as they can design their systems from the 
IOP perspective.   

The concept of electronic identification may apparently seem to be more of a technical 
issue, yet the social and political dimensions of this issue cannot be overlooked. Therefore we 
broadly divide the obstacles in technical and social categories. We limit the scope to only 
identifying the obstacles and not proposing solutions for them. We also limit our discussion to 
countries within EU. We talk about the e-ID concept in general, however since most of the 
countries are implementing e-ID using smart cards, therefore we keep that in perspective 
while discussing different issues. 
 
2. Technical Issues 
 

2.1. Certification Authority (CA): 
 

In the electronic identification systems, a citizen proves his identity using the digital 
certificate issued by a CA. However, the CA also needs to be authenticated. The CA 
authentication and certificate validation process is relatively simple within the MS where it 
was issued, however it is rather complex when we consider it on a Pan European scale. 
Consider a typical scenario where a citizen moves from a MS A to the MS B and uses his/her 
e-ID card for an electronic service. How will the electronic identification system of MS B 
authenticate the CA of MS A and how can it trust the certificate?  

The e-Sig Directive in its article 4 has laid down the basis for the acceptance of 
advanced electronic signatures based on a qualified certificate throughout EU  [2]. However, 
the practical problem of establishing trust by the authentication of the CA and the validation 
of the certificate still exists. This issue of mutual recognition and establishment of trust 
between the CAs has been highlighted in a feasibility report for a Bridge CA by the European 
Commission  [7]. In this report various solutions have been considered for resolving the issue 
of CA-CA IOP. The solution recommended in this report is the Modified BCA PKI model.  

However, the feasibility report also acknowledges that establishing a Pan European 
BCA is not easy and would not succeed without a strong political support. Further, such effort 
would have to take into account the policy, legal, organizational and technical issues and 
would have to reach a minimum IOP basis at the network and protocols levels. Besides these 
two points, currently there is only one MS having an existing national BCA which indicates 
that if a BCA will be established, many CAs would have to be interconnected from each MS.  

 



 
2.2. Issues with Digital Signatures: 
 

Practical implementations of digital signature schemes raise a number of issues. When the 
certificate is installed on a computer, the private key is stored on the hard disk which 
performs the calculations of the algorithm on behalf of the user. Given the well known threats 
of viruses, Trojan horses and worms and facing the unreliability of present personal 
computers it is very hard to make sure that the computer applies this algorithm only when the 
user directs the machine to do so. There is also no guarantee that the algorithm is applied only 
to the document presented to the user on the computer screen and in exactly the form as it 
appears on that computer screen. Schemes to protect the private key are reliable only if the 
entire hardware, software, operating system and the firmware can be fully trusted, a goal 
which cannot practically be achieved on a personal computer. Another issue is, if the pair of 
keys is stored on the computer then how will the citizen carry the e-ID if he/she is travelling 
to another MS? Copying it on a portable media and carrying it along may compromise the 
secrecy of private key. Although most of the countries have overcome this issue by using 
cryptographic smart cards, however the countries which will choose the PC implementation 
of electronic identity will have to address these issues. 

 
2.3. Standardization: 
 

Organizations working across EU for forming standards on electronic identification and 
authentication include the WS eAuthentication and TC224 working group of the CEN/ISSS 
and Open Smartcard Infrastructure for Europe (OSCIE). Further, in 1992 EUCLID published 
the electronic identity white paper laying down the minimum requirements for implementing 
e-ID systems based on PKI  [1]. The e-Sig Directive on electronic signatures has proven to be 
the legal basis for acceptance of e-Sig across EU. The EESSI (European Electronic Signature 
Standardization Initiative) programme has developed few standards to assist the 
implementation of the e-Sig Directive. Although, because of the delay in publishing these 
standards, several MS had already developed their own technical interpretations of the 
Directive  [5]. 

However, much work still remains to be done. As mentioned in the International 
Porvoo Group Conference in Tallinn  [8], when developing a Pan European electronic identity, 
attention must be paid to organizing the deployment, legal issues and standardization. 
Regulation is needed regarding e.g. the procedures when issuing electronic identity, the issues 
related to data contents of certificates, data protection and liability. Furthermore, although 
legislations have been based on technology neutrality, standardization takes a firm stance in 
favour of PKI  [9]. Since technology changes may occur in future thus if applications are not 
neutral at the level of design requirements there may be problems in incorporating new 
technologies. Furthermore, MS have varying implementation levels of Annex II of e-sig 
directive "Requirements for certification-service-providers issuing qualified certificates" 
which means that the establishment and running of a Certification Service Provider (CSP) 
will differ considerably  [5]. Thus a CSP establishing business in several MS must therefore 
adapt itself to different requirements and procedures. Product vendors will also have 
difficulties building products for this fragmented market. 

 
2.4. Unique Identification Number (UIN): 
 

In order for governments to provide online service to its citizens and to protect electronic 
communications, it is imperative that it identifies each citizen uniquely; which brings the 
issue of UIN. Such a UIN is needed to prove the involvement of a citizen in a particular 
transaction and to eliminate chances of non-repudiation. Some MS already have such UIN for 

 



their citizens while some other MS are introducing it. For e.g. Austria has established the 
Austrian Central Residents Register which issues a unique number called CRR to each 
citizen. Similarly Italy, Belgium, Finland also issue a unique number to every citizen. 

In a survey conducted by authors, it was found out that about 11 MS issue UIN to their 
citizens. On the contrary some MS do not have any plan to introduce such a UIN. Partly it is 
because of the privacy concerns of a large population of these MS. This is because such a 
UIN may be used for profiling hence some organizations understandably are against its use. 
Some countries have constitutional problems for e.g. in Germany the Constitutional Court of 
Karlsruhe has ruled against having a single identity number for each citizen. The absence of 
UIN can create an obstacle since the implementation of the electronic signature, creation of 
public key infrastructures (PKI) and the networking of all public databases has to be based to 
a large extent on the widespread use of the UIN. The question is that in the countries where 
such a UIN does not exist, what would be used as unique personal identifier? And how will 
this issue be resolved at Pan European level? 
 

2.5. Public Key Infrastructure (PKI): 
 

E-ID cards are used in the PKI environment. In terms of the promotion of Pan European PKI 
framework, however, there is a need to ensure that parties in different PKI domains can 
interoperate. It is necessary for cross border initiatives to be formed to ensure that the 
different PKI structures and practices are examined and deliberated to develop a mutually 
agreed inter-working PKI framework. In order to have an IOP system, the White Paper on 
Electronic Identity sets it as a minimum requirement to have an established PKI  [1]. In our 
opinion since the e-sig Directive has not laid down such a restriction so MS may use the 
services of any accredited service provider in another MS. But in either case, every MS needs 
to have a system to identity and authenticate the e-ID cards. 

The technical specification by ETSI  [10] provides the guidelines in establishing a PKI 
and specifies policy requirements relating to certification authorities (CAs) issuing qualified 
certificates. However it may take a while before we see interoperable PKIs established 
throughout Europe. Further, some MS believe that using the existing authentication systems 
like password and PIN, they can still manage the security challenges so there is no need to 
invest in establishing PKI. In a study carried out in 2001, some MS were of the opinion that 
about 80% of electronic services currently provided by the public sector can be sufficiently 
protected using a password or a PIN  [12]. For the remaining more sensitive services that 
require strong authentication, these MS believe that a system where electronic certificates are 
issued by accredited CAs will suffice. Thus these MS believe that they do not have to involve 
in large-scale, complex and costly procedure of creating a material object like an identity card 
with a chip and distributing it to all citizens. 

Furthermore, the strong technical complexity in the combination of PKI and 
smartcards for identification purposes features hot spots in the installations of the smartcards 
and the signature software  [11]. 
 

2.6. Availability of Information: 
 

Currently there are about nine EU member states that already have or are in the process of 
introducing e-ID. As these MS are making progress, they are generating useful information 
and 'Best Practises' regarding all the aspects of setting up the infrastructure for an electronic 
identification system. However not all of this information is accessible by the specific e-ID 
websites. A survey of such websites, dedicated to the electronic identity, reveal that either the 
web site is only in the native language or if there is another version of it then it just provides 
general information and is not as comprehensive as the actual web site. The translation of this 
information in other EU official languages or at least in the most widely spoken languages has 

 



not been done. Any attempt to create a Pan European IOP electronic identification system will 
certainly need the details about each individual system. The limited availability of this 
information will not make the job any easier. 
 

2.7. Limited Availability of Electronic Services: 
 

Citizens in MS are not motivated to get an e-ID since there aren't enough electronic services 
available. On the other hand the vendors are reluctant to invest in an electronic service since 
there aren't many users with e-IDs to use it. This dilemma similar to Chicken and Egg 
conundrum is hindering the progress of e-ID projects. Finland may be taken as an example, it 
was the first country to introduce e-ID cards yet those who possess this cards use it rarely. 
This can be explained by the still limited types of transactions with the administrations, for 
which a citizen can use the e-ID cards  [12]. This is also the overall condition in EU. The 
report  [5] has posed the question about the current utilization of electronic signatures in 
Europe and has noticed that there is currently no natural market demand for qualified 
certificates. The largest application area in Europe for e-Sig is generally linked to e-banking 
applications in a closed user environment. Within the scope of the e-sig Directive, very few 
applications are in use today and they are almost completely limited to e-gov. 

 
2.8. Hardware and Software Issues: 

 

Depending on the requirements of MS for their e-ID projects, one can observe a range of 
applications from vendor specific to open source. For e.g. Malta is using the Microsoft 
solution [13], Italy is using the Baltimore Technologies solution  [14] and Estonia is using 
DigiDoc based on open source OpenXades  [15]. When an IOP system will be tried, the 
incompatibility issues of these heterogeneous platforms may pose some hurdles. MS with an 
existing e-ID project have their proprietary applications used to interact with e-ID cards. 
However, when such an application will have to interact with e-IDs from other MS, it will 
have special requirements like specific APIs and drivers which may or may not be available. 
This may create acceptability problems of e-ID outside one MS. 

A further issue that is starting to emerge is IOP between authentication technologies and 
other technologies used in the process of generating, transmitting or receiving a transaction. 
There are already instances where authentication technologies can be rendered ineffective by 
other technologies  [16]. For example firewalls and gateways can reject digital signatures or 
encrypted messages as they could possibly be maleficent code or contain viruses.  

A large number of smart cards from different vendors are not IOP and therefore must use 
specific software and smart card readers. The e-ID cards issued by an organization may not be 
read by all card readers even in the same MS. From EU perspective, the problem will further 
aggravate since there will be a greater number of smart card and card reader manufacturers. 
The Finnish e-ID project has tested 50 card readers from 14 vendors for the Finnish e-ID and 
approximately 60% of them have a major or minor issue  [18].  
 
3. Social and Political Issues 
 

3.1. Is e-ID really Required: 
From the overall situation of e-ID in EU, it appears as if few MS are still asking this question. 
While some MS are eager to adopt an e-ID solution for the digital age yet there are a number 
of MS who do not see a need for such an electronic identity and at the moment do not have 
any plan to introduce it. Currently Finland, Belgium, Italy, Austria, Estonia, Spain and 
Sweden are already issuing e-ID cards at big or small level. Three other countries 
Netherlands, France and Slovenia have already made decision to introduce such an electronic 
card. Malta has also introduced the e-ID although not in the form of smart cards. 

 



The other 14 countries of the Union do not have any plans for a national roll out of an 
electronic identity card. Whether the roots of such delay, towards a digital identity, lies in the 
public hostility towards such an e-ID card, the high cost of PKI setup, or because of the 
underestimations of its potential usefulness by the government, this will cause a big obstacle 
towards a Pan European interoperable electronic identification system. 
 

3.2. Legal Aspect of E-Sig law: 
 

Most of the MS have implemented the e-sig Directive in their law. However, care must be 
observed while making laws. As found in report  [16] the biggest danger to the IOP of 
electronic authentication schemes is overly specific legislation or regulation. Schemes that 
mandate particular approaches to the exclusion of all others, be they technical, legal or 
procedural, will not be able to accept authenticators from schemes that do not adopt the same 
approach. This will disadvantage schemes that adopt the mandatory approach in terms of 
electronic commerce. Thus, overly legislative environment may establish barriers to Pan 
European wide IOP. 

Furthermore, although a legal framework on the European level for the electronic 
signatures is well in place, there is also the need for a European legal system for cross-border 
recognition of electronic identities in addition to the e-sig Directive. 

Another observation made in report  [5] with respect to certification authorities is that 
some MS have established supervision schemes that are very close to prior authorization, and 
are possibly infringing provisions of the e-sig Directive. There are important divergences 
between the various supervision schemes in the MS. Although the effect of these divergences 
remains limited, since most of the CSPs still operate exclusively in their home country, the 
divergences will begin to show a negative impact once European or non-European providers 
start to launch more cross-border certification services across the EU. 

 
3.3. Privacy: 
 

It is important to address the privacy concerns of citizens for the e-ID to be popular across 
European Union. The sensitivity to the issue of privacy varies among the citizens of different 
MS and unless a majority of population in every MS is convinced, the chances of an e-ID to 
be popular across EU are limited. While issuing an e-ID card it will be necessary to collect, 
store and process personal data on various steps. This data on card whether processed on card 
or outside card will lead to processing of personal data by automatic means. Confidentiality of 
the personal data while processed is a must. Using a smart card for the data processing with 
its many technical options and in geographically dispersed locations is a challenge. Although 
EU has an advanced regulatory framework for protecting personal data and has passed several 
Directives  [19] to safeguard against any misuse, however citizens from different MS may not 
get the same level of data protection pursuant to the e-sig Directive.  

The civil liberty unions are concerned about this issue of ‘Big Brother is Watching’. 
There are fears that citizen’s privacy may be violated by linking different databases using the 
UIN. The issues of identity and anonymity are even more important for them as the dangers 
are not only of a monetary nature but personal freedom, civil and democratic rights may be at 
stake. To date consumer requirements have only marginally been taken into account although 
the risks for consumers using a complex technology such as electronic signatures are far 
greater than the risks businesses face  [17]. 
 

3.4. Multi Application e-ID Card: 
 

An e-ID card can be useful in many different fields of life, such as health insurance, social 
security, financial transactions etc.. Every MS issuing e-ID cards has to make a decision 

 



whether to restrict the e-ID card for identification, authentication and e-Sig or use it for other 
applications as well. Some MS are planning that additional data or applications may be 
chosen by the card holder and stored in the on-board memory of the card. However, who will 
bear the responsibility for the contents and security of the card if different applications are on 
the same card is not yet clear.  Further, for a multi application card, if a citizen from one MS 
moves to another MS and needs to have an application installed from an organization in the 
second MS, will it be possible to get an application installed on the e-ID card from another 
MS or does the citizen have to apply for a new e-ID in the other MS? Another concern is that 
if such a card containing various applications is lost, the citizen will temporarily loose his 
privileges to use all the relevant electronic services till another e-ID is produced. 
Reconstructing such a multi-application e-ID will take some time since the information in the 
e-ID will come from several different databases.  

 
3.5. Mandatory versus Optional: 
 

Should an e-ID card be mandatory or optional for the citizens? MS have varying policy on 
this issue. Making it mandatory may not be possible for all MS considering the fact that in 
countries like UK, Austria etc. citizens are not bound to carry even paper based IDs. 
However, keeping it optional poses the threat that citizens may not take interest in using the e-
IDs, something similar to what happened in Finland. In Finland, for the first 5 years only 
5000 people obtained the e-IDs, the figure till March 2004 was 26,000 which is not a very 
positive indicator. Whether the e-ID is made mandatory or optional, what is important is the 
widespread use of this technology by the citizens.  

 
3.6. Awareness 
 

Electronic identification and authentication are still emerging disciplines. The level of 
awareness of these technologies and their use is patchy and in many cases fraught with 
misconceptions. This is particularly the case in respect of the security and reliability of the 
technologies and their implementation. It has been noted that there is a lack of awareness 
among government policy makers, business managers and individual users  [16]. Government 
policy makers shape the framework within which electronic identification will be used. In 
doing so they need to be aware of the national and Pan European environment in which the 
technology will be used. Governments will not be able to develop user confidence unless they 
are successful in convincing their citizens that they have the necessary awareness of the issues 
and have developed appropriate responses. 

 It is important that businesses also recognizes the advantages of the new technologies and 
have the confidence to use them. Regarding end users, there is still considerable apprehension 
and misconception on the subject of electronic identification, authentication and e-sig. Much 
of this relates to the security of their personal information and transactions. Citizens are more 
concerned about e-ID since the consequences of misuse of e-ID are much severe compared to 
a credit card as the abuse of former, in some circumstances, can put one in a legally binding 
contract. Further, there are also concerns about the security of smart card itself. Various  
attacks are known for smart cards for e.g. timing attacks, differential and simple power-
analysis attacks, and differential and simple electromagnetic-analysis attacks. The old smart 
cards were vulnerable to such attacks. If the currently deployed smart cards yield to such 
attacks then the level of user confidence on e-ID using smart cards will further reduce 

 
3.7. Financial Investment 
 

Rolling out e-ID cards is not only complex but also bears significant financial burden on State 
and up to some extent on the citizens. This is also one reason why some MS do not want to 

 



start this kind of project and would rather prefer the security provided by PIN or Password. 
The electronic identification system using smart cards involve smart cards itself which 
consists of the plastic body and a microprocessor, the physical security features related to the 
card, card readers, relevant documentation, developing specific applications, distribution 
system, a registration authority, PKI, Cross-certification, Time stamping, and Client-side 
software interacting in a consistent, trustworthy manner. Establishing this infrastructure needs 
substantial investment. Although such an investment is worthwhile, as is the belief of many, 
yet it will be a long way to convince every MS to believe the same. Thus till the time that all 
EU member states are convinced to spend in establishing the infrastructure, an IOP Pan 
European e-ID is difficult to achieve. 
 
Conclusion: 
 

Numerous projects on electronic identification are in progress in several member states. With 
the rollout of hundreds of thousands of e-ID cards in MS, the issue of interoperability is 
getting broader attention. In this paper we have examined the obstacles that a Pan European 
solution would have to overcome. The interoperability of e-ID seems to be a technical issue 
considering unique identification, certification authority, electronic signatures, hardware and 
software issues just to name a few. However, several important social and political issues like 
privacy, legal aspects, financial investment, public awareness etc. will need an equal attention. 
We have discussed the technical and social/political issues in detail and have highlighted the 
important questions. This paper paves the way towards a Pan European interoperable identity 
management solution by pin pointing the core issues that will have to be addressed. 
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Abstract: It is a general opinion that applicative cooperation represents a 
useful vehicle for the development of e-government. At the architectural 
level, solutions for applicative cooperation are quite stable, but 
organizational and methodological problems prevent the expected and 
needed development of cooperation among different administrations. 
Moreover, the introduction of the “digital government” requires a 
considerable involvement of resources that can be unsustainable for small 
public administrations. This work shows how the above mentioned 
problems can be (partially) solved with the introduction of a Shared 
Services Center (SSC).  

 

1 Introduction 
One of the most challenges of the e-government paradigm, also according to the available 
technology, is to integrate information systems in such a way that different administrations can 
suitably interact each other by sharing activities,  processes, services etc. This integration reduces 
citizens’ time dedicated to bureaucracy, increases quality of services, allows to share knowledge, 
information and best practices [BCSV03, DEEEH03,FRI02]. 
Since 1993, several Italian initiatives have been considered by both the central government and 
regional ones to support the integration of the citizens and the state. An effective service to citizens 
relies on a cooperation at the applicative level among the various administrations; in other words we 
need a sort of  distributed informative system where independent public administrations (PA) are 
involved and share services each other [MECBAT01a]. 
The technologies that support a Cooperative Information System (CIS) are mature enough to be 
fruitfully used in a large class of applications. The same, however, cannot be said for the underlying 
developing methodologies [MECBAT00]. The crucial point is to develop a general architecture to 
integrate systems that have been designed to support vertical applications. Hence, it is needed a re-
engineering process of procedures and services.  
The reorganization of informative systems in an organization needs a parallel reorganization of both 
administrative and economic processes with constraints concerning “legacy” architectures, 
organization structure and actual laws. In general, hence, we need an architecture that coordinates 



the exchange of information among the various information systems by leaving full autonomy to 
each organization together with a cyclic and iterative methodological process that takes into account 
the constraints imposed by the different organizations, the different cultures and the different 
internal management  [DAWPRE03, KRAZEM01, MECBAT01b]. To this aim have been defined 
guide lines for interoperability services and applicative cooperation [AIP00, DUR03, DUR04, 
MIT03a, PCM00, VIR01].  
Fig. 1 shows a three layered cooperative architecture that offer connectivity, base services and 
cooperation services.  In these last years several pilot projects have experimented potential solutions 
(middleware-based, web-based and traditional) to this problem. The digital government, so that 
other areas of ICT, is dominated by the Web. The web services qualify the public administrations to 
provide services by means of the definition of new services (even from other e-government sources) 
through the standardization of the description, the research and the invocation of cooperative 
procedures [ELMMCI01]. 
 

 
Fig. 1.  Service layers 

 
The e-government digital services, indeed, classify as one of the most intriguing areas in the Web 
Services setting because of the innumerable factors (human resources, geography, ontology 
organization, security, quality of data etc.) that make this domain definitely more complex than 
others [AFNT04, ELMMCI01]. For these reasons, this work concentrates on the concept of   
“shared service center” as useful tool that let various PA  to share those functionalities that are in 
common and that is of difficult realization and management. The more complex functionalities are 
phisically located in some organizational structure able to: 
 

1. take part to the digital government to those organizations that are not able to interoperate, 
 
2. allow the public access to services through a unique interface, possibly without considering 

whether these services are provided by a single or several organizations. One-stop 
government reflects a new concept of PA (see Fig. 2) based on the way the PA’s distribute 
their own services [WIMKRE01]. 

 



 
Fig. 2.  On-line one-stop government 

 

2 Migrating ICT outsourcing to Shared Services Center 
Public administrations are facing a very complex renewing process within their organizational 
structures trying to improve internal working modalities and the quality of the given services. Two 
main particular phenomenon contribute to favor such a modernizing. On one hand the introduction 
of  the information and communication technologies (ICT) radically changes the way employees 
work together with the given available services; on the other hand, the reorganization of some 
functions through outsourcing processes[BIL01]. Evolution of available technology, economic 
pressure and needs to canalize suitable resources on the “core competencies” (meant as set of 
strategic activities for the PA)  make the management and the development of ICT products by 
administrations can be very difficult. In order to face these problems some administrations resort to 
outsourcing by committing parts of the services to external partners. This allows to optimize the use 
of human and technological available resources and to speed up the distribution of  e-services and 
the information for citizen and firms.    
While in the past were mainly considerations about costs in favor of ICT outsourcing, in these last 
years the process view [LHKP03] is becoming more and more significant. The external partners are 
not only “service providers” but directly integrated into the “value chain”. This integrated 
framework allows the PA both to evaluate the social impact and to detect strategies connected with 
the operation. Independently from the choice make-or-buy, potentially convenient, the main aim is 
to find a proper  partnership between the administration and the external offer that, in turn, means to 
optimize concurrency management, costs and the quality in favor of the involved administration 
[PAU03]. 
Outsourcing for administrations is more than cost-effective. Function delegation has allowed, and 
actually allows, to public organisms to have a unique interface for the solution of a number of 
complex problems and to have the possibility to take part in a direct and immediate way to 
exceptions that can happen. This allows to continuously improve the “services standard” and  to 
reach a low level of bureaucracy connected with the given functions. A Shared Services can be seen 
as a particular king of outsourcing between several clients and a single provider. In particular, SSC 
is defined as a concentration of resources, detected as activities that are typically distributed 
crosswise to the organization with the main aim to serve different users at low costs and with a high 
level of service. This has a direct consequence to satisfy external users and increase the corporative 
image [SHDL99]. Hence,  we can further distinguish between “ICT outsourcing” and Shared 
Services: the former represents a legally service provided by an independent third part, while the 
latter is a proper function within a “corporate group” [ULB03]. The idea of SSC is then to gain 



from the investments in the domain of e-government by sharing common elements present in the 
single administrations.  
 

The local units focus on their core administrative process
Clear control and eliminate local and complicated 
control of IT function 
Gain access to high quality IT services and skills 
Concentration of innovation and exploit new 
Technology 
Share risks 
One-stop shop 
Standardize functionality and processes among 
administration 
Disseminate and impose successful practices 

Strategic and organizational benefits 
 

Reduction of complexity 
Enhance credibility 
Solve internal conflicts Political benefits 

 Increase controllability 
Concentration and access to technical and project 
management expertise 
Poor performance of local ICT staff 
Higher services levels 
Consolidate experiences 
Escape from legacy systems 
Standardization of platforms and application 
Vendors 

Technical benefits 
 

Better information security and authorization by 
centralizing  
Lower control and maintenance costs Economical benefits 

 Accountability of control 

Tab. 1 . Benefits on using a Share Services environment 

 
In a shared services environment, the PA externalizes the activities that support their core 
competencies by organizing them in separate functional modules. As a consequence, the single PAs 
can concentrate their attention to the development of the most strategic activities for the 
administrative process. By developing a methodology based on SSC, moreover, two communities 
with different competencies can be isolated: the specialists for the design and realization of Share 
Services, that provide their experience in the technology and projects management, and the local 
experts that contribute to provide the needed knowledge of the administrative process and user 
requests [JANWAG04]. 
 

3 Analysis of the Share Services Infrastructure 
SSC aims at supporting the technical aspects of management and distribution through telematic 
means of the administrative services based on a number and heterogeneous data and knowledge, 
data bases and services, given by the different administrations. The existence of an infrastructure 
supports the realization and put forward administrative services for citizens and firms, in particular 
for those entities that cannot manage, in full autonomy, the distrubution via telematic means by a 
lack of both economic resources and planning skills.  The infrastructure includes a framework (see 



Fig. 3) that provides a series of solutions for complex problems and a set of shared and standardized 
services that can be used according to the usual mechanisms of the applicative cooperation 
[PCM00].  
 

 
Fig. 3. General Framework 

 
In particular, the framework provides services for applicative cooperation, for security and the 
Single Sign On, for the automation of  the procedural and documental flows, for content 
management. This last aspect allows a significant rationalization of the content management 
platforms usage, the relative access modalities and information updating, the management and 
maintainability of informative services.  The shared services are provided by means of a modular 
architecture that is based on “building blocks” reuse. The services are exposed via web services and 
through a modality of interaction with non invasive back-office systems. The possibility to develop 
services among the different PA, in a G2G logic, allows to increase efficiency in administrative 
procedures and to reach the objective to present the different PA to citizens and firms in a more and 
more global perspective (G2C,G2B). The reference model is based on the distribution of services in 
local and regional portals that constitute the telematic front-office for the users.  While the 
presentation of services can be suitably differentiated and personalized in function of the access 
typology on the user side, the given services, instead, remain a shared patrimony controlled in the 
access modality and checked via the services catalog.  
The framework is logically located between the front-office and back-office as part of the 
infrastructure of the applicative cooperation and located in the middle in the distribution of services 
based on direct interaction (synchronous) between delegated and applicative ports in the  front-end 
and back-end systems. This mediation plays a role when the interaction relies on some 
asynchronous mechanism of applicative cooperation as, for instance, those based on  
Publish&Subscribe and process orchestration. We can now give a list of services needed for the 
above mentioned functions:  
 
Internal Services for the management of the technological infrastructure. These are centralized and 
demanded to specific operative points that also monitor the systems and the applications, control the 
security conditions and, in general, the operative and administrative applications needed for the 
correct operativity of the informative system.   
 
Services for the applicative cooperation based on synchronous and asynchronous collaboration 
profiles for the exchange of the informative flows between delegated and applicative ports 
coherently to the model of the e-Government envelop: 
 



• Process Orchestration, via a central engine able to manage instances of registered models in 
a suitable repository; significant knowledge base for the diffusion of process logics and for 
the reduction of analysis time, 

• Event notification systems, based on Publish & Subscribe that guarantee a strong decoupling 
between the parts in terms of distribution, timing and flows of  events,  

• Workflow services, for automation of documental flows and the management of complex 
processes that require, for the completion of one or more steps, also the interference of 
“real” users and not only applicatives  

• Security Infrastructure, in order to guarantee attributes as integrity, confidentiality and non 
repudiation of exchanged messages between delegated and applicative ports. 

 
Registry Services, for registration and consulting. The services catalog must be able to host in their 
archives the information that concern the given applicative services and the tools that let them 
available to the community.  
 
Logging services, for the traceability of services requests, with accounting of the orchestration state 
or of the workflow processes and in general for the management of generic applicative events, 
including errors and exceptions. 
 
Authentication and authorization services, for the centralized management of the accesses to the 
reserved areas of the portals exposed in the framework 
 

• Single Sign On (SSO), for the transfer of credentials between authenticated users between 
access portals; the authentication on the framework is possible via weak and strong 
registration, or via the use of a card for the digital signature or via services cards.    

• Profiling systems, for the coordinated management of information on the users with 
credentials, logically divided in a static subsystem (extended registry) and a dynamic one, 
containing a series of attributes able to indicate preferences of the user when accessing the 
services rather than informative areas on portals. 

 
Content Management services, able to manage in a centralized manner the contents on access 
portals and their automatized distribution on external servers: 
 

• Front-End Services, for the integrated management of both static sites and personalized 
templates, populated by contents and services filtered with respect to the preferences in the 
user profile, 

• Community services, for the simplified management of the News and Forum areas of 
informative portals. 

 

4 Case Study: “Regione Marche” Shared Services Center (RMSSC)  
In Italy several initiatives have been undertaken to explicitly support small municipal districts in 
order to guarantee that citizens can participate in the e-government innovation processes. There are 
5.836 small municipal districts of about 5000 citizens each. Three kinds of difficulties characterize 
such areas: 
 

• The impossibility to get proper funds for the realization of innovative processes,  
• The lack of adequate skills to support innovation, 
• The lack of a proper technological infrastructure. 

 



In spite of such difficulties, that risk to get out the smaller administratives from the actuation of e-
government and, at the same, it makes even worse the negative phenomenon of the territory 
marginality, some excellence realities just located in small municipal districts, show a live 
participation to the e-government processes. This guarantees equal opportunities for all citizens, 
independently from where they reside, but also the inclusion of small public administrations in the 
innumerable opportunities offered by  ICT [MIT03b]. 
In the actuation of the national e-government plan, the “Ente Regione Marche” has a coordination 
role both at the planning level, to detect a proper strategies within the territory, and at the 
management level because it has the authority to manage the cooperation among underlying entities 
(such as Provincie and Comuni). In the context of the experimentation, the Ente Regione has a 
significant role and is actually involved in a remarkable technological upgrade that has supported 
the design and implementation of a Shared Services environment (see Fig.4) [RGL03]. The 
experimentation involves around the 80% of  the municipal districts of the Marche region and relies 
on a collaboration between Regione Marche, Univeristà degli Studi di Camerino and the involved 
districts.     
Our experimentation uses an infrastructural platform of digital community based on an 
organizational system of standards by means of a Shared Services Center methodology. Two main 
activities are considered: the first related to the “Thematic Map” of the citizens and firms services 
and the second related to the “one-stop government”. The delivery of on-line services to citizens 
and  firms is mainly through institutional web sites or through aggregated portal of services. There 
is a variety of public portals that do not guarantee any quality issue, reliability and interaction 
homogeneity with the public administration, often without any check against the users perspective.  
These problems have the immediate effect of discouraging and preventing the users with respect to 
the new technologies and the new services.  
 

 
Fig. 4.  Shared Services infrastructure 

  
We aim at optimizing the investments done by the single PA for the realization of their own Front-
Office services. For such a reason it is needed to define a common on-line interaction model among 
PAs that give value to the internet visibility, the specificity of the services provider and make 
ensure at the same time interoperability and service provider identification. By using the “registry”  
functions of the SSC we provide the activities that allow the authorized entities to put forward  their 
own services according to a  taxonomy of “life events” and usage target. From the perspective of 
the user, this allows to rely on a unique tool in order to know the available services and use them 
from different profiles. We have already realized a unique identification system or, better, an 
identification system that allows to use any service from any provider by exploiting the current 



technology on authentication, authorization and  single sign-on  while the organization on  the 
territory of authentication flows are under design and development.  The execution of several 
administrative procedures that require the interaction among several PAs has needed the 
development of a second activity. Currently, it is often required that citizen or firm directly 
undertake the integration of the back-office services of the different involved administrations; the 
activities consist of the automation of processes that give a unitary and global view of the public 
administration from the final user perspective. This concept is better known as one-stop shop or 
one-stop government. The realization of such an activity is difficult because of the lack of shared 
back-office services that is prevented by the already mentioned problems regarding culture, 
geographic location and number of different italian public administrations.  On the other hand, the 
lack of shared back-office services has allowed the starting of procedures and services re-
engineering process needed to allow an horizontal applicative cooperation among PAs.   
 

5 Concluding remarks and future works 
This work shows as the evolution of “ICT outsourcing” in “Shared Services” can significantly 
support the development of e-government processes. The applicative cooperation represents one of 
the most involved problems of the digital government. The aim of our proposal is twofold. On one 
hand it allows to overcome the deficiencies concerned with the lack of a proper know-how within 
small public administrations.  On the other hand, the Ente Regione as Shared Services Center, 
enforces the territorial competencies of the Region itself by allowing a significant cost-effective use 
of technologies. We have realized a highly technological supporting framework that has already 
been validated over some given functionality. We plan to validate the framework over more 
complex functionalities such as workflow, publishing and subscribe and orchestration in a territorial 
context that is very much split at the administrative level.  Moreover, we have also planned to verify 
the features of the realization of the one-stop government to make it uniform with respect to the 
standard in the literature  [KRE02, TAM01, TRAWIM01, WIMKRE01, WIMTAM02] and to 
guarantee a wide applicability. 
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Abstract: This paper only considers the elements which characterizes 
the level of application interoperability taken in account in the 
TerreGov project. We present the main requirements for a real 
interoperability of applications. As it is demonstrated by an actual 
scenario, the key point of application interoperability is the dynamic 
discovery of services. This relies on semantic descriptions of services 
and semantic engines exploiting this information for discovering 
services. The glue of these elements is, in backend, a domain ontology 
rich enough for allowing adequate service descriptions. Then, we 
describe an experimentation, which illustrates a solution of the use 
case presented in the scenario. We conclude showing how our 
experimentation could be enlarged efficiently. 

 

1 Introduction 
Considering the rapid introduction of new technologies in government services with the trend 
towards eGovernment, the strategic research area targeted by the TERREGOV Project is the 
“Usability and Applicability in large, complex and real-life environments for coherent 
development of interoperable government services”. To tackle this research issue, the project 
focuses on the requirements of governments at local, intermediate and regional levels for 
flexible and interoperable tools to support the change towards eGovernment services.  
With a diversity of in-house information systems (information sources, databases, legacy 
applications) and the increasing availability of 3rd Party Web Services, the “Web Service” 
paradigms appears as a major brick for applications interoperability and integration. However, 
the implementation of complex and flexible government processes with Web Services still 
requires additional effort in terms of “eGovernment process support” facilities for both design 
and enactment.  
In a growing pool of Web Services, technical interoperability is not sufficient and 
mechanisms should be set up for ensuring that semantics becomes the glue between 
applications. The enhancement of Web Services with semantics is a crucial step for making as 
easy as possible access to these services both by 3rd party applications and human users. Some 
efforts propose methods and methods for standardizing basic e-government services 
development at the national and international levels [ 18,  19]. 
 



In the TerreGov project, user needs are analyzed by the study of use cases from four pilot 
regions. The project addresses three levels of interoperability: application interoperability, 
semantics interoperability, and cultural interoperability. In this paper, we only focus on the 
first level. We present a scenario coming from the Italian pilot which introduces the 
requirements for a real interoperability of applications. From this, we describe the elements of 
our solution to this problem, general enough for becoming the pillars of a concrete 
architecture. 

2 Scenario  
We describe here a real but simplified use case, which is part of the Italian Pilot of 
TERREGOV. This pilot focuses on services that support socio-economic assistance processes 
for citizens of “Regione Veneto”. The description illustrates the necessity of a dynamic 
discovery of services and the corresponding pattern we will describe in the next sections.  
The typical use case involves a citizen that asks for socio-economic assistance. A specific 
process must be enacted in order to decide whether the citizen is eligible or not for this kind 
of assistance. The first step of the process is the collection of relevant personal, medical and 
economical data relative to the citizen; the collection of information is called the citizen's 
profile. The local municipality uses a web service for obtaining the personal information (first 
name, last name, residence, etc.).  
As input to the service, the person must give a personal identifier. in Italy, it is the “fiscal 
code”. A local health care administration uses a web service for obtaining relevant medical 
data of a patient. The input of this service is the patient's identifier, i.e. the “health card 
number”. 
This case shows the use of both municipality and health care services. Unfortunately the two 
web services require different inputs: the “fiscal code” and “health card number”. Let's 
consider the composite process resolving this case. A predefined process would therefore 
require two inputs separately. In actual cases the list of intermediate services and their 
requirements could be longer. A better solution would use a process establishing the minimal 
list of inputs, the citizen is asked for; the system searching for other services which could 
return the other needed data. 
In this case, the minimal list of inputs is reduce to the fiscal code because, it exists a service 
which can produce an health care number given a fiscal code. The citizen is only asked for 
this usual information. The existence of the third service is completely transparent in the 
process. We call this service, the mediator service and the mediator pattern, the process of 
searching for services acting as a bridge between two other services. In actual processes, more 
than one mediator services could be useful. 
  

3 Semantic operability requirements 
A major goal of an advanced eGovernment platform is to enable accredited actors 
(representing government services) to enrich the set of Web Services available by publishing 
new eProcedures as custom-made Web Services. These services could embed access to 
existing legacy systems, invoke other Web Services and should be packaged in such a way 
they can themselves be invoked by other Web services. The key point is that such platforms 
allow the dynamic discovery of services. We describe the main features of these platforms for 
service discovery. 
 
 



3.1 UDDI semantic extensions 
Common web services descriptions are currently published in UDDI1 registries, but 
containing insufficient data for our purpose. Thus, it is necessary to build new registries, 
called UDDI semantic extensions, containing enough semantic information for service 
discovery. They allow the publication of semantic service descriptions, and some service 
discovery mechanisms based on service features. Several efforts of the W3C [ 1] in the domain 
of web services [ 2] tend to propose standards for formally describe web services capabilities: 
OWL/S [ 6], formerly DAML/S, and WSMO [ 7] (see [ 16] for WSMO based web services). 
We have decided to adopt OWL/S, even if this standard is still evolving, because some 
technical resources as Java libraries are already available and will be updated. 
OWL/S is a language based on RDF/S2 used for describing services. In OWL/S a service 
presents a profile, is described by a model and supports a grounding. The profile is mainly 
used for service discovery. It is related with the knowledge domain of the service. The model 
(or process) is used to define the inputs, outputs, preconditions and effects of a service. We 
also used the model for service discovery. The grounding describes the implementation of a 
service. It is linked with WSDL [ 3] service descriptions. The following excerpt of a semantic 
description shows the links with the domain ontology. The concepts whose labels are 
HealthCard and HealthCardId are defined in this ontology. 

<process:hasProcess> 
   <process:AtomicProcess rdf:ID="Process"> 
      <process:hasOutput> 
         <process:Output rdf:ID="out0"> 
            <process:parameterType                           
                   rdf:resource="http://...owl#HealthCard"/> 
            <rdfs:label>HealthCard</rdfs:label> 
         </process:Output> 
      </process:hasOutput> 
      <process:hasInput> 
         <process:Input rdf:ID="in0"> 
           <process:parameterType  
                   rdf:resource="http://...owl#HealthCardId"/> 
           <rdfs:label>HealthCardId</rdfs:label> 
         </process:Input> 
      </process:hasInput> 
   </process:AtomicProcess 
</process:hasProcess> 

3.2 Workflow engine extension 
Enabling heterogeneous enterprise application integration, requires the composition of several 
web services in a workflow for implementing complex tasks. Current technologies address the 
web service composition issue through web services orchestration; the major current industry 
initiative is BPEL4WS3 [ 4]. BPEL4WS aims at specifying business process behavior based 
on Web Services; it distinguishes between executable processes (modeling actual behavior of 
a participant in a business interaction) and abstract process (describing the technological 
interfaces of business processes). BPEL4WS focus on representing static compositions, where 
both the flow of the process and its building blocks (i.e. the web services) are known a priori.  
In order to achieve the dynamic composition of web services, it is also necessary to  extend 
this traditional workflow engines, with the addition of modules allowing the dynamic 
discovery of web services based on their semantic information. Accordingly, abstract and 
executable processes have to be updated in such a way that dynamic processes based on 
                                                 
1 http://www.uddi.org/ 
2 W3C RDF Schema: http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-schema/ 
3 Business Process Execution Language for Web Services 



qualified patterns (e.g. the mediator pattern) could be implemented at run time. The 
algorithms they perform, use the ability of discovering available web services. Such 
eProcedures can combined together several algorithms for computing complex tasks. 

3.3 Ontology 
The backend of the application interoperability in the eGovernment domain relies on 
ontologies. They have to be rich enough for fulfilling several goals. The first one is the 
complete description of services allowing a dynamic discovery able. The search engines have 
to merge elements extracted from service descriptions into the ontology (or fragments of it) 
for making the right inferences. The eGovernment ontology is also used for indexing 
documents and resources in knowledge bases. The following figure (build with the protégé 
editor4) shows some concepts of the ontology that the description in section  3.1 refers.  
 

 
 

Figure 1: excerpt of the domain ontology 

4 Experimentation 
This section shows some characteristics of our model and the way they are integrated. The 
technology used for the implementation relies on Java programming language, Jena APIs [ 8], 
and useful OWL/S libraries as Mindswap5. The scenario and the experimentation show 
mainly the use of the inputs et outputs features of a service as they appear in the service 
description (see section  3.1). Other algorithms mixed matchmaking of concept labels and 
inferences in ontology.  

4.1 System architecture 

The architecture of our system contains four main components: 

• The “interoperability and coordination layer” is the system entry point. This layer allows 
programmatic requests of eGovernment services specifying the inputs and outputs of a 
request. If a single eGovernment service (with specified inputs and outputs) is available, then 
it is executed by the module, otherwise this module attempts to dynamically compose web 
services to fulfill the request. 

• The “Repository” component offers access to information about known services; it is basically 
a programmatic interface to a semantic UDDI extension. 

• The “Analyzer/Checker” component is in charge of implementing the algorithms that explore 
available web services and try to dynamically build the web services sequence. It elaborates 
semantic information and tries to build a sequences using algorithms. It uses two additional 
toolkits: Jena schemagen [ 10], which converts OWL [ 5] vocabularies into Java class file, 

                                                 
4 http://protege.stanford.edu/ 
5 Mindswap Java OWL-S API: http://www.mindswap.org/2004/owl-s/api/

http://www.mindswap.org/2004/owl-s/api/


contains static constants associated to the vocabulary terms, and Kazuki [ 11], a Java API (built 
on top of Jena) for working with OWL instance data directly from Java code. 

• The “Instantiator” component is in charge of taking a complete sequence and to instantiate it 
as a workflow in a classical BPEL4WS workflow engine. This component translates a web 
service sequence dynamically composed by the “Analyzer/Checker” component into a 
BPEL4WS description, and instantiates it within the BPEL4WS engine. 

4.2 The mediator pattern 

4.2.1 description 
A first service S1 (e. g. a local municipality service) requires an input I1 (e.g. fiscal code) for 
returning an output O1 (e. g. the personal information. A second service S2 (e.g. a local health 
care service) requires an input I2 (e.g. health card number) for returning O2 (e.g. the medical 
data). An upper level eProcedure requires both O1 and O2. the only input of this eProcedure is 
I1.   
All inputs/outputs I1, I2, O1, O2 (such as fiscal code, personal data and health card number) 
refer to concepts of the ontology. Represented in the OWL formalism, they are described as 
classes (e.g. FiscalCode, PersonalData, HealthCardId). Our goal is to dynamically build a 
sequence },{ 212,11 OOSI →→ . This sequence calls the sequence 1,11 OSI →→  

and the sequence 222 OSI →→  and must find a third service S3 for elaboration the 

sequence 231 ISI →→ . 

4.2.2 Algorithm 

The goal of this simple composition algorithm is to build a web service sequence with specific input 
set and output set. The following pseudocode for a recursive back-changing algorithm for finding a 
sequence of service invocations consuming a set of available inputs and return a set of expected 
outputs is base on the work done in [ 12].  

initialization: 
weHave = {input set}; 
weWant = {output set}; 

steps: 
findServiceChain (weHave, weWant) { 
  svcs = getServicesOutputtingWeWant(weWant); 
  foreach service in svcs { 
    chain = new chain; 
    foreach input in service.inputs { 
      if input not in weHave { 
        newSvcs = findServiceChain(weHave, service.inputs); 
        chain.add(newSvcs); 
      } 
    } 
    if all service.inputs in weHave { 
      chain.add(service); 
      return chain; 
    } 
  } 
  return null; // no chain found 
} 

 



5 Related Work 
There are several ongoing efforts and examples of work done in the fields of web services 
dynamic discovery and composition. Our approach is very similar to the one described 
in [ 12]. We try to augment the capabilities of standard BPEL4WS execution engine, with 
automated reasoning on OWL/S descriptions. Both approaches try and build web services 
sequences that consume a set of (formally described) inputs, and produce a set of expected 
(formally described) outputs. Mandell and McIlraith proposed a “Semantic Discovery 
Service” (SDS) which sits between the BPEL4WS engine and the service partners. The SDS 
accomplishes both dynamic discovery and dynamic composition, and act as a proxy between 
the discovered partners and the BPEL4WS engine. In our approach we try and separate 
concerns: the semantic UDDI registry is concerned with dynamic discovery; the eProcedure 
module is concerned with the dynamic composition; the BPEL4WS engine is concerned with 
the execution (the “Instantiator” component of the eProcedure module serve as a bridge 
towards BPEL execution [ 9]).  
Another approach to web service composition is described in [ 13]. A semi-automatic 
approach at dynamic composition is described: an operator is assisted in the composition of a 
web service sequences by a program, which presents at each step of the composition the 
possible matching services. In our case, the composition must be dynamic and implemented at 
run time. 
There are also several examples of research and work done in the field of matchmaking 
algorithms for dynamic discovery. We just mentioned some. A prominent example is shown 
in [ 14]: the algorithm tests if the request can provide all required inputs of a service and if the 
offered output satisfies the requestor's demands. The test can have several degrees of accuracy 
(for example exact, or subclass/superclass matching). A similar work has also been done 
within the matcher for the LARKS developed by Sycara et al. [ 15]. Finally, some interesting 
insight on the matchmaking problem is given in [ 15], where the experience report shows a 
development of a semantic web based matchmaking prototype. 

6 Conclusion  
Our research may continue in several directions. We intend to enlarge the main algorithms 
that we use both for matchmaking and composition of web services. Besides semantics of 
inputs/outputs, the additional preconditions and effects constraints described by OWL/S, can 
be used for service discovery. Some discovery, for example, could reject services with 
undesired effects. We also intend to investigate the possibility of reinforcing the matching 
using subclasses and superclasses as in [ 14]. 
Regarding the dynamic composition problem, we are aware of the potential performance 
issues related to the simple recursive algorithm that we’re currently using. For this reason we 
intend to investigate the possibility of building a composition-engine for building arbitrary 
and consistent services sequences. This component would not have a specific goal (in terms, 
for example, of available inputs and expected outputs), but could explore the knowledge-base 
of available services, and try to chain them in consistent sequences (a sequence would be 
consistent as long as the outputs of the web service at the previous step can be pipelined as 
inputs of web service at the next step). We could envisage an indexing of service sequences 
on patterns as the mediator pattern. 
A real interoperability of applications relies mainly on the elaboration of an efficient 
ontology. We consider that it must be a unique eGovernment ontology, from which service 
designers have to refer.  
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Abstract:  Nowadays, Ontology based projects are coming from 
promising ideas to useful project where a lot of resources are being 
devoted to. This new support brings up not only new functionalities to 
empower projects but also new challenges to overcome. The weakest 
point in this infrastructure is UDDI services. Currently these services 
need some improvements in order to meet ontology-based 
technologies full potential. This paper deals with these services and 
how improvements may be deployed in eGovernment environments. 

 

1 Introduction 
During last years we are witnessing an amazing development of eGovernment projects and 
initiatives. In this tendency, several web-based initiatives and ad-hoc solutions are currently 
being deployed. A quick review of current state of art in this area will lead us to conclude that 
several projects and solutions are providing support to citizens in the most usual transaction. 
Even more, several developed platforms aimed to improve the eGovernment status are 
profusely arising all over Europe.  
 
Taking current researches into account and the actual working lines, we may foresee in close 
future global project where final goals are addressed and fulfilled in an integral perspective in 
eGovernment framework due to the vast amount of resources that are being devoted to. 
Nevertheless, several steps remain in the way to this major goal. Most of them are related to 
the adoptions of new paradigms and technologies currently in developing stage and the 
provision of front and back-office projects that undertake solutions in an integral way. 
 
One of the major enhancements for eGovernment projects is related to the inclusion of 
semantic support for operations. This feature will provide us a handful of functionalities that 
will become a must in any solution within a few years. This paper will deal with in the 
inclusion of ontology-driven architecture in eGovernment projects to provide the required 
infrastructure for the accessing service to agents in the network.  
 
This paper is organised as follows: firstly, we will discuss an architecture proposal for a 
network where eGovernment services may be provided. Later we will present the basis for 
UDDI mechanism and following a brief explanation of the basis of OWL-S. The paper is 
completed with an overview of the OWL-S server itself and how UDDI Server may be used 
in this context. Finally, conclusions on the application of presented ideas on eGovernment are 
provided. 
 



2 Architecture proposal 
In order to deal with eGovernment projects we must be aware of several concerns that may 
not be patent in other environments and that will condition the approach to the problem: 

• Costumers for projects are also the stakeholders of projects as they pay it by its taxes. 
So it is a must to provide contents accessible for all of them. 

• Procedures must be auditable for both citizens and administration. 
• Data integrity and data confidentiality are under strict constraints. 
• Data interchange may involve a large chain for data processing and must be kept 

under control on each single step. 
 
Bearing in mind these ideas, we foresee architectures for these projects with the following 
characteristics: 

• Open Source. Software elements must be available for every user involved in the 
project and no assumption may be done about the operative system or required tools. 
Of course, it is not acceptable to force the adoption of some certain programs when 
there are available free and open alternative. 

• Adoption of open standards. By using open standards in every layer of projects, it is 
possible to guarantee the maintenance and the support for new improvements in the 
scope of constant researching. 

• Interaction of any agent. The interaction must be supported even with agents not 
provided by the administration. Thus, it will be possible to develop agents by anybody 
that may become part of the system. This feature will largely increase eParticipation as 
you allow citizens to really take part of Public Administration by mean of their 
contributions. 

• Support for multiplatform devices. Agents in the system may use different network 
supports, i.e., agents may use wired network, WAP devices, Wi-Fi devices or any 
other support as they work with open standards. 

• Ontology-driven. By using this feature, we will achieve a high level of interoperability 
as machine will be able to process data with little or no human participation. This also 
provides interesting advances on server composition and mechanization of procedures 
by mean of autonomous systems. This feature requires a lot of efforts to implement it 
in a proper way. 

 
The general architecture of the eGovernment network is presented in Figure 1. We can outline 
the most outstanding elements on the figure: 
− Service points. These elements are the final responsible for the service provision. They are 

on charge for the execution of services. This role is usually assigned to PAs (Public 
Administrations). 

− Agents. A wide range of agents may be involved on the interchange of information. As a 
matter of fact, support for service should be completely independent of user’s platform. 
Thus, we will support an adapted service for each client: WWW-based clients, stand alone 
clients, mobile clients, etc. Of course the nature of the client will condition the way this 
service is provided. Anyway, we must bear in mind that agent’s requirements and facilities 
may change from one to another. 



 
 

Figure 1.  Network model 
 
− UDDI-like server. We need in this architecture some elements that solve the problem of 

locating the server. In this way, we should provide a yellow page server. This service is 
nowadays being carrying out by UDDI server. These servers are responsible for locating 
the proper server to each request made by the user by looking up in an internal table of data. 
Nevertheless, this service will no fulfil our requirements as will discuss later on. 

 
In this architecture, we find a weak point if no enhancements are made on the current-fashion 
UDDI Server. Main concerns are related to the provision of ontology-driven services and 
security issues among other secondary considerations. Thus, we must review some interesting 
topics related to this server: 
− Semantic support. We find no support for ontology-driven information as this kind of 

servers are not oriented towards semantic data. 
− Security. As these servers are oriented to be just a yellow pages service, there is no support 

for several services that should be provided in eGovernment environments such as non-
repudiation on origin or integrity. 

− Lack of support for particular specifications. eGovernment projects requires the possibility 
to express some particular concerns and requirements that are no available in the UDDI 
protocol. 

 
For the provision of these services we must make a review on UDDI servers to point out the 
weak points we should enhance. 
 

3 UDDI Overview 
The Universal Description, Discovery and Integration (here after UDDI [4]) is an open 
initiative supported by OASIS[1] aimed to encourage the provision of service for the 
discovery and interaction among different entities involved in any particular service. We can 
distinguish three different services on a UDDI server: 
− White Pages. This service deals with name and contact information. 
− Yellow Pages. This service provides a categorized way to organize the provided services. 
− Green Pages. This service addresses technical details about the service. 
 



UDDI is expected to be a key component on the core of Web Services. This service is 
expected to be addressed by using SOAP[6] and, as final result, clients of this services will 
get a information in WSDL[7] format that will let them to properly invoke services. 
 
To provide these services, UDDI uses mainly two data structures: businessEntity and 
businessService. The businessEntity component will provide information to be 
managed by the white pages service such as name, description and contact information. On 
the contrary businessService will carry the information for the green pages services. 
Thus, we can find information about the service actually provided. In this mission, we can 
find a very interesting element that will play a main role: tModelInstanceDetails. The 
former one is the responsible for the provision of how the service must be addressed; this 
mainly is done by mean of a WSDL specification of the features for the service. 
To fulfil services provided by the yellow pages, UDDI provides the categoryBag. In short, 
this is an entity that may be included in both businessService and businessEntity. 
This element allows the system to categorize the functionality of the service in a systematic 
way. 
 
For the sake of brevity we will not get deeper into the UDDI specification, for more 
information [5]. But from the presented features, we can state that UDDI provides a quite 
useful support for the discovery and invocation of services. Nevertheless, some lacks and 
drawbacks are also patent: 
− No security concerns were taken into account. This service does not provide support for 

reliable communications or certifications for the submitted information. Although several 
researching groups are currently dealing with the formers by improving SOAP security 
features; some additional points should be considered for the inclusion of this element on a 
eGovernment structure as later on presented. 

− No support for semantic contents is possible. UDDI servers are designed just for the 
provision of information based on XML contents[10] and no ontology-driven mechanisms 
are considered. Thus, it is no possible the automatic discover of services by machines as it 
actually happen on semantic services. 

 
 

4 OWL-S for service description  
Ontology Web Language – Service (here after OWL-S[3])  is an ontology for describing Web 
Service with semantic information. As far as this technology spreads, services are described 
not just by human understandable information but also by machine readable data. This new 
perspective is getting momentum in the environment of Web Services and systems have 
available infrastructure for delivering semantic-based interaction. As result of this intelligent 
data interchange, systems may provide some interesting advantages from previous data-based 
systems:  

• Web Service discovery and invocation. The difference from previous schemas 
such as WSDL and UDDI registry relays on the fact that now these operations may 
be actually undertaken by machines themselves with little o no human interaction. 

• Web Service composition. Services can also be composed in non trivial way by 
using the semantic data that allows machines to connect outputs from a service as 
input for the next process in the production chain. 

 



To accomplish these promising goals, OWL-S establishes three different levels for data 
related to Web Services: 

• Service Profile 
• Service Grounding 
• Service Model 

 
Service Profiles deals with the question “What it does?” This layer informs present 
information of the function of the Web Service. Indeed, each service publish on the server has 
its own instance the Service to express its own functionalities. The Service Grounding is 
related to the “how” the service can be accessed. Thus, this layer provides support for the 
semantic definition for data and also specifies protocols, message formats, etc. Finally, the 
service model is concern on present “how it actually works”. This layer provides information 
of low level to express how data must be encapsulated. It is based on WSDL formats to 
express this information. For the sake of brevity we suggest [5] for more information. 
 

5 OWL-S Servers: new approach 
As previously stated, there is a list of topics that should be taken into account when providing 
semantic support for eGovernment projects. To overcome this situation, we propose an  
OWL-S Server, an active network component responsible for providing data about services in 
OWL-S format that match constraints from client by using a reasoning module.  
 
It is important to keep in mind that the aim for this contribution is not to develop a broker for 
semantic services, but a server to locate service with semantic description. We are trying to 
provide a server responsible for service localization taking into account semantic descriptions. 
We can not consider this as a broker as it does not perform operation on the behalf of other 
agents but finding its requested services. 
 
Besides of the operations available on UDDI servers, our OWL-S server provides also several 
additional services: certification of the submitted data, support for security capabilities and 
additional facilities for advanced services in collaborative environments. 
 
We will present how an interaction between a client device and the server should go on in 
order to deploy an access service for any further service. Firstly, let make some assumptions: 
there is a client in the system that needs to deliver an operation in this framework. This 
operation is expressed in the terms of a given ontology that we will assume suitable for the 
problem and known by the full environment. Under these constraints, the operation will be 
made of the following steps: 

1. The client begins the operation by requesting information about how to invoke the 
operation in terms of OWL-S data. The semantic information about the service and the 
needed requirements is provided to the server. 

2. Once the request is in the server, the Logical Reasoner deals with it. By using an 
inference engine, the system gathers the proper information requested and matches it 
with the already available data. If the request can be fulfilled according to the 
available information and limitations from the environment, the petition will be 
answered. 

3. The client, the agent that begins the interaction, will be able to request the final service 
addressing to the real service server due to the information obtained from the OWL-S 
server. Of course, the server responsible for implementing these operations may be 
placed somewhere else on the network as an entry point for services themselves 



 
There is two particular points we would like to make clear as they are fundamental for the 
proper working of the prototype: 

• When speaking of matching the proper service, we must point out that some details. 
It is not possible to state that a service exactly meets the requirements made by the 
client as they are defined in a semantic way and misunderstandings may arise. As 
consequence, we will reply the client with all similar services the OWL-S server 
could find and match according to our reasoner. 

• The information the server looks through is already stored in the server. Indeed, the 
server will not produce any polling process where servers included in the network 
are required to send the OWL-S data that defines their services. On the contrary, 
services that desired to be located by our server must previously register themselves 
in the system. The reason for no providing an automatic register or polling process is 
due to security concerns. Before hand, the server will be responsible for the data sent 
to the client; so, some human verification must be done in advance to assure the 
veracity of the information sent. 

 
It is quite usual to cipher the information by using XMLSignature[9] and many other 
techniques for hiding or signing the information by mean of Web Service Enhancements for 
Security[8]. We will not deal with this aspect of the problem as we consider information from 
another point of view and the chance for these features will be taken for granted.  
 
The key component in this server is the logic reasoner. This component is the responsible for 
matching the incoming request and the already available data on the server. If, after 
contrasting the request made by the client and the information about the service, it assumes 
that the service may be equal, or, at least, close the information about the service will be 
included in the response sent to the client. 
 
Other main characteristic for the OWL-S server is use of a extension for the OWL-S semantic 
possibilities to express common features of services in eGovernment environments. The 
OWL-S Ontology by itself provides support to express several concerns related to the 
operations: Inputs, Outputs, Preconditions and Effects for operations (IOPEs). Nevertheless, 
there is a lack of support for certain operation related to eGovernment operations. As 
consequence, we propose the extension of the provided capacities by mean of a new ontology. 
This new ontology, expressed by mean of the OWL[2] language, is made of classes and 
properties that allow us to express properly important features. Main features for these 
enhancements include: 
 

• Definition of a set of ObjectProperty’s to express features linked to services: 
o Support for requesting security services: encryption and electronic signature. 
o Making explicit the maximum data spread 
o Requesting signed acknowledge of submitted questions. 

• Definition of a set of Class to characterize actors involved in operations: 
o Characterization of citizens. 
o Characterization of PAs. 
 

So, by using these features, agents can convey on the description of services that really suit 
their needs or constraints. 

 



6 Dealing with UDDI Servers 
This solution presented in the previous point is the final goal of the project. We expect that in 
close future, eGovernment solutions will be developed bearing in mind the presented ideas. 
The problem we are facing now is legacy systems. There are already UDDI servers working 
that should be available also under the presented conditions for all agents included in the 
network. 
 
The idea to make this possible is to encapsulate the full UDDI server under the same interface 
already presented in the previous point. We will not translate UDDI data into OWL-S as there 
is a lot of missing information that can not be gathered from the UDDI data format. On the 
contrary, we will include the UDDI information, just as it is currently stored, into the pool of 
possible services during the searching phase. Thus, the logical reasoner may search for 
suitable services in services expressed in OWL-S format but also services expressed under 
UDDI terms. 
 
From the previous analysis on UDDI data we can conclude that UDDI is not rich enough to 
express the same data as OWL-S format; mainly only data for Service Model and partially for 
Service Profile layer is available. In this context we must assume the more restrictive criterion 
and just include the referred service in the response in case of open restrictions for searches. 
 
Once the information to be sent to the user from the UDDI pool is located, we must include it 
into the information to be submitted to the client in OWL-S format as the client does not have 
to be aware of how the service is referred to in our network. To do this we must create an 
OWL register from the available UDDI data, a kind of wrapper that gives the same 
appearance but with the obvious gaps of information. We can only compose in some way data 
for the layers Service Profile and Service Model, so information for layer Service Grounding 
is send with default values. The goal is not to make it completely transparent for the client but 
to allow agents in the system to handle the information as any other piece of native OWL-S 
data. 

7 Conclusions 
eGovernment projects are experiencing a huge impulse towards more mature projects. Not 
just final solutions or ad-hoc projects, but also full network projects are becoming a reality 
due to the large amount of efforts devoted to this area of researching. As more complex 
requirements get and more elements are involved in the project, more concerns must be beard 
in mind. The current tendency for this kind of projects may led us towards complex 
environments whit little human intervention and so, a large machine capacity to act on the 
behalf of human clients. In the light of these facts, we can conclude that knowledge data 
management and ontology-driven frameworks will play a main role. 
 
After a review of the elements involved in the actual-fashion networks, we find a special point 
of study where some sources must be devoted to overcome the current situation: the access to 
services with a semantic support. In this paper, we propose an improvement for service 
location servers on data networks oriented towards eGovernment services. The main upgrades 
in this kind of server includes support for security enhancements, semantic support for 
services and advanced features to support advanced features in a broker-fashion way. The 
outcomes for this design will lead us into a new dimension for supporting service in, mainly 
but no only, eGovernment environments. Nevertheless, there are some limitations related to 
the model proposed and some improvements must be done to increase the accuracy of the 
semantic matcher by refining the algorithm for matching requests. 



 
If we scan the future horizon for eGovernment projects, we may see services provided 
through facilities available with semantic support. This will lead operation to upper level of 
mechanization and integration. Outcomes from this advance will not only include technical 
field but also, and more important, social and cultural field. The community will be able to 
achieve a higher level of democracy, understood as civil participation on governmental issues, 
as they will be able to access to services in a deeper manner: more facilities to access public 
services (public grants, public job offers, etc), to provide information to and from the 
administration, more transparency on public management, etc. 
 
The final goal for this trend of development will be achieved when user may develop their 
own clients to operate in a global semantic knowledge network. To achieve this ambitious 
goal there is a long trip but the first step must be given and the one presented in this paper is a 
cornerstone to make this possible. 
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Abstract: We explain how semantic interoperability is important for 
the Norwegian public sector. Important aspects for a technical solution 
are discussed. We choose UML to help us with our semantic 
interoperability efforts. Some of UML’s strong point and week point 
are considered. Our resulting TOR system is also described. 

 

1 Introduction: 
Brønnøysund Register Centre began in 1997 the process of registering all information 
submitted by Norwegian companies. The motivation was to discover multiple reporting of 
identical data. Data definitions describing the information requested by agencies were 
gathered in a database. It was soon realized that one could create electronic forms based on 
these data definitions. Some additional functionality was added, and from 2001 XML Schema 
and X Forms specifications where made available. Today this database consists of well above 
20 000 entries.  
 
One of the main challenges for the government agencies is to manage their information. Most 
of the information is duplicated across the agencies. The different agencies are different 
agencies because they have different focus and different tasks. This also means that they 
handle their information in different ways. As long as there is no need for exchanging 
information this is not a problem, but when exchange of electronic information becomes an 
issue, it is not possible to exchange information between different databases directly. 
 
Much of this information is submitted to the agencies by the citizen of Norway. Often they 
have to submit the same information several times. This should not be necessary, but with the 
current system for describing and saving information it is the only option. We have laws that 
say, that any agency can get information from any other, as long as they are allowed to 
request that information themselves. This law have potential for saving a lot of time for the 
Norwegian Citizens and the agencies, but we have not yet the technology to support this law.  
 
The goal of the TOR project is to simplify information exchange between agencies and 
citizens. To make it possible to receive data in an electronic format it must be organized in 
some way. Most data retrieval by the Norwegian agencies is done through custom made web 
pages or through Altinn [1]. A lot of work is being put into the organization of this data, but 
still this is not very helpful when it comes to exchanging information. We believe that the 
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added work needed to support information exchange a lot better, is relative low compared to 
the effect.  
 
We want to make use of well known technology and established standards to improve the 
Norwegian infrastructure. We are creating a family of tools; TORmodell, TORdesign and 
TORnett that makes it possible to model a domain and then use these models to request, 
retrieve and exchange information in a more efficient way. These tools are based on open 
standards and shareware / freeware. The end product is XML Schema and X Forms 
definitions. These definitions describe the information and the form designed for requesting 
the information. 
 
These tools are to be freely available to the all Norwegian agencies and others interested. 
Everyone given access can model what they like. Reuse of modelled elements is important, 
but we do not want to have a strict control with the model created. In stead we expect self 
justice and system support to steer the overall model in a good direction. These principles are 
similar to the principles community development of software, like the principle Linux where 
built on. 
  
The model describing information that will result from this work is expected to help 
computers identifying some of the semantics in the data being exchanged. This is also 
expected to increase reuse of already retrieved information and simplify information exchange 
inside and between agencies and / or other organisations. We hope that this will open other 
new possibilities as well, and be an important step towards semantic interoperability in 
Norway. 
 
Currently the TOR project at the Brønnøysund Register Centre is working on these 
challenges. This paper describes some of the challenges we have met and sketches the system 
architecture.  
 

2 Requirements 
Since the standard ways to describe data cannot be directly applied to cover our needs in 
connection with semantic interoperability we have to take a closer look on other possible 
solutions, but first we se if there are other necessary considerations that must be made. 
 

2.1 Local attachment 
To many agencies their database and the data contained in it is one of their most important 
resource. When we move focus from data to information, this might be seen an attempt at 
removing resources, expertise and influence away from the agency. This will not help when it 
comes to cooperation in connection with the new system. 
 
To reduce this effect it is very important to makes sure that the agencies still feel that the 
same connection with their information models as they do with their current databases. This 
means that it is important that they keep the ownership and responsibility for their domain 
models. 
 



2.2 Local it-skills 
Creating and maintaining a domain model require other knowledge than the knowledge 
required for doing database management. Another aspect is that some of the smaller agencies 
hardly know their current database schemas. Obscure techniques for describing the domain 
model like second order logic or frame based technology will require skills that very few 
possibly none of the agencies currently possesses. 
 
The chosen technology and standards must be as close as possible to existing technologies 
and metaphors. This is important, both to make the introduction as smooth as possible and to 
avoid that costly consultant services must be bought to become operational with the new 
domain model.    
 
It is also important that as much as possible of the existing infrastructure can be used together 
with the new semantic interoperable information exchange. 
 

2.3 Local expert knowledge 
To be able to create the domain model that must be the core of any semantic interoperable 
system. This domain model can only be created with close cooperation between it – people 
and the domain expert. The emerging model must be accessible to both groups. Hence it must 
be possible to visualize the domain models in a way also no it people can understand.  
 

2.4 Many different actors involved 
The fact that many agencies will be included in the effort of putting semantics into the 
information, also imply that many people will be involved. This makes it important to put as 
much of the organization and ideas form the modelling process into the model. Mental models 
found in the head of the modellers are difficult to get access to, and should not be necessary to 
create and / or change the models.  
 

2.5 Forms and yearly revisions 
The way the Norwegian agencies think about their information is closely related to their 
yearly revision of paper forms. Even though the amount of information submittet 
electronically is constantly rising, most agencies still have their main focus on paper. We 
wanted to create a system that was both based on the ideas of open source and community 
contributions like Wikipedia [7]. We wanted to make the work done by other modellers 
available and reusable. The system should also have multi user functionality. 

3 Semantic interoperability 
Semantic interoperability refers to a system’s ability for exchanging information inside 
organizations with heterogeneous information systems and / or between organizations. These 
issues are known both for e-government and private businesses. Park and Ram [4] give a 
thorough introduction to the some of the challenges of semantic interoperability. Their main 
focus is on businesses and challenges in organizations with heterogeneous information 
systems, but their analysis also apply to government and inter-agency information systems.  
 
Used in this paper semantic interoperability refers to the possibility for exchanging 
information between systems and organisations without having to do tailoring to make this 



possible. Solutions allowing for semantic interoperability are more complex because they take 
into account what is needed to make seamless information exchange possible. 
 
Semantic interoperability cannot exist before technical and syntactic interoperability are 
available. In  Figure 1 -  you can see how the different levels of interoperability relay on the 
level below them. What the different levels are considered to contain depends on the point of 
view of the paper. In this paper the focus is on information exchange and the sketch of the 
levels of interoperability reflect this.  
 

 
Figure 1 -  The increased complexity and required infrastructure as we move towards more advanced 

interoperability 
 
Technical interoperability is the first level, and makes it possible for two computers to 
exchange signals. Historically it has not been given that computers created by different 
manufactures could communicate. Today systems not being technical interoperable with other 
systems are very rare. 
 
The fact that two systems are technical interoperable does not mean that they can interchange 
data. Before data can be exchanged the systems must agree on the format for data exchange. 
This is often solved by using XML today. As syntactic interoperability becomes common it 
becomes possible to focus on semantic interoperability. Our effort put into semantic 
interoperability is described in this paper.  
 

4 From data to information 
The first challenge we meet every time we talk about semantic interoperability is too much 
focus on data. The information in the different Norwegian public agencies is saved in 
databases and the database schemas are thought to be important in it own right. This makes 
sense if you take into account that the databases have been the spine of these agencies for a 
long time. Still this point of view can be contra productive when it comes to making semantic 
interoperability come true. 
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4.1 Identical information 
Having a data centric point of view to information, means that identical information put into 
different database schemas appears different. To some extent this is true, but when you add 
interpretation of the data and get the resulting information, the information saved in the two 
databases are identical. 
 
When you are working with semantic interoperability it is the similarity or dissimilarity of 
information the counts, not the way the data is formatted. This is an important point, because 
for many people working with databases and XML based information exchange, the 
information only match if the database / XML schemas are identical. 
 

 
Figure 2 -  One possible way to put the information about Katrine and Ola into a database. 

 

  
Figure 3 -  Another equivalent way to put the information into a database. 

 

 
Figure 4 -  Information to be represented in a database 

 
Both  Figure 2 -  and  Figure 3 -  show databases containing the information found in  Figure 4 - 
. It is easy to see that the data contained in the databases are different, in spite of these 
differences in data it is important to be able to recognize that the information contained is the 
same. Diagram like  Figure 4 -  do not exist for every database, so we have to find some other 
way to detect identical information independent of potential differences in data formatting.  
 

4.2 Common information, separate data 
The mental models that constitute your world view help you understand the world, but it 
sometimes also prevents you from seeing certain parts of the world accurately. This is 
especially so in the computer sciences, where everything we work with is models of the 
world. The previously mentioned database schemas are one way to see the world, but we 



claim that having focus on information in stead might make the quest for semantic 
interoperability easier. 
 
The sum of information that exists about a person or an object can be looked upon as one 
“unit” of information. This information can physically be situated in several different 
databases using different database schemas. This might not seem to be a very different point 
of view, but it leaves out some of the assumptions that can be troublesome when working with 
semantic interoperability. 
 

Information

Organisation A

Organisation C

Organisation B

 
Figure 5 -  Several locations or organizations can contribute to the overall amount of information. 

 
Some implications of this point of view follow:  
 

• The same information about the same item can be stored in different formats at 
different locations. The chosen format / database schema can be different, but that has 
nothing to do with the semantics of the data. 

• When retrieving information about something it is probable that the needed 
information is spread to more than one location.   

• For a system or a person retrieving information it is of no consequence how this 
information is stored and where. The local chosen organization of data should be 
transparent to the users. 

 
So the conclusion seems to be that systems for retrieving and / or exchanging information 
should be based on something different that the local data storing format. This also fits with 
the idea that differences in data format do not necessarily mean that there are differences in 
the semantics.  
 
What is needed is some way to describe, exchange and retrieve information that is 
independent of where and how the underlying data is saved. 
 

5 UML 
If any method of describing information is to be put into use in an organization, that have not 
got information description and Artificial Intelligence (AI) as their main focus, the method for 
describing must be relatively easy to learn and easy to understand. Some methods that might 
have been an alternative for others, like first order logic or KIF was not an alternative for us. 



The challenge due to complex modelling where also brought to attention by Cranefield and 
Purvis [2]. 
 
Having done some research we realized that parts of the organisation already knew Unified 
Modelling Language (UML), and that they were familiar with using UML tools to describe 
software systems. Another important factor where the work done by KITH [3]: They use 
UML as a tool when they design messages for use in the health sector. As a part of this work 
they involve domain experts like physicians and nurses when they describe the domain. KITH 
uses UML class diagrams to describe the world. Their experience is that UML is a good tool 
for visualizing a domain model. 
 
When you model you describe a chosen portion of the world. UML [6] was created to model 
object oriented software systems. UML has many different diagrams, which one you use 
depend on you chosen modelling focus. The most used diagram is probably the static structure 
diagram also know as a class diagram.  
 
A UML class diagram can be used to create a conceptual description. It was created to 
describe software systems, but it can also be used to create an arbitrary ontology. What we 
need is an ontology that describes the information the agencies gather and maintain. This will 
make it easier both to keep tabs of existing information and exchange information between 
agencies. 
 

5.1 UML and semantic interoperability 
We needed a way to describe the information that was both easy to understand and easy to 
create and maintain. UML seems to cover these needs, but how does it support our needs in 
connection to exchange of information and semantic interoperability? 
 
There is no formal semantic description as a part of the UML language. The semantics of the 
different elements are described in English text. This gives a known semantic challenge: 
Textual descriptions are often ambiguous. 
 
Still the elements and constructs available in UML “imply” semantics that is relevant for us. 
KITH has used UML to some of the same ways we need to. Their experience indicates that 
some of the elements in class diagrams appear to introduce much ambiguity. These constructs 
are often used different by different users. Description of information is difficult and one 
model can be made in many different ways. By reducing the available mechanisms we reduce 
the possible ways to model the same item. 
 
Most “languages” have several ways to say the same thing 
 
It seems that we can manage without some of the elements available in UML. One of the first 
mechanisms we decided to get rid of was all forms of aggregation. Their semantics is not 
clear, and we can express this in other ways. 
 

5.2 How we use UML 
UML was created for and is mainly used in software engineering. When we want to use it for 
describing information, some adaptations must be made. The main adaptations and the reason 
for them are addressed in this section. 



 

5.2.1 Elements and relations 
We use classes, attributes, semantic types, associations, association classes and generalisation 
/ specialisation. In  Figure 6 -  you can se an example of a diagram created using these 
mechanisms. We have done quite a lot of modelling already and the reduced set of UML 
elements seems to be sufficient for our needs.  
 
 
 

 
Figure 6 -  An example diagram using the reduced UML set. 

5.2.2 Semantic types 
A central element in a UML class diagram is a data type. As you can see in  5.2.1 there are no 
data types in our system. There are two reasons for letting the data type go: Data types are 
used in these diagrams to indicate the type of the data to be saved. This is an 
implementational aspect that has nothing to do with semantics and the relations in 
information. The other challenge is that we want to emphasis the differences between data and 
information. For users familiar with UML, having data types present will probably make it 
more difficult to se the differences between modelling data and describing information. 
 
To avoid these problems we introduced semantic types to substitute the data types. These 
semantic types have one semantic meaning. Seen from an information modelling point of 
view, it is much more interesting that a “Person” have a “firstName” that is of the semantic 
type name, than the fact that a “Person” has a “firstName” that is implemented as a string. 
Besides, to save the “firstName” as a string is only one of more possible approaches, and tells 
noting about the semantics of this “firstName”. 
    

5.3 Beyond UML 
For now our restricted UML is sufficient for our needs, but we might need to include more 
relations as time pass by. Even if we continue to move away from pure UML in that way, the 
help in visual model of the information and the familiarity for those who already know UML 
will help us. An interesting standard here might be the topic map technology [5]. 
 



6 The TOR architecture 
The modelling done in TORmodell creates the basis for a semantically rich description of the 
domain. The form and message design done in TORdesign connects these descriptions with 
the needed formats and designs for making data exchange happen. The finished specifications 
are made available for the public and other agencies in TORnett.      
 
Together these tools cover both the process of creating an electronic form or message and 
support for describing information semantically. As you work in TOR the described 
information will expand, and needed work before creating a new form / message will 
decrease. 
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Figure 7 -  The three main components of TOR. 

 

6.1 TOR modell 
 
All modelling in TOR is done in TOR model. This is a UML like tool where you can 
manipulate the model directly in graphical diagrams. The users of this tool must have some 
modelling experience. Subsets of the information model can also be defined and prepared for 
export to TOR design. 
 

6.2 TOR design 
This tool requires less knowledge of modelling than TOR model. We realize that we will have 
to do much of the modelling I TOR model ourselves in the start, but we belive that the needed 
knowledge for operating in TOR design already exist in the different agencies. 



 
Both messages and forms are designed in TOR design. 
 

6.3 TOR nett 
All agencies will have access to TOR, at least a view access. On the other hand it is important 
that the correct person is given access to change the correct classes in the model. TOR nett 
makes sure that every one gets the correct access to the system. 
 
When models are finished in TOR model and TOR design they can be made available to the 
public in TOR nett, so this is also the access point for the outside world. 
 

6.4 Models 
In different parts of TOR different tasks are done, based on different information. All this 
information is found or saved in on of the five models of TOR. The models are basically a 
collection of information. 
 

6.4.1 Information Model  
The Information Model is the part of the system where the semantic description of the 
information belong. All the modelling done in TOR model is saved in the Information Model. 
This model is common for every one that use the system, but what part you see of it depend 
on what you need. 
 
The core of the Information Model is the modelling of the basic information; this is where 
domain models of different agencies meet. The basic information is identifying information 
like organizational number, information about persons and address information. Some parts of 
this core can be found in all agency systems. 
 

Brønnøysund 
Registry Centre

Statistics Norway

Agency for Taxation

 
Figure 8 -  How different domains can overlap in the information modell 

 



The information in the different Norwegian agencies are not disjoint, and that is one of the 
reasons why we need to have a common model of the information being exchanged between 
different Norwegian agencies. 
 
This model can be serialized into a XML Schema file.  
 

6.4.2 Document Model 
The information model will be huge when the system has been in use for some time. A 
document model is a subset of the classes in the information model. The document models are 
used as the basis for creating messages and forms. Associations and attributes that are 
irrelevant to the intended usage can be hidden in the model. 
 
Document models are imported into TOR design and used to as the basis for creating 
messages and / or forms. The use of TOR design should require less understanding of 
modelling than TOR model, so it is essential to hide the full complexity of the information 
model. 
 
This model can be serialized into a XML Schema file.  
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Figure 9 -  The models in TOR 

 

6.4.3 Message Model 
A document model is the basis for a message model. A document model can be used as 
message model directly, but normally one wants to refine the messages further. Restrictions 
on values and the multiplicity of items in the messages can be defined here. 
 



A message model can either be created manually from a document model, or it can be 
generated automatically for a form model. 
 
A message model can be serialized into a XML Schema file.  
 

6.4.4 Form Model 
This model contains the graphical information needed to create an electronic form. When you 
design a form in TOR design this layout information is saved in a form model. The 
corresponding information needed to describe the information submitted through the form 
belongs to the message model. 
 
A form model is serialized into X Forms.  
 

6.4.5 Submitter Model 
One of the main aims with the TOR project is to reduce the amount of multiple submission of 
the same information. If this is to work we need to know who is handing in which 
information, and when. This also makes it possible to manually generate personal forms in the 
longer run. 
 
The submitter model is used for internal reasoning in the system, and can currently not be 
serialized. 
 

7 Conclusion 
When you have a semantic description of information, it can be expressed in any form and 
later compared with other forms. Hence it will be possible to compare the content of two 
different messages. If you also have mapped you internal information resources with the 
information model created in TOR you can easily exchange information with all other 
agencies having done the same. 
 
We believe that TOR is a step towards semantic interoperability within e- Government in 
Norway. 
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Abstract:  This paper describes a new, prototypic eGovernment 
service called Registry Information Service on European Residents 
(RISER). It shows some of the most important insights regarding 
trans-border interoperability issues, which were gained during design 
and construction as well as the first months of service operation. 
Allowing access to official address information the service concerns 
graspable every day matter, thus pointing out very clearly the various 
interoperability issues that come up when connecting different 
national eGovernment services.  

1 Introduction 
Registry Information Service on European Residents (RISER) is the name of a new trans-
national service that provides access to registry information of citizens residing in various EU 
countries. Its main purpose is to enable citizens of one country to verify the official domicile 
of another citizen living in another European country. 
This service is quite simple by nature, as it concerns everyday matter familiar to everybody, 
and consists substantially of one single action: Asking for the correctness of somebody’s 
address and retrieving the answer. RISER just accepts such kind of requests and forwards 
them to the appropriate registry authorities. After receiving the information wanted, it collects 
the answers and makes them available to the original inquirer. 
Despite this straightforward approach, various questions in different areas of interoperability 
have to be solved before such kind of service can be implemented. We assume these issues to 
be similar in most government related cross-border applications. So when analyzing such 
questions in general it may be helpful to look at an example that is comparatively simple in 
regard to content. 

2 The RISER Project 

2.1 Background 
As a consequence of the process of European Unification, mobility of people between 
countries increases as well as relations between people (or organisations) residing in different 
countries. People apply for jobs, travel for recreations, order goods and services, and thereby 
pay less attention to the fact that they are crossing borders. 
One of the many consequences of this development is an evolving demand for identifying 
people from other countries and their home addresses. The most important reason for this – 
beneath finding former classmates etc. – is the necessity to have an official address to enforce 
legal claims against individuals. 

 



Within the borders of countries that maintain publicly available population registers, to 
retrieve for instance the domicile of a debtor from a public agency is a common practice. But 
obtaining such information can be quite complicated, particularly if different regional 
authorities are involved. In Germany for instance, municipalities maintain their own 
population registers under a common legal framework. But requesters have to identify the 
responsible institution and must adhere to varying administrative procedures to be able to 
place an inquiry. Moreover, since responsible institutions use different technologies, there are 
no uniform interfaces for automated inquiries. Current efforts to open, standardize, and 
simplify administration strive to ease the access to administrative data and processes, but 
implementing new standards needs time and many questions still remain unanswered. 
When crossing borders, things become downright complicated. Legal conditions are 
completely different and organizational procedures or structures as well, not to mention 
language related and cultural barriers. Even if all European countries offered open access to 
residential information over the internet, retrieving a Greek or Hungarian address would 
continue to be quite demanding for somebody living for instance in Spain. 
Given a trend to open government procedures to electronical access (eGovernment) 
substantial differences between countries will remain to be present in the foreseeable future. 
For this reason, a common service, allowing citizens and businesses to retrieve address 
information from different countries in a simple and uniform way and in the language of the 
user, seems to be a promising idea. 

2.2 Objectives 
Objective of the RISER project is the prototypical implementation and initial operation of a 
service that offers automated access to basic information from population registers in various 
European countries for private customers. 
The service to be installed is prototypical by nature. It shall prove feasibility and usefulness of 
a common registration inquiry system for a limited number of registered customers and a few 
European countries. But it lays the foundation for a freely accessible service covering 
population data from as many European Member States as possible. Initially it covers 
population registers from Germany, Austria, and Ireland. 
The RISER service is designed to identify natural persons living in those countries and 
discover their officially registered domiciles. Data are obtained by accessing electronical 
interfaces provided by official authorities, rather than using data collected by private 
institutions like telephone companies or mail services. Moreover, RISER does not intend to 
build up any address database of its own, but routes each request to the responsible authority. 
Thus the answer to a request to RISER is always information obtained from the responsible 
civil registration authority. 
Information handled by RISER is confidential to a certain degree, so corresponding 
regulations for data security and privacy protection will be observed properly.  

2.3 Project Details 
The RISER Project Consortium consists of seven private and public partners. These are: 

 PSI AG (Germany) as Project Coordinator 
 ARAM Sp.z o.o. (Poland) 
 Fraunhofer-Institut / FOKUS (Germany) 
 Landesamt für Bürger- und Ordnungsangelegenheiten, Berlin / Civil Registration 

Authority Berlin (Germany) 
 Unabhängiges Landeszentrum für Datenschutz Schleswig-Holstein / Independent 

Centre for Privacy Protection Schleswig-Holstein (Germany) 
 Waterford Institute of Technology (Ireland) 

 



 KDZ-Zentrum für Verwaltungsforschung KDZ e.V. / KDZ-Centre for Administration 
Research (Austria). 

The Project was started in March, 2004, and will last for 18 month. Overall project volume is 
about 2M EUR, co-funded by the European eTEN Programme. 

2.4 Business Model 
During project term, RISER will as a funded project deliver its services free of charge to a 
limited number of customers. Nevertheless, requestors have to pay for fees charged by 
registry authorities, which will be forwarded to them. After initial deployment RISER will try 
to widen its service to cover more European countries and open it to a broader clientele. Then 
it will invoice a small amount to its customers additionally to the fees brought to account by 
registry authorities.  
This model of a privately operated business is expected to work, because the service delivers 
a substantial value to its private customers, compared to the present situation where such 
inquiries are complicated, time consuming and costly (and where potential requestors often 
prefer to do without). Moreover, demand will increase as a result of proceeding European 
integration and expansion, and also as a result of a cheap and comfortable access.  
The business model conforms to the requirement of subsidiarity, because RISER simply 
leverages existing services offered by national authorities in the Member States, not 
questioning their local responsibility and not creating any centralized super-structure. It is 
competitive, because nothing prevents other enterprises to build up a similar service. 
Furthermore, it can perfectly integrate within a federative overall organization, using and 
being used by other similar services responsible for certain regions or areas. Once RISER is 
integrated in a common structure of interacting registry authorities, government service 
portals, and other similar relay service, it will be able to deliver the highest value for suppliers 
and demanders of information.  

2.5 The RISER pilot application 
The initial piloting phase, covering address information in Austria and Germany, went into 
service in September 2004 and operates successfully. In the beginning of 2005 an Irish pilot 
site has been added. After being officially announced, RISER found considerable public 
attention, and a number of prospective customers – even from the public sector – showed their 
interest in becoming pilot users of the service. The service can be publicly accessed through 
the internet at http://www.riser.eu.com, but only registered customers are allowed to post 
inquiries. Potential users are invited to apply for registration at the same site. 
The internet service provides an interface that allows users to upload batch inquiries in the 
form of a comma separated text file (which can be easily generated by a spreadsheet program 
like Microsoft Excel®), or to enter single inquiries through an interactive dialogue. Upon 
reception of these orders, RISER’s routing engine divides them into single requests and 
forwards each to the data centres of the respective authority in charge. Responses from the 
data centres are returned to the routing engine, which recollects the reply information, assigns 
it to the original orders and makes the combined results available to the requesters for 
download or online viewing. 
An additional customer interface providing machine-to-machine communication will be 
added shortly. 
Auxiliary services available to customers allow maintenance of user data, retrieving 
accounting information, applying for participation as a pilot customer, or obtaining general 
information about the project. 

 



3 Exemplary Interoperability Issues 
RISER is a rare example of a pan-European application that has cross-border exchange of 
governmental information in its main focus. So interoperability is naturally an important 
topic, and issues in that area become very evident because of the straightforwardness of the 
matter it deals with. 
Recent interoperability considerations in the EU context usually adhere to the terms defined 
by the IDA Interoperability Framework, so this paper will do. The following sections about 
technical, semantical, and organizational interoperability address issues that came up in the 
process of designing and implementing the RISER service. 

3.1 Technical Level Interoperability 
Technical interoperability concerns technologies, standards and policies used for connecting 
to computer systems of data suppliers and customers, regardless of the actual content. 
Generally supplier systems are the bigger challenge, because a wide range of technologies can 
be found, many of them legacy, which will not be replaced in near future, while customers 
can rather be expected to adapt technologies defined by RISER. But on the other hand, 
standards and technologies for loose coupling of otherwise disparate computer platforms are 
highly developed, so connecting to other systems has become a resolvable albeit often 
laborious task. 

3.1.1 Data transfer techniques 
IDA eLink as a common middleware standard for secure and reliable data communication 
between administrations is of course the best choice for data transfers to other systems. Once 
it has become operable and adopted by European public authorities, it will be used also by 
RISER. But since this will not be the case in the foreseeable future, other available 
technologies must be applied. 
In Germany, OSCI-Transport, one of the basic standards used for the development of IDA 
eLink, is already mandatory for data exchange between authorities of different federal states. 
But even here adoption of the standard takes its time, so we must meanwhile fall back to some 
other, more basic technologies and proprietary protocols. 
RISER uses currently the following interfacing standards: 

• TCP/IP as widespread networking standard for basic connections over the internet. 
• SSL for data encryption and server authentication. 
• SOAP, SCP, or basic HTTP-POST/GET as data exchange protocols. 

Connections to data suppliers are partly synchronous and partly asynchronous. Some data 
suppliers, even though providing synchronous access, react so slowly that customers can 
hardly be expected to wait. But since RISER itself works in an asynchronous mode, the actual 
latency of a single reaction is of minor importance. 
All asynchronous connections to data suppliers work in push-push mode, i.e. RISER sends 
requests to the supplier and provides an interface for receiving answers sent by the supplier. 

3.1.2 Data formats 
Ubiquitous XML is also used by RISER for formatting of data transfers from to most data 
providers. The XMeld standard (cf. below, Semantic InteroperabilityIntroduction) provides at 
least a good starting point for the concrete document structure, even if OSCI as its 
technological basis is still in process of being adopted. But this standard is naturally limited to 
intra-national usage and not appropriate for inquiries to other countries. 
For the interactive transfer of requests and answers in form of files between RISER and its 
users, Excel style comma separated value (CSV) files are used rather than XML files, because 

 



they are much easier to handle by current pilot customers. This will doubtlessly change when 
machine-to-machine communication to customers is implemented, where XML formatting is 
more appropriate. 

3.1.3 Lessons learnt 
Generally spoken, interoperability on the technical level may be complicated in detail, but is 
generally feasible by given means. Connecting to a multitude of different computer systems is 
surely too intricate for a single requester, but can be easily afforded by RISER as a service 
supposed to do exactly that. 
RISER’s system architecture, using exchangeable adapters for connections to external 
systems, allows flexible configuration of transfer methods and formats and is designed to deal 
with all expected interfacing problems. 
The European standardization process is promising. The upcoming IDA eLink as 
communication standard will simplify transferring data between users and providers of 
information across borders substantially and thus ease the job of RISER (but will not render it 
dispensable, since provision of semantical and organizational interoperability will always be 
necessary to a certain degree). 

3.2 Semantic Interoperability 
Semantic interoperability ignores all technical aspects and focuses on the contents of 
transferred information. At first view this seems to be simply a question of content translation 
and of matching correspondent data fields. But on closer examination things get pretty 
complicated, and differences between similar data entities (like an Austrian and an Irish 
address for instance) can be surprisingly complex in detail. 
RISER intends to provide a unique user experience sparing as much as possible bothering 
about country related peculiarities. But on the other hand, population registry information of 
different countries does vary substantially (even in cases where legal systems are quite 
similar), and these differences must partly be preserved so user can make valid inquiries and 
get meaningful answers. As a consequence, striving for semantic interoperability will always 
lead to some kind of compromise. 
Even in Germany, where XMeld as a sophisticated data transfer standard allows uniform 
formatting of inquiry and result data, various detail questions regarding content and function 
remain unresolved. 

3.2.1 Meaning and Structure of Information 
Although the notion of a person’s name and address can be considered as similar within the 
European regions, many incompatibilities exist in detail. So information to be included in 
queries and answers differs between countries. Sometimes information elements are similar 
but have different meanings. In many cases users will have problems to understand 
information elements needed for inquiries to other countries. 
RISER currently copes with this problem providing slightly varied user interfaces for 
inquiries to different countries. But this is not considered to be an optimal solution, and some 
unification seems to be indispensable. In any case, excessive information for the users must 
be provided to enable them to successfully make cross-border requests. 

3.2.2 Relevance of Request Parameters 
Some countries require for legal or technical reasons a minimum of identifying information 
about the requested person, and reject requests not containing this minimal information. In 
Germany for instance, name, date of birth and address, or alternatively name, date of birth and 
gender of the requested person must be given. In Austria, next to the name one additional 

 



search criteria is required, while requests to Ireland must contain name, county, and part of a 
street name. 
Moreover, requirements in respect of certain search criteria are not always clear. In Germany 
for instance, exactly one first name must be given and is sufficient, while registers in other 
countries possibly cannot identify persons if parts of the names are missing. The same 
problem occurs with parts of city names, street number extensions, and other information 
elements. 

3.2.3 Spelling Problems 
Generally spoken, search parameters provided by users should use proper spelling in order to 
be processed correctly. Problems occur when correct spelling of an item is not clearly defined 
or when the exact rules of spelling are not known to the user. Using address improvement 
services provided by certain vendors does not always help, or in some situations even worsens 
the results of an inquiry, because an “improved” address may not necessarily match the 
expected notation of a particular register. 
Generally RISER has to be very cautious when applying “intelligence” to data being 
processed. Since delivered address information may be subject to legal action, the 
authoritative character of information entrusted by official services must be preserved. So any 
inappropriate manipulation of data provided by requesters or suppliers of information should 
be avoided. 

3.2.4 Meaning of Services 
Not only transferred data but also the services as such can differ considerably between 
countries. This is at first a question of organisational interoperability, but affects also to the 
semantic level. 
In a country that obliges its citizens to register their residences, results of registry inquires are 
far more significant than inquiries to other countries, where rules are not that strict. If given 
search criteria are correct, a negative result from a population register in Austria or Germany 
means that the requested person definitely never lived (officially) at that place. In Ireland for 
instance, where real population registers do not exist and RISER resorts to “Registers of 
Electors”, a negative answer just means that the requested person did not register to 
participate in some elections (or was just too young), obviously an information of much lesser 
significance. 
But even in a country like Germany, having strict registration regulations, identifying a person 
just means, that a person bearing the given name and meeting some other search criteria is 
found. In most cases this is strong evidence, but not a real prove of the identity of a person. 
Other countries assign their citizens unique IDs that allow proving the identity of a person. 
Hence the result of a request for a person in Austria, where citizen IDs are applied, is even 
more significant.  

3.2.5 Lessons learnt  
Previous explanations show clearly, that some problems of semantic interoperability are quite 
complicated and subtle, and providing a uniform service, equally understandable to all users 
from different countries, may not be feasible for the time being. Nevertheless, a service like 
RISER is useful because it creates a single point of access to population registries of various 
countries, and eases processing of inquiries substantially. 
In the long term, some semantical standardization might be useful albeit difficult to achieve. 
One could think of a common dictionary of population register related information including 
translation rules between different systems, as well as centrally maintained catalogues of 
available services. 

 



Meanwhile trans-border services like RISER will have to bridge the differences the best they 
can. Doing this requires excessive, costly exploration of local peculiarities, but frees citizens 
from doing the same thing many times. 

3.3 Organisational Interoperability 
Organisational interoperability concerns the operational and organisational structures of 
public administrations involved in processing a registry inquiry. Since such an inquiry is quite 
simple in its structure, only small interfaces are needed. Thus the internal organization inside 
the “black box” of the local organisation is of minor interest. 
Much more important are differences of the legal systems in two aspects. One of them is the 
obligation for citizens to register their domicile; the other is privacy protection for the register 
content. 
The following details are based on the results of a preparatory investigation of European 
populations registers carried out by the RISER project consortium. 

3.3.1 Availability of populations registers 
Citizen registration policies in Europe vary extremely between countries. While only few 
countries do not operate any population registers at all, all others are mainly focused on 
national requirements and differ severely in respect of regional organisation, stored data, rules 
of registration and rules of public access. 
 

Availability for access Country Register 
exists technical legal Remarks 

Austria YES YES YES  
Belgium YES YES NO  
Czech Republic YES YES NO  
Denmark YES YES YES  
Estonia YES YES YES  
Finland YES YES YES  
France NO NO NO No appropriate register available 
Germany YES YES YES  
Greece NO NO NO Registry not yet operable 
Hungary YES NO YES  
Ireland NO NO NO Electors Register used instead 
Italy YES YES YES  
Luxembourg YES NO NO  
Netherlands YES YES NO  
Poland YES YES YES  
Portugal YES NO NO  
Slovak Republic YES ? ? Registry will be established 
Spain YES NO NO  
Sweden YES YES YES  
United Kingdom NO NO NO Registry will be established 

Table 1 – Population registers in European countries and their availability 

Most existing national registers provide facilities for accessing them from outside, but impose 
more or less severe obstacles for access by private persons or institutions. Often access is 
limited to one or more of the following groups: 

• Official authorities. 
• Recorded persons only to their own information. 
• Citizens and private legal entities located in the same country. 

 



• Citizens registered previously as inquirers. 
• Citizens that can provide some evidence for requesting the register.  

Table 1 lists the actual possibilities of accessing population registries of most EU countries. 

3.3.2 Local Distribution 
Countries utilising population registries can be divided into three groups regarding local 
distribution of the registers. 

1. Decentralised, operated by or on behalf of local or regional authorities. 
2. Decentralised, but with an integrated backup register on national level. 
3. Centralized, operated by authorities on the central governmental level. 

Accessing Type 1 (and type 2 if only local registers are accessible) registers is complicated, 
because a multitude of different interfaces (as well as fee schemes and other regulations) have 
to be observed and maintained. In Germany for instance, more than 12.000 individual 
municipalities are responsible for their respective registry data. Although operation of local 
registers is often carried out by common regional data centres, the diversity can hardly be 
handled. Therefore RISER prefers to have one (or only a few) national access points provided 
by national or regional broker services (that do essentially the same as the RISER service, but 
focus on a smaller geographic area). 

3.3.3 Lessons learnt  
If populations registers are not existent in some countries or are technically or legally not 
accessible, this situation can hardly be overcome and imposes a serious limitation to regional 
coverage, thus restricting overall value to the end user. On the other hand, the number of 
countries that can potentially be connected (in terms of covered population) seems to be 
sufficient to justify the creation of the RISER service. And in the long run attitudes regarding 
population registries may change to more openness, as the British example suggests. 

4 Conclusion 
Previous considerations of interoperability issues in the RISER case show clearly, that 
technical issues are the least significant. Solutions may be often laborious, can be achieved by 
using given technologies and developing standards. In contrast, solving problems of 
semantical interoperability is much more demanding, requiring substantial effort and a 
thorough understanding of all the relevant differences in the meaning of information and 
services. In many cases, semantical differences cannot be resolved at all and must be handled 
by the user. This affects the uniformity of the service but not its overall value. 
Problems stemming from organizational differences (especially in the legal system) are much 
more intractable, limit the number of coverable countries and thus limit the value of the 
RISER service to some degree. 
In general we see an increasing demand for more harmonisation of national regulations on 
governmental data access. But this will take time, and certain differences of governmental 
organization between countries will persist, particularly because of their historical and 
cultural roots, and equalizing them is not always desired. For this reason, services that bridge 
technical, semantical, and organizational differences will also be needed in future. Apart from 
this, data exchange facilities like RISER demand for some common high level infrastructure 
to ease trans-national connections to governmental services, e.g. facilities for locating 
responsible authorities, for retrieving technical addresses and interface information, and for 
content mapping of transferred data. 
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Abstract :  

Digital signature PKI security solutions, based on smart cards, are 
emerging as a key component in providing advanced citizen services 
on the Internet and in public terminals. However this new technology 
is not without complications and one of the most pressing challenges is 
ensuring that citizens in one country, using a digital signature solution 
from one Certification Authority, can access services in another 
country using a digital signature solution from another Certification 
Authority. Needless to say this challenge covers a wide range of 
technical, legal and organizational aspects. This presentation will 
focus on the aspect of interoperability and how this challenge has been 
solved in the SPES project.  

 

1. Introduction 

 
In recent years many countries have adopted a regulatory framework with the aim of 
introducing the use of digital signature technologies into document exchange and at the 
same time a large number of local, national and international smart card schemes have been 
launched. 
 Thanks to this process for introducing the digital signature, and other practical 
applications using the same base technology, smart cards have become more commonplace 
for citizens and digital signature PKI security solutions based on smart cards are thus 
emerging as a key component in providing advanced citizen services on the Internet and in 
public terminals. Digital signatures allow citizens to sign e-mails and electronic forms, and 
provide strong authentication for secure access to sensitive personal information. They are a 
perfect “access token” to enable personalized use of public terminals for those without PCs. 
However, with this success the problem of interoperability between local solutions becomes 
more and more important. 
 The challenges of interoperability between smart card schemes includes a wide range of 
aspects, but this paper will focus on the challenge of ensuring interoperability between the 
digital certificates stored on smart cards. This means that the interoperability solutions 
presented in this paper, whilst primarily aimed at smart card schemes, are not limited to 
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such schemes, but also address interoperability between digital signatures in general. To 
simplify,  the question is: “How do we make sure that citizens in one country using a PKI 
solution from one Certification Authority (CA) can access services in another country using 
a PKI solution from another CA?” 

1.1 – The technical challenges to PKI interoperability 

Although the European Commission has adopted a specific Directive [1] to harmonize the 
national regulations in this field, many technical differences still remain in the various 
implementations of the supporting tools for digital signature and/or strong authentication.  
 
 Many international projects have been launched in recent years with the aim of clearly 
identifying and providing a definitive solution to this difficult problem of interoperability. 
But, due to the great variety in implementations, it will take a long time before a unique 
“standard” solution will be adopted in this market sector. Nevertheless every on-line service 
developing team has to find a technical solution in order to start using these emerging 
security technologies in their web sites.  

1.2 – The SPES response to the PKI interoperability challenge 

The eTEN supported SPES project www.spesproject.org (Setting the Processes for 
Electronic Signature in European Cities) was launched late 2002 and will be running until 
the end of 2004. With partner cites of Bologna and Prato (Italy), Naestved (Denmark) 
Saarbrücken (Germany) and Sheffield (UK), one of the aims of the project was to explore 
ways of achieving technical interoperability between PKI solutions in different  countries. 
 As we have already discussed no “standard” solution exists to this challenge and the 
SPES partners came up with the pragmatic solution presented in this paper. The solution 
consists of a number of tools, which we will describe in the sections below. Special 
emphasis however will be put on the development of a scalable open source software 
module, which enables the acceptance of digital signatures from all partners.  

2. Objectives 
The overall objective of this paper is to show how to practically integrate the usage of 
digital certificates (mainly, but not exclusively, stored in smart cards) into interactive on-
line services, where the exchange and the management of signed electronic documents is 
necessary, and/or the strong identification of the service users is mandatory. 
 The emphasis of the proposed practical solution is on flexibility and it can, in principle, 
be integrated into any modern web service development environment and is developed in 
order to be suitable for many of the application server environments in most common use. 
 The final objective of the proposed technical approach is to allow the introduction of an 
on-line service with the ability to accept digital certificates issued by different European 
CAs and to uniquely associate the provided digital certificate with the real physical identity 
of the service user. 

3. Methodology 
To understand the methodology for arriving at the solution presented in this paper it is 
necessary to understand that conditions for the development team in SPES differ 
significantly from those of normal development projects.  SPES is a deployment project and 
not a development project and as such, a solution to the interoperability problem was not 
the only goal of the project. Market research has been carried out, but it has been aimed at 
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the overall sustainability of the solutions in the individual partner cities and thus covering 
more ground than just the interoperability side of the project. 
 That said, it must be stressed that all partners in the project have extensive knowledge 
of smart card and digital signature schemes and from the beginning of the project it was the 
common belief that the interoperability question is of great and growing importance, which 
we will return to when covering the “Business benefits”. 
 The interoperability solution was arrived at as a result of a number of technical 
meetings between the partners in SPES and the selected certificate issuers (CAs) in the 
partner cities. It quickly became evident that the models for interoperability described in 
market sector publications would be far too complex to be implemented within a realistic 
timescale. 
 The solution to the challenge became the set of tools described in the following 
sections. Actual development was undertaken by the City of Prato in close cooperation with 
the certificate issuers in the partner cities. 

4. Technology Description 
SPES is fully based on current open standards, in line with EESSI (European Electronic 
Signature Standardisation Initiative): 
 
• Communication relies on TCP/IP networks and Internet technologies; 
• Encryption exploits public key cryptography (RSA and DES algorithms); 
• Data authenticity and privacy is achieved by means of PKCS#11 compliant devices; 
• Certificates are compliant with the X.509 standard; 
• Certification is managed by means of Certification Authority Hierarchies and LDAP 

services; 
• Information is delivered as a multimedia resource in HTML and XML 
• Necessary software is platform independent and distributed as Java applets. 
 
The X.509 standard has been largely adopted in SPES. 
 
As other standards largely adopted in SPES we can mention: 
 
• HTML - HTTP / HTTS for server – client browser interaction 
• XML / SOAP for information transport among the different parts of the implemented 

systems 
• PC/SC standard interface for interaction between user platforms and smart cards. 
• ISO7816 -1(2/3/4/5/6/), ISO 7811 1-3, ISO 7811 4-6 for smart card physical 

characteristics . 
• PKCS#7 for digital signature envelope. 

5. Developments 
To understand the importance of the developments in the SPES project it is first necessary 
to understand that PKI interoperability is associated with many problems – so many in fact 
that it is only possible to scratch the surface in this paper. Unfortunately the EU regulations 
that are currently in force do not always solve these problems as is clearly reported by a 
recent study promoted by the European Commission [2]. If we are to arrive at a “here and 
now” solution to the PKI interoperability problem these challenges must be dealt with in a 
pragmatic and practical manner. The challenges are of a technical, procedural and legal 
nature. 
 



5.1  The problem of the digital signature in e-services implementation 

In many e-service implementations the problem of the authentication of users has to be 
linked with the handling of digital signatures (the digital signature is another application of 
the PKI technology), and in all digital signature solutions, the interoperability problems 
represent a key area to be addressed. This is true for the following reasons: 
 
a) The existence of different hardware devices suitable for cryptographic operations. 
b) Differences in national regulations. 
c) The insufficient standardisation of the file formats adopted to contain digitally signed 

electronic documents. 

5.2  Interoperability problems 

Below are listed some main critical points, which must be addressed in order to solve the 
interoperability problems in digital signature applications: 
 
a) Interoperability between the different cryptographic devices, at one side, and software 

packages for digital signature creation, at the other side. 
b) The file formats used to store a digitally signed file often come from specific 

proprietary standards defined by the software providers, that are not disclosed to other 
subjects. 

c) Different options adopted by a software kit producer in the creation/manipulation of 
X.509 certificates are not always fully documented. One of the more crucial elements of 
a digital certificate is the Distinguished Name component that must used to uniquely 
identify the person to which the certificate belongs. 

d) Differences in the digital certificate management policies that lead to difficulties in 
accepting them in other contexts. 

 
 As far as the strong authentication scenario is concerned, some problems to be faced in 
order to achieve complete interoperability among PKI modules coming from different 
vendors, are very similar to that focused upon within the digital signature scenario. 
However this problem would appear to be easier to solve than that in the digital signature 
context due to the following opportunities: 
 
a) The existence of the common standard (HTTPS) provides a uniform way to establish a 

link between the user client (PC or workstation) and the servers hosting the target e-
services. This is true no matter what the hosting environment is and what the client 
browser is. 

b) The wide availability of software module/library suitable for the e-service developers to 
interact with the HTTPS parameters and functionalities in all the market platforms. 

 
 However, the different options adopted by a software kit producer in the 
creation/manipulation of X.509 certificate exchanged also in HTTPS connections, are again 
one of the more critical issues to be addressed in strong authentication interoperability. 
 
 There are many active projects with the aim of analysing and solving the technical 
problems related to the interoperability issues in the field of PKI. The theoretical results of 
these projects will be practically suitable only when the PKI market adopts the proposed 
standards. In the meantime all interoperability schemes must adopt other ways of dealing 



with the challenge. The approach of SPES in the adoption of a number of tools, can be 
summarised as follows: 
 
a) Ignoring the issue of interoperability between the client software, for digital signature 

creation, and cryptographic devices on the user platform. 
b) Avoiding the management of digital signature creation via web based applications. 
c) The development of an “interoperable” software module for digital signature 

verification (returning later to the important definition of “interoperable” in this 
context). 

d) A centralisation of strong authentication in a dedicated portal. 
e) Adoption of a general framework for the acceptance of digital certificates coming from 

different CAs. (Memorandum of Agreement) 
 
 The decision to ignore interoperability among different cryptographic devices on the 
user platform - point a) above – is justified by the fact that the e-services are mainly 
accessed by users using their own computer which is already equipped for the use of a 
specific cryptographic device and its related software. With this approach the “avoided” 
problem remains to be faced in the “public” stations (e.g. kiosks, public internet access 
points) in order to allow occasional users to utilise these devices with their personal 
cryptographic instruments. At the moment this problem can only be solved by installing on 
the public platforms as large a number as possible of commercial software products for PKI 
support. 
 The centralisation of the authentication function facilitates the setting up of a 
specialised application server environment equipped with all software modules and 
correctly configured to accept as large a number of digital certificates as possible.  This 
reduces dramatically the efforts needed to manage a large number of different server 
hosting platforms. 
 The adoption of a general framework for the acceptance of digital certificates coming 
from different CAs consists of the following actions: 
 
a) To perform an analysis of all the potentially acceptable CAs policies of digital 

certificate management in order to decide if the level of security can be considered 
appropriate for the specific e-service utilisation. 

b) To make available, in the easiest possible way, all the necessary software modules for 
managing the digital signature lifecycle with all the instructions for installing and 
maintaining these modules. 

c) To develop a general procedure, which will allow for the unique definition of the 
identity of an e-service user, based on the presented digital certificate. 

 
In SPES this framework will be developed by means of the following actions: 
 
a) Utilization of the project web site to maintain the list of “recognised” CAs based on 

specific analysis performed by the project team on the CA management policies. 
b) Maintenance, again on the SPES web site, of all the proprietary software modules 

released by the “selected” and “accepted” CAs. 
c) Signature of a Memorandum of Agreement between the SPES project team and all the 

selected CAs in order to allow the information exchange necessary to maintain the level 
of trust in the CAs certificates and to continue to accept them in SPES implemented e-
services. 

d) Development of an Identity Management module to be integrated both in the strong 
authentication portal and in the implemented e-services. 



  
 As far as strong authentication is concerned, the availability of modules supporting the 
usage of smart cards inside the most common browser software is largely ensured by the 
market.  
 It is evident that while the focus in this paper is the development of the interoperable 
software module it must be emphasised that this is only one part of the combined SPES 
solution to deal with the interoperability challenge. It is however one of the most innovative 
parts of the SPES project and merits special attention. 

5.3  The” interoperability” module  

The “interoperable” module for digital signature verification has been developed by the 
City of Prato and produced as a PC SW module that will be distributed via the SPES web 
server to all the end users (citizens and/or civil servants). While this solution may seem 
cumbersome the reality is that only relatively few workstations will have to install the 
software – mostly civil servants. 
 The module will be maintained and updated from time to time by adding the capability 
to recognize new certificate issuers (CA’s) accepted by the SPES team. 
The module operations during verification of a digital signature can be described as 
follows: 
 
a) After the file format has been identified (either automatically or via a dialog with the 

user) the signature data is extracted from the file. 
b) Based on the information collected by means of the framework established within SPES 

and maintained in the web site, the software performs the signature verification. 
c) Accessing via the network, all the revocation lists, it verifies the validity of the 

certificate. 
d) At the end of the process a summary of the verification activity is reported to the user 

specifying the level of trust of the signature based on the EU Directive prescriptions. 
 
Via the Memorandum of Agreement signed by the involved CA’s, the SPES partners can 
have access to all the necessary information to perform the digital signature verification as 
described above. 

6. Results 
The SPES project is still running and the final results will only be known after the 
termination of the project at the end of 2004. The project has however already achieved 
some significant results - chiefly a practical approach to the PKI interoperability challenge.  
 
The contribution of SPES to PKI interoperability is not so much any single components of 
the solution - although the most innovative part has been the open source scalable 
interoperability module - but in the total set of tools / approaches to the interoperability 
problem. Most of the technological components used in SPES are standard tools, which 
could be made to interoperate if the will and overall guidelines were in place. The real 
challenge to PKI interoperability is not so much technology but cooperation – cooperation 
between CA’s who are reluctant to accept signatures from other CA’s – not the least CA’s 
from other countries.  
 The challenge for the SPES Consortium has been to arrive at a solution, which achieve 
interoperability while requiring as little as possible of the CA’s. Central to the solution to 
this problem is the development of the interoperability module (see above), which ensures 
that only two things are required of the participating CA’s: 



• They must provide a description of the components of their X.509 certificates, which 
can be programmed into the interoperability module thus allowing the module to 
perform the verification of digital signatures from all CA’s participating in SPES. 

• They must sign a memorandum of agreement accepting the signatures from the other 
CA’s. 

 
While this is no small thing to demand from a CA it is far easier to achieve than to ask the 
CA to make changes to their own applications allowing the verification of signatures from 
other CA’s. This possibility is simply not realistic at this moment in time. The SPES 
solution is not the definite solution to the interoperability problem but it is a practical 
workable solution to achieve interoperability here and now. 

7.  Business Benefits 
The potential business benefits of the SPES solution to the interoperability challenge are 
considerable. The SPES project is a deployment project and the primary focus during the 
application and early phases of the project has naturally been to focus the market research 
on the viability of the solutions in the sites. Systematic market research on the market for a 
solution to the interoperability challenge has been outside the scope of SPES. 
 We have however strong indications from a number of sources that the need for input to 
solving or a solution to the interoperability challenge is becoming increasingly necessary. 
From the membership of organisations such as Tele Cities and Major Cities the partners 
have received many expressions of interest. This has also been the feedback from the 
Commission. More and more smart card schemes are being launched in many different 
settings and with that comes the need to address the interoperability challenges. Also, it 
must be stressed that the market for a pragmatic solution is not limited to international 
interoperability but will also be applicable for national solutions. In SPES for example, the 
solution is to use both internationally between countries: Germany, Italy and UK but also 
internally between regions (cities) Bologna and Prato. Interoperability will pave the way to 
successful cooperation between schemes and thus extending the scale for potential revenue 
generating activity at higher levels above the local. 

While the SPES project is still running the plan to market the results has been drafted. It 
includes the continuation of the cooperation between the sites - ensuring that 
interoperability continues - and the invitation to other sites in other countries to join. This 
will be ensured by the creation of a Memorandum of Agreement which will identify the 
roles of the service Companies, identifying and detailing their agreement in terms of rights, 
responsibilities and reservations for applying cross certification and interoperability of 
services. 

Whilst the Directive has set the framework for the acceptability of electronic signatures, 
the market has still to respond fully. By taking the user more into account, as SPES does 
with a strong focus upon e.Inclusion, and by stimulating and contributing to 
standardisation, the  promise of “authentication” becoming the  “killer application” within a 
multi-application smart card scheme is more likely to be realised. The product is in fact a 
key to releasing the potential of other products. The business case rests upon the daily needs 
of the common user, which have often been ignored in the past. These needs will be 
fulfilled in an increasingly heteregeneous and complex market, which will evolve from the 
stimulation of networking activity to ensure the major stakeholders in a complex process 
are brought together to fully realise the benefits of this “new” technology. 



8. Conclusions 
The SPES project is continuing and while much still needs to be done, much has been 
achieved. The main achievement from a European perspective is the addressing of the 
interoperability challenge. SPES has addressed this real challenge by focusing on a 
pragmatic solution: 
 
• Ignoring the issue of interoperability between the client software, for digital signature 

creation, and cryptographic devices on the user platform. 
• Avoiding the management of digital signature creation via web based applications 
• The Development of a “interoperable” software module for digital signature verification  
• A centralisation of strong authentication in a dedicated portal 
• The adoption of a general framework for the acceptance of digital certificate coming 

from different CAs. 
 
 The solution will be tested in real life during the remainder of the project and the final 
results will be included in a “lessons learned” document. It will also form the basis for a 
decision on if and how to market the interoperability solution. However the plan to market 
the results has been drafted. It includes the continuation of the cooperation between the 
sites - ensuring that interoperability continues - and the invitation to other sites in other 
countries to join. 
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Abstract: In the framework of TERREGOV Project Socio-Economic 
Researches many attention was and will be even more paid to aspects 
related to the identification of key success factors for Interoperable 
Public Administrations. In this context, one of the main theme that will 
be investigated concerns the elaboration and the proposal of a model of 
general validity able to assess the performance of European 
Networked Public Administrations. Currently, the factors which have 
the greatest impacts on the PA performance have been identified and 
broken down in more measurable dimensions. Further development 
will concern the definition of a specific balance scorecard and the 
validation of this model on field.  

1 Introduction 
In the framework of TERREGOV Project Socio-Economic Researches many attention was 
and will be even more paid to aspects related to the identification of key success factors for 
Interoperable Public Administrations. In this context, one of the main theme that will be 
investigated concerns the elaboration and the proposal of a model of general validity able to 
assess the performance of European Networked Public Administrations. 
Afterwards, the objective of this paper is to present preliminary results achieved through this 
exploration that will be carried on and deepened till the end of the Project.  
Up to now, a first draft of a Model for the Measurement of Performance in Networked Public 
Administrations has been developed starting from the analysis of literature and from the 
Prospective Studies performed in the Countries involved in TERREGOV Demonstration 
Activities. 
In the paper, the methodological approach followed will be presented and the main 
dimensions that have to be address for a correct and complete evaluation of the Performance 
described. 
Further development will concern the definition of a specific balance scorecard (by June 
2005)  which can be used by Public Administrations and the validation of this model on field 
both in the Countries directly involved in the Project which are going towards the adoption of 
a Networked model and in Regions or Areas in which the Networked model is already in 
force (from January 2006). 

2 The context 
The era of hierarchical government bureaucracy, the predominant organizational model used 
to deliver public services and fulfil public policy goals for a century now, is coming to an end. 
Emerging in its place is a fundamentally different model —it’s called Networked Public 
Administration — in which government executives redefine their core responsibilities from 
managing people and programs to coordinating resources for producing public value. 
Government agencies, bureaus, divisions, units, and offices are becoming less important as 



direct service providers, and more important as levers of public value. This new model is 
characterized by the web of multi-organizational, multi-governmental, and multi-sectoral 
relationships that increasingly constitute modern governance [1].  
The traditional, hierarchical model of government does not meet the demands of this complex 
and fast-changing age. Rigid bureaucratic systems – with their command and control 
procedures, narrow work restrictions, and siloed cultures and operational models – are 
particularly ill-suited for responding to problems that increasingly know no organizational 
boundaries. 
The distinction between hierarchy and network refers to the structure and mode of 
coordination within or between organizations. A hierarchy is a pyramid of offices in which 
coordination is achieved through vertical chains-of-command, with higher-level offices 
directing the behaviour of offices below them. In contrast, network forms of organization 
operate horizontally as well as vertically and achieve coordination through mutual adjustment 
rather than through command [2].  
 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. Hierarchy and Network (Ansell C., 2000) 

 
Therefore, the governmental system changes from a Government Model to a Governance 
System. 
The Government Model, in fact, provides that some superordinate Bodies decide on the basis 
of specific powers characterised by a surplus of formalism and standardisation of rule and 
procedure, rigidly defined. On the contrary, the Governance Model is constituted by an 
organism which has the responsibility of governing the whole system and which decides on 
the basis that regulate the general development of the network in the respect of autonomies, 
independencies and flexibility of single behaviour [3]. Hence, the model of Networked Public 
Administration is characterised by: 
- the presence of different juridical subjects which exercise their functions; 
- the lack of institutional hierarchy relationships (like it is in the case of Local Bodies called 

to apply procedure defined by the National Government); 
- permanency of interdependencies relations; 
- coordination of decisions and behaviours oriented towards common or shared objectives. 
Consequently, we have the transition from a model made of powers and formal functions 
attributed to a single body to a model in which powers and functions are attributed to 
autonomous Bodies and in which the relations are of inter-institutional kind and the hierarchy 
is weak. All this implies the passage from a coordination and integration logic, based on rules 
imposition and top-down systems to a coordination and integration system in which the 



capability of creating consensus, sharing and interest convergence of proposed solution 
becomes critical and essential. 
The drivers towards the adoption of this kind of model have been: 
The greater devolution of activities and responsibilities from Central Bodies to Local ones 
which assume a fundamental role in the services provision processes; 
More and more complex services characterised by complex workflows, which imply 
interaction and collaboration among different subjects; 
The growth of outsourcing: Governments’ reliance on outsourcing to private sector and non-
profit organizations as an alternative to using government employees to deliver services and 
fulfil policy goals has been increasing in terms of size, scope, and frequency; 
The availability of innovative ICT tools enabling the speed up of services delivery processes 
and the building of a real different and more in-depth relationship between PA and Citizens. 
As a consequence, the Public Sector is moving towards joined-up government service 
delivery, in order to provide more integrated service to citizens by dismantling the stove-pipes 
that are so emblematic of traditional government and finding ways for agencies to better share 
information and coordinate their efforts. 
The advantages of this model can be summarised in the following points [1]: 
- Flexibility: Networks tend to be more flexible and nimble than hierarchies. A 

neighbourhood centre, for example, can more easily direct a struggling young mother into 
a personalized mix of shelter, counselling, or training facilities through a public/private 
network than through direct government service delivery because it can leverage the skills 
of a range of providers. 

- Innovation: Networks typically provide more innovative solutions problems than 
traditional, rule-bound governments thanks to the sharing of knowledge and expertise. 

- Specialization: Network approaches allow a government to concentrate on its core 
mission by leveraging the expertise of “best of breed” providers.  

- Speed: The decentralized, fluid form of a network and the autonomy of each member 
allows for decision making at the local level. This, along with the ability to rapidly access 
information at critical times, improves the speed and efficiency of decision making.  

Despite the several positive aspects, this model is not free from facing problems, among 
which: 
- the differences among Bodies which are a root for economic and social values but also 

source of conflicts; 
- the management of distributed and shared common resources among Bodies and their 

access control;  
- to avoid that Bodies belonging to the same Network pursue individual objectives instead 

of global goals; 
- the activation of comparing, monitoring and decision making systems in different 

contexts; 
- the juridical aspects which can be different even from a Local Body to another. 
Therefore, an effective performance measurement system is essential. Without reliable 
performance information, it’s impossible to know whether network participants are fulfilling 
their roles and obligations. Advances in technology make collecting performance data easier 
and less time-consuming than before, giving governments a clearer picture of how well the 
overall network – and the individual entities within it – is performing at any one time.  

3 The methodology 
As written above, performance measurement is a concept that has taken on renewed 
importance in the field of public administration.  



In part this renewed interest can be attributed to resolutions by various professional 
organizations urging governments to institute systems for goal-setting and performance 
measurement. The added emphasis can also be attributed to quality of life issues that are of 
growing concern to communities around the world. Movements toward greater environmental 
quality, sustainable development, and healthy communities are evidence of a push for an 
improved quality of life. Performance measurement is an important tool in identifying and 
measuring quality of life indicators; especially when citizens are involved in developing and 
reporting these measures [4]. 
During the development of TERREGOV Project, a Specific Assessment System has been 
proposed in order to evaluate the performances of the Applications developed in each Pilot 
testing site [5]. 
This kind of Evaluation System, supported by a particular set of indicators, is mainly aimed at 
evaluating the results achieved thanks to the introduction of TERREGOV Solutions in 
specific contexts and ambits. As a consequence, this methodology, although being of concrete 
value and interest in the framework of the project, can’t be considered of general validity 
since it’s very linked both to the activities carried out during the Project advancement and to 
the peculiarities of regional contexts addressed. 
On the contrary the methodology here presented wants to have a general validity for any 
Public Administration environments. 
The success of government leaders will be measured by the true advantages they create for 
their constituents — citizens, communities and industries together. Such advantages demand 
greater efficiency and performance, enhanced accountability and public trust and a true focus 
on delivering better service and results. 
The Performance Evaluation model for Networked Public Administrations is developed on a 
tree-structure. The root of the tree is represented by the overall performance level of 
Networked Public Administrations. Since that this aspect is not easily measurable, it becomes 
necessary to go down with further breaking-downs which bring to the definition of “leaf 
variables” qualitatively and quantitatively measurable.  
In a Network several Organizations, independent and autonomous, would have to behave like 
a Unique Body. In this context, the problem of accountability is one of the most difficult 
challenges of networked government. With authority and responsibility parcelled out 
throughout the network, whom do you blame when something goes wrong? How do you 
achieve results when you have limited control? Ensuring accountability in a networked 
arrangement is a matter of getting the following four things right: incentives, measurement, 
trust, and risk. With a good network partner and government manager, the goals and 
outcomes will stay sharply in focus, but the inputs and processes will change as required. 
So, if from one side it’s necessary to evaluate the process/service performances as it is 
provided by a single Organization, on the other also the performance of the Network have to 
be assessed in order to understand if the weaknesses lie in the Bodies constituting the 
Network or in the Network itself – that is to say in the way relationships and interactions 
among Bodies are managed. 
Along with these, other aspects that can’t be neglected are the ones related to the impact that 
the creation of a Network has on IT infrastructure and on Human Resources and, vice versa, 
the impact that Technology and People have on the Networked PA. 
From our researches it emerges that the factors that have the greatest impact on the overall 
performances of a Network of Public Administrations are the following: 
 
- Process and Activity Efficiency; 
- Service Effectiveness; 
- Relationship Management among different Organizations; 



- Information Technology; 
- Human Resources. 
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Fig. 2 . The tree-structure of the Performance Measurement model in Networked Public 
Administrations 

4 The Dimensions 
The factors listed in the previous paragraph can be further detailed in specific dimensions 
which will then bring to the definition of a set of suitable indexes: the Balance Scorecard, the 
core of future development of this model. 

4.1 Process and Activities Efficiency 
This area concerns the actual organisation and enactment of processes and activities needed to 
deliver the service by using the lowest amount of resources. Efficiency Indicators measure 
time and money spent in various process’ steps. Specifically, they measure how much time 
certain processes required at each phase of implementation and how much money was spent 
at each phase. Comparing Efficiency Indicators measured at different moments allows the 
monitoring of changes in efficiency. Sub-aspects are : 
- Cost and Time related measures such as “Productivity”, “Throughput”, “Production 

Costs” or “Variances” that respectively measure the amount of work accomplished per 
unit of time or resource, the time required to produce the service, direct and indirect costs 
associated to the production of the service, and error rates and variability in the processes,  

- Security and Privacy are also 2 essential elements to be addressed through the processes, 
- Flexibility is the capability for the processes to evolve in order to take into account new 

requirements. 

4.2 Service Effectiveness 
This area concerns how well a service is serving its customers and the adequacy of the output 
produced to the needs of the final users. Effectiveness Indicators measure the quality and 
value of service provided. Sub-aspects are: 
Customer Satisfaction measures the capacity of a Public Administration to effectively satisfy 
all customers (citizen, enterprises); 



Service Coverage & Quality measure the adequacy of the services to the customer needs, and 
timeliness/responsiveness to customer requests; 
Service Accessibility measures the availability of services to customers (this element, also 
referred to as eInclusion, has been defined in the political agenda as critical);  
Service Transparency measures the clearness and completeness of the information related to 
Public Administration processes (as Accessibility, Transparency has been listed high in the 
European political agenda). 

4.3 Relationship Management among Different Organisations 
This area concerns how the relationships among Organisations belonging to the Network are 
managed and monitored. The main aspects to be taken into consideration are the following: 
- Information and Knowledge Sharing: whether it’s deciding to remove an abused child 

from his or her home or preventing a terrorist attack on an overseas embassy, we still rely 
on human intelligence and human interaction to make most important decisions; thus, it is 
important to find better ways to connect minds. It becomes then necessary to create 
“collaborative knowledge networks” (CKNs) [1] – virtual communities that utilize 
technologies to allow people throughout the network to share information and knowledge 
across geographic and organizational boundaries. 

- Building Trust: Accountability can’t just consist of a series of contract clauses. Successful 
networks are partnerships that rely, at least partly, on trust. Without trust, participants will 
be unwilling to share knowledge, and coordination will be more difficult. Trust can help 
reduce transaction costs. Trust reduces these costs by both encouraging a more open 
exchange of information and reducing the need to rely on costly legalistic approaches for 
solving relationship issues.  

- Organisational interoperability is the need for multiple agencies to interact and 
collaborate for delivering the service, 

4.4 Information Technology  
Technology is the glue that can hold networked government together, allowing network 
partners to share knowledge, business processes, decision making, client information, 
workflow, and other data. In particular, eGovernment technologies are essential to the reform 
of government services and processes. The factors to take into account at this level merely 
relate to : 
- Cost/benefit associated to the improvement of service performance thanks to the direct use 

of technology for supporting the processes and activities; 
- Reliability of the systems set up to support the service; 
- Technology interoperability that enables rapid integration of technological systems in 

complex and evolving processes  

4.5 Human Resources 
People who hold stakes in the transformation of the Networked Public Administration are 
politicians, PA managers, civil servants and last but not least customers (citizens, businesses, 
civil society). Key factors to take into account are thus : 
Commitment reflects the actual support of PA top management (political and administrative) 
to the PA transformation; 
Cultural Resistance: often, the introduction of changes in the Public Administration is source 
of discontent and provokes contrasting reactions by Civil Servants; 
Customer participation: Ensuring customers are actually involved in the governance of the 
services significantly strengthens the legitimacy of the Network; 



Incentives: An interesting analysis of motivation and of incentive systems in the public sector 
has been presented for the European Ministerial eGovernment Conference in Como [11] and 
can serve as a starting point for defining indicators. 

5 Conclusion 
The aim of this research is to detect which are the main Key Factors impacting on the 
performance of Networked Public Administration. The study started from the analysis of 
existing literature and from the investigation conducted in the framework of TERREGOV 
Project Socio-Economic Research. 
The model proposed by the authors is based on a tree-structure that allow the succeeding 
decomposition of targeted factors in more measurable dimensions. 
The following table summarises the tree-structure and reports the components addressed in 
this model: 
 

Factors Dimensions 
Cost and Time  
Security and Privacy Process and Activities Efficiency
Flexibility 
Customer Satisfaction 
Coverage and Quality 
Accessibility Service Effectiveness 

Transparency 
Information & Knowledge 
Sharing 
Building Trust Relationship Management among 

Different Organisation Organisational 
Interoperability 
Costs/Benefits 
Reliability Information Technology Technological 
Interoperability 
Commitment 
Cultural Resistance 
Customer Participation 
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Fig. 3. The Performance Evaluation Model for Networked Public Administrations 

Future developments will concern the discovery of a proper Balance Scorecard which will 
serve as guidelines for the monitoring of the Performances of Networked Public 
Administrations. Afterwards, the model will be tested on field and results obtained will be 
used to refine the whole approach and its specific aspects. 
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Abstract:  In previous work we compared three process modelling 
techniques and applied them to e-Government processes. We 
identified major issues, amongst them the lack of formalism for 
knowledge modelling and of formal semantic links between different 
abstraction levels. In this paper we propose an architecture for process 
modelling that supports knowledge models and formally integrates 
them in process models. 

1 Introduction 
Public administrations provide many different types of services to their clients, whether they 
are citizens, businesses, self-employed professionals, other units from the public sector, etc. 
The interactions between a public agency and its clients are mostly process-based and can be 
categorised as follow: structured procedures or routines, semi-structured decision processes 
and negotiation-based case-solving [Lenk & Traunmüller 1999]. 

Research in the field of business process modelling is quite active, also in the domain of e-
government. The use of process models has many purposes. [Wyssusek & al. 2001] identified 
several of them in the literature and we selected those we found most relevant: facilitating 
human understanding, communication, organisational learning and transfer of know-how; 
supporting process improvement; benchmarking process performance; helping the 
integration of technical aspects and organisational issues. 

In previous work, the author and colleagues [Glassey & Chappelet 2002] studied two 
specialised process modelling methods: Adonis [Jungiger & al. 2000] and OSSAD [Chappelet 
& Snella 2004, Dumas & Charbonnel 1990] and furthermore used the UML graphical 
notation language [Booch & al. 1999] to create corresponding models. Although the main 
focus of UML is on information systems modelling, we were able to produce equivalent 
process models in most cases. This comparison aimed at providing a global view of an 
organisation and wanted to answer three general questions: 

– At the abstract level: what are the strategic goals of the organisation? 
– At the structural level: who is doing the work and which resources are available? 
– At the descriptive level: how does the organisation operate? 

We found this approach to be satisfying at the abstract and structural levels, but we 
discovered that it lacked several important concepts, particularly in terms of knowledge 
modelling. Indeed these process modelling techniques use concepts such as data, documents 
or information resources, but they do not take knowledge into account. We therefore tried to 
integrate a new layer in this general view of an organisation and introduced a new question: 
why is a given decision taken within a process? In this publication we describe how to 
integrate a knowledge component-based architecture into process modelling. 



2 Knowledge Components 
We needed a formalism to represent knowledge in a detailed manner and we analysed what 
was being done in process modelling methodologies. One basic way to represent knowledge 
in organisations is the use of business rules [Ross 1997]. They can be found in all sectors of 
activity and do not have to be linked to an information system. Some of them are implicit, 
meaning that they are not written anywhere but they belong nevertheless to the “business 
culture”. However the basic formalism proposed by [Ross 1997] is not sufficient in all cases 
for modelling the “know-why”. Indeed, a “knowledge unit” is anything worth storing that 
may help things to be done better in the future: help, best practices guidelines, examples, 
stories, lessons learned, troubleshooting advice or training material [Fraser & al. 2003] and 
business rules cannot model all of these types of knowledge. A different approach is described 
by authors such as [Gamper & al. 1999] and [Gruber 1993] that use ontologies (explicit 
specification of a conceptualization, the latter consisting of identified concepts and 
relationships assumed to exist and to be relevant) in order to model knowledge. We prefer this 
method as we previously used RDF to build a data-model for e-Government [Glassey 2004] 
and found it more powerful and flexible than classical data models such as Entity-
Relationship-Model used in ARIS [Scheer 2001] or than business rules. RDF (Resource 
Description Framework) is a W3C standard for defining metadata and encoding machine-
readable semantics [Noy & al. 2000]. It is based on XML and uses graph theory to represent 
knowledge. It is also a suitable format for specific domain ontology modelling. Fig. 1 shows a 
basic RDF data model for the registration of a new business, a simple example that we will 
use throughout this paper. 

 
Figure 1: RDF Schema for Business Registration 

However ontologies still cannot represent complex knowledge such as storytelling or human 
advice. As Samuel Johnson put it in the 18th century already, “Knowledge is of two kinds. We 
know a subject ourselves or we know where we can find information upon it”. The goal of the 
component-based architecture we propose is to model “the information upon knowledge” and 
to describe this knowledge. We identified several attributes that allowed us to do so, 
beginning with the type of knowledge. [Capurro 2004] compares the knowledge typology 
proposed by [Zahn & al. 2000] with the classical Aristotelian one. Here we will only 
summarize the main points of Capurro’s knowledge typology: 

– Know-how: knowledge about how to make things (technical knowledge) and 
knowledge acquired through experience and remembrance (empirical knowledge). 

– Know-why: logical reasoning (scientific knowledge). 
– Know-what: knowledge about the best means to achieve given goals, usually a 

combination of know-how and know-why (practical knowledge). 



[Capurro 2004] furthermore states that what can be managed is information or explicit 
knowledge and that implicit knowledge can only be “enabled”. In this context, explicit means 
that it can be clearly observed and expressed (and also digitalised), as opposed to implicit 
knowledge that can not be directly formulated (skills, experiences, insight, intuition, 
judgement, etc.) When knowledge is explicit, it can be represented as declarative or 
procedural knowledge. We are aware that in the domain of cognitive sciences, the distinction 
between procedural and declarative models is related to the brain memory system (see for 
example [Ullman 2001]), but here we used these terms here in a limited sense, as defined in 
computer science: 

– Declarative knowledge components represent domain knowledge (facts, events, etc.) 
in terms of concepts and relations. 

– Procedural knowledge components describe actions to be taken in order to solve a 
problem step by step. 

For cases where knowledge is implicit and cannot be formalized, we introduced the concept 
of distribution: knowledge can be individual or collective, and in both cases components 
identify who has this knowledge or where it can be found. Finally we added a set of metadata 
(know-where, know-when, know-who, etc.) that describe these knowledge-components and 
that make it possible to manage them. Fig. 2 shows the complete component-based 
architecture under the form of a class diagram, but it can also be formalised in RDF. 
 

 
Figure 2: Knowledge Component 

3 Process Models 
[Mentzas & al. 2001] write that process modelling requires workflow models and techniques 
for capturing and describing a process. They present several techniques for workflow 
modelling, but we will concentrate on activity-based workflow modelling, where they define 
a workflow as a partial or total order of a set of tasks, the latter being partial or total orders of 
operation or descriptions for human actions. These workflow models provide know-how in 
procedural form. [Mentzas & al. 2001] also integrate the concepts of manipulated objects 
(documents, data records, hardware, etc.), roles (responsibility for a particular task) and 
agents (humans or information systems filling roles). These make it possible to represent 
know-how in declarative form. 

We based our process models on their approach and, as mentioned in the introduction we used 
UML to develop them. Out of the nine types of diagrams supported by UML, we worked with 
use case, sequence, collaboration and activity diagrams because they are the only ones related 
to process modelling. 

Use case diagrams are intended to capture the behaviour of a system by describing its 
interactions with its environment, particularly with the actors constituting it, human beings or 



machines. Use cases diagrams represent graphically an abstract set of actions and activities 
accomplished by such a system, what the creators of UML call its behaviour. These diagrams 
are often completed by textual scenarios. Figure 3 shows a rather abstract view on the 
process of creating a new business and of a set of administrative procedures an entrepreneur 
has to follow. 

 
Figure 3: Use Case Diagram 

Sequence diagrams and collaboration diagrams are called interaction diagrams in UML. Both 
types of diagrams are semantically equivalent, meaning it is possible to take one form and 
convert it to the other without any loss of information. They however present different points 
of view: sequence diagrams rely on a temporal scale and collaboration diagrams show the 
structural aspects of a system’s interactions with a focus on the organisation of information 
flows. Figure 4 shows the structural view of the process of registering a new company. 

 
Figure 4: Collaboration Diagram 

Sequence diagrams describe the interactions between objects contained in a system or a 
process; they can also be used to show the interactions of a system with its environment. 
Sequence diagrams are dynamic models of a system, showing mainly the circulation and the 
chronological order of exchanged messages. In our approach (Fig. 5) we used sequence 
diagrams as a semantic link between the abstract and the descriptive levels, for they are 
based on scenarios defined for each use case. However this does not provide a formal link 
between the two levels. To describe operational processes we used activity diagrams, which 
we will not show here. 

 
Figure 5: Sequence Diagram 



4 Integration of Knowledge Components and Process Models 
[Klischweski 2004] explains that there are two main strategies to achieve interoperability 
within an administration: information integration (providing access to structured 
informational resources across technical and organisational borders) and process integration 
(interrelating steps and stages of process performance across technical and organisational 
borders). He adds that in practice these two approaches seem to largely overlap but that there 
is no clear understanding on how they are perceived. We think that our architecture 
integrating knowledge components in process models constitutes a foundation for 
interoperable systems by providing a formal representation of informational resources and 
processes across technical and organisational borders. 

While comparing specialised process modelling techniques (Adonis and OSSAD) and UML, 
we identified three major issues [Glassey & Chappelet 2002]. As UML is a description 
language that originated from the information systems world, some adaptation needs to be 
done to make UML applicable for process modelling. UML does not make any difference 
between a physical and an abstract actor (i.e. human being vs. machine or application); 
furthermore it does not formally distinguish actors and roles. Other than class models used for 
example to describe a database, UML does not provide any formalism for knowledge 
modelling, although authors such as [Schreiber & al. 2000] used it to support the 
CommonKADS knowledge management technique. Finally we found that there was no 
formal semantic link between the different modelling abstraction levels, such as provided by 
the ARIS metamodel [Scheer 2001]. Therefore in the following paragraphs we propose a new 
layer on top of the “classical” process modelling method described above. 

We based our work on the model theory approach developed by [Wyssusek & al. 2001] to 
integrate process modelling and knowledge management. They provide an epistemological 
foundation to justify their work, but they do not offer any practical methodology or examples. 
That is why we created a conceptual framework that aimed at the integration of both these 
approaches. 

 
Figure 6: Metamodel 



This framework consists of 8 types of diagrams, most of them being inspired or directly taken 
from existing modelling techniques. They cover the three different abstraction levels of an 
organisation that we defined in the introduction and integrate the “know-why” layer. As in 
UML or other modelling tools, it is not necessary to use all of them in order to provide a good 
representation of reality. Users should rather select the diagrams that suit their needs and 
goals in terms of modelling. Fig. 6 shows the metamodel of this framework and the formal 
relations between the different types of diagrams. We will provide examples for most of them. 

Concept maps are the top-level diagrams and show the strategic goals of an organisation in 
terms of functions or processes (Fig. 7). Let us mention that the metamodel of our framework 
is in itself a concept map. These concept maps can be decomposed in several levels, a 
terminal node of this type of diagram is implemented by a context diagram. 

 
Figure 7: Concept Map 

Context diagrams (Fig. 8) are almost exactly the same as use cases in UML, but we added 
the concept of knowledge packet. A knowledge packet is an abstract representation of a set of 
knowledge components such as described in section 2. These components encapsulate 
documents, databases, files, implicit knowledge and so on. They provide metadescriptions for 
“knowledge units”, thus allowing us to show what type of knowledge is necessary in order to 
complete a process and which knowledge is relevant in a given context. Context diagrams 
provide an abstract view of the “know-what”.  

 
Figure 8: Context Diagram 

As mentioned earlier we also missed the formal distinction between actors and roles in UML. 
Consequently we used actor-role diagrams in order to define the organisational structure of 
an administration. They can be either classical organisational charts or matrices that formally 
link actors and roles when the organisation is too complex to be shown graphically in an 
intelligible way. We will not show that here, but let use mention that the abstract actors 
represented in context diagrams can be linked to these actor-role diagrams. Moreover the 
actors described in such diagrams are used in the knowledge-actor matrices (see further on).  

Fig. 9 shows a knowledge-interaction matrix, formally linking knowledge components to 
the interactions that implement a use case. In UML an interaction is the specification of how 
messages are sent between objects or other instances and interaction diagrams (sequence or 
collaboration diagrams) emphasize object interactions. We comply with this definition and 
use collaboration or sequence diagrams to specifically describe each interaction shown in this 
matrix. By matching the “know-why” (knowledge components) and the “know-how” 
(interaction diagrams), this matrix shows the “know-what” at the operational level.  



 
Figure 9: Knowledge-Interaction Matrix 

Exactly as knowledge-interaction matrices link knowledge components and interactions, the 
concept of knowledge-actor matrices (Fig. 10) create a formal relation between knowledge 
components and real actors within an organisation. They provide an organisational view of 
the “know-what” or more precisely they show the “who-knows-what”. That proves very 
useful in order to introduce implicit knowledge in a graphical model: it might not be possible 
to transform it into explicit knowledge but at least we know who has this knowledge within an 
organisation. Knowledge-interaction matrices can also link actors and interaction diagrams 
provided a small constraint: within interaction diagrams modellers should only use roles that 
were defined in actor-role diagrams. 

 
Figure 10: Knowledge-Actor Matrix 

5 Conclusions and Future Work 
On paper it might be difficult to see all connections between the different diagrams of our 
framework. However the metamodelling tool that we used in order to create these diagrams 
(UML Studio, from PragSoft Corporation) allows users to navigate between the different 
layers of the models and to follow the formal links by a simple click of the mouse, for 
example to retrieve the content of a knowledge component. It can also generate different 
formats of documentation. This makes it simple and efficient for acquiring, formalising and 
sharing domain knowledge, with both dynamic and static representations. We believe this 
provides the global view mentioned in the introduction and describes know-how, know-why 
and know-what within an organisation.  

We are currently using this framework in a project with a German public agency and will 
draw on this experience to validate and refine it. In parallel we are pursuing our work on 
formal description for knowledge components, notably by applying OWL (Ontology Web 
Language), a semantic layer built on top of RDF and XML. We also need to further develop 
our process models: they are suitable to represent structured activity-based processes, but they 
lack flexibility and semantics in order to model decision-making or negotiation processes. 
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Abstract :  The paper shows the case study of Prefecture of Milan, 
one of the users of KIWI project. This allows to present the 
improvement interventions in order to highlight the main user 
requirements for KIWI platform. It lets public employees access 
anywhere and anytime to relevant knowledge, transformed from 
implicit to explicit, through mobile devices. KIWI platform is an 
innovative, user-relevant, wireless technology which makes the 
relationship between Public Administration and citizens easier. 

1 Introduction : 
In the last few years, industrialised Countries faced up the necessity of reforming Public 
Administration (PA), a crucial problem since that context is quickly evolving. The change in 
progress is moving along two directions: on one hand, the users require a Public Sector’s 
“product” risen in value and, on the other hand, there’s the need to provide better services 
using the same resources (AIPA, 1999). 
Public Sector reform started with the adoption of a new set of rules which led to the 
decentralisation and the modernisation (Klages, Loffler, 1995), but the mere political rules’ 
transformation is not enough and it is necessary to develop a specific method in order to 
enhance organisations’ performance, efficacy and efficiency (Hammer, Champy, 1993). The 
technological innovation and web oriented technology are the necessary starting point for 
improving Public Administration performance. They need to be constantly accompanied by 
complementary changes in administrative and organisational fields. There is the necessity to 
use a “change management” which should combine with information technology, change of 
organisation and human resources management (Osborne, Gaebler, 1993). 
The dynamic environment, where Public Administration operates, requires the need to access 
information regardless of distance and language, paving the way to make mobile public 
services affordably and securely available by anyone, anytime and anyplace.  
In this context KIWI project, a shared-cost RTD within Information Society Technologies 
(IST) programme, aims at developing innovative knowledge management (KM) 
infrastructures able to transform public administrations at any level inside Europe into 
knowledge driven and dynamically adaptive learning organisations and empower public 
employees to be fully knowledge workers. 



The choice of focusing attention on KM arises from the fact that the Knowledge is more and 
more becoming the most valuable asset within an administration and KM is the key to the 
administration reaching its potential. Each government aims at making information easily 
accessible to everyone, including citizens, suppliers and partners, and converting that 
information into knowledge. Knowledge management can provide benefits to an 
administration's employee. Sharing and reusing intellectual capital increases effectiveness, 
productivity, and quality in many ways. The KM infrastructures are a support to remote 
workforce: it’s essential to help public employees to access important information when they 
need to make decisions avoiding mistakes and learn from other employees’ experience. 
Indeed, they provide efficient and time-saving solutions: leveraging the knowledge gained 
from experience enables a better workload distribution within organisations adding value to 
citizens’ services. 
The innovation of KIWI project consists of transforming relevant PA services in anywhere 
and anytime ones, leveraging the PA intellectual capital in their relevant processes, 
embedding knowledge management in the PA relevant processes and using mobile 
technology as enabler for managing knowledge in the PA relevant processes. In order to 
achieve its objectives, the project starts analysing the user requirements of the two Public 
Administrations involved in it: Prefecture of Milan in Italy and Turku Local Authorities in 
Finland. This article focuses its attention on the two field trials where KIWI solution has been 
applied. 

2 KIWI System Architecture 
As regards the general tools choices, Performance Comparison of Middleware Architectures 
for Generating Dynamic Web Content, derived from a few research papers  that  was recently 
published  in which a web applications performance characteristics between PHP, Servlet, and 
Servlet/EJB implementations were tested, has produced the choice to use different languages 
to develop KIWI layers. 
While Java servlets are less efficient than script languages (such as Perl or PHP), their ability 
to execute on a different machine from the Web server and their ability to perform 
synchronization leads to better performance when the front-end is the bottleneck or when 
there is a database lock contention. EJB facilities and services come at the cost of lower 
performance than both PHP and Java servlets. 
Following this benchmark analysis, it has been decided to use: 
- PL/SQL  for business logic layer near DB. PL/SQL code is very efficient and sturdy when 

business logic can be implemented inside the DB Engine. A great amount of work is done, 
inside KIWI KDWH logic, using the DB engine to perform work. The DB used is the 
well-known open source MySQL DB; 

- Java for Back End and general workflow management. Java is the leading open source 
language for web applications: powerful, flexible, easy to manage, modular, object 
oriented, able to generate documentation (Java doc) etc. In particular, the J2EE (Java2 
Enterprise Edition) framework has been used. The similarity of the approach to 
distributed applications (software reuse, composition, simple integration) of Java has led 
to the choice of this language In the last years, J2EE has become, de facto, the standard 
platform for multi-tier applications based on components and for internet and intranet 
enterprise applications. Java is the right choice to implement back end layer and workflow 
management because of its ability to perform actions through the three tiers of a classical 
application (DB, applications, web); 

- PHP for a few front end applications. The groupware framework has a few functionalities 
were the reply velocity is crucial. A few elements, like chat, forum, news are largely 
available inside open source world and are very easy to manage using PHP. So, 



considering these two points, a script language has been adapted and few front end 
applications have been developed, managing the deeper layers with Java.  

The J2EE version of Java language supports easily the implementation of Web Services 
architecture. As defined by the W3C, a Web Service is “a software system identified by a 
URI, whose public interfaces and bindings are defined and described using XML. Its 
definition can be discovered by other software systems. These systems may then interact with 
the Web service in a manner prescribed by its definition, using XML based messages 
conveyed by Internet protocols”. 
That is, a web service is an interface (a service, in the general meaning of the term) that 
describes a collection of operations that are: 
- accessible over the Web using HTTP or another standard messaging protocol (e.g. 

SMTP); 
- identified and invoked using Web technologies, including a URI and a message described 

via an XML-based protocol: SOAP; 
- defined via an XML-based interface, the WSDL document, that hides the implementation 

details of the service, but defines the details necessary to interact with it, including 
message formats (that detail the operations), transport protocols and location. 

 
The main guidelines in development have been the following:  
1. platform independence modularity and integration: the definition of the interfaces hides 

the implementation details of the module considered, allowing it to be used independently 
of the hardware or software platform on which it has been  implemented and also 
independently of the programming language used. This approach allows applications to be 
integrated more rapidly, easily and less expensively. Integration occurs at a higher level in 
the protocol stack, based on messages centred more on service semantics and less on 
network protocol semantics, thus enabling loose integration of functions. These 
characteristics are ideal for connecting applications across the Web, both between 
organisations and within organisations (as in the case of KIWI platform). They provide a 
unifying programming model so that application integration inside and outside the 
organisation can be done with a common approach, leveraging a common infrastructure; 

2. use of Standards: the KIWI Platform  is based on a common program-to-program 
communications model, built on existing and emerging standards such as HTTP, 
Extensible Markup Language (XML), Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP), Web 
Services Description Language (WSDL) and Universal Description, Discovery and 
Integration, UDDI. This allows organisations to reduce the cost for mobile and electronic 
government, to deploy solutions faster and to open up new opportunities. The use of 
standards is also consistent with KIWI platform implementation goals. In fact, “KIWI will 
support the adoption of standards languages and technologies” and the tools 
implementation “must be conformed to existing and upcoming standards”; 

3. composition:  the separation between the interface and the realisation of service and the 
independence by the hardware or software platform allow and encourage Web Services-
based applications to be composable, that is, loosely coupled, component-oriented and 
cross-technology implementations. As previously underlines, a Web Service fulfils a 
specific task or a set of tasks. It can be used alone or with other Web Services to carry out 
a complex aggregation or a transaction; 

4. software reuse: software reuse reduces costs of new implementations, minimizes time and 
improves reliability, since existing parts have experience and real data that testing phase 
can’t provide. Public Administrations, in fact, encourage the use and development of 
reusable software inside their information systems and infrastructures (such as, for 



example, the case of Italian Ministry of Innovation and Technology that published in 2003 
a Regulation on the “Software reuse in Italian Public Administrations”); 

5. integration with existing systems: most organisations have an enormous amount of data 
stored in existing organisation information systems (as in the case of KIWI Public 
Administrations environments), and the cost to replace these systems is such that 
discarding these legacy systems may not be an option. Web services lets organisation 
application developers reuse and even commoditize these existing information assets by 
providing developers with standard ways to access middle-tier and back-end services, 
such as database management systems and transaction monitors, and integrate them with 
other applications. In addition, because these services are provided consistently, 
developers do not need to learn new programming models or styles as integration needs 
expand; 

6. support more client types: since a main objective of Web services is improving 
interoperability, exposing existing applications or services as Web services increases their 
reach to different client types. This occurs regardless of the platform on which the client is 
based. In short, a Web service can help developers to extend their applications and 
services to a rich set of client types. 

7. security: network security is supported by through the usage of secure transport 
mechanisms such as SSL and HTTPS that provide confidentiality (i.e. the property that 
information is not made available or disclosed to unauthorized individuals, entities, or 
processes, and guarantees that the contents of the message are not disclosed to 
unauthorized individual) and data integrity ( i.e., the property that data has not been 
undetectably altered or destroyed in an unauthorized manner or by unauthorized users 
thereby insuring that the message was not modified accidentally or deliberately in transit). 

 
As regards the KIWI tools overall architecture, the platform is composed by the following 
components: 
- Mobile Groupware Tools which implements the specific logic of communication and 

collaboration services executing all the tasks required to complete the service request. 
Groupware Services includes different services such as: Calendar services (Group shared 
Calendar, ToDo list, Workflow), Groups services (Groups and members creation and 
management) and Community services (E-mails, Forum, Polling). Communication 
Services concerns of Instant Messaging and Presence Service management; 

- Knowledge Datawarehouse Tools which implements the specific logic of knowledge data 
warehousing services executing all the tasks required to complete the service request. It is 
the component that directly interacts and updates the KIWI KDWH both for KDWH 
services and Mobile Groupware services. In particular, the KDWH services can be 
grouped in three main functionalities, i.e., application controller, content handling and 
user profiling. Application Controller, which is in charge of retrieving user requests, 
creating the whole service and then sending the final content, personalised according to 
the user profile, preferences and device capabilities. Application Controller interacts with 
the rendering and security environments. Application Controller is the component that 
connects the KIWI platform logic. Updater which enables the Datawarehouse model, 
gathering all kinds of information from all the DBs involved in KIWI platform, storing 
and re-organising them in a unique warehouse. It creates historical with added knowledge 
value derived applying intelligence on gathered information. Updater module contains two 
main components, the Organiser and Smart Profiler. Content Manager which has the task 
of filtering the information according to the context, which is composed by the user 
profile, the device profile, the user location and time. The Content Manager filters the 



information and it is also able to offer suggestions. It contains two important modules, i.e. 
Search Engine and Recommender.  

It is worth highlighting that during the KIWI Prototypes the following modules will be 
implemented: 
- GUI Manager: component which will be in charge of getting the services request and 

delivering the result according to the user device properties. In particular this component 
will interact with the KIWI Application Controller over HTTP protocol; 

- Session Manager: component which will be responsible of creating and managing 
sessions within the KIWI platform. It will manage both the internal session; 

- Security Manager: component which will offer functionality to satisfy typical security 
requirements: data confidentiality, user authentication and authorisation.  

3 The case of the PREFECTURE of MILAN 
The Prefecture of Milan is one of the 103 Italian Prefectures based in Italy depending by the 
Ministry of the Home Affairs. The Prefecture is a local body of the state Administration in 
charge of general affairs and government representative at provincial level. 
With regard to KIWI project, it’s important to underline that the Ministry of the Home 
Affairs, and subsequently each Prefecture, is especially interested in making its employees 
professionals knowledge workers and gaining more efficiency. Already equipped with laptops 
and mobile phones, the public employees are a highly mobile workforce with high information 
and communication needs. Indeed, employees need to communicate each other country-wide, 
need to exchange data, documents and opinions with other Government administrations at 
local, regional and national level.  
The introduction of a Knowledge Management system within Prefecture allows to increase the 
efficiency of the knowledge management process (eliminating duplicate and inefficient 
activities), to increase the usefulness and the effectiveness of existent knowledge (improving 
its diffusion and usage), to favour the communication and the sharing of knowledge among 
different public bodies (facilitating the co-operation), to increase the uniformity among 
sectors (introducing common methods of work to ensure high quality services), to facilitate 
the organisation of training courses and improve their effectiveness. 
The usage of mobile device makes the time, spent by civil servants outside Prefecture, 
productive time and doesn’t stop the procedures, saving time and cost in decision-making. It 
allows to increase collaborative working and the quality of the delivered services.  

3.1 Knowledge management and problem addressed 
The Prefecture of Milan manages six different kinds of knowledge that result indispensable 
for the developed activity. 
The operative rules are, for their own objectives, explicit and easily transferable. This 
knowledge is structured, almost fix, and can be easily communicate to employees. These rules 
are fix in the sense that they are rarely changed, because once a procedure is accepted it 
normally passes quite long time before to modify it.  
The distinction between operative rules and Best Practices is very weak, in general it can be 
said that Best Practices become directly from the experience on particular problems, so they 
are generally less structured and verified, and they need some common background and/or 
context explanation to be properly understood. Moreover, this knowledge is continuously 
developing, depending on the actual needs and activities of various sectors. 
The basic information and the in-depth knowledge of laws and rules required are other two 
examples of explicit, mainly fix, and easily transferable knowledge. Currently, various sectors 
have already arrange manuals and reference documents to collect this information and support 
the training and the daily activity of each activity.  



The historical data are a whole of data and information that are used for various activities. In 
general, these are explicit and well structured information, so they are easily storable and 
transferable, even if these data are continuously developing and increasing. 
The experience is the most difficult to manage because of its complexity. In fact, it is a whole 
of information that help the employees (usually at high level) to take the best decision on line 
with the context. In general, these are tacit and not well structured information, so they are 
hardly storable and transferable, also because these data are continuously developing and 
increasing. 
Finally, legal competencies are often maintained at an informal level, even when it could be 
explicated, because it requires a certain effort to formalise and explicate it. Moreover, it’s a 
developing knowledge, continuously increased and enriched by new experiences, new studies, 
or new situation. This requires an additional effort for maintaining information and 
knowledge constantly updated, otherwise it would lose its usefulness. At the same time, these 
competencies are quite difficult to communicate and transfer, because they need a specific 
and professional background to be understood. 
Considering this description, the civil servants of the Prefecture of Milan needs to manage 
different kind of knowledge. Various instruments and interventions are necessary to reach 
these objectives, also because each typology of knowledge requires proper solutions. In 
general, it’s possible to identify four major kind of interventions: 
• a standardisation intervention, aimed at increasing the formalisation of information 

facilitating the processes of explication, collection, storing and diffusion of knowledge; 
• the definition of rules and procedures common to all sectors, in order to increase the 

uniformity of action, obtain a common quality level, and facilitate co-operation and co-
ordination among bodies; 

• the introduction of proper electronic databases for collecting, storing, and sharing 
information in an effective and efficient way. These “repositories of knowledge” should be 
useful also for training the new employees; 

• the introduction of the use of the new mobile devices and methods of work aimed at 
increasing and supporting information sharing and co-operation among bodies. 

3.2 Description of the scenario 
In July 2002, the Italian Government approved the law of modification of the normative on the 
subject of immigration and refuge – Art. 33 concerning the declaration of emerging  of 
irregular work of extra-community in charge of home help or assistant. Moreover, the Senate 
undertakes the Government to issue a measure which foresees the possibility to legalise the 
extra-communities who do a subordinate work. The number of the regularisation procedures 
sent to all Prefectures-UTG is 702.156 files: 341.121 are related to the home help or assistant, 
while the others 361.035 to the subordinate work. Lombardy (whose administrative centre is 
Milan) and Lazio are the Regions which received the higher number of procedures. By the 
end of December 2003, the first phase of regularisation is ended. Following, the second phase 
consists of the standardisation of the process.  
In order to give a more concrete analysis of the Italian scenario, in the following, the 
description of the procedure related to a request of family reunion: 
1. a non-EC immigrant submits his request of family reunion on paper format to Ms Manzo, 

the filing clerk of the Immigration Centralised Desk inside the Prefecture of Milan. Ms 
Manzo protocols the new procedure in the KIWI system; 

2. Ms Manzo, in order to start the new procedure, opens a new Workflow (WF) involving 5 
operator clerks of the Immigration Centralised Desk of the Prefecture of Milan with full 
rights on it;  



3. Mr Albergoni, one of the operator clerks of the Immigration Centralised Desk of the 
Prefecture of Milan, automatically receives from KIWI system a notification about the 
new WF. He opens the WF, takes in charge the procedure and closes the process; 

4. first of all, Mr Albergoni needs to receive the authorisation from the Police Headquarter in 
relation to the criminal record of the non EU-immigrant. Therefore, Mr Albergoni opens a 
WF with an operator of the Police Headquarter (Mr Osvidi), using notes to ask him to 
check the criminal record of the non-EC immigrant;  

5. Mr. Osvidi accesses to CEN system (which has to be separated from KIWI system due to 
the sensible data stored) to verify the position of the non EU-immigrant and provides the 
authorisation, through the WF notes; 

6. Mr. Albergoni analyses the delivered documentation and notices the presence of an 
anomaly: the income tax return is missing. Checking deeply the documentation, Mr 
Albergoni understands that the non-EC immigrant is in Italy less than one year and he is 
not able to present this kind of document. Mr Albergoni doesn’t know how to manage the 
procedure; 

7. first of all, Mr. Albergoni decides to search, in the KIWI system, for a legislative 
document which could help him to solve the problem. He finds one, he reads it, but, 
unfortunately, the retrieved document is not exhaustive; 

8. therefore, Mr. Albergoni decides to contact an Officer of the Prefecture who is on line. He 
finds Ms Loizzo and he starts and IMPS with her. He submits her to problem trying to 
solve it together; 

9. Ms Loizzo suggests to involve a person belonging to the Ministry of Home Affairs (Mr 
Chiodi); 

10. In the meanwhile, a new document, related to the previous search carried out by Mr 
Albergoni, has been uploaded by another operator and, so, KIWI system notifies it to Mr 
Albergoni. The last one checks the document, but it doesn’t solve its problem. Therefore, 
he decides to contact the expert of the Ministry (Mr Chiodi); 

11. Mr Albergoni starts a WF with Mr Chiodi, involving also Ms Loizzo and the Deputy 
Musolino, and explains his problem to all invited people; 

12. Mr Chiodi, become aware of the problem, browses his own device to search a document 
which could be suitable. He finds a file and puts it inside the WF notes; 

13. Ms Loizzo looks at the document and approves the proposed solution; 
14. Deputy Musolino, after Ms Loizzo’s approval, gives his authorisation and allows Mr 

Albergoni to proceed; 
15. Mr Albergoni puts the document on KIWI Knowledge Datawarehouse and closes the 

procedure; 
16. Mr Albergoni fixes an appointment with the non-EC immigrant to deliver him his paper 

permission of family reunion. 
 
KIWI platform represents an innovation solution for the Public Administration activities. In 
fact, it improves the process of the “immigration policy” in the sense of: 
• it is a technological support to the process: 

- reduction of the cost of the information: more people will have the knowledge ⇒ 
transformation from tacit knowledge to explicit knowledge; 

- increase of the access speed to knowledge: the “push” system will help the employees 
to find easier the right information. Indeed, it will assure a more completeness of the 
information and avoid any loss; 

- increase of the digital track of the procedure status: the monitoring on the procedure 
status will allow to evaluate the efficiency of each step of the process ⇒ the explicit 



knowledge will be increased because it will be possible to understand who will waste 
time; 

• it will allow to manage the exceptions: 
- the front-office could communicate with back-office and experts (even if they don’t 

work inside the back-office or Prefecture) and interact with them using mobile devices 
such as PDAs or smart-phones. In this way, KIWI solution will allow to manage the 
exceptions: up to now, when there is a problem, the procedure stops and it takes many 
weeks or months to solve it. 

4 Conclusions 
The Knowledge Management results into a decisive improvement in inserting an information 
database. This allows the public employees to access easier to the needed data, independently 
from the place where they are. 
Concerning the exploitation of project outcomes for the industrial component of the 
Consortium, this will mainly result in the commercialisation of the prototypes produced 
within the project. Indeed, all prototypes will be used as basic elements to develop and 
produce marketable results: as in-house developments by each partner and in collaboration 
with project partners. A quick process of research transfer in production will assure to the 
Consortium partners an essential competitive advantage for a further consolidation of the 
respective positions on the market. Moreover, the specific techniques implemented in the 
project will be used by most of the Partners to enhance the techniques already in use, 
contributing to consolidate a competitive advantage.  
Once the innovative technologies are implemented, the idea is to realise a mobile groupware 
which let in-house functions be used at distance. It involves an organisation and a 
management changes between headquarter and branches. 
The KIWI deployment strategies, will be mainly presented as open source distribution of the 
KIWI software; KIWI will be distributed to the market according to a specific licence; this 
license not restrict any party from selling or giving away the software as a component of an 
aggregate software distribution containing programs from several different sources. In order 
to provide effective returns on their co-funded investment in the project and to meet the 
requirements also of the smallest organisations which need a customised applications, two 
different strategies will be followed; the constitutions of a Public Private Partnership (PPP) 
involving both the KIWI Consortium and others Regional Public Administration Local Public 
Institutions and the porting of the KIWI applications customised and adapted to the specific 
local PA technical infrastructure and process; the customised applications will be offered in 
Application Server Provider (ASP) modality. 
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1   Introduction 
The QUALEG (Quality of Service and Legitimacy in eGovernment) project is an 

innovative project sponsored by the European Union to promote the relationship between the 
local governments and the citizens. It aims at allowing the local governments to maintain a 
direct connection with the citizens through the ongoing adjustment of their policies according 
to the assessment of the citizens' needs. To realize this objective, QUALEG employs an 
ontology-based approach to enable the use of a single solution commensurate with the 
multilingual nature of the project. This approach embodies many innate advantages: it 
eliminates redundancy of knowledge bases and it establishes a common fundamental 
structure shared by individual eGovernment services. Thus, QUALEG can be extended to 
incorporate different aspects of local governments worldwide.  
 

2   QUALEG 
The QUALEG project aims at enabling local governments to manage their policies in 

a transparent and trustable way. This implies that local governments should be able to 
measure the performance of the services they offer, to assess the satisfaction of citizens, and 
to re-formulate policy orientations on such elements with the participation of citizens. 

The basic rationale of QUALEG is expressed in an OECD [2001] report, "engaging 
citizens is a sound investment in public policy-making." As these new relationships have 
evolved and matured, local governments have increasingly recognized their reliance upon 
the active contribution of citizens in making better decisions and achieving policy objectives. 
In this perspective, strengthening government relations with citizens may be seen as a sound 
investment in tapping new sources of policy-relevant ideas, information and resources for 
implementation”.  

Among the driving forces that have led governments to strengthen their relations with 
citizens, are the needs to: 

• Improve the quality of policy, by allowing governments to tap wider sources of 
information, perspectives, and potential solutions to meet the challenges of policy-
making under conditions of increasing complexity, policy interdependence, and time 
pressures. 

• Meet the challenges of the emerging information society, to prepare for greater 
and faster interactions with citizens and ensure better knowledge management. 

• Integrate public input into the policy-making process, to meet citizens’ 
expectations that their voices be heard and their views be considered, in decision-
making by government. 

• Respond to calls for greater government transparency and accountability, as 
public and media scrutiny of government actions increases and standards in public 
life are codified and raised.  

• Strengthen public trust in government and reverse the steady erosion of voter 
turnout in elections, falling membership in political parties and surveys showing 
declining confidence in key public institutions. 

The innovative technology of QUALEG implements a knowledge harvesting tool that 
supports and stores information provided by citizens. The project is conducted in France, 
Germany, and Poland. The project needs to provide one solution that can work in a 
multilingual environment. To achieve this goal QUALEG has a number of objectives: 

• Homogeneous management of eGovernment services 
• The use of ontology to convey semantics 
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• Knowledgeable debates 
Technological domains relevant to these objectives are web services orchestration, 

semantic enhancements of web services, workflow management, workflow optimisation, 
ontology, intelligent agents, portals, and web contents management software.  
The QUALEG solution aims at enabling:  

• Local governments to facilitate citizen information, consultation, participation during 
all the policy cycle of public action by using workflows and semantics facilities 
provided by QUALEG solution. 

• Local governments to dynamically adjust public action objectives to citizen 
perception, during all the policy cycle by using semantic and ontology facilities from 
QUALEG Solution. 

 

3   The Challenge 
 QUALEG is a project that addresses information in multiple languages. A challenge 
that many multilingual information-based projects share is to avoid creating multiple 
presentations of the knowledge base in different languages. Today, most projects contain 
redundancy in representation, which makes it difficult to maintain the knowledge base. 
QUALEG aims at providing a single solution that functions in a multilingual environment 
without this redundancy in representation.  

QUALEG, as aforementioned, has pilots in France, Poland, and Germany and thus 
currently focuses on three languages: French, Polish, and German. Since it is necessary to 
have a common platform for communication and interaction among the partners, both current 
and prospective, English is used. QUALEG translates from English to these languages. 
Although French is similar to English, other European languages, such as Polish and German, 
are more difficult to translate, and QUALEG must address these difficulties.  

The Polish language seems to be chaotic to many people who come into contact with 
it for the first time. Polish is marked by many endings and alterations in words. Grammatical 
structures are essential for effective communication in all languages, but in Polish the 
connection between grammar and meaning is particularly important because it determines the 
form of the word to a larger extent than in western European languages. The position of a 
word in a Polish sentence does not play an important role and there are no articles, as in 
English. Words themselves contain the grammatical function, so if an inappropriate 
grammatical rule is used, communication can be disturbed or even made ineffective. The 
knowledge of the basic forms of words given in a Polish dictionary is not sufficient to make 
comprehensible sentences, since Polish word endings change both the form of the word and 
their function in the sentence.  
 The German language possesses its own difficulties. For instance, German is famous 
for its very long, complicated words. The reputed longest word in the German language, the 
forty character long word Donaudampfschifahrtsgesellschaftkapitaen, was the name of a 
Danube steamship company, once the world's largest riverboat operator, which went bankrupt 
nearly a decade ago. The length of the words, comprised of other words, makes translation 
difficult. [German, 2005] 

In addition to language-specific difficulties, working with different languages entails 
difficulties in translation. One difficulty is that many languages contain words that do not 
have exact parallels in other languages. A word in one language may have some nuances that 
are hard to include in a translation to a word in another language. Some words are hard to 
translate if one wishes to remain in the same grammatical category, since a word in one 
language may correspond to a word that is a different part of speech in another language. 
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Another common difficulty addresses parts of speech. For example, prepositions are a 
hazardous area in any language, since these short, seemingly innocent words often result in 
different meanings in different contexts. Translation must pinpoint the meaning to be 
accurate. Another difficulty in translation arises since often a given word has different 
meanings and thus the translation of one word into another language can yield many different 
options. For example, the verb "to get" in all its various uses covers nearly seven columns of 
the most recent version of the Robert-Collins French-English dictionary.  

The first solution that comes to mind when working with multiple languages is to use 
automatic tools for language translation. However, this solution is not viable, since automatic 
machine translation (MT) currently suffers from several critical limitations.  

Today there are many applications that attempt to perform machine translation. Some 
of these tools have been under development for more than twenty years. However, these tools 
have yet to achieve a level of proficiency comparable to human translation. Although there 
are no universally accepted evaluation methods, different methods of the evaluation of 
adequacy of MT systems in specified operational contexts still indicate that MT does not 
attain a sufficiently good level, in terms of measures such as intelligibility, accuracy, fidelity, 
and appropriateness of style.  

Furthermore, the issue of diagnostic evaluation to identify limitations, errors, and 
deficiencies, which can be corrected or improved, has been the subject of much discussion in 
recent years. Human translation has the ability to identify its own limitations and thus avert 
translation errors. MT, in contrast, has yet to acquire this ability and therefore incurs errors. 
Moreover, a person who makes a mistake once can profit from this error and learn for the 
future. MT has yet to acquire this ability, too.  [Arnold, 1993], [Arnold, 1994] 

Therefore, since machine translation is not appropriate in this instance, QUALEG 
adopts an ontology-based approach for representing knowledge to facilitate the multilingual 
interaction between citizens and local governments.  

 

4   Ontologies 
According to one definition, an ontology is a description (like a formal 

specification of a program) of the concepts and relationships that can exist for an agent 
or a community of agents. What is important is what an ontology is for. [Gruber, 1993].  

Another definition of an ontology is a specification of a representational vocabulary 
for a shared domain of discourse -- definitions of classes, relations, functions, and other 
objects. 

An ontology defines the terms used to describe and represent an area of knowledge. 
Ontologies are used by people, databases, and applications that need to share domain 
information, when a domain is just a specific subject area or area of knowledge, such as 
medicine, tool manufacturing, real estate, automobile repair, financial management, etc. 
Ontologies include computer-usable definitions of basic concepts in the domain and the 
relationships among them. They encode knowledge in a domain and also knowledge that 
spans domains. This way, they make that knowledge reusable. [W3C, 2005] 

The word ontology has been used to describe artifacts with different degrees of 
structure. These range from simple taxonomies (such as the Yahoo hierarchy), to metadata 
schemes (such as the Dublin Core), to logical-based theories. The Semantic Web needs 
ontologies with a significant degree of structure. These need to specify descriptions for the 
following kinds of concepts: 

• Classes (general things) in the many domains of interest  
• The relationships that can exist among things  
• The properties (or attributes) those things may have  
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Ontologies are usually expressed in a logic-based language, so that detailed, accurate, 
consistent, sound, and meaningful distinctions can be made among the classes, properties, 
and relations. Some ontology tools can perform automated reasoning, and thus provide 
advanced services to intelligent applications such as: conceptual/semantic search and 
retrieval, software agents, decision support, speech and natural language understanding, 
knowledge management, intelligent databases, and electronic commerce. 

Ontologies figure prominently in the emerging Semantic Web as a way of 
representing the semantics of documents and enabling the semantics to be used by Web 
applications and intelligent agents. Ontologies can prove to be useful for a community as a 
way of structuring and defining the meaning of the metadata terms that are currently being 
collected and standardized.  

In recent years the development of ontologies has become part of many projects.  The 
reasons to develop an ontology in a project include: to share common understanding of the 
structure of information among people or software agents, to enable reuse of domain 
knowledge, to make domain assumptions explicit, to separate domain knowledge from the 
operational knowledge, or to analyze domain knowledge. 

 

5   Multilingual Ontologies 
 QUALEG adopts a multilingual ontology-based approach.  Ontologies enable the 
representation of the eGovernment domain information and the relationships between its 
concepts. The multilingual ontologies can allow the correlation between different local 
governments and their appropriate languages and topics of interest.  Thus, the solution that 
QUALEG proposes incorporates one ontology system with multiple representations of the 
topics in the local languages. In other words, the one representation of the ontology allows 
multiple mappings from each language to the same ontology.  
 Furthermore, to maintain uniformity and to avoid repetitive translations, QUALEG 
processes the information from the input, for example debates and emails, in the local 
languages. The processing stage identifies the main topics, the contexts, of each input.  The 
next stage is the mapping of the information to the appropriate ontology, which is also 
performed in the local languages. 
 Each ontology is represented in multiple languages. Each topic, such as School or 
Teaching Material, defines an ontology.  For each ontology multiple translations of a set of 
words defining the ontology are assigned. These words can be in each of the local 
government languages and are not limited in number. 
 An example of the mapping process is outlined in Figure 1.  A sample Multilingual 
Ontology is displayed in Figure 2. 
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Multilingual 
Ontology 

 
 
 

 
 

School 

High School 

French   Polish German
……   ……   …... 
 
……   ……   …... 
 
……   ……   …... 
 

Elementary School 

Figure 2 – Multilingual Ontology 

Teaching Material

French   Polish German
……   ……   …... 
 
……   ……   …... 
 
……   ……   …... 
 

French   Polish German
……   ……   …... 
 
……   ……   …... 
 
……   ……   …... 
 

E-mail 

Contexts 

Debate 

Figure 1 – Mapping to Multilingual Ontology 
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6   Advantages 
vantage of a multilingual technology based on a single ontology is that it 
ld an identical system in each language.  This prevents the redundancy of 

represe

nment. This 
allows 

pic 
through

7   Conclusion 
s a project that aims at supplying local governments with new techniques 
ge their policies.  Future directions of research and development include 

•  [Arnold, 1994] D. Arnold et al. Machine translation: an introductory guide. 
NCC/Blackwell, Manchester, Oxford, 1994. 

achine 

 
D 2001, p. 20 

/2005. 

The main ad
saves having to bui

ntation.  Redundancy in representation leads to complex system maintenance and 
frequent mistakes in updating similar information in each of the local languages. 

Another advantage is that such a multilingual ontology system can place different 
emphases on each topic according to the importance specified by the local gover

the local governments to customize the application according to their individual and 
changing needs. A system built on multilingual ontologies enables adaptability, thus 
facilitating current and future changes.  This quality of adaptability serves as a basis for 
future expansion and permits the use of ontologies already created in different languages. 

A further advantage of the multilingual ontology-based technology is that such a 
system supports the realization of the importance ascribed by the local language to each to

 the use of multiple synonyms.  Each language can supply a set of words describing 
each ontology.  The length of the list of words and the variations of different meanings for 
each ontology can emphasize the importance of the ontology to each language. 

  

 QUALEG i
and tools to mana
identifying methods for allowing real-time interaction between local government 
representatives and citizens through the use of multilingual ontologies.  Other aspects of 
research include identifying the ability to recommend a policy to the local government, based 
on the information in the ontology.  Additional directions are automatic translation of words 
which define the ontology based on their context. 
 
 

•  [Arnold, 1993] E. Arnold et al. Special issue on evaluation of MT systems. M
Translation, 8(1-2):1--126, 1993.  

•  [OECD 2001] Citizens as partners: information, communication and public
participation in policy making, OEC

• [German, 2005] Long Words in German web site 
http://www.serve.com/shea/longword.htm, 1/2005. 

• [Gruber, 1993] T. R. Gruber. A translation approach to portable ontologies. 
Knowledge Acquisition, 5(2):199-220, 1993.  

• [W3C, 2005] The World Wide Web Consortium (W3C), 
http://www.w3.org/TR/webont-req/#onto-def 1
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Abstract :  eGovernment is faced with a number of complex issues, 
such as Internet security, data protection, and a multilingual user 
environment.  There are two essential interdependent ingredients to 
surmounting these challenges: interoperability and innovation.  
Innovative solutions developed by the ICT industry promote 
interoperability.  Meeting consumers’ expectations for interoperability 
must remain a constant effort on the part of industry, and policy 
makers have a role in encouraging industry efforts in this area.  This 
paper analyses three key policy elements to creating an environment 
in which innovation and interoperability can thrive. 

 

1 Introduction 
The new millennium marked a significant turning point in eGovernment.  According to the 
Commission Background Paper for the eEurope Mid-term Review, the proportion of basic 
services fully available online in the EU grew from 17% to 43% between October 2001 and 
October 2003.  The eEurope+ Progress Report reveals that notable advances were also made 
in the then 13 candidate countries:  in 2001 over 80% of online government services identified 
in the eEurope+ Action Plan were either unavailable or still in the planning stages; by June 
2003, this figure had been reduced to 34%.  Benchmark surveys have demonstrated similarly 
that between 2002 and 2004 the percentage of European governments providing online 
services increased from 12% to 35%.1   
 
During this highly dynamic period, we have learned first-hand that eGovernment implicates 
many different and complex issues.  These include issues of trust (e.g. data privacy and 
security), of training/expertise, of archiving and migration, and of surmounting language 
differences, to name only a few.  At the forefront of these issues is interoperability, however.  
Effective communication between and among consumers and providers, whether governments 
or businesses, requires that the products they use be able to share and exchange data.  As the 
European Commission has explained,  

 

                                                 
1 Darrell M. West, Center for Public Policy, Brown University, “Global e-Government 2004”, September 2004, 
p. 5; www.InsidePolitics.org/egovtdata.html. 
 



“[f]ailure to put in place interoperable eGovernment systems will have both 
economic and social costs.  These include: unresponsive public 
administrations that are expensive to run and incapable of implementing 
policy promptly; inability to develop value added eGovernment services; 
higher costs, greater administrative burden and competitive disadvantage 
relative to local firms (e.g. inability to participate in public e-procurement 
activities), and hampering the proper functioning of the Internal Market.”2

 
In rapidly evolving, highly competitive IT markets such as the European market, companies 
have strong commercial incentives to make their products interoperate with each other.  These 
commercial incentives must be reinforced by appropriate public policies, however.  While 
industry can and should be allowed to lead, its ability to do so depends largely on the right 
technology policies being in place to support these efforts. 
 
This paper is intended to explore the policy framework that is most favourable to 
interoperability—a framework that should respect the following principles:  (1) technology 
neutrality; (2) intellectual property protection; and (3) neutral R&D funding policies.  We 
explore each of these principles in greater detail below. 

2 Discussion 

2.1 Interoperability Explored 
EU policymakers have long recognised the importance of interoperability.  Indeed, this 
principle was enshrined in EU law well over a decade ago, in the EU’s 1991 Software 
Directive (Directive 91/250).  The Directive’s Article 6 establishes fair and balanced rules 
that permit reverse engineering of software in certain narrow circumstances and when 
indispensable to achieve interoperability.  Article 6 has worked well in practice and has 
served as the foundation for many interoperable technologies. 
 
Since 1991, interoperability has remained an important EU goal—especially in the 
eGovernment context.  To take one particularly pertinent example, in June 2002 the eEurope 
2005 Action Plan made the development of a European Interoperability Framework (EIF) a 
priority component of pan-European eGovernment strategy.   
 
At its most basic, interoperability is the ability of IT systems to work together.  The EU 
Software Directive provides perhaps the best definition of interoperability, which it describes 
as “the ability to exchange information and mutually to use the information which has been 
exchanged.”  While many have sought to build on this definition, this simple language 
captures well the objective underlying interoperability efforts.  More recently, in the EIF, the 
EU has parsed this definition.  The EIF identifies three distinct elements of interoperability: 
(1) “technical” interoperability, involving the linking up of computer systems via agreed 
standards for the exchange of data; (2) “semantic” interoperability, focused on ensuring that 
exchanged data shares the same meaning between linked systems; and (3) “organisational” 
interoperability, involving the organisation of business processes and infrastructures, to 
enhance data exchange.   
 

                                                 
2 COM (2003) 567, Commission Communication on eGovernment, 26 September 2003 (p. 19). 
 



Broad-based IT interoperability is vital to the fulfilment of the Information Society’s 
enormous potential to enrich the lives of citizens in Europe and beyond.  Interoperability 
plays this role by ensuring that consumers have the ability to access and use a diverse range of 
technology products and services.  Interoperable products provide consumers with meaningful 
choice among vendors, as well as with increased functionality, enabling consumers to 
construct systems that meet their specific needs from a variety of vendors, incorporating 
hardware (microprocessors, memory and storage media, printers, screens, etc), software 
elements (operating systems, middleware, data management tools, applications etc) and 
related services.  In this way, interoperability reduces ICT integration costs, improves 
efficiencies, enhances business productivity and facilitates the adoption of new and emerging 
technologies.   

 
Perhaps nowhere are the benefits offered by interoperability more important than in the 
eGovernment context.  Among the primary aims of any eGovernment system is the 
simplification of the way in which citizens interact with government.  To achieve this, 
technology must be employed in a manner that makes it easier for citizens to deal with 
multiple government agencies, at local, national and regional level.  When ICT systems and 
the processes that they support interoperate, this objective can be achieved more readily.  To 
quote the Commission on this point, “personalised [eGovernment] services require integration 
and sharing of processes and knowledge across departments and institutions.  This requires IT 
systems of the various participating administrative bodies to be interconnected and 
information and administrative processes to be ‘joined up’, i.e., they must ‘interoperate’”. 
 
Interoperability is especially important in the pan-European eGovernment context.  European 
eGovernment services are at high risk of fragmentation by diverse languages, geographic 
borders and differing national priorities.  Only by deploying products and services that 
interoperate can governments ensure that the benefits of eGovernment services will extend 
across national, administrative and organisational boundaries.  To again quote the 
Commission, “the development of the single market and its associated freedoms will require 
that national eGovernment systems are interoperable.”  
 
Just as it is essential, interoperability in the eGovernment context is also complex.  An 
eGovernment system must address communication needs at many levels, including 
government’s ability to communicate with citizens (individuals), with the private sector, and 
within the public sector itself.  There are a range of diverse software and hardware systems 
and various types of data implicated in these transactions.  The UK’s e-GIF Service Delivery 
Infrastructure exemplifies the complexity here, listing the many components of an 
interoperable eGovernment system, including users (citizens and businesses); portals 
(Government, local authorities, the private sector); infrastructure (the Government gateway), 
multiple access channels and competing government systems. 

2.2 Innovation and Interoperability: the Essential Ingredients 
Attaining interoperability in the complex set of circumstances that characterise eGovernment 
is a challenge.  As policymakers have long recognised, industry is best equipped to address 
the technological aspects of this challenge and thus bears primary responsibility for ensuring 
technical interoperability.  Consistent with this expectation, the ICT industry has made 
substantial progress in promoting interoperability over the past decade.  Technology 
companies have done this through several mechanisms, including the development and 
implementation of technology standards, and the voluntary disclosure of technical information 



that facilitates the development of interoperable products.3  These efforts have been 
collaborative; currently, most major ICT companies are working in partnership with other 
industry players and/or governments in at least one, and often many, fora to ensure that their 
technologies interoperate.  It is clear that consumers’ expectations for software and hardware 
interoperability are not always met.  Continuing efforts on the part of industry remain 
necessary.  
 
Industry experience in this area has demonstrated several fundamental principles regarding 
ICT interoperability:  
 

• First, while industry must play the leading role in promoting technical interoperability, 
industry efforts will be more successful if accompanied by appropriate public policies.  
Public and private sector infrastructures now routinely rely on heterogeneous IT 
solutions, comprised of hardware and software from multiple vendors.  The extent to 
which one product can interoperate with another has a significant impact on market 
demand and consumer satisfaction.  In this way, the modern IT marketplace creates 
strong commercial incentives to ensure interoperability.   

 
• Second, interoperability and innovation are closely linked.  Indeed, interoperability 

depends largely upon policies that promote focused innovation and broad competition in 
the IT sector.  A healthy IT marketplace with a wide range of products and services 
means greater competition—and greater incentives (in the form of market share) for a 
particular firm to make its technologies interoperate with those of its competitors.  A 
healthy IT ecosystem also ensures a broad variety of innovative product choice—
directly benefiting creators and consumers of eGovernment services and eGovernment-
related technologies.   

 
• Third, in addition to promoting interoperability, ICT innovation has many other 

important benefits—as the EU has recognised.  Perhaps most significantly, ICT 
innovation is central to the EU’s ability to achieve its Lisbon Agenda goal of becoming 
the world’s leading knowledge economy by 2010, and the parallel objectives of creating 
jobs and fostering economic growth.  Already ICT innovation contributes greatly to 
global economies.  Technology companies today employ more than nine million people, 
raise more than €500 billion a year in tax revenue and contribute nearly €1 trillion a year 
to global economic prosperity.  Between 1996 and 2002, technology companies added 
more than a half million high-skill jobs to the Western European economy alone.   Jobs 
in the packaged software sector generally earn about twice the European average wage 
(and thus generate proportionally greater tax revenues); in 1999, each job in the 
packaged software sector contributed four times as much to the Western European 
economy as a job in financial services and six times as much as one in consumer goods.  
The software industry contribution is compounded as the use of software raises general 
levels of productivity, efficiency and competitiveness for European industry overall.  
Increased innovation means an increased contribution. 

   
• Fourth, there is no single “best” way to achieve interoperability.  The principles outlined 

below touch on several distinct areas, each of which promote interoperability in their 
own right.  That said, there is no single path to attain this objective.  Instead, any 

                                                 
3  Technology standards are a cornerstone of software and hardware development; with growing demand for 
interoperability, the role of standards has only increased in importance.  BSA has recently adopted a “Statement 
on Technology Standards”, which is attached to this paper as Annex 1. 



approach to promoting interoperability should be multifaceted and should recognise that 
the complex technical, commercial and other issues involved  require above all a shared 
vision among key players in order to develop solutions that can and will be widely 
supported and implemented. 

 
• Fifth, the development and deployment of effective government technology strategies—

including strategies to promote eGovernment and to advance interoperability—depend 
on public/private partnerships.  As discussed further below, top-down mandates and 
heavy-handed regulation often work against the goal of interoperability.  In contrast, 
government/industry partnerships permit the public sector to benefit from the significant 
technological expertise of industry.  At the same time, such partnerships assist public 
administrations in making their needs known to industry for use in the development of 
standards and software solutions and thereby help industry create interoperable products 
better suited to government needs. 

 
With these fundamental principles in mind, we turn to an analysis of the three key policy 
elements that, in our experience, promote ICT innovation and interoperability. 

2.2.1 Technology Neutrality 
Innovation happens best when technologies are allowed to compete on their merits.  Indeed, 
competition is the driving force for innovation.  To foster competition, public policies should 
treat all technologies equally and permit the “best” technology to prevail. 
 
Policies that mandate or prefer technologies have the opposite effect.  Such policies tend to 
give rise to product uniformity.  In addition to reducing the number of products available in a 
given market, technology mandates and preferences also chill innovation.  
 
The principle of technology neutrality is especially important when procuring technologies—
including eGovernment technologies.  Governments that attempt to mandate technologies (or 
technology standards), or to pick technology winners and losers risk making incorrect choices 
among the full range of products available in the market place.  All e-technologies, including 
software technologies, have benefits and costs relevant to the context in which they are to be 
deployed.  Public entities should procure the technology that best meets their needs based on a 
broad range of variables, including interoperability, functionality, performance, security, 
value and cost of ownership.   
 
Generally in Europe, such technology-neutral approaches to IT policies have been favoured.  
That said, in some isolated instances governments or parliaments have opted for or are 
considering software preference policies.  Typically, such policies arbitrarily limit public 
procurement to “open source” software products—that is products that are developed and 
licensed under an open source model.  As a general rule, under this model, the source code of 
the software is made available royalty-free to the users of the software, under terms allowing 
redistribution, modification and addition, though often with certain restrictions.  In contrast, 
under a  “proprietary” software model, software developed by a commercial entity is sold or 
licensed to the end-user; the source code of the software may be made available to certain 
users of the software through a licensing agreement, but is usually not broadly distributed and 
generally may not be copied or modified except as provided for in such agreements.   
 
Neither method of software development is inherently better or worse.  Nor are these models 
mutually exclusive.  Software firms (including BSA members) are increasingly embracing 



both models and developing business strategies in which proprietary and open source 
software coexist.  Indeed, the co-existence of these different models serves as the foundation 
of a healthy and diverse software ecosystem, driving competition and thereby encouraging 
innovation and interoperability—to the benefit of users and of society overall.   
 
The ongoing vitality of this ecosystem depends on freedom of innovation.  Regardless of the 
model under which they create—be it open source or proprietary—BSA members are 
unanimous in the belief that innovation happens best when all software solutions are 
permitted to compete on their merits.  BSA members also know from long experience that the 
most exciting innovation occurs in response to marketplace demands—not government 
mandates. 

2.2.2 Intellectual Property Protection 
The link between intellectual property (IP) and innovation is well-established.  At the most 
fundamental level, by ensuring that authors and inventors can realise a financial return on 
their investments, IP yields incentives and resources to invest in creating new products and 
new technologies.  Entrepreneurs depend on IP to attract investment and commercialise their 
ideas; consumers rely on IP to support the innovation that enables them to live their lives 
more productively and more enjoyably; and governments and societies gain from IP through 
economic growth and social progress.   
 
These benefits are more than theoretical.  Economic analysis has demonstrated over and again 
that effective intellectual property protection leads to greater creativity, competition and 
economic success—and that IP-based industries fuel economic growth.  A 2000 Study by 
Datamonitor indicated that the European software industry alone is responsible for well over a 
million jobs through direct employment in the EU-15, and that every job in the sector 
generates four jobs in the wider economy.  A 2001 OECD report noted that software 
accounted for up to a third of the overall contribution of ICT investment to GDP growth in 
OECD countries.   
 
Significantly, virtually all existing technology development models—including proprietary 
and open source software licensing models—are fundamentally based on IP (especially 
copyright).  By enabling developers of both models to control the downstream distribution 
and use of their works, IP rights enable these developers to disseminate their creations in new 
and exciting ways.  In this way, IP serves as the foundation of a diverse and healthy software 
ecosystem.   
 
While there is general consensus surrounding the close link between IP and innovation, the 
link between IP and interoperability is less understood.  It does exist, however.  Patents, for 
example, can play a key role in promoting interoperability.  By their nature, patents facilitate 
the sharing of information, while at the same time ensuring that innovators can protect their 
inventions.  Indeed, patents are uniquely suited to this role.  In contrast to copyrights and trade 
secrets, patents require that inventors publicly disclose their inventions.  In return, patents 
grant certain exclusive rights in these inventions to their inventors.  This gives the inventor 
control, and enables the inventor to realize the economic benefits of his or her efforts, 
providing an economic stimulus for new inventions while at the same time promoting the goal 
of technological disclosure.  Of course, as with any intellectual property regime, the patent 
system must balance the interests of many stakeholders and must be carefully calibrated to 
ensure that the protections it offers promote rather than impede innovation and 
interoperability.   



 
To promote maximum innovation and interoperability, government policies should provide 
effective protection for IPRs.  At European level, a series of Directives establish this 
protection in the copyright space—including the 1991 EU Software Directive, which provides 
a balanced and workable set of rights and exceptions for copyright in computer programs.  
The Software Directive has more recently been complemented by the 2001 “Copyright 
Directive.”  Patents for computer-implemented inventions have long been made available 
under European Patent Office practice, and the EU is now considering codification of this 
practice in a Directive.  The EU has also recently adopted an “Enforcement Directive,” 
providing important tools that facilitate effective enforcement of IPRs.   
 
Technology innovation has been both the objective and the consequence of affording software 
developers the benefits of IP protection.  To ensure developers remain encouraged to 
innovate, and to develop solutions to interoperability challenges more particularly, they must 
remain free to benefit from the IP protections available to them.  Likewise, they should retain 
the freedom to determine the business and licensing models they wish to employ.  
Unfortunately, in some instances policymakers have sought to make specific intellectual 
property licensing choices a precondition for eligibility for procurement.  The decision as to 
whether and how to exercise and enjoy one’s intellectual property rights should remain, as it 
has been traditionally, a matter for the right holder’s informed choice. 

2.2.3 Neutral R&D Funding Policies 
The EU in recent years has come to lay increasing emphasis on R&D spending.  As the 
Commission explained in its recent Communication on Challenges for the European 
Information Society beyond 2005, “a strong presence in research and development is essential 
for the general strength of the ICT sector and for their uptake in the economy at large”.  The 
OECD has reached a similar conclusion, noting that “business R&D and early-stage financing 
of innovative ideas and new businesses are two major drivers of growth and structural 
transformation of the ICT sector.”  Indeed, studies demonstrate that up to 40% of labour 
productivity growth is generated by R&D spending and that there are powerful carry-over 
effects in other areas of the economy.  
 
Investment in R&D is especially important in the software sector, and government plays an 
important role in financing basic software research.  When public funds are used to support 
software R&D, such funding should be made equally available to all software developers, 
regardless of the development model chosen to do the research.  The innovation that results 
from this work should be licensed in a way that allows for shared knowledge and ensures that 
the outcome of such research can be applied to commercialised products.  Such an approach 
has already proven to be a successful means for encouraging innovation in commercial 
products across many sectors, which in turn generate growth and tax revenue necessary to 
fund future public research initiatives. 

3 Conclusion 
A new wave of innovation has created tremendous opportunities for eGovernment services.  
While eGovernment systems have grown exponentially over the past few years, however, 
much remains to be done.  Indeed, according to Eurostat data, in 2003 only 45% of 
government services in the EU-15 were fully available online.   
 
Overcoming existing challenges to eGovernment roll-out, including enhanced interoperability 
within and among eGovernment services, and reaping the full benefits of eGovernment 



opportunities is possible only in the context of a rich and diverse technology marketplace.  
BSA believes that by applying the above principles and by working closely together in public-
private partnership, we will be able to create the environment necessary to spur creativity, 
innovation, and technological advance—including interoperability.  BSA stands ready to 
assist in this effort. 
 



Annex 1 
 
 

 

 

BSA STATEMENT ON TECHNOLOGY STANDARDS 

1 Preface 
Technology standards are a cornerstone of software and hardware development that play a 
key role in fostering a healthy and competitive IT ecosystem.  With growing demand for 
interconnectivity, interoperability and sharing among hardware, software and IT services, the 
role of standards has only increased in importance.  This is particularly true in the public 
sector, due to the need for better communication with citizens as well as among government 
agencies (intra and inter-governmental).  BSA1, whose member companies both use and 
develop a wide range of technology standards, has created this statement to help improve the 
understanding of, and policy decisions about, standards. 

2 Standards Promote Interoperability and Benefit Consumers  
The purpose of technology standards is to promote interoperability, efficiency, increased 
functionality, productivity and economic growth.  Interoperable software, hardware and 
services spur innovation and competition, which lead to increased consumer choice, the 
creation of new markets, enhanced communication and technological progress.  In order to 
reap these benefits, however, it is important to properly understand the nature and use of 
standards.  
 
Technology standards are typically documented in written specifications that enable 
developers of software, hardware and services to make and distribute products or components 
that work with one another within a given context.  This interoperability can take the form of 
information exchange (e.g., protocols or file formats), task performance (e.g., APIs) and other 
functions that allow systems and people to collaborate effectively.  In addition to facilitating 
broader communication across platforms and devices, this interoperability also enables 
suppliers to develop their own implementations of a standard, which consumers can then 
choose among.  All entities are not required to implement the standard in exactly the same 
way; technology standards make possible flexible implementations that best fit the task at 
hand while retaining interoperability2.  Standards thus create predictability, interoperability 
and competition between implementations without imposing homogeneity. 

3 Voluntary Standards Fuel Innovation 
Voluntary processes have proven to be the most effective means of fueling innovation through 
standards. Indeed, most of the widely adopted technology standards in existence today have 
                                                 
1 The Business Software Alliance (www.bsa.org) is the voice of the world’s commercial software industry and 
its hardware partners before governments and in the international marketplace.  Its members represent one of the 
fastest growing industries in the world. BSA programs foster technology innovation through education and 
policy initiatives that promote copyright protection, cyber security, trade and e-commerce.  
2 This flexibility is not unique to the software industry.  For example, the ISO open standard on metric screw 
threads dictates the dimension of a 2mm thread size (i.e., the “specification”), not how the screw is constructed 
or with what materials (i.e., the “implementation”).  

http://www.bsa.org/


been developed through voluntary, supplier-led efforts3.  The marketplace—responding to 
consumer demands—is best situated to determine the appropriate timing for the development 
and promotion of a standard.  Over the years, suppliers have been able to respond quickly to 
industry and consumer needs by developing standards that most effectively address 
interoperability issues and embrace the direction of the marketplace. 
 
On the other hand, government-mandated standards in the technology industry can often 
result in a number of unintended consequences.  These consequences may include: (i) 
unnecessarily freezing the development of new technologies and failing to reap fully the 
benefits of such quickly evolving technologies; (ii) inadvertently disadvantaging certain 
market competitors; (iii) hindering market acceptance and penetration; and (iv) precluding a 
multi-faceted competitive environment. 
 
The method of development of a standard is not ultimately the critical factor that determines 
its acceptance.  A successful standard is one that solves the problem for which it is intended.  
Typically, the development of such standards is achieved through a natural and dynamic 
process that is voluntary and responsive to market demands.  

4 Characteristics of “Open” Standards  
Among technology standards, there is particular interest in “open standards” as a potential 
means of achieving widespread interoperability.  While there is no universally accepted 
definition of that term, all open standards have the following common characteristics:  
 
(1) Open standards are published without restriction (e.g., potential implementers are not 
restricted from accessing the standard) in electronic or tangible form, and in sufficient detail 
to enable a complete understanding of the standard’s scope and purpose;  
 
(2) Open standards are publicly available without cost or for a reasonable fee for adoption and 
implementation by any interested party;  
 
(3) Any patent rights necessary to implement open standards are made available by those 
developing the specification to all implementers on reasonable and non-discriminatory 
(RAND) terms (either with or without payment of a reasonable royalty or fee); and 
 
(4)  Open standards are regularly developed, maintained, approved or ratified by consensus, in 
a market-driven standards-setting organization that is open to all interested and qualified 
participants.  Standards can also develop by consensus in the marketplace. 
  
Within this context, governments can play an important role in advancing open standards. 
Government policies that support the implementation or adoption of open standards, where 
open standards exist and are broadly supported by industry, will improve interoperability and 
benefit governments and consumers on the whole.  On the other hand, governments should 
avoid policies that inadvertently discourage the development and adoption of broad-based 
standards, either by mandating standards themselves (e.g., freezes innovation) or mandating 

                                                 
3 UPnP, FireWire, PDF, QFX, Flash, Java and ZeroConf are just a few examples of widely-adopted technology 
standards originally developed by a single company or group of companies. 



those that have not achieved broad industry support4, or by reducing the economic incentives 
to participate5. 

5 Distinguishing Open Standards and Open Source Software  
While an open standard is a technical specification, open source software (OSS)6 is software 
that may be used to implement an open standard in a particular product or service. Whether a 
standard qualifies as “open” has nothing to do with the development and licensing model of 
the software used to implement that standard. In fact, open standards are neutral with regard 
to software development and licensing models—welcoming all models and favoring none—
so it is equally feasible for an open standard to be implemented in proprietary software as in 
OSS. 
 
Some open source projects are closely associated with particular open standards (e.g., Apache 
with HTTP, or MySQL with SQL), and some standards even choose to release their reference 
implementations under open source licenses.  However, the mere availability of source code is 
neither necessary nor sufficient to make something a standard, much less an open standard.  
The real question is whether the standard has the characteristics of an open standard as 
described above. 

6 Conclusion 
While standards in general play a key role in enabling interoperability, which type of standard 
is appropriate and successful ultimately depends on many unique factors (e.g., the specific 
technology, market and timing involved).  Voluntary, supplier-led standards efforts are 
typically the most effective at addressing interoperability issues and securing widespread 
adoption.  It is important to clearly distinguish open source software, which may be used to 
implement an open standard, from the open standard itself.  Government agencies also have a 
role to play, but are most effective when facilitating voluntary processes rather than imposing 
rigid mandates. 
 
In closing, BSA believes that a mature, balanced understanding of the purpose and practice of 
standards—including the important role of open standards—is essential for a healthy 
marketplace and technology industry.  In turn, a healthy IT ecosystem based on voluntary 
standards has proven best able to help customers achieve their desired goals of 
interoperability, flexibility and accessibility.  The BSA looks forward to working with all 
interested parties to help bring that about. 

February, 2005 
 

                                                 
4 This, for example, may be appropriate for technology standards as they relate to public health and safety issues 
(e.g., aviation, medical equipment and cellular emission). 
5 Such undesirable policies may involve mandating the absence of royalties or other reasonable fees; 
government-mandated standards-setting processes; compulsory ratification by a formal standards body; and 
other policies that interfere with choice, flexibility and responsiveness.  
6 “Open Source” is a software-licensing model where the source code of the software is typically made available 
royalty-free to the users of the software, under terms allowing redistribution, modification and addition, though 
often with certain restrictions.  The support, training, updates and other services for the software may be 
provided by a range of entities.  Open source programs are often, though not exclusively, developed through a 
collaborative effort in which a number of persons, usually with no formal association with each other, contribute 
elements of the final software.  Increasingly, software companies are also contributing programs developed in-
house to the open source community.  
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Abstract  
This paper presents the key industry issues concerning interoperability and open 
standards with a view to developing sustainable solutions beneficial to all 
stakeholders. The focal point in the discussions amongst the different stakeholders 
– EU, Member States and industry – is the definition of open standards as the 
implications of this definition affect government services and business practices 
across Europe. This paper outlines how the balance between standardisation and 
intellectual property is struck by respecting the principles of transparency and non-
discrimination. In this regard, the need to preserve consistency with EU policy and 
legal positions taken is of crucial importance, in particular as it relates to European 
and international intellectual property rights and public procurement law.  

 

1. Introduction 
Recent EU policy initiatives, including eEurope, have brought ‘Interoperability’ to centre-
stage of the European Union’s ICT governance framework.  
 
Today, in one way or another, all stakeholders - governments, industry, consumers, and other 
social partners - have recognised the need for interoperability and recognise the benefits 
interoperability could bring. However, while everybody may agree on the need for 
interoperability, the scope and implementation of interoperability, as well as the incentives 
that encourage it or the technical or political barriers that hinder it, remain controversial.  
 
One of the main controversies of concern relates to the implementation of interoperability and 
the definition of open standards. 
 
The ICT Industry has recognized the ever-increasing importance of systems and software 
interoperability to enable business process/government service development and the 
integration of systems and business processes.  Simply defined, interoperability is the ability 
of two or more ICT assets (hardware devices, communications devices, or software 
components) to easily or automatically work together and, in the business sense, expands to 
include the ability of two or more business processes, or services, to easily or automatically 
work together. It is clear that the ability to interoperate is key to reducing ICT integration 

                                                 
1 Initiative for Software Choice (ISC, www.softwarechoice.org) is a global coalition of more than 300 large and small companies 
and associations committed to advancing the concept that multiple competing software development and licensing models 
should be free to develop flourish unimpeded by government preference or mandate. The Initiative is managed by the 
Computing Technology Industry Association (CompTIA www.comptia.org ) the worlds largest technology trade association. 
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costs and inefficiencies, increasing business agility, and enabling the adoption of new and 
emerging technologies. 
 
Standards, and their widespread adoption, enable interoperability. Leading ICT industry 
players are very actively working together through industry associations and standards 
organisations to advance the development and adoption of open standards2. In addition to 
investing large sums of money on developing open standards and making their hardware and 
software compliant with such open standards, major ICT Industry players are cooperating at 
unprecedented levels to align their technologies so they interoperate, and significant progress 
is being made.   
 
For quite some time, major ICT Industry players have been routinely sitting down together 
and addressing interoperability issues through standards development in technical committees 
of standards organisations such as the W3C (World Wide Web Consortium), OASIS 
(Organisation for the Advancement of Structured Information Standards), and others.  
Organisations such as the WS-I (Web Services-Interoperability Organisation) have sprung 
up to specifically address interoperability of standards and the adoption of standards.  The 
ICT Industry is convinced that best-of-breed, interoperable solutions can best be achieved 
through these competitive marketplace activities. 
 
ISC encourages government, as a major end-user of ICT technologies, to be both a supporter 
of the ICT standards setting process and an active participant in that process. However, the 
ICT industry does not believe governmental mandates regarding the types of ICT solutions 
that governments may acquire and/or regulation of the types of ICT solutions eligible to 
receive public funding, are in either the best interests of government or private industry as a 
whole.  Industry further believes that such mandates would slow progress towards 
interoperability and inhibit government’s ability to select the most cost effective, best-of-
breed hardware/software solutions.  In particular, mandated standards run the risk of 
imposing a “technology penalty” on users, as the legislative process fails to keep up with 
technological development, depriving users of the benefits of innovation.  In the end, the 
development, adoption and evolution of open standards must be voluntary, driven by the 
benefits from the standards and technologies, with both suppliers and users able to articulate 
real business benefits. 
 

2. Alternative definitions of interoperability  
From a purely technological perspective, interoperability concerns the ability of two or more 
ICT assets (hardware devices, communications devices or software components) to easily or 
automatically work together. However, business and government also require interoperability 
of processes, so that business processes or administrative services can link up easily through 
computing/ communications processes. This paper will consider interoperability in this 
broader sense, covering both the process and the technology perspective.  
 
In this broader context, interoperability can be defined or viewed from several different 
perspectives. A few of them are outlined below: 
                                                 
2 A multitude of various alternative definitions for ‘Open Standards’ exist. For a selection of Open Standards definitions see 
Annex II of the CompTIA Interoperability White Paper of 18 February 2004: 
http://www.softwarechoice.org/download_files/Interop.pdf . Further comments by industry regarding the definition of Open 
Standards in the European Interoperability Framework can be found in a European Industry Association (EICTA) position letter 
of 12 January 2005: http://www.eicta.org/Content/Default.asp?PageID=244 . 
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• The EU Software Copyright Directive defines interoperability between computing 
components generally to mean “the ability to exchange information and mutually to use the 
information which has been exchanged”.3  This does not mean that each component must 
perform in the same way, or contain all of the same functionality, as every other one – 
interoperability is not a synonym for cloning.  Rather, interoperability means that the 
components, which may differ in functionality, can share information and use that 
information to function in the manner in which they were designed to. 
 
• The European Interoperability Framework (EIF) definition identifies three separate 

aspects:  
o Technical – linking up computer systems by agreeing on standards for presenting, 

collecting, exchanging, processing, transporting data. 
o Semantic – ensuring that transported data shares the same meaning for link-up 

systems 
o Organisational – organising business processes and internal organisation 

structures for better exchange of data. 
 
• The UK e-GIF (e-Government Interoperability Framework) model focuses on 4 

aspects: interconnectivity, data Integration, access, and content management.  
 
From the perspective of the ICT industry, interoperability can be conceptualised as a 
means of connecting two or more “end-points” with a “wire”, where a “wire” means an 
exchange of data using data and communications standards. Under this definition the aim of 
interoperability is to define “wires” so that software/ computers can interconnect and 
interoperate on demand. A common set of standardized, widely-adopted “wires” enable 
connections and interoperability quickly at minimum cost. 
 
Just as the edges of a jigsaw puzzle define how a puzzle piece connects with other puzzle 
pieces, the goal of interoperability to define the “wires” or the puzzle edges so that 
software/hardware/business processes can interconnect and interoperate on demand.  In 
designing hardware and software, and implementing business processes, the ICT industry 
attempts to make the edges (“wires” or “interfaces”) as common as possible while 
maintaining the functional features of the ICT components and accomplishing their combined 
business requirements. This practice of "defining the edges" rather than the implementation of 
the component itself also promotes innovation and differentiation, which is highly desirable as 
it promotes beneficial competition in a multi-vendor environment.  One must recognize that, 
in designing and using these component pieces, interoperability is not an end-state but rather 
is a continuum, i.e., a given component can’t interoperate with every other component but 
rather with only those components designed to interoperate through the same standard(s) 
(“wires” or “edges”). 
 
In designing ICT components and utilizing the “wires” that connect the components, the 
designers attempt to keep components from being too dependent on one another so they can 
be used to interconnect with other hardware/software components.  The concept of 
dependence/independence of two components is called coupling by the ICT industry, and the 
most “loose” coupling possible, while meeting business requirements for the 
hardware/software, is a highly sought-after characteristic in design.  “Tight” coupling of 

                                                 
3 Council Directive of 14 May 1991 on the legal protection of computer programmes (91/250/EEC) 
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hardware or software results in more “brittle” processes that break when either of the 
components is changed.  Unfortunately, as the features/functions of the hardware/ software 
components change and are enhanced, frequently the “wires” that connect it to other 
components must also change to take advantage of the new technology.  This means that 
interoperability is not static, rather it is a continually evolving situation driven by rapid 
changes in technology and customer requirements. 

3. Scope 
Interoperability extends from industry to industry, including the ICT Industry (as an end-user 
of technology); other industries such as the financial, automotive, chemical, etc. industries; as 
well as government.  It includes private sector technology use by the largest, as well as the 
smallest, of companies.  In the public sector it includes technology use by the smallest 
governmental agencies and entities as well as the largest.   
 
It follows that interoperability is not just a country-specific or national issue, but is global in 
scope. This international perspective, which the ICT industry has done much to emphasise, 
has led key policy and decision-makers in Europe to realise that there is a need for 
interoperability in Europe both within and between public administrations and with 
enterprises.4  
 
The UK’s e-GIF Service Delivery Infrastructure, for example, identifies the various 
components of an interoperable e-Government system: Citizens and Business (“users”); the 
Multiple Access Channels; the portals (Local Authority, Government, Private Sector); the 
infrastructure (Government Gateway); Government Systems (Local Authorities, Departmental 
Systems, Other Public Sector Systems). All of this requires different kinds of 
interoperability for different groups (citizens, enterprises, and other government entities). 
 
• Interoperability with individuals/citizens is typically accomplished primarily through 

Internet/Web Browser interfaces.  It also includes direct data exchanges (e.g., file transfers 
of tax form submissions), mobile communications, etc., which are likely to grow in 
importance over the next five to ten years.   

 
• Interoperability with private enterprises must take into account that enterprises have a 

wide range of systems.  It may be accomplished through the same ICT vehicles as are 
used with individuals/citizens but may also involve more sophisticated business-to-
Government data exchanges and the like.   

 
• Government and public authorities seeking interoperability both within their own 

administration and with others face the same interoperability challenges that private 
enterprises face in accomplishing enterprise application integration (EAI) and business-to-
business (B2B) integration, such as business process alignment and data semantics 
resolution. Interoperability with other governmental entities must take into account the 
diverse application software systems and ICT hardware that governmental entities already 
have in place as well as local governmental business processes predicated on local and 
national laws. 

4. Benefits of interoperability 

                                                 
4 See Commission Staff Working Paper: “Linking up Europe: the importance of interoperability for e-Government services” 
http://europa.eu.int/idabc/en/document/2036/5583  
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Connectivity and interoperation among computers, among entities (governments, businesses, 
citizens, and individuals), and among software components can increase the flexibility and 
agility of ICT systems, thus reducing administrative and software costs for government. They 
may also reduce the time needed to implement software and e-Government services. 
 
• At a EU Member State level, E-Government flexibility and agility may be increased as 

interoperability increases. Interoperability can, for instance, assist in the delivery of e-
government services based on life events, and help the business sector interact 
electronically with administrations, reducing administrative costs burden and encouraging 
SME’s to “go digital”.  

 
• At the European level, interoperability supports the Single Market and its associated 

“four freedoms of movement of people, capital, goods and services”.  As people move and 
enterprises trade across Europe they need to interact electronically with public 
administrations in Member States other than their own. For e-Government services to be 
usable across border, national administrations will need to obtain information from other 
Member States (e.g. relating to taxation status, social welfare contributions, registration 
information on enterprises, etc.). Since the Single Market and other key European policy 
objectives require interoperability between European administrations, the needs of trans-
border users of e-Government services must be taken into account when developing e-
Government services.   

5. Business sector experiences and synergies 
Technical standards are being developed through open processes, and their adoption is being 
driven by the pressure software companies are under to meet their customers’ requirements 
for standards adherence. Standards and interoperability work best when processes are loosely 
coupled.  
 
The problems of interoperability are not unique to government.  The interoperability problems 
of integrating disparate databases, distributed networks, e-procurement solutions, B2B data 
exchanges, enterprise application integration, portal integration, B2C (consumer/citizen) 
solutions, mobile communications, and others all exist in private industry as well as the public 
sector.  In general, there is a common need across all industries for research, new 
technologies, and improved standards to address interoperability. 
 

5.1 Specific requirements for eGovernment services 
At another level, work must be done to define and agree upon Government sector-specific 
semantics and on the alignment of business processes.  Many e-Government services exist, 
such as taxation functions and social services, that require government agreement on their 
own semantics and processes.  Likewise there are frequently additional public sector 
requirements in general business processes such as procurement that are not found in the 
private sector, e.g., specific competitive bidding requirements and/or specific approval 
approaches.  For e-Government, business process alignment in many cases requires an 
alignment of laws, regulations, etc. – something that the European Union, with its Single 
Market approach, can leverage. 
 
Private industry experience makes it clear that business process re-engineering and 
improvement is a continual process, not a one-time event.  The overall goal must be the 
most cost-effective business process solutions, both intra-entity (within government) and 
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inter-entity (between governments).  From a software perspective, competition drives the ICT 
software vendors to develop applications that embody the most efficient business processes 
and that provide open environments for the exchange of data between software. 
 

5.2 Open standards – the industry view 
ICT industry experience is that “best of breed” solutions, regardless of the business or 
development model but evaluated on the basis of the best value for the money, provide the 
best functionality mix, support interoperability between components through their 
compatibility with open standards, and ensure continual upgrades, software support and 
expertise.  Open standards compatibility should be a major selection criterion for software to 
ensure its interoperability, though it should be recognised that open standards may evolve 
quickly and preferences for any open standard or versions of open standards, including 
OSS-style open standards, should be avoided to preserve the utmost flexibility in a best 
value assessment of technology and solutions for administration interaction and business 
problems. 
 
A major contributor to interoperability is voluntary open standards development plus 
voluntary open standards adoption.  Open standards development, without significant 
adoption of the resultant standards, does nothing in the effort to achieve interoperability.  
Standards, like software, must evolve to take advantage of technology advances.  Best-of-
breed solutions, evaluated on a best value for money basis, that are continually updated and 
have software support to meet customer standards-compatibility expectations are the best 
approach to achieve and ensure ongoing interoperability. 
 

5.3 Industry interoperability as a benchmark 
ISC would put forth mainly two thoughts regarding the EIF and other existing e-Government 
interoperability frameworks: 

• The national frameworks and EIF generally limit their scope to what IDA would refer to 
as technical interoperability and do not try to address semantic and business process 
interoperability to the same degree.  The next step would therefore be to address semantic 
and organisational interoperability. This means that eGovernment interoperability has 
reached roughly the same evolutionary point as the question of interoperability for much 
of private industry.   

• E-Government should fully leverage the work of the ICT industry and the competitive 
marketplace to achieve and maintain interoperability. Governments, through their 
procurement, research, and policies, should support and encourage the efforts of the ICT 
industry to voluntarily develop, adopt and promote open standards.  Government should 
also leverage and be protective of the intellectual property the ICT industry develops.   

Taking interoperability to the next level requires resolving the much more difficult issues of 
semantic interoperability and business process interoperability. The ICT industry has provided 
technology stacks, such as ebXML and Web services, and cross-industry semantic/business 
process standards, but at a detailed level, semantic and business process interoperability are 
more “user-specific” in nature and require the involvement and leadership of the users in 
question (in this case, governments).  To date, there have some efforts in private industry to 
align semantics and business processes, but these efforts are not commonplace.  
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Achieving semantic/business process interoperability for eGovernment raises its own 
challenges, including aligning laws and regulations, etc.  Government involvement and 
leadership in defining the needed semantics and business processes and/or adopting private 
industry semantics/business processes is critical.  At an infrastructure framework level, the 
ICT industry will develop and provide open standards addressing content exchange and 
business process execution (e.g., ebXML, BPEL4WS). 
 
E-Government should fully leverage the competitive marketplace to reach interoperability.  
The ICT industry has devoted considerable resources towards voluntarily defining, and 
changing hardware and software to adhere to open technology standards.  Government, 
through its procurement, research, and ICT policies should support these efforts and fully 
utilize them to reach interoperability.  Cost effective, open-standards compatible hardware 
and software, where the underlying standards have been widely adopted, is an enabler of 
interoperability.  Open-standards compatible software can be developed using any 
software development model, and can be licensed under a variety of business models.   
 
Open source does not mean or imply “open standard” or compatibility with open standards, 
and vice-versa, as open standards may be implemented by software developed under any 
business or development model.  Open source is not a standard or set of standards, but instead 
simply software whose code is publicly available.  Nothing in and of itself ensures that OSS is 
interoperable, even with other OSS programmes.  For instance, the freedom to modify OSS 
code necessarily provides the ability to change the code in ways that may undermine a 
programme’s ability to interoperate with other programmes and devices.  Beyond open-
standards compatibility, general business requirements, functionality requirements, total cost 
of ownership, and other elements of a “best value for money” evaluation should drive the 
selection of software, not how the software was developed or is licensed. 

6. Private/public multi-stakeholder partnerships 
The best approach to achieve and ensure e-Government interoperability is by the public sector 
partnering with the private sector, in particular the ICT industry.  Without partnering with the 
private sector, e-Government runs several risks:  

• The risk of adopting technologies and standards that become outdated and 
unsupported over time.    

• The risk of not being able to rapidly take advantage of technology advances and 
business process improvements that private industry develops. 

• The risk of adopting standards that do not interoperate between the private and public 
sectors (e.g., privacy standards, security certification standards). 

 
ISC applauds the efforts of, for example, the UK Office of the E-Envoy and their work with 
major international standards bodies such as OASIS and W3C.  Standardisation and 
frameworks within governments, such as the EIF, e-GIF, etc., plus direct involvement in 
international standardisation efforts, such as those of the W3C, OASIS, and others, and 
working with regional intermediaries such as CEN/ISSS, are essential to e-Government 
interoperability. 
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Many of the interoperability hurdles the public sector faces are the same as, or very similar to, 
the hurdles private sector companies face, but some distinct differences do exist.  In 
particular, many governmental business processes are closely tied to legislation, regulations, 
and court findings.  Process improvement and data semantics resolution frequently requires 
revision to the underlying legislation or regulations.  The European Union’s coordinated 
approach facilitates such legislative and regulatory changes.   
 
Nevertheless, governmental services/business process “owners” must aggressively pursue 
change to affect it even within the context of the EU.  ISC agrees with the European 
Commission that there is a need for commitment at all levels for interoperability to happen 
(i.e. global and international, European, national, regional and local) and there is a need to 
ensure that consequential adjustment of European or national policies occur. 
 
ISC recognises that, through greater interoperability, large improvements in EU intra-
Government and inter-Government services are possible. Additionally, from the private 
industry perspective, improved interoperability with the private sector and citizens/consumers 
could, and should, be a major source of e-Government business process/services 
improvement.  Many of the business process improvements made in the private sector over 
the last decade or so have been accomplished by companies working with their customers and 
suppliers (the “extended enterprise”) to streamline their “supply chains”.  Information flow, as 
well as the flow of physical goods/services, from supplier to government and, in many cases, 
from government to citizen/consumer, could be streamlined through similar extended 
enterprise efforts.  There is a plethora of commercial software available to support such 
business-to-business (or, in this case, business-to-Government or government-to-business) 
exchange of data.  Similar to private industry, these extended enterprise efforts would result in 
more customer-centric, citizen-friendly, governmental enterprises. 
 
Public sector software must meet governmental business requirements. The public sector 
faces many of the same decisions that private industry does in deciding whether to acquire or 
build software.  Governmental entities, like private companies, vary in size and business 
requirements, both of which affect ICT software and hardware selection.  Like private 
industry, in some cases governments should allow software to drive process, while in other 
cases, governments should have process drive software.  Also like private industry, software 
applications may be developed in a variety of ways, and offered under many different 
types of licenses.  In almost all cases, software and hardware acquisition costs are merely a 
part of the overall total costs of ownership (TCO) – interoperability and cost elements such as 
training have become major parts of the cost equation.  In the competitive environment, ICT 
companies offering open standards compatible proprietary software solutions have strong 
incentives to deliver robust functionality and open standards based interoperability to meet 
customer requirements and sell their products. 
 

7. Conclusions: Open Source and Open Standards 
In acquiring software, compatibility with open standards should be a major selection criterion.  
Ubiquitous access and interoperability frequently suggests the use of open, widely adopted 
standards. It is therefore important to distinguish between Open Source and Open Standards: 
 
• An Open Standard can be seen as a set of rules and specifications that collectively 

describe the design or operating characteristics of a programme or device and is published 
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and made freely available to the technical community.  Open standards are vetted through 
an open process. 

 
• Generically, Open Source refers to software in which the source code is available to the 

general public for use and/or modification from its original design form of charge. Open 
Source is also used to refer to a method of licensing software. Open Source software is 
therefore not an open standard, per se (for example, open source software changes are 
generally not vetted through an open process). It may interoperate with other open source 
software if the two “end point” open source software applications adhere to the same open 
standard.  However, the fact that software is open source does not mean that it necessarily 
implements the same open standards as other open source software applications. 

 
Hardware/software utilising proprietary standards can generally interoperate only with other 
hardware/software utilising the same proprietary standard.  Similarly, open standards-based 
hardware/software can generally also only interoperate with other hardware/software that 
utilizes the same open standard, and open standard version.  Even with the adoption of 
standards, either open or proprietary, the standards will need to continually evolve and be 
updated to take advantage of technology advances, and everyone will need to address 
software updates and version control to stay current with standards. 
 
While the EIF (IDABC) definition of open standards is an approved policy definition for the 
IDABC Programme, it is – according to IDABC statements - not intended to be binding 
outside the specified area of validity: "the recommendations and guidelines of the [European 
Interoperability] Framework and related documents, such as the IDABC Architecture 
Guidelines, are mandatory for pan-European projects carried out in the context of IDABC 
programme." Despite this confirmation of the restricted validity, questions are raised 
concerning the discriminatory spill-over effect of the EIF OSS-styled open standard definition 
on transactions between administrations, citizens and business, including legal implications 
under in particular EU public procurement law. To preserve consistency with EU policy and 
legal positions taken, in particular with regard to European and international IPR and 
public procurement law, it is important that EU Member States governments and European 
institutions, including the IDABC unit of the European Commission which does not speak for 
the European Commission as a whole, defend, amongst others, strong principles of 
technological neutrality, non-discrimination and equal treatment5. 
 
Defining ‘open standard’ through categorical preferences for or references to particular 
business or licensing models would favour or eliminate certain suppliers or products and thus 
violate the fundamental principles of non-discrimination and equal treatment. It would 
moreover prevent contracting Government authorities from utilising the full panoply of 
possible technical solutions. 
 

__________________________ 
 

17 January 2005 

                                                 
5 for a legal analysis of EU public procurement law in relation to preference definitions of OSS-style open standards see: ISC 
Legal Note of 16 September 2004, http://www.softwarechoice.org/download_files/ISC_LegalNote_final.pdf  
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Abstract : The huge project of the MEKIK (Hungarian Electronic 
Public Administration Interoperability Framework) has already been 
started, the next steps were the specification of the middleware and 
MEKIK portal and the pilot implementation of technical standards 
catalogue that would be accessible via this portal. These requirements 
affected the work in connection with the secure communication and 
the usage of electronic signature in the public administration. The 
project – correspondingly to the standards of the catalogue – also 
covered the general conception of security framework, requirements 
of certification service providers, signature creation application and 
devices, cryptographic protocols, legal aspects and secure mobile 
communication. This article introduces the actualities in connection 
with the interoperability of electronic public administration. 

 

1 MEKIK project 

1.1 Antecedents 
In the area of public administration the communication between parties (e.g. between 
governmental organizations) needs interoperable standards, data models, data communication 
schemas. The project of Hungarian interoperability framework, called MEKIK was under the 
control of the Ministry of Informatics and Communications (IHM). The expectation of the 
European Union is that all of the member countries must have an own „one-window 
administration” solution that must be interoperable with each other. The aims of the project 
were the declaration of the needed standards, definition of work-flows including legal 
regulation. In the project experts have taken into account the works of IDA (Interchange of 
Data between Administrations) – which is the program of European Commission – at 
accessibility, multilingualism, security, protection of private data, subsidiarity, usage of open 
standards, usage of open source code application. These tasks needed a governmental control 



therefore the Hungarian Electronic Public Administration Interoperability Framework 
(MEKIK) became the leader. As the project document says the law must support the 
interoperability questions of electronic public administration. Most of the interoperability 
problems were based not just on technology but on management and workflow. During the 
overall work experts examined solutions, standards in other countries such as in United 
Kingdom, in Sweden, in Germany, in France, in Denmark, in Australia and in the European 
Union. The project made suggestions for communication, messages in transactions taking into 
account the security matters. The technology issues were based on XML (SOAP protocol, 
XML signature, XML encryption, XSD schemas) and also solutions of future were mentioned 
(WSDL, UDDI). MEKIK project unambiguously said that security features must be based on 
PKI (Public Key Infrastructure) technology. 
 
Studies have been made and now the next step is to implement the MEKIK portal with 
standards catalogue and middleware. 

1.2 EIF, e-GIF, SAGA 
The sorting of technical standards and maintaining this catalogue is one of the tasks of the 
MEKIK. This catalogue must be the reference at software development that would be used in 
the public administration in order to be interoperable with other systems such as British or 
German public administration, and also at the development of basic 12 + 8 public services 
these standards must be taken into account. These 20 public services were defined in the 
eEurope Action Plan 2002: 12 for citizens and 8 for businesses. 
 
In the recent past national interoperability framework projects have been started and technical 
standards catalogues have been constructed. The third phase of IDA program is IDABC 
(Interoperable Delivery of Pan-European eGovernment Services to Public Administrations, 
Businesses and Citizens) is about interoperable and secure e-Government services and 
communications. In the beginning the processes of regulation were just monitored, but finally 
it has been decided to take more part in work, and EIF (European Interoperability Framework) 
project has been started. Hungarian experts – in the Hungarian interoperability framework 
project, which is part of MEKIK – have taken into account the results of national and IDA’s 
interoperability framework projects such as British e-GIF, German SAGA or basic 
recommendations of EIF.  
 
The standards in the catalogue can be grouped in several ways, one standard can affect more 
fields of operation, but two main categories could be made: 

• data structure, message structure standards, that can be different in each countries, 
• all other (mainly open and accessible) international technical standards. 

 
Data structures, message structures have a core, common part that is based on the European 
regulation, but there can be also differences, because of the national legal regulations in 
Member States. The InfoStructureBase (isb.oio.dk/repository) is part of the Danish e-
Government project and a strategic element in the architecture for e-Government. It is a well-
functioning solution to cataloguing and publishing of data structures, message structures as 
XSD files (XML schemas) with defined namespaces. In this repository users can browse 
between schema files of different fields of e-Government and also can use search functions 
and make queries. Each data structure, message structure has well-defined metadata form that 
is partly based on Dublin Core elements. 
 



Sorting (defining categories as titles in the catalogues) of international standards of W3C, 
IETF, ISO, ITU, ETSI, CEN and other standardization organizations is not the same at 
British, German or European documents. The catalogues in these cases are just simple 
documents, standards are just listed with identifiers and short descriptions. 
 
Hungarian experts decided to provide the catalogue as a simple document and also as a portal 
(MEKIK portal), where users can browse and search between standards (similarly to Danish 
solution). The most important tasks of the MEKIK portal should be providing general 
information about MEKIK, publishing actual news, storing publications, managing forum and 
names, links of other organizations and document repository (standards, data schemas). 
 
At editing the catalogue of standards the recommendations of EIF and national standard 
catalogues (e-GIF, SAGA) were in the point of view. 
 
It will be based on open standards and encourage the use of open source software. 

/European Interoperability Framework – EIF/ 
 
The use of the XML family of standards is recommended in national eGIFs for data 
integration. This is usually supplemented with recommendations for supporting standards 
such as UML or RDF for data modelling, XSLT for data transformation, Dublin Core, 
possibly with national extensions, for metadata, etc. Some Member States also make reference 
to Web Services interoperability. 

/European Interoperability Framework – EIF/ 

1.3 Metadata 
Each entry in the catalogue (as a simple document) contains the title and identifier of the 
standard, name of the publisher, short description of the content and status information 
(„under observation”, „recommended”, „mandatory”). At the portal the basic requirement to 
make these entries searchable can be satisfied by defining metadata to each document. 
 
The well-known and most used metadata standard is Dublin Core. The core set of elements – 
contains 15 attributes – was published as ISO (ISO 15836:2003), IETF (RFC 2413) CEN 
(CWA 13874) standard. IETF also published an extension that specifies the usage of Dublin 
Core elements in HTML files (RFC 2731). At e-Government solutions an extended version of 
Dublin Core must be used to describe data, create metadata. MIReG (Management 
Information Resources for eGovernment) is the project of IDA that aimed to provide a 
standardized structure and XML schemas for metadata in e-Government (XML schema are 
available on the homepage of IDA). The planned MEKIK portal would be able to view the 
core Dublin Core elements in HTML files and also MIReG compatible XML files as metadata 
in the browser of the user. 

1.4 Middleware 
The middleware that provides the interoperable layer must be able to communicate and 
process messages based on the standards listed in the catalogue. Functional requirements of 
the middleware are identification, authentication and authorization of parties and services, 
managing message transfer, making entries in the logfile, converting data and managing 
security services. 
 
Most of the services need cryptographic support. Authentication is a serious step in the 
process of giving access to resources, and also keeping document integrity and 



confidentiality. Both of them needs the correct implementation of managing the challenge-
response protocol, creating message digests by hash algorithms (one-way-functions), using 
private keys (digital signature) and public keys (encryption) to encode or decode messages. 

1.5 Secure electronic public administration 
The other part of MEKIK project was under the control of Ministry of Informatics and 
Communications (IHM), Prime Minister’s Office (MeH), Ministry of Interior (BM). Its aim 
was to specify standardized requirements in connection with secure communication in 
electronic public administration between either client and administration or administration 
and administration. Specification should have conformed to the needs and workflows that 
could have different security levels. Solutions of electronic government and electronic public 
administration are based on internet (TCP and IP protocols) therefore the nature of the 
network determines basic rules in connection with security. The repeatedly mentioned 
requirements of secure communication are 

• confidentiality (encrypted messages), 
• integrity (digested messages with hash functions), 
• authentication (digitally signed messages), 
• non-repudiation (digitally signed messages), 

and secure systems also have the availability parameter. 
 
There were several topics in the huge project that should have been examined from the view 
of security such as security framework, CA requirements (press the point of key recovery), 
application requirements, system requirements, access control management, smart card 
specification, legal aspects and mobile phone authentication. 
 
These categories will be examined in details in the following. 

1.6 Security framework 
Document about security framework in general defines the levels and categories of security 
aspects. Experts have taken into account different environment at A2A or A2B and A2C 
communications and sorted requirements. 
 
The main points of security aspects in the document were the following (5 functional + 1 
assurance requirements): 

• registration: process of mapping „natural person” to „electronic object” (e.g. 
generating a PKI certificate with the distinguished name of the person at the highest 
security level and giving a pseudonym at the lowest security level), 

• authentication: secure identification of parties at the beginning of a communication 
(e.g. challenge-response handshake protocol to prove authenticity with certificate 
request on the client side at a TLS or SSL connection), 

• integrity: data during the communication is not altered (e.g. creating message digests 
with hash functions that are one-way-functions at S/MIME applications, XML-based 
cryptographic applications and TLS or SSL connection), 

• confidentiality: data during the communication doesn’t become public (e.g. encrypted 
messages at S/MIME applications, XML-based cryptographic applications and TLS or 
SSL connection), 

• non-repudiation: actions during the communication can’t be denied (e.g. a digitally 
sign a document at S/MIME applications, XML-based cryptographic applications and 
TLS or SSL connection), 



• conformance: assurance that the object fulfills the requirements (e.g. an independent 
audit of an application based on the requirements and methodology of Common 
Criteria). 

 
Experts defined 3 + 1 security level to these security aspects: 

• level 0: no expectation (there is no need to use electronic signature), 
• level 1: low expectations (advanced electronic signature is needed with software 

token), 
• level 2: average expectations (advanced electronic signature is needed with hardware 

token), 
• level 3: high expectations (qualified electronic signature is needed with secure 

signature-creation device). 
 
Based on security aspects and security levels, a 6 × 4 security matrix can be drawn that is 
referenced in all other documents of MEKIK project. 

1.7 CA requirements 
Certificate Service Providers can operate several kind of CAs, therefore specifying general 
requirements can be hard. Experts defined 6 categories based on the 1999/93/EC directive and 
the Hungarian law about electronic signature and service providers: 

• issuing secure signature-creation device with qualified certificate (HSz1), 
• issuing secure signature-creation device with authentication certificate for citizens 

(HSz2), 
• secure signature-creation device with authentication and encryption certificate for civil 

servants (HSz3), 
• issuing hardware token with signature and encryption certificate (HSz4), 
• issuing software token with signature and encryption certificate (HSz5), 
• time-stamping service provider (HSz6). 

 
Legal regulation and technical standards in most cases are about the requirements of CA, 
labelled HSz1.  Technological issues are described in a CEN standard (CWA 14167-1) in 
connection with trustworthy systems managing certificates for electronic signatures (QC or 
non-QC), and policy information is laid down in ETSI TS 101 456 standard for certificate 
authorities issuing qualified certificates (QCP public + SSCD). There is another, separate 
ETSI standard that specifies requirements of certificate authorities issuing public key 
certificates in general (ETSI TS 102 042) such as CA labelled HSz2 or HSz3. 
 
Each certificate service provider was categorised based on issuing qualified (QC) or non-
qualified certificates (NQC), and using qualified (QCP), normalized (NCP or NCP+) or 
lightweight policy (LCP). Policy requirements of time-stamping authorities are laid down in 
ETSI TS 102 023 but from the view of CWA 14167-1 requirements must meet with QC. 
 
This document also defines other parameters in connection with the operation of certificate 
service providers such as availability and time-synchronization. Strict rules means availability 
of 99,9% which means maximum 3 hours or 8 hours of outage, at 98% this rate is maximum 
24 hours. Time-token must be provided from two, independent, trusted sources in order to 
keep high rate of availability and precision. 
 



Key recovery is an actual problem that must be solved by experts. There is still no legal 
regulation for encryption, but it is used in many cases. Losing a token, a smart card is not an 
extreme situation. In the case of electronic signature the user must report it to certificate 
service provider and can order another certificate, private key and smart card. In the case of 
encryption other problems can occur. Encrypted documents need private keys to decrypt 
them, but it is impossible if that private key is stolen or lost. The solution is using a Key 
Recovery Agent (KGA), which can store private keys (after key-generation it makes a 
backup). Two methods are written down in the document. The difference is in the number of 
used keys, because in the first case private key (used for encryption or signature-creation) is 
stored at the KGA (that could be accessed if the private key of the user is lost), but user could 
worry about this stored private key. In the other case another keys are generated just for key-
recovery, so user have two key pairs: one for encryption or signature-creation and another one 
for key-recovery. The authority stores just the private part of key-recovery key pair. During 
the communication symmetric session keys that are used to encrypt messages are encrypted 
with public keys (that can be decrypted by private keys). If a user has two key pairs, this 
symmetric key is sent twice because it can use two public keys for encryption (encryption key 
pair and key-recovery key pair). These private keys can be downloaded from KGA if any 
problem occurs. 

1.8 Application requirements 
Examination of the security of applications focuses on interoperability questions recently 
therefore common requirements must be set up to help development and evaluation of well-
functioning softwares. In several pilot projects experts tried to apply Hungarian methodology 
for evaluating and certification of softwares and hardwares, called MIBÉTS which is an 
adaptation of Common Criteria (CC) and Common Evaluation Methodology (CEM). Bases of 
these examinations, tests must be – as it is written in relating documents of MEKIK project – 
the standards of CEN such as CWA 14170 and CWA 14171 that defines the requirements of 
signature-creation application and signature verification. These standards can well extend 
existing Protection Profiles (based on functional and assurance requirements of Common 
Criteria) about electronic signature-creation applications (Public Key-Enabled Application 
Requirements – Department of Defense) and signature-creation devices such as smart cards. 
Hungary is the member of CCRA (Common Criteria Recognition Arrangement) since 19 of 
September, 2003 therefore it is recommended to apply methodology of evaluation and 
certification – based on MIBÉTS – of security products. 

1.9 System requirements 
Documents of MEKIK project highlight issue of password management, S/MIME 
applications, TLS (SSL) protocol, XML-related security standards, certificate profiles, 
signature policies and cryptographic algorithms. Password management is a critical point of 
authentication. Specifications give good guidelines to choose strong passwords that can be 
memorized. There is a Hungarian portal with essays about security relating topics 
(Biztostu.hu) where password cracking is illustrated and can be tried based on dictionary 
attack technology. Either passwords or cryptographic certificates (the latter is recommended) 
can be used to authenticate users in the communication, at the start of a TLS or SSL session. 
The usage of TLS (RFC 2246) or SSL protocol was also examined in the documents of 
MEKIK project. S/MIME can satisfy the basic requirements of European Union on electronic 
signature (BES or EPES structure as it is written down in ETSI TS 101 733) but experts also 
draw attention to deficiencies (such as timestamp, which is needed at e.g. electronic invoices), 
therefore it is recommended to use XML-based applications to create and verify electronic 
signatures (RFC 3275 and ETSI TS 101 903), encrypt messages (W3C XML Encryption 



Syntax and Processing) or manage keys (XML Key Management Specification (XKMS 2.0)). 
Other topics related to electronic signatures have been also examined. Certificate profiles 
have been specified for different usages (signature, authentication for TLS or SSL, 
encryption) and different roles (individual, organisational person, civil servant), signature 
policies must be based on ETSI TR 102 038 standard, and applications must use secure 
algorithms specified in ETSI SR 002 176. 

1.10 Access control management 
Experts examined user authentication methods at several electronic public administrations 
such as in Austria or in the United Kingdom, and also draft specifications of NIST. Access 
methods are based on PKI technology, technical requirements of communication parties are 
given (e.g. SAML over SOAP that is secured by TLS or SSL) in the documents, the process 
of authentication and login is written down step-by-step. 

1.11 Smart card specification 
Hungarian eID card, HUNEID will be the identification card of users in electronic public 
administration. Smart cards can be used at several situations to authenticate a user or use 
digital signature on a document to keep integrity with the benefit of that data (e.g. private key) 
– stored on smart card – can’t be retrieved. Experts have also defined the requirements of the 
environment of smart card, examined the problem of trusted and non-trusted terminals based 
on the CEN standard (CWA 14891-1). At the specification of interfaces result of European 
projects, such as eEurope Smart Card Charter (eESC) have been taken into account. Basic 
standards of physical build-up are described in ISO/IEC 7816, PKCS standards extend these 
specifications such as PKCS #15 (describing a file and directory structure on the smart card) 
or PKCS #11 (functions written in ANSI C programming language), requirements of card 
readers are also declared. Documents contain the use cases in connection with smart cards 
(e.g. detailed description relating to PIN management) during the whole life-cycle. 

1.12 Legal aspects 
Legal aspects of using confidential, sensitive data were also examined in documents of 
MEKIK project. Electronic public services have been categorised from the view of legal 
aspects, services as examples have been chosen from the official statements of European 
Commission and European Council (such as COM (2001) 140, COM (2002) 263, COM 
(2002) 655, COM (2003) 567). Specifications were based on international models, 
experiences of United Kingdom and Austria have been assimilated. Critical point of electronic 
public administration was data protection, data management of users that have been examined 
and expert’s suggestions were written down in documents of MEKIK project. These 
recommendations cover the field of usage of eID card and procedure of registration. 

1.13 Mobile phone authentication 
Mobile phone with SIM card can be a secure device for using electronic public 
administrations. This idea is also under examination at ETSI and Hungarian experts pay 
attention to the results of standardization organization. Standards of ETSI, such as ETSI TR 
102 203, ETSI TS 102 204, ETSI TR 102 206, ETSI TS 102 207 have been introduced in 
documents of MEKIK project. PKI-based applications have been also examined from the 
view of CEN standards (CWA 14170 and CWA 14171) which describe the requirements of 
signature-creation applications and signature verification and also visions have been set up in 
connection with the basic 12 + 8 public services in mobile environment. 

3 Summary 



Hungarian regulations and specifications in electronic public administration meet the 
requirements of European Union. Experts pay attention security questions, therefore 
interoperability – which is a basic requirement in secure communication – of applications and 
services was in the center of examination. Implementation of the system has been started, 
existing modules are being examined and reconfigured to be able to provide interoperable and 
secure electronic public administration services to information society. 

4 References 
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